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ABSTRACT '
This thesis uses the case of large-scale, expropriatory nationalization of private coal
mines to investigate the puzzle of uneven policy implementation in China. It casts new
light on the role media coverage and public opinion play in the Chinese policy process,
on the party-state's disciplinary (wenze) practices, and on the dynamics of China's
state capitalism and the apparent "advance of state and retreat of private firms" (Guo
Jin, Min Tui) in the late 2000s.

Despite being an authoritarian state, China often finds implementing policies that dam-
age the interests of local political and business elites difficult. Decisions-making and
implementation usually require extensive bargaining, and stasis often prevails. Yet oc-
casionally dramatic change does occur. One particularly puzzling case is coal mining.
Since the late-1990s central-state actors had sought to consolidate the industry under
large state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and eliminate the substantial privately-owned
mining sector. However, this clashed with the interests of owners and local officials, for
whom the private mines were major providers of fiscal revenue and bribes. A major
closure campaign by the Center in the late-1990s failed. Yet after 2007 - in the face of
much conflict - several, though not all, of the major coal provinces forcibly national-
ized most of the private mines, creating the SOE-dominated coal industries that local
officials had previously resisted.

These different outcomes resulted from the interaction of varying accident patterns,
uneven media coverage, and state disciplinary practices. Nationalization occurred only
after the Chinese media began reporting extensively on mining accidents, and only in
those provinces most under the media spotlight. Variation in coverage was driven by
geologically-based variation in accident patterns. Intensive coverage turned accidents
into "sudden incidents" (tufa shijian) perceived to threaten social stability and state
legitimacy. This media-generated pressure was reinforced by the disciplinary apparatus,
which was itself responsive to media coverage and accident patterns. A subset of coal
provinces thus came under particularly intense political pressure to implement central
policy and resolve the industry's safety problem, leading ultimately to nationalization.

Thesis Supervisor: Suzanne Berger
Title: Raphael Dorman and Helen Starbuck Professor of Political Science
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Research Puzzle

This dissertation explores the puzzle of uneven policy implementation in China: why
the same policy is carried out zealously in some provinces or at some times, but incom-
pletely or not at all in other provinces or at other times. Specifically, it explores the
inconsistent implementation of a particular type of policy, which I call "rent-destroying
policies", namely those whose implementation threatens to reduce the economic or po-
litical (power) benefits that accrue to local political and economic elites under the
status quo. Many of the big reforms that the Chinese government has carried out
over the past 30 years (e.g. marketization, internationalization, privatization) were
achieved essentially by creating new rent-seeking opportunities for local political elites,
thus incentivizing them to carry out the desired changes (Heilmann 2008, Zweig 2002).
However, since at least 2000 solving many of the country's problems has required elim-
inating such rent flows - for instance, reducing fiscal extraction from farmers, cracking
down on land appropriation, or closing polluting industrial capacity. The success with
which such policies are implemented is of obvious substantive importance. Whether
and under what circumstances the state can enact change even when it threatens the
interests of powerful groups, matters.

This thesis approaches this question through a study of the central government's efforts
to restructure China's coal industry. Until the end of the 2000s, the industry consisted
of a state sector composed of mostly large state-owned enterprises (SOEs) owned by the
provinces and the Center, and a substantial private sector composed mainly of small-
scale mines, the so-called "township and village mines" (TVMs). While policy divisions
existed at the Center about the preferred share of state and private ownership, since
the mid-1990s the groups that controlled the formulation of the central government's
coal-industry policy have sought, in essence, to eliminate this small-scale and private
sector, and consolidate the industry under large state firms.

Various reasons were advanced for this policy objective, ranging from industrial devel-
opment and energy security to pollution control and work safety.1 Yet this objective
clashed fundamentally with the interests of private investors, local communities and,
above all, with the interests of subprovincial ("local") officials, for whom the private
mines were a major provider of rents (bribes, extra-legal levies) and taxes. Having
large provincial and central SOEs take over the private mines - as central policy called
for - would destroy these rents and more generally damage the local economies, as
the large SOEs usually paid little tax locally, were far less vulnerable to the extrac-
tion of bribes and extra-legal levies than private firms, and created fewer local jobs.
Unsurprisingly, this policy therefore generated much resistance from local officials and
communities across all of China's coal regions.

'This thesis does not evaluate the justifications advanced for consolidating and nationalizing the
coal industry. Of interest here is that this policy amounted to destroying much of the rent flows local
elites in the coal regions enjoyed; not whether this was "good" policy.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Outcomes varied over time and across provinces. In 1998 Premier Zhu Rongji and (then)
Vice-Premier Wu Bangguo led a determined nation-wide campaign to close down the
TVMs as a sector. But this failed as local governments faked mine closures and hid
output (Wright 2007, Tu 2010). The campaign wound down after 2001, whereupon
TVM production rapidly returned to pre-campaign levels, then exceeded them. Yet
by 2012 substantial changes had been implemented, especially in two of the major
mining provinces - Shanxi and Henan. In all of the ten main coal-producing provinces,
which account for over 80% of China's output, provincial and local governments had
by 2012 pushed through some mine consolidation. Figure 1.1 shows this graphically,
by comparing the number of mines reported to be operating in each province at the
earliest and the latest year in the 2000s for which data are available. Everywhere the
number of mines fell, with the sharpest reductions occurring in Shanxi and Henan.
These reductions in mine numbers were achieved almost entirely by reducing TVM
numbers.

300

2OOO0 - -_ -- -
2000

10O

4~ Ic 6> *0 C''~ ~ f

Figure 1.1: Number of Operating Mines in the Early or Mid- and the Late-
2000s
Source: CCIYB 2001-2012
IMAR: Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region

These ostensibly similar changes to industry structure (consolidation) however reflected
very different changes in ownership structure. Figure 1.2 provides information on this,
by comparing reported output from state and TVM (private) mines in 2005 and 2011
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

for each province. In Shanxi and Henan significant private sectors existed in 2005, but
by 2011 they had been all but eliminated (see black highlights in Figure). Conversely,
in the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region (IMAR), Shaanxi, Guizhou, Sichuan and
Heilongjiang the large private sectors that existed in 2005 remained in place in 2011,
or even expanded relative to the state sector. (In Shandong, Hebei and Anhui, TVMs
were never significant.)
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Figure 1.2: Reported Coal Output from State and Private Mines in 2005 and

Source: CCIYB, 2001-2012

What occurred in Shanxi and Henan was forcible nationalization or closure: the private
mines (TVMs) were taken over by large, mainly provincially-owned SO~s. This was

precisely what central policy-makers had been calling for, but it was also a highly
contested policy. Private investors from Zhejiang province alone claimed t~o have lost
R.MB 20 to 30 billion (US$ 3.2 to 4.8 billion), local economies were damaged, local
officials' access to rents collapsed, and a vituperative public debate arose about the

"advance of the state and retreat of the private sector" (Gao Jin Mn Tui, z)

Conversely, the other provinces opted for policies that I term "local consolidation"; viz.
encouraging the local private mines to undertake consolidat ion (mergers, t ake-overs,
formation of business alliances) among each other. Here, there were virtually no cases
of forcible sale of private mines to SOms. Instead, the private sector and thus local
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officials' access to the rents it provided - was preserved. On every dimension, this was
a much less conflictual approach, but it also fell short of what the dominant groups at
the Center were pressing for.

While the level of "state capacity" that the Chinese state possesses continues to be
debated2 , scholars generally agree that although not unheard of, implementing poli-
cies that sap the rents of local officials is something that China's central government
generally finds very difficult. The enactment of precisely such changes on a large scale
in major provinces is thus a surprising and unusual outcome. The large-scale, simul-
taneous expropriation of many private businesses, too, is an unusual and unexpected
development in China - a country generally thought to be very concerned to preserve
strong economic growth and avoid incidents that could trigger wider social unrest.
Why did Shanxi and Henan carry out the radical, rent-destroying changes that central-
government policy makers were calling for (consolidation of the industry under large
state firms and elimination of the private sector), even while the other provinces re-
frained from doing so? Moreover, why, even in Shanxi and Henan, were these changes
enacted only in 2008-2010 - and not much earlier, given that the Center had been
pressing for the closure or nationalization of the private coal sector since at least 1998?

This thesis argues that provinces' varying policy choices are explained by how different,
geologically-based accident patterns, uneven media coverage, and the party-state's for-
mal disciplinary practices interacted to place the leaders in Shanxi and Henan under far
greater pressure over accidents than the leaders in other provinces. Because accidents
were seen - with some justification - as tied to industry structure (with private mines
suffering significantly more accidents than state mines), Shanxi and Henan ultimately
opted for a much more radical policy choice than the other provinces, namely national-
ization, in order to get accidents under control. Yet this was not their first choice. Like
the other provinces, Shanxi and Henan, too, initially experimented with the more mod-
erate (private sector-preserving) policy option of "local consolidation", and only forced
through nationalization after their initial policy responses to the mining-safety crisis
had failed to stem the flood of large accidents in either of the two provinces. Conversely,
in the other provinces, different accident patterns and the consequent lower levels of me-
dia coverage and less severe disciplinary sanctions made for lower political pressure over
mining safety, and thus their leaderships had little appetite for forcing nationalization
onto unwilling subprovincial governments, mine owners, and local communities.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First, I review literatures on policy
implementation and on policy variation in China, and show why they find it hard to
explain this empirical variation. Then I lay out my research strategy and summarize
the argument the thesis makes. I conclude with an outline of the rest of the thesis.

2For discussions and varying assessments of Chinese state capacity see inter alia Baum and
Shevchenko 1999; Hu and Wang [1993] 2001; Naughton and Yang 2004; Naughton 2013; Wang 2003;
Yang 2003, 2004.
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1.2 Non-China and China Theories of Policy Implementation

As in many other areas of social-scientific inquiry, there has been only limited dialogue
between debates about policy implementation within and without the China field. In-
stead, they have evolved mostly separately from each other, focused on different con-
cerns. The non-China literature has tended to develop more general propositions about
why policy implementation succeeds or fails, while the China literature has been over-
whelmingly focused on analyzing the effects of specific and often rather unique features
of the Chinese policy process and institutional structures. Hence I shall review them
separately, though I will note points of direct engagement between the two bodies of
work.

1.2.1 Non-China Theories of Policy Implementation 3

Within the non-China literature on policy implementation two common approaches
are, firstly, broadly Weberian arguments about bureaucratic structures, sometimes but-
tressed with cultural approaches to bureaucratic effectiveness and dedication, and sec-
ondly state-society approaches focused on the possibility for state-society synergies that
can facilitate implementation.

1.2.1.1 Weberian Approaches: Bureaucratic Autonomy and Capture

One major approach draws on Weber's theories of bureaucracy to argue that policy
implementation is more likely to succeed when the state agencies charged with carrying
out policy approximate the characteristics Weber ascribed to a rationalized modern
bureaucracy. These are (1) that officials are organized hierarchically, with lower offices
controlled and supervised by higher offices, making them responsive to the instructions
of superiors; (2) that officials have clear responsibilities; (3) that relations between them
are governed by written regulations; (4) that they are appointed and assessed on the
basis of technical qualifications (merit), ensuring a minimal level of competency; and (5)
that their incomes derive mainly from fixed salaries and pensions paid by the state - as
opposed to outside earnings or office-based rent-collection - and that they are protected
from arbitrary dismissal, usually with tenure for life, to ensure their dedication to the
state's laws and policies (Kiser and Schneider 1993: p. 188).

Weber argued that such a bureaucracy was functionally superior to other forms of social
organization. For instance, he explained the fiscal superiority of early-modern Prus-
sia with its early development of a rational-modern bureaucracy (Kiser and Schneider

3This section is indebted to the very useful overview in Amengual 2011: pp. 8, 13-17
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1993). Later generations of scholars have taken up these ideas of Weber's to explain
variation in effective policy implementation, while also adding to the above list of char-
acteristics of effective bureaucracies by noting the importance that state agencies be
adequately resourced to carry out their policy tasks (e.g. McAllister 2010: p. 8-9; Econ-
omy 2004; Amengual 2011: pp. 17-19), or drawing attention to the cultural sources
of bureaucratic cohesion and effectiveness, such as systematic socialization into shared
norms (Di Lulio 1994, Kaufman [1960] 2006).

The essential idea of much of this writing is that the above characteristics ensure
that the state's bureaucracy possesses the necessary levels of technical competence
and capacity to formulate and carry out policy, while being sufficiently insulated or
"autonomous" from the demands of societal interests (e.g., business, labor) or political
groupings (e.g., parties) to carry out policy, also "over the actual or potential opposition
of powerful social groups or in the face of recalcitrant socio-economic circumstances"
(Skocpol 1985: p. 9). Conversely, where the bureaucracy is insufficiently Weberian
- in particular, insufficiently insulated from the pressures of societal or party-political
interests - implementation is likely to fall short when policy conflicts with these in-
terests. Under these circumstances, societal or party-political interests are liable to
"capture" the bureaucracy, leading to policy distortion. Thus, Geddes (1990) argues
for Brazil that effective policy implementation depended on achieving high levels of
bureaucratic insulation from "customary political patronage networks" based around
parties and elected congressmen. Similarly, Evans (1995) and Kohli (2004) emphasize
the importance of bureaucratic autonomy from business interests for states to be able
to carry out effective development policies, and Rauch and Evans (1999) find a strong
link between successful industrial development and a measure of the "Weberianness" of
the bureaucracy (meritocratic recruitment and rewarding long-term career prospects)
that they construct. Henderson et al. (2003) demonstrate the same link for poverty
alleviation. Writing about environmental law-enforcement in Brazil, the most effective
enforcement institutions McAllister (2008, 2010) describes exhibit broadly Weberian
characteristics such as merit-based recruitment, competitive salaries, long-term career
prospects and systematic socialization into the organization.

Much of the literature on local government in China engages with issues related to the
above literature's concerns. On one level, local and provincial governments in China
fairly closely approximate a Weberian bureaucracy with, at least formally, meritocratic
hiring and assessment4 , life tenure, attractive pensions and benefits, and clear authority

4There is strong evidence that the state's hiring and evaluation processes are deeply corrupted,
especially at the local level. Crucially though, there is no evidence and no reason to think that there
is much difference in this regard across the country. Writing about Anhui, a mid-income province in
central China, Smith (2009, 2013) comes to many of the same conclusions about the role of bribes and
patronage in hiring decisions and falsification and collusion in cadre evaluation as Hillman (2014) does
for an (unidentified) poor province in southwest China. Specifically with regard to cadre evaluation,
Heilmann and Melton (2013) make many of the same points for rich Guangdong. As we will see in
Chapter 4, corruption and rent-seeking were rife in all of the coal provinces.
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relations based on written rules. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) also takes great
care to socialize and spiritually and culturally mold its officials through its nationwide
system of party schools (Pieke 2009, Shambaugh 2008: pp. 103-160, Smith 2015).
In particular, care is taken to orient leading provincial officials towards the Center by
rotating them through different provincial and central postings, and enforcing term and
age limits (Li 2004). I am not aware of any data indicating the existence of systematic
inter-provincial variation in this regard, let alone variation that could explain specifically
our puzzle. As will be discussed in more detail below, in all the provinces that I have
studied, the coal industry was regulated - and industry restructuring carried out -
through basically the same bureaucratic structures.

On another level, however, China is very far from possessing an ideal-typical Weberian
bureaucracy, where officials' incomes derive mainly from fixed salaries and not outside
earnings or office-based rent-collection. Rather, much evidence suggests that corruption
and rent-seeking are rife in Chinese administration at all levels. China scholars have
often explained local officials' reluctance or outright refusal to implement policy with
official rent-seeking and excessively close business-government ties (inter alia, China
Labor Bulletin 2008; Economy 2004; Li 2003; Li 2000; Pei 2006; Smith 2009, 2013;
Wang 2013; Wright 2007; Yang 2009). Might this explain our puzzle? To do so, we
would need to establish the existence of varying levels of corruption and/or capture in
different provinces. Given the absence of systematic data on inter-provincial levels of
corruption or capture (and the extreme difficulty of collecting such data), this expla-
nation cannot be excluded categorically. However, my research found no evidence to
suggest that there was salient variation in the level of corruption between the examined
provinces, or that some local or provincial administrations had been "captured" by the
mine owners (or some other interest group) while others had not, and that whether or
not provinces nationalized their coal industries was somehow tied to this - hypotheti-
cal - variation. On the contrary, there is reason to believe that there were no salient
differences between the provinces in this regard.

The opportunities for rent extraction (bribes, quasi-fiscal levies, covert shareholding,
etc.) that the private coal mines provided are fundamental for explaining why local offi-
cials generally opposed nationalization. But as Chapter 4 shows, coal-related corruption
and rent extraction seems to have been extensive in all of the coal provinces I stud-
ied. Indeed, Shanxi - the province that first began enforcing large-scale nationalization
of private mines - was among the regions hardest hit by Xi Jinping's anti-corruption
crusade. Even the CCP described what happened in Shanxi during the coal boom of
the 2000s as a "systematic, landslide-style [collapse into] corruption" (iffYV[I
MR) (Shanxi Daily 2014a). While leadership infighting probably contributed to the
intensity of the crackdown on corruption in Shanxi 5, the extent of the corruption uncov-
ered there makes it very unlikely that Shanxi's enforcement of nationalization - which

5 Shanxi was the home province and apparently power base of Ling Jihua (itIt), one of the
leaders of the Youth League faction whom Xi Jinping chose to eliminate after 2012.
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occurred long before Xi's crackdown - can be explained with the Shanxi administration
having been less corrupt than other provincial governments.

I have also found no evidence to suggest that the puzzle might be explained by pol-
icy makers in some provinces, but not in others, having been "captured" by coalmine
owners (or some other interest group). Government capture is by definition a secretive
phenomenon, and China's policy process is hard to penetrate. The many fatal acci-
dents, extensive corruption, and the public outcry over nationalization moreover made
coal policy especially sensitive, and information hard to come by. Thus it cannot be
precluded that capture did in fact happen, and I simply failed to find the evidence.
However, there are a number of reasons which speak against this, and suggest that
capture does not explain our puzzle.

In all provinces, the private coal sector was made up of mostly small-scale companies.
Elsewhere, small companies generally depend on business associations (or some other
form of organization) to influence policy, yet in China business associations are mostly
weak, state-controlled entities (Dickson 2003, 2008; Tsai 2007). The only instance I
came across where a business associatiou played a role of any kind in the provincial
coal-industry consolidations was in Shanxi, and far from having "captured" the Shanxi
government it proved unable to exercise any meaningful influence on provincial policy.'
As Chapter 4 shows, in all coal provinces the mass of small-scale private coalmining
companies seems to have been quite helpless and quiescent in the face of even county
- let alone provincial - government power. Indeed, local officials' eagerness to preserve
the private sector was due to the relative powerlessness of the private mines, as this
enabled them to collect rents from them. In most coal provinces there also existed a
small number of much larger private firms, owned by some of the wealthiest citizens of
these provinces. These firms and individuals almost certainly enjoyed strong relations
with key local, provincial, and possibly even national officials. However, nothing I am
aware of suggests that they sought to use such connections for anything more than to
protect themselves and their own mines.

If not private coalmine owners, might capture by some other interest group explain
provincial policies? The most obvious candidates are the large provincial coal SOEs
or the local governments, since these were the two groups beside the private owners
most affected by nationalization. Both of these groups must certainly have enjoyed
significant access to provincial decision makers, and will likely have been fairly closely
involved and consulted over provincial coal policy. Yet again I found little evidence to
suggest that the different provincial policy outcomes can be understood as the result
of provincial administrations having been "captured" by either of these constituencies.

As regards the SOEs, Tim Wright (2000a, 2007) has shown that especially during
market downturns, strong competition existed between state and private coal firms.

6 This was an association of Zhejiang businessmen. The case is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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The SOEs are unlikely to have mourned the disappearance of their private competitors
- but that does not mean that they wished to take them over themselves (which is
what nationalization meant in practice). As we will see in Chapters 4 and 5, the SOEs
appear to have often been less than enthusiastic about having to take over the privates,
because this placed substantial burdens on them: While some of the mines they got
were of high quality (large reserves of valuable coals, advanced equipment) they were
also obliged to take over many poor quality mines. They now became responsible for
these mines' safety performance and had to pour substantial financial and managerial
resources into upgrading and enlarging them. If provincial policy in Shanxi and Henan
had been primarily aimed at benefiting the SOEs (as the notion of "capture" suggests),
then helping them to acquire new, untapped coal reserves in northwestern China would
probably have been a better approach than having them take over the local private
mines. 7

As regards the local governments, the basic objection to "capture" as an explanation
for our puzzle is a different one. Provincial leaders depend on local leaders and their
administrations for the reliable execution of day to day governance and the attainment
of basic regime goals (social stability, fiscal income, economic development). From this
perspective, what needs to be explained is not so much why leaders in most provinces
should have been reluctant to force through a policy (nationalization) likely to evoke se-
rious dissatisfaction among the local governments. It is rather why a subset of provinces
(Shanxi, Henan) ultimately did enforce this, even over massive objections and resistance
from local officials. Put another way, "capture" of provincial governance by the local
authorities should be the ordinary, expected outcome, something indicated also by the
many studies showing how difficult it is for the Chinese state to implement policies that
sap local officials' rents.

1.2.1.2 Non-Weberian Arguments about Implementation: State-Society
Synergies

Another group of arguments common in the non-China literature qualifies the fore-
going works' concern with insulating state bureaucracies from social pressure groups.
Researchers have increasingly suggested that insulation in and of itself may be neither
sufficient nor even desirable under all circumstances. Non-state actors can play crucial
roles in policy implementation and contribute to superior social, environmental and
economic outcomes by supplying state agencies with additional technical resources, in-
formation, monitoring capacity and political support. Thus Peter Evans (1995) argued

'Indeed the personal assistant to the head of one major Shanxi SOE complained vociferously to me
about the province having foisted the nationalization policy on the firm, when it would be better for
the company to acquire new untapped coal fields outside of Shanxi (Interview 87), and it appears that
Henan's nationalization policy also interfered with such efforts on the part of major Henan SOEs (EO
2011).
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that "embeddedness" with the relevant societal stakeholders is crucial for the state to
obtain relevant resources, especially information: autonomy (insulation) alone is not
enough. Later authors have taken this insight further. Studying the implementation
of environmental and labor standards in Argentina, Matthew Amengual argues that
strong links to social organizations and firms can shore up implementation even in
weak states. Weak, under-resourced agencies with strong links to social organizations
performed better than stronger, better resourced agencies with few linkages (Amengual
2013, 2014). Similarly, Dara O'Rourke (2004) shows that in Vietnam, community pres-
sure and community involvement was crucial for getting environmental law formally on
the books actually implemented. By itself, the environmental protection agency was
too weak to accomplish this in the face of resistance from local economic and political
interests.

These arguments appear to have only limited purchase on our puzzle of regional diver-
gence in the implementation of coal-industry restructuring. There is no evidence that
the provinces which ultimately nationalized coal mining possessed close links to some
sort of hypothetical pro-nationalization coalition of non-state forces, while provinces
which did not nationalize lacked such links. On the contrary, both in Shanxi and
Henan nationalization ran into massive resistance from local officials and mine owners,
and sparked a nationwide media outcry about "the advance of the state at the expense
of the private sector".

While I argue that media coverage of mining accidents was crucial to getting provinces
to implement nationalization, this is not a case of linkages between state and non-
state actors promoting implementation.8 As discussed in Chapter 3, while the state
obviously permitted coverage of mining accidents - at least up to a point - there is no
strong evidence that the authorities sought to instigate such coverage (e.g. as a way
of pressuring local governments), nor for strong links and coordination between media
outlets and state actors responsible for coal policy. On the contrary, state authorities
were worried about the potential of aggressive, sensationalist reporting on accidents
to stir popular outrage, and took measures to try to limit such coverage. Indeed, the
State Work Safety Agency and the State Council Work Safety Commission - the two
state institutions which one might expect to most favor critical coverage of accidents
- emerge as particularly concerned about critical media coverage. Furthermore, the
markedly uneven nature of the coverage - accidents in Shanxi, in particular, received
vastly more coverage than accidents elsewhere, even though Shanxi's safety performance

8Although most of China's media outlets are ultimately state-owned, in the context of the present
discussion it is legitimate to treat the commercial media (lIVkW#), at least, as more akin to non-
state than state actors. As discussed in Chapter 3, unlike the traditional party papers (AIR) they are
subject to market pressures (leading them to pursue controversial or critical stories in order to attract
readers) and especially at the top commercial outlets, a significant number of journalists appear to
understand themselves as "advocacy professionals" with a mission to support victims of abuses, act as
watchdogs, and "speak truth to power" (Hassid 2011).
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was better than that of many other provinces - is hard to explain in terms of cooperation
between state and media actors.

While the secrecy of the Chinese propaganda and censorship system means that cooper-
ation and coordination between state and media actors might have been more significant
than indicated here, the evidence I found suggests that coverage was mainly a conse-
quence of the media's own interest in selling copy by covering scandalous and somewhat
inflammatory events, with the disproportionate focus on a subset of provinces (above
all Shanxi) a result of relative accident size and geographical accessibility.

1.2.2 Arguments about Policy Implementation from the China Literature

China studies of a wide range of policy areas have revealed highly diverse outcomes.
Many studies found that at the local level central-state policies often went unimple-
mentation or were seriously distorted, especially if they conflicted with maximizing
economic growth, revenue and rent generation. This was true of environmental policy
(Economy 2004, Jing 2003, Wang 2013), efforts to reduce tax burdens on farmers (Bern-
stein and Lii 2003, Li 2003, Li and O'Brien 1999, Chen and Wu [2004] 2006), preserve
agricultural land (Mei 2009; Yew 2011, 2012) or restructure industries like coal, steel or
oil (Lin 2008, Mei and Pearson 2014, Pei 2007, Taube and in der Heiden 2008, Wright
2007, Zheng and Abrami 2011). Work-place safety (Wright 2004, CLB 2008) and food
and drug safety regulation (Yang 2009), too, often went unimplemented. But other
studies found notable implementational successes, even when policies inflicted severe
costs on local officials, for instance inflation control (Huang 1996, Shih 2008), tax re-
forms (Yang 2004), energy-efficiency improvements (Heilmann and Melton 2013)9, the
recentralization of the oil and petrochemicals industries (Lin 2008), and ultimately also
the cancellation of most taxes and fees levied on peasants (G6bel 2011, Kennedy 2007).

Four approaches to explaining variation in policy implementation can be found in the
China literature; viz. China-specific arguments about bureaucratic structure; provincial
leaders' relation to the Center; economic change; and the cadre evaluation system.

1.2.2.1 Bureaucratic Structure

China scholars have long emphasized the effects of China's bureaucratic structure for
explaining policy outcomes. The most important perspective in this regard is that
of "fragmented authoritarianism", which argues that the functional and territorial seg-
mentation of China's bureaucracy and the proliferation of veto points produces a policy

9In how far the ambitious energy-efficiency goals set in 2006 were achieved is disputed. For con-
trasting views see Heilmann and Melton (2013), Wang (2013) and Naughton (2013).
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process marked by incessant bargaining between bureaucratic interests. Central policy
becomes increasingly malleable as it percolates downwards and the parochial interests
of the agencies and regions charged with implementation are incorporated into pol-
icy (Lieberthal and Ocksenberg 1988, Lampton and Lieberthal 1992, Mertha 2008).
However, while the fragmented-authoritarianism perspective helps explain the general
tendency for central policies to be distorted or go unimplemented, it cannot explain re-
gional variation in implementation. This is because, firstly, the fragmentation of formal
structures of bureaucratic authority that Lieberthal et al. point to are relatively invari-
ant nationally (the rank and mission of bureaus mostly being regulated centrally), and
secondly, because this perspective tends to underplay the powerful levers of Leninist
control that the Chinese system also possesses. In particular, it disregards the hierar-
chical personnel control, which gives higher levels tremendous power over lower levels
(Naughton and Yang 2004: pp. 9-10; Heilmann 2005).

Both of these factors were at play in coal-industry restructuring. Formal bureaucratic
structures seem to have been the same across the country. Everyday regulatory over-
sight over private mines was exercised primarily through county and municipal coal-
industry, work-safety and environmental protection bureaus (AAR, - T3N Al, 1

Li f!T-,f A{7?g ) as well as the local Development and Reform Com-
missions ( which in turn were supervised by the local government and
their provincial-level equivalents. Meanwhile, in all provinces I studied, the large-scale
coal mining consolidation campaigns - including both the campaigns to nationalize the
industry in Shanxi and Henan, and those to implement "local consolidation" in the
other provinces - were conducted through top-down mobilization of the municipal and
county governments by the province. At each level, a Leading Small Group (MVW/JN4t,
LSG) was formed, which brought together all relevant bureaus (Coal Bureau, Safety
Bureau, Development and Reform Commission, etc.) and was headed by the provincial
governor or deputy governor at the provincial level and by the mayor or county head at
the local levels. The LSG then put together the local consolidation plan (whether for
nationalization or "local consolidation"), submitted this plan to the next-higher level
LSG for approval, and enforced its local implementation.

Inter-bureaucratic bargaining and implementation failures of the kind predicted by the
fragmented-authoritarianism perspective certainly occurred during coal consolidation,
as county and municipal LSGs bargained with the provincial LSG to try to maximize
the number of mines they would be permitted to preserve, or connived in mine mergers
that were more nominal than real (cf. Chapters 4 and 5). However, since the formal
authority of provincial over municipal and county government is the same everywhere
in China, this does not explain why some provinces forced much harsher settlements
on their local governments than other provinces.

The sole aspect of bureaucratic structure known to me wherein the examined coal
provinces really did differ was SOE ownership. As Eric Thun (2004: pp. 172-204)
has shown, whether a province or municipality owns SOEs of its own, or whether the
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state firms active in some given industry in the province/ municipality are owned by
the central government (or by other provinces), can have significant consequences for
provincial/municipal incentives and abilities to manage that industry. In the case of
coal, Inner Mongolia is unique among Chinese coal provinces in that it has no coal
SOEs of its own. Its substantial state coal sector is composed entirely of SOEs that
are centrally-owned or owned by other provinces. As discussed in Chapter 5, this may
well have further diminished IMAR's zeal for nationalizing its coal industry. How-
ever, in turn IMAR's distinctiveness means that it cannot explain our puzzle, since
other provinces that had coal SOEs of their own (e.g. Shaanxi, Guizhou) also did not
nationalize their coal industry.

1.2.2.2 Provincial Leaders' Relation to the Center

Another view explains inconsistent policy implementation with variation in provincial
leaders' relationships to the Center. Arguments about this variable's effects vary con-
siderably. Huang (1996) claims that leaders with close relations to the Center are more
faithful policy implementers than those with distant relations. Thun and Segal (2001:
p. 579f.) make a similar claim. But Shih (2008) suggests that provincial leaders with
ties to central leaders from "generalist" factions (those whose members are recruited
mainly from provincial and local government) enjoy greater scope to avoid onerous pol-
icy requirements, while provincial executives from "technocratic" factions (those whose
members are mainly based in central-government ministries) will be more faithful im-
plementers. Chung (2000) and Heilmann (2008) claim that subnational leaders are more
likely to pioneer risky policy experiments if they have close relations to central leaders
who will protect them in case of failure. Another possibility could be that divisions
at the Center about coal policy might map onto provincial factional alignments, with
provinces close to advocates of nationalization at the Center nationalizing, and those
close to opponents of nationalization refraining from doing so. It is also conceivable
that provinces came under unequal levels of pressure from the Center because of the
varying strategic significance of their coal industries.

To explore these hypotheses, it is worth looking at three neighboring North-Western
provinces; Shanxi, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia Autonomous Regions (IMAR). They
are China's three most important coal-mining regions, producing about 58% of total
coal output. Yet their coal-industry policies diverged sharply, with Shanxi pioneering
radical nationalization policies while in Shaanxi and IMAR large private sectors re-
mained in place. This suggests that the strategic significance of coal resources was not
the determining factor.

What about factional alignments? Analysts of elite politics have argued that Chinese
politics in the 2000s and early 2010s was structured around competition between Hu
Jintao's "Youth League" faction and Jiang Zemin's "Shanghai Gang". In the key period
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of 2005 to 2012 the leaders of all three provinces were closely aligned with Hu Jintao's
"Youth League" faction.10 In short, their leaders seem to have had relatively similar
relations to the Center, suggesting that the particular policy choice of interest to us

(nationalization) was not determined by provincial leaders' membership in elite factions.
In as far as the Youth League is, in Shih's terms, a "generalist" faction and Shanxi
arguably the province with the closest Youth League ties, that should have given it the
greatest scope to avoid implementing central policies. Yet Shanxi carried out the most
drastic industry restructuring, that was most faithful to central objectives. While all
three provinces' leaderships' close ties to the dominant central faction should, according
to Chung and Heilmann, have made it easier for them to carry out bold experiments,
this does not explain why they ultimately carried out policies that, bold nor timid, were
quite different from each other.

What about other divisions within the leadership? In Chapter 2 we will see that the
roles of state and private ownership in coal and other strategic industries remained a
contested topic at the Center. While the dominant position advocated nationalization, a
minority position pressed for preserving a space for private ownership. Yet again these
divisions do not appear to provide a good explanation for provincial policy choices,
because few strong links between provincial policy makers and advocates of different
positions at the Center are discernible that would appear to match provincial policy
choices.

At the Center, the National Development and Reform Commission's energy depart-
ments, the National Energy Administration, the State Administration for Work Safety
(SAWS), and the State Assets Commission appear to have been the bureaucracies most
in favor of increasing state ownership and control of coal mining, and among Politburo
Standing Committee members, Wu Bangguo and Xi Jinping seem to have supported
this, while Li Keqiang and possibly Wen Jiabao appear to have been more skeptical (cf.
Chapters 2 and 5).

The provincial leaders under whom nationalization occurred were Zhang Baoshun, Meng
Xuenong, and Wang Jun (IER) in Shanxi, and Lu Zhangong (#)i) and Guo Geng-
mao (#RMa) in Henan. Among these, only Wang Jun had strong ties to any of the
above-mentioned bureaucracies." Moreover, as we will see in Chapter 5, the move to-

'0 Shanxi's party secretaries from 2005 to 2014 were Zhang Baoshun (%3If, 2005-2010) and Yuan
Chunqing ( 2010-2014), both of whom made their career in the Communist Youth League,
which is considered the core base of Hu Jintao's faction. The Shanxi governor in 2007-2008, Meng
Xuenong (i:K*V), under whom the nationalization plans were developed, was also a Youth League
cadre. Shanxi was also the home province of Hu's chief of staff, Ling Jihua. In Inner Mongolia, the
party secretary from 2009 to 2012, Hu Chunhua (iMV4), was a former Youth League cadre considered
very close to Hu Jintao, and the IMAR governors since 2003 Yang Jing (tjip) and Bagatur (EW/T4),
too, are former Youth League leaders. Finally, the Shaanxi governor from 2006 to 2010 was the above-
mentioned Yuan Chunqing, and his replacement as governor (2010 to 2012) and current Shaanxi party
secretary (since 2012), Zhao Zhengyong (1AiIEAZ), too, is a former Youth League leader.

"Immediately prior to becoming governor of Shanxi he had been the head of SAWS. Earlier in his
career he had served as the vice-minister in the Ministry for the Coal Industry (from which SAWS
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wards nationalization in Shanxi predated Wang's arrival, having already begun under
Meng, and in fact upon his appointment, Wang did not immediately continue Meng's
nationalization policy. Rather, during the first six months of Wang's tenure, he allowed
the nationalization drive to become bogged down. As regards ties to top leaders, de-
cision makers in Shanxi and Henan are more likely to have been close to Li Keqiang
and Wen Jiabao than to Xi and Wu, since like most Shanxi leaders Li belonged to the
Youth League, and had served as governor and party secretary of Henan from 1999 to
2004.

Divisions at the Center of course are likely to facilitate selective policy implementation
by subnational authorities in general, but the puzzle here is not so much that provinces
should have sought to avoid implementing onerous policies, than why some provinces
ultimately chose to adopt these policies, while others did not. By themselves, the
central divisions to do not explain these diverging provincial policy choices.

1.2.2.3 Economic Change

Scholars have also pointed to secular economic change as an explanation for varying
policy outcomes. If economic change erodes the rents that some business or institutional
arrangement is creating for local officials, resistance to central policies seeking to alter
this arrangement may also decline. For example, Lin (2008) and Yang (2004) explain
the Center's ability to force local governments and the military to divest themselves of
(formerly) lucrative companies with the rent-eroding effects of the mid-1990s deflation,
and attribute the failure of earlier attempts to force divestment to the fact that before
deflation set in, these businesses were still generating rents. Wedeman (2003) makes a
similar argument to explain the completion of national product markets in the 1980s
and 1990s.

The coincidence of the Financial Crisis with coal nationalization lends this idea plausi-
bility. Chinese officials sometimes claimed that by suppressing demand the Crisis had
provided an opportunity for coal-industry reorganization (e.g. Ji 2010) and Western
scholars, too, have sometimes speculated about a link (e.g. Yang and Jiang 2012). But
in fact nationalization began in Shanxi in spring 2008, when coal prices were still very
high, bogged down in fall and winter 2008 due to local resistance - while coal prices
were collapsing due to the Crisis - and resumed in spring and summer 2009, when prices
were rapidly recovering. By the time Henan implemented nationalization in 2010, prices
were again very high. Mine owners and local officials in Shanxi and Henan at all times

would subsequently be created) and had worked for 26 years in one of the largest Shanxi coal-mining
SOEs, the Datong Coal Mine Group. Conversely, Zhang, Meng, Zhan and Geng had not worked in any
of the above-mentioned bureaucracies, but had advanced their careers largely through postings in the
Communist Youth League, local and provincial government, or state media organizations. Information
about career paths was retrieved from the China Vitae database (http://www.chinavitae.com/).
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were intensely opposed to nationalization, and there is no sign that the temporary price
collapse changed this.

1.2.2.4 The Cadre Evaluation System (CES)

The Chinese policy process sometimes involves converting policy goals into precise quan-
titative targets on whose implementation lower-level officials are evaluated, and links
their promotional prospects to this evaluation. Much discussion of policy implemen-
tation has focused on the effects of this system. Some scholars believe that the CES
provides the state with a relatively effective tool to ensure that local officials comply
with state policies (e.g. Edin 2003, Ong 2012, Whiting 2001, 2004). But others argue
that the CES leads to systematic distortions in policy implementation and that it is
open to considerable manipulation by local governments, who often have more incentive
to collude in falsification than to monitor each other (O'Brien and Li 1999; Smith 2009,
2013, Gao 2010, Heilmann and Melton 2013, Wang 2013). These debates continue, but
with regard to our puzzle the CES provides no answer.

Arguments about the CES mostly focus on its effects on sub-provincial government
behavior. While CES-style targets are sometimes given to provinces, provinces were
not given targets for expanding the industry share of the state coal mines. National
coal-industry policy did consistently call for expanding the state coal mines' industry
share, but this remained a strategic objective without precise targets or deadlines.
Targets were given to provinces for reducing output from small mines and for mining
safety, but neither of these seem to explain our puzzle, either.

Targets for Small-Mine Reduction

In 2007 the Center gave provinces quantitative targets for reducing the number of
and output from "small mines" (defined as those with 300,000 tons output or less), to
be achieved by 2010 (NDRC 2007). This mainly affected private mines because the
private and the small-scale sector were largely coterminous (cf. Chapter 2). Yet it was
left up to the provinces to decide how to bring about small-mine reduction - whether
through closure, mergers among small mines, takeovers by state firms, or "expansion
and upgrading" (enlarging the small mines so they would no longer be "small") - and
provinces opted for very different choices, with Shanxi and Henan opting for forcible
nationalization, while other major coal provinces encouraged private firms to merge
among each other ("local consolidation") or expand their operations. Provinces seem
to have gone about this with different levels of zeal. While Shanxi and Henan had
been permitted, as per target, to retain 1100 and 500 small mines respectively, they
eliminated all of them. Conversely, in 2013 and 2014 the Center was still giving Shaanxi
and Guizhou new targets for small-mine elimination, even while Shanxi and Henan were
being congratulated on "having basically completed the elimination of backward small
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mines" (7 -% % (State Energy Bureau 2013, 2014). In other
words, these targets do not explain the variation observed. Rather, to the extent
that the industry restructuring that occurred from 2005 to 2012 can be understood as
provincial implementation of these targets, it created the variation this thesis seeks to
explain.

Safety Targets

In 2004 the Center began giving provinces targets for improving mining safety. The
question is whether this could have put so much pressure on provinces that they ulti-
mately opted to simply eliminate the private sector (where the accidents were indeed
concentrated) as a way of getting mining safety under control. While this thesis argues
that rising pressure over mining accidents is central to explaining why some provinces
nationalized the industry and others did not, there are several reasons to doubt that
this pressure came about mainly as a result of the inclusion of safety targets in the
CES.

This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The evidence presented there concludes,
firstly, that no obvious pattern tying nationalization/private-sector preservation to tar-
get achievement emerges. Indeed, Shanxi seems to have performed quite well on the
safety targets. Secondly, research on the CES suggests that its capacity to shape offi-
cials' behavior is quite limited, and that it especially struggles to incentivize them to
take actions that would do short- or medium-term damage to their economies. The
reasons for this are as follows. While the CES does allow a crude priority ranking of
different targets, it contains no mechanism for adjudicating between competing targets
receiving the highest level of priority ("veto targets"). Safety was given veto-target sta-
tus, but closing or nationalizing private mines also clashed directly with three other
objectives that, the literature has found, both the CES and more informal political
norms have very consistently emphasized as of overriding importance for promotion:
fiscal revenue, economic growth, and social stability. That is to say, even if achieving
CES priority targets matters for career advancement - something about which the evi-
dence is ambiguous - by itself this tells us little about how cadres prioritize competing
priority targets. Indeed, there is suggestive evidence that other things equal, they will
usually prioritize tax-revenue and growth targets, even at the cost of missing other
targets. Finally, the evidence that performance on the CES really does have a mate-
rial impact on cadres' careers is quite shaky. In particular, it seems to almost never
function as a sanctioning mechanism (i.e., poor performance may preclude cadres from
gaining certain benefits, but it will not make them worse off.) (For further discussion
and substantiation of these claims see Chapter 3.)
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1.2.3 Other Explanations for Provincial Policy Variation in China: Policy

Communities and Historical Legacies

Moving beyond the implementation literature, China scholars have pointed to several
further factors as providing explanations for why provinces choose different policies in
response to common challenges. Thun (2006) and Donaldson (2011) have explained
diverging provincial development strategies with the existence of local policy communi-
ties that hold distinct beliefs and are accustomed to using particular policy approaches,
relating these to formative leaders' beliefs (Donaldson) or institutional legacies from
the planned economy (Thun). Hurst (2004) has pointed to divergent patterns of indus-
trialization that left provinces with diverse industrial and thus interest structures, as
explanation for varied responses to common problems. As these kinds of context-specific
arguments must be assessed with reference to specific cases, I here consider whether
they might explain coal-industry development in the five provinces were selected for
case study: Shanxi and Henan (which both nationalized), and Shaanxi, IMAR and
Guizhou (which did not).

Historical Legacies. One possibility is that provinces which possessed large coal SOEs
of their own sought to strengthen these by giving them new coal reserves by expropri-
ating privates, and this conditioned provincial policy. Yet Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi and
Guizhou all had large provincially-owned state coal sectors, with similar development
histories and problems1 2 , and in the 2000s all four sought to strengthen their SOEs by
merging them among each other, looking to these firms to serve as potential "provincial
champions" to drive industrial development. Yet only Shanxi and Henan nationalized
the private sector. Moreover, as was noted above, if strengthening the provincial SOEs
was the primary objective, this could have been done in other, less conflictual and ar-
guably more effective ways than through forcible nationalization of private mines. In
the late 1990s IMAR privatized all its provincial and local coal SOEs, and the absence
of a locally-owned state coal sector may help explain why IMAR did not nationalize the
local private firms, as this would likely have meant outside, non-IMAR SOEs acquiring
an even larger stake locally. But IMAR's particular circumstances cannot explain the
policy divergence between the other four.

Provincial Policy Communities. Might the diversity I seek to explain result from provin-
cial policy communities accustomed to distinct state- or market-oriented approaches,
as Thun (2006) and Huang (2008) argue existed in Shanghai and Guangdong? There
is little evidence either way for Henan, but for Shanxi, Guizhou and Shaanxi there is
clear evidence - to the contrary. A state-oriented policy community might be expected

12In all four provinces, the state coal sector was dominated by big SOEs created between the 1920s
and 1970s. Until 1998 they were owned by the Center; that year, ownership of all but two was given to
the provinces. By the 1990s most of these firms were struggling with legacy social costs, competition
from privates, and sometimes exhausted deposits, though the very high coal prices in the 2000s partially
alleviated these problems.
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in Shanxi, since, like Shanghai, it was a center of the planned economy with a legacy of
state-owned industrialization stretching back to the 1920s, and had been a CCP base
area during the 1930s and 1940s and the party retained deep roots in the region (Good-
man 1999, 2001). That Shanxi pioneered coal nationalization would fit this hypothesis.
Yet in fact we will see in Chapters 4 and 5 that Shanxi's coal policy made several U-turns
in the 2000s, suggesting that nationalization was not inevitable. The province's initial
response to pressure for coal-industry restructuring in the early and mid-2000s was
the same as the policies adopted in the non-nationalizing provinces Shaanxi, Guizhou
and IMAR - "local consolidation" within the private sector. Indeed, from 2004 to 2007,
Shanxi carried out a major policy initiative to clarify and strengthen the property rights
of private miners, with the explicit objective of increasing their investment security and
promoting a stronger local private coal industry. In short, Shanxi's decision to imple-
ment coal-industry transformation along the lines desired by the Center does not seem
to have resulted from congruence between central objectives and a local Shanxi policy
community's beliefs.

Conversely, in Guizhou we may expect the opposite: Donaldson (2011: pp. 37-60,
130-149) argues that from 1983 to 1994 Guizhou leaders strongly promoted privately-
owned micro-scale (artisanal) mines as part of a development strategy focused on
poverty alleviation rather than GDP growth. But the focus on artisanal mines had
ended by the early 2000s, while strong growth of private mines continued throughout
the 2000s. From c. 2004 on, Guizhou aggressively closed down the artisanal mines,
which were the most important for poverty alleviation (cf. Chapter 4). Instead, min-
ing became concentrated in (somewhat) larger private enterprises, which made much
greater contributions to local GDP and taxes than the artisanal mines, but were less
useful for poverty alleviation. In short, Guizhou's failure to nationalize the industry in
the 2000s is hard to attribute to the unique policy orientation the province developed
in the 1980s and early 1990s: at least with respect to mining, it had ended many years
before.

In Shaanxi, too, it seems unlikely that the province's decision to refrain from nationaliz-
ing its private coal sector was due to a preference for private-sector based development
strategies among local officials, since in 2003 Shaanxi had forcibly nationalized the pri-
vate oil industry that had grown up in the province. For Inner Mongolia there are
somewhat stronger indications that provincial decision-makers' choices may have been
partly affected by a distinctive policy approach, focused on building up large private
firms and sidelining the state sector. As early as the 1980s IMAR seems to have sought
to develop large private firms, and in the late 1990s the province privatized all of its
coal SOEs. While this policy approach was rather unique, by definition it therefore also
explains little about the policy divergencies between the other provinces.

Above I have reviewed numerous prominent approaches in the literature towards the
puzzle of uneven policy implementation, but found them to offer little guidance for
explaining our puzzle. I next introduce the research strategy I used to try to explain it.
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1.3 Research Strategy: Provincial Comparisons

So why did policy implementation diverge between different provinces? To answer this
question, I undertook a detailed comparative study of policy and industry evolution
in five major coal-mining provinces, of which two nationalized their industries (Shanxi
and Henan), and three did not: IMAR, Shaanxi, Guizhou.

I selected Shanxi, Henan, IMAR, Shaanxi, and Guizhou for comparative study on the
basis of their relative political-economic similarity and the comprehensive coverage of
China's main coal geologies and development histories they provide. Shanxi, IMAR,
Shaanxi, and Henan are the four largest coal-producing provinces by far, collectively
accounting for slightly above 60% of China's coal output. Guizhou is the sixth largest
coal province, just after Shandong; however, Shandong is not comparable to the forego-
ing four provinces in other respects." All five play crucial roles in the national energy
system; the first four as key national suppliers of coal; Guizhou as a major supplier
of coal and coal-based electricity to the southern and southwestern provinces. Their
importance is reflected in the fact that 10 of the 14 "large-scale coal bases" (-k>9'A
Iti; essentially, strategically important mining regions) that the Eleventh Five- Year
Plan defined, are located wholly or partially in these five provinces.

Coal is a key industry in all five, accounting, in 2010, for 4 to 29 percent of provincial
GDP and 12.6 to 38 percent of Gross Industrial Output Value (GVIO) (Table 1.1)."
All five had large TVM sectors during the 1990s and 2000s, accounting, at different
times, for 30% to 45% of output in Shanxi, Shaanxi, and Henan; 40% to 60% in IMAR,
and 60% to 80% in Guizhou (Figure 1.3). In all five, most of the rest of coal output
came from large SOEs owned by the provincial and central governments.

All five are inland provinces, benefitting little from the post-1992 export boom. All
grew rapidly in the 2000s, in part due to the coal boom, though Guizhou remains
substantially poorer than the other four (Table 1.2). Shanxi, Shaanxi and IMAR are
adjacent provinces in the North and North-West, Henan lies just south of Shanxi and
Shaanxi, and Guizhou is a south-western province. Shanxi, Henan, central Shaanxi (M
F) and Eastern IMAR are dominated by large-scale underground mining. Development
of these coal fields began between the 1920s and 1970s mostly via large state mines,
and until c. 2000 they supplied the bulk of China's coal. Northern Shaanxi (I3'AL) and
Western Inner Mongolia are the new centers of the industry and uniquely in China are

1
3 Throughout the 2000s Shandong's TVM sector was negligible, with SOEs always producing more

than 95% of the province's coal. It is also much richer than the others; a result of its location on
the eastern seaboard and early opening to large-scale export manufacturing, making coal is much less
significant for the provincial economy.

"Shaanxi, IMAR and Guizhou only provide data for the contribution from "enterprises above scale"
(Phi~ L), meaning firms with (declared) revenue above RMB 5 million a year. Their 2002 and to a
lesser extent 2006 figures are therefore likely to underestimate the industry's true significance.
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dominated by opencast rather than underground mining. Guizhou finally is typical of
other Southern and South-Western provinces in that coal fields tend to be smaller with
complex geologies, making them less suitable for large-scale mechanized mining. Col-
lectively, the five provinces cover all the main coal geologies and development patterns
in China.

Table 1.1: Coal Mining as a Percentage Share of Provincial GDP and GVIO

2002 2006 2010

GDP Share

7.9

missing

missing

missing

0.8

GVIO Share

22.9

missing

8.3

missing

3.3

GDP Share

17.33

3

missing

3.6

2.5

GVIO Share

28.8

5.4

12

missing

6.3

GDP Share

29.1

9.2

missing

4.1

6

GVIO Share

38

12.6

19

missing

15.6

*Data are for "above scale" firms only.
Source: Provincial Yearbooks accessed via China Data Online

Field research was carried out in China from February 2012 to July 2013. Several
caveats are in order at this point. The Chinese policy process is opaque and access to
decision-makers or even just ordinary officials very hard to come by, especially for non-
Chinese." This is doubly so for policy areas that are highly sensitive. Coal-industry
restructuring was so because of the huge fortunes and commensurate corruption the

"Many interviews and introductions to officials and mine owners, in particular, were cancelled at
the last moment when the would-be interviewee realized that I was not Chinese, and two had to be
carried out by proxy.
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I
Table 1.2: Provincial GDP per capita (in RMB)

Province

Shanxi

Shaanxi

Henan

2001

6226

5024

5929

2006

12647

12840

13172

2010

26283

27133

24446

Inner

Mongolia

Guizhou

Source: Provincial Yearbooks accessed through China Data Online
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Figure 1.3: TVM Output as a Percentage Share of Provincial Coal Produc-

tion, 1995 - 2011

Source: CCIYB, 1995-2012
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industry had spawned, the high death toll, and the controversy sparked by mass expro-
priation of private owners. Statistical data on industry structure are messy. Yearbooks,
state documents, official as well as commercial pronouncements use multiple categories
to describe private mining sector - TVMs ('/MMrf), local mines (i)#Ji), private
mines ( ) small mines (/]N)if /JNlif) These terms are not very

precise, do not always fully overlap, and at times appear to have been used to delib-
erately obfuscate reality." Official statements are sometimes intentionally misleading.
Simply figuring out what really happened is difficult. Data on disciplinary proceedings
against local officials, which will play an important role in my argument, had to be
laboriously collected from thousands of newspaper articles, occasional state documents
and a multiplicity of websites. Careful triangulation of materials - 90 interviews with
Chinese officials, mine owners, SOE managers, journalists and scholars; Chinese media
coverage and scholarly literature; and government documents and statistics - provides
the evidence I present here. But alternative explanations (e.g. some form of capture or
unobserved relations between central and provincial leaders) cannot be finally rejected.
With these caveats registered, we can now turn to the explanation for the puzzle.

1.4 Argument of the Thesis

My research suggests that the divergence derives from the uneven political effects of
varying provincial patterns of mining accidents. Building on research by James Reilly
(2012), Peter Hayes Gries (2004, 2005), Gries et al. (2016) and Cai Yongshun (2010),
I argue that accident patterns differed in their degree of political sensitivity because
they elicited different levels of coverage in the media, giving them different implications
for social stability. Therefore, they also elicited different responses from the state's
formal disciplinary apparatus. As a result, the five provinces came under quite different
levels of pressure to restructure their coal industries. This explains why Shanxi and
Henan adopted increasingly radical forms of industry restructuring (i.e., forms highly
detrimental to local interests). However, no direct path led from growing pressure to
nationalization, the most radical form of change. Change took place through several
different stages and sequences, with provinces first pioneering less radical forms of
change (i.e., forms that sought to accommodate or preserve local interests), and only
opting for nationalization after these had failed.

The five provinces studied manifested three different accident patterns, something
driven, it seems, mainly by different geologies and the relative prevalence of large or
small, and underground or open-cast, mines. Shanxi and Henan had comparatively
good safety records overall. Statistically, Shanxi's mines, in particular, were among the

16 0ne example is Shanxi's use of the category "local mines" (tidi), discussed further in Chapter
4.
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safest in the country. However, they also suffered many very big accidents (more than
c. 20 fatalities); a result of the predominance of deep and relatively large underground
mines, and in the case of Shanxi also of the sheer size of its coal industry (more mines
leading to a higher absolute number of accidents). Shaanxi and IMAR, on the other
hand, had relatively few accidents of any size. This was a consequence of more acces-
sible geologies (less gas, lower risk of flooding, shallow seams) and the predominance
of open-cast mining in both provinces. Finally, Guizhou by a wide margin had the
highest number of accidents and deaths and, statistically, the least safe mines of all the
five provinces, and indeed nationally. However, the prevalence of very small mines in
Guizhou meant that there few were big accidents - few had more than 15 or 20 fatali-
ties. Again this was a consequence of geology (high gas content, high risk of flooding,
complex seams, and small and dispersed coal fields).

These different accident patterns had different political implications (Figure 1.4). As
numerous authors have shown, the combination of media commercialization, tentative
liberalization under Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, fragmented censorship systems, and
the development of an ethics of "advocacy journalism" led to the rise of a more criti-
cal, investigative and sensationalistic press in China in the late 1990s and 2000s, that
was only partially controlled by the state (Distelhorst 2013, Hassid 2011, Lynch 1999,
Liebman 2005, Mertha 2010, Reilly 2012). Very high internet penetration and the
development of chat fora, blogs, the twitter-like Weibo and other messaging services
also created a contentious online public sphere (Gries et al. 2016, Thornton 2010, Yang
2009). (Since 2013/2014, many of these trends have gone into reverse under Xi Jinping.)

In this special media and online environment of the Hu-Wen period, the many big
accidents in Shanxi and Henan provoked very high levels of often sensationalistic media
coverage. A media narrative formed in particular about Shanxi that described it as
a place of corruption, outrageous wealth, and callous disregard for life. This intense
publicity turned accidents from local tragedies into a larger source of social instability.
They became what the Chinese state calls "sudden events" (9.iI) - inflammatory
cases of tragedy or malfeasance with the potential to spread swiftly through the media
and internet, sparking widespread popular anger and challenging one of the regime's
main legitimizing claims, namely to be providing virtuous and effective governance and
building a "harmonious society".

As Reilly (2012), Gries (2004) and Gries et al. (2016) have shown for foreign policy,
and Cai (2010) for responses to social protests, waves of negative media coverage of
this kind and the associated online chatter have repeatedly forced policy changes on
the state. This is what happened in Shanxi and Henan with coal-mine accidents. The
intense coverage put severe pressure on these provinces' governments to sort out the
accident problem. Because accidents as well as the associated problem of corruption
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and local-government malfeasance were mainly concentrated in the TVM sector, that
meant carrying out some form of restructuring of this sector.

This media-generated pressure over accidents that local and provincial officials came
under was further reinforced by the operation of the party-state's formal disciplinary
apparatus, which itself seems to have been responsive to media coverage. In other
words, two distinct but intimately related and mutually reinforcing sources of pressure
came to bear on officials in these provinces. State regulations mandate that while small
accidents can be investigated by local authorities, large accidents must be investigated
by provincial and even central teams. Local and, in extreme cases, provincial leaders
are subject to disciplinary and even criminal punishments if malfeasance is found to
have contributed to the accident or if they are found to hold (vaguely defined) "leader-
ship responsibility" (@-Ef) for it, a practice dubbed "holding accountable" (fJiM).
Importantly, this disciplinary practice follows primarily a political logic concerned with
the maintenance of social stability, rather than a technical logic focused on accident
prevention per se. This expresses itself in two respects, and both meant that these
practices seem to have brought especially severe pressure to bear on Shanxi and Henan,
given their many large accidents and the intensive coverage surrounding them.

Firstly, disciplinary investigations seem to be concerned mainly with penalizing local
and provincial officials for large accidents. This makes at best limited sense from
the perspective of improving mining safety," but considerable sense if the primary
concern is to avoid inflammatory "sudden events" - or pacify popular anger after the
occurrence of such events. Secondly, disciplinary practices seem to have been as much a
propaganda exercise, in which the state sought to demonstrate its claim to be providing
virtuous government under which officials and the rich, too, would be punished for
their misdeeds, as a tool of genuine bureaucratic accountability. The more intense the
publicity surrounding an accident and the greater the sense of "popular outrage" (N
fl), the more severe the disciplinary sanctions. These disciplinary practices moreover
worked to make nationalization a particularly attractive option, because it was primarily
SOE managers, not local and provincial officials, who were regarded as responsible in the
event of accidents in SOE-owned mines. Nationalization thus took local and provincial
officials out of the firing line.

As large accidents, sensationalistic media coverage and disciplinary practices fed on
each other, Shanxi came under particularly severe pressure. More large accidents hap-
pened there than anywhere else, and the province attracted more coverage than any
other. Unsurprisingly, therefore, it was the province that took the most action, from
the earliest date on, to resolve the accident problem and restructure the TVM sector.

17Five accidents costing six lives each are no better, from the perspective of safety or the miners'
affected, than one accident costing 30 lives - indeed, the frequent occurrence of small and mid-sized
accidents may well be worse, since it suggests a lax safety culture in which accidents of all sizes are
more likely. Therefore, western industrial safety systems generally do not consider accident size a
significant metric, but focus more on the frequency of accidents of any size.
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However, nationalization was not Shanxi's first choice, being adopted only after prior
attempts to solve the problem by tightening regulatory oversight, strengthening private
property rights (to incentivize safer mining operations) and promoting mergers and
upgrading within the TVM sector (what I call "local consolidation") had failed to stem
the flood of accidents. In other words, the initial approach was to try to solve the acci-
dent problem while preserving the TVM sector and thus protecting the local interests
connected to it. Shanxi only moved to nationalization (rent-destroying change) when
the continuing occurrence of very large, intensively-covered mining accidents revealed
the earlier approach to have failed to solve the problem.

Much the same process occurred in Henan, the province with the second-highest num-
ber of large accidents and the second-highest levels of accident-related media coverage
after Shanxi. Again, provincial authorities initially sought to solve the problem while
preserving the private-mine sector - by tightening regulatory oversight and merging the
private mines among each other. It was the continued occurrence of large, intensively-
covered accidents that pushed Henan to follow Shanxi's lead and nationalize the mines.
In both provinces this prompted intense resistance from local governments and mine
owners. Rather than a single, straightforwardly implemented decision, in Shanxi as
in Henan nationalization proved a drawn-out, halting and torturous process, that was
however propelled forward by the continued occurrence of big accidents. These gave
the nationalization process renewed momentum even when resistance led to it becoming
(temporarily) bogged down.

Conversely, the absence of significant numbers of big accidents in Shaanxi, IMAR and
Guizhou meant that these provinces faced much lower levels of pressure over accidents
and industry structure as both media coverage and, relatedly, disciplinary sanctions
were much less intense. Accordingly, they opted for much less wrenching forms of
industrial change. Here too regulatory oversight was tightened, the smallest and least
safe mines closed, and a measure of (mainly intra-private) consolidation enforced. But
fundamentally they sought to preserve their private mining sectors, thus protecting the
local interests tied to them.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 lays out how central-government
policy evolved from the 1980s to the 2010s. The industrial and ownership structures of
coal mining in China and the problems that afflicted the private-cum-smallscale (TVM)
sector are sketched. I show that initial central-state support for the TVMs in the 1980s
changed over the 1990s to a desire to close down that sector and consolidate the industry
under large companies, with a strong bias towards state-owned coal companies. This
policy evolution is attributed to a combination of leadership changes after 1989, the
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temporary dislocation in the coal market caused by the late-1990s deflation, and the
growing political salience of mining accidents in the 2000s. Particular attention is given
to the debates over state ownership during the Hu-Wen administration (2002-2012). I
show that the question of what role state and private ownership were to play in the
industry remained in dispute. The dominant position at the Center, as expressed in
the main coal-industry policy documents, was that state ownership was to expand and
dominate the industry. The chapter concludes by noting that despite the relatively
consistent articulation of this policy line, up to 2008 provincial policy largely sought
to preserve the private mines, and even thereafter only Shanxi and Henan moved to
nationalization.

Chapter 3 turns to the media coverage and the disciplinary sanctions that emerge as
the driving forces behind the coal-industry restructuring examined in the subsequent
chapters. Through content analysis of four major state and commercial newspapers
and the materials posted on the Sina.com web portal, the chapter demonstrates that
media coverage of mining accidents rose abruptly and substantially after 2001, and
that it concentrated heavily on Shanxi and Henan. Based on interviews with media
workers and analysis of leaked censorship instructions, the media's focus on Shanxi and
Henan is explained with the disproportionate number of large, newsworthy accidents
that occurred in both provinces and the easy accessibility of their mining regions from
the major urban centers. The possibility that it was due to a state command or signal
focus reporting on Shanxi and Henan is rejected.

The increased coverage of accidents is explained with the changes that occurred in
China's media environment in the late 1990s and 2000s, including commercialization,
the growth of a culture of investigative journalism, institutional gaps in the censor-
ship regime, and a qualified willingness of the state to strategically permit a degree of
investigative journalism and a somewhat more open media environment. During the
Hu-Wen years these created a space for reporting "negative news" about societal, eco-
nomic and political problems and conflicts. Accident coverage in particular also tended
to be tolerated because it supported central-state policy objectives. However, rather
than a case of active instigation of media coverage by the state, this seems to have been
a matter of state and media agendas partially overlapping.

Yet tolerance of this coverage was by no means total. Drawing on interviews, docu-
mentary analysis and secondary literature, the chapter demonstrates that as the 2000s
wore on, the authorities increasingly sought to curtail reporting on accidents and ex-
perimented with more subtle ways of gaining control of and managing the narrative
surrounding "breaking-news"-style "sudden events" like accidents. The reason for this
was that accidents and emotive reporting on them was seen as a threat to social sta-
bility because of its potential to inflame public emotions. That in turn explains the
state's growing concern in the 2000s to get the coalmining safety crisis under control.

Chapter 3 also analyzes how the party-state's disciplinary processes treated mining ac-
cidents. The argument is that these processes were animated by a political as much as
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a functional logic, with accidents that were large or garnered extensive coverage and
public attention drawing harsher sanctions than even numerous and cumulatively more
deadly smaller accidents. This claim is substantiated through documentary analysis,
interviews, and an original data set on sanctions given to local and provincial officials
over mining accidents in Shanxi and Guizhou; two provinces with, respectively, compar-
atively few accidents overall but disproportionately many large and intensively-covered
ones (Shanxi), and many small accidents that cumulatively cost significantly more lives
both in absolute and statistical terms, but drew little coverage (Guizhou). The con-
clusion is drawn that Shanxi and, presumably, Henan (since it had an accident and
coverage profile similar to Shanxi's) were under significantly higher pressure from the
disciplinary system than other provinces.

Chapter 4 then turns to the political economy of coal-industry restructuring. The first
part of the chapter examines the substantial benefits that the private mines provided
to local governments. The chapter shows how local authorities' administrative powers
and the private mine owners' often uncertain property rights and weak legal-political
status gave local officials substantial and effectively arbitrary power over them. Mine
operators were dependent on cultivating close relations with officials to protect their
mines, enabling large-scale rent extraction via quasi-taxes like fees (R) and forced
"charitable donations" ( and various forms of bribery. By contrast, local
governments held much less power over the provincial and central SOEs (due to the
latter's greater bureaucratic rank and power), and were thus much less able to extract
from them. Beyond extraction, these power imbalances meant that private mines were
also easier to control than the state mines (making local governance easier), and, due to
their labor-intensive mode of production, tended to provide more employment locally
than the state mines. Accordingly, local governments had strong incentives to preserve
the private coalmining sector, and were reluctant to see SOEs take over their local coal
industries.

While systematic comparative data on rent extraction and power relations between local
governments and private and state mines in the different provinces are not available, I
use newspaper articles, interviews, and government reports to show that that although
the details may have varied, this basic dynamic - massive extraction from private mines
by local officials, enabled by arbitrary power, and concomitant desire to preserve the
private sector and avoid SOE takeovers - was present in all the case-study provinces. Yet
local governments are not monolithic actors. The chapter explains why the personal
incentives of the top municipal leaders sometimes diverged from those of the wider
subprovincial administration, leading them, under certain circumstances, to support
the nationalization of private mines.

The second part of Chapter 4 analyzes the industry restructuring that took place in the
five case-study provinces from 2000 to 2007. The large, provincially-owned state mines
were strengthened, the regulatory regime for the private mines tightened, and an initial
round of structural adjustment was forced on the industry. This was a response to both
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the growing safety crisis - which was attracting evermore public and media attention
- and the publication of a more detailed industrial policy for the coal industry by the
Center, which was itself at least partly a response to the accident problem and the
media attention it was receiving. But while central policy was aimed squarely against
the private sector and sought its elimination, the measures the provinces took were
much more cautious, and sought, in essence, to preserve the private sector and thus
the rents it supplied to local governments, while curing it of its worst ills. In none of
the provinces did SOE takeovers of private mines occur on a significant scale. Instead,
the focus was on tightening regulation and oversight, and on promoting consolidation
among the private mines, with ownership remaining private and regulatory and thus
extractive power with the local governments. However, even these changes seem to
have been implemented earlier and more aggressively in Shanxi and Henan - the two
provinces most under the media spotlight and where large accidents were most of a
problem.

Chapter 5 continues the story of how provincial coal-industry policy evolved after 2007.
It shows how a series of massive mining accidents in Shanxi and Henan that elicited
intense media coverage and unprecedentedly severe disciplinary sanctions served as crit-
ical junctures, prompting the move to nationalization in both provinces and propelling
it forward despite resistance from local officials, mine owners, and liberal media out-
lets. The role that the Center played in this is discussed. I argue that while repeated
central intervention in support of nationalization was crucial for keeping it on track in
the face of resistance, the key decisions over nationalization seem to have been taken
by provincial and in some cases municipal leaders.

Conversely, in the other case-study provinces, the chapter shows, industry structure re-
mained largely unchanged. While these provinces too came under pressure to implement
further consolidation and structural adjustment in their coal industries, they systemat-
ically structured the consolidation processes so as to preserve the private mining sector.
Based on interviews, media reports and comparative inference, this is attributed to the
much lower pressure they were under over mining accidents, which made them unwilling
to countenance the kind of radical, rent-destroying change Shanxi and Henan opted for.

Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of the implications of my findings for larger
debates about, and future research on, policy making and implementation in China,
the role of media and public opinion in Chinese politics, and China's "state capitalism"
and crowding out of private firms from strategic industries (Guo Jin Min Tui).
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CHAPTER 2. CENTRAL STATE POLICY TOWARDS CHINA'S COAL
INDUSTRY

2.1 Summary of the Argument and Chapter Outline

This chapter examines how the central state's coal-industry policy evolved during the
Reform era. In order to make sense of this evolution, it is necessary to understand the
peculiar political-industrial structure of coal mining in China, and the problems this
structure created. This is discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.4, which explain the industrial
and ownership structure of coal mining in China (Section 2.2) and lay out the problems
that afflicted the private-cum-smallscale ("township and village mine") sector (Section
2.4).

The main arguments of the chapter are as follows. Firstly, I show that central-state
policy shifted over time, and can be divided into two distinct regimes. From 1983 to
c. 1989, the dominant stance of central-government policy was directionally liberal,
focused on growing coal output by encouraging private and collective entry into the
industry and freeing prices (Section 2.3). Over the 1990s however policy gradually
changed and by 1998 policy can be characterized as directionally statist, focused on
building up large coal companies - with a strong bias towards state-owned coal compa-
nies - and on using state intervention to consolidate the industry under these firms and
eliminate or at least sharply reducing the private-cum-smallscale sector. Policy retained
this focus throughout the 2000s and into the 2010s. This evolution is discussed in Sec-
tions 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, which deal with policy in the 1990s, the shift brought about by
the late 1990s deflation and Asian Financial Crisis, and the Hu-Wen era, respectively.

These shifts in coal-industry policy correspond to larger shifts in economic policy, which
after 1989 moved from "directional liberalism" focused on rural entrepreneurship to more
statist industrial-policy concerns focused on building up large, preferably state-owned
national champions (Eaton 2013, Huang 2008, Heilmann and Shih 2012).

The second main argument of the chapter concerns central-government preferences and
debates over state ownership in the coal industry during the Hu/Wen administration
(2002-2012), which is the crucial time period when the provincial policy variation that
this thesis seeks to explain came about. The argument, advanced in Section 2.8, is that
while central-government policy makers had, by 2005, become deeply concerned over the
problems that the predominantly small-scale private sector was creating and believed
that radically consolidating the industry in larger production units was key to solving
these problems, there was no official policy consensus about the preferred roles of state
and private ownership. Yet while there was considerable conflict over this question,
that does not mean that the countervailing positions were evenly matched. Rather, the
position that state ownership of coal mining was to be substantially expanded and the
private sector's share of the industry significantly reduced was the dominant position
at the Center. It appears to have been supported by a majority of Politburo Standing
Committee members and by those state institutions mainly involved in formulating coal-
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industry policy. Accordingly, it consistently found expression in the key coal-industry
policy documents.

However, a minority position was skeptical of the value of establishing a dominance of
state ownership in coal mining and advocated preserving space for private capital in the
industry. This position, too, managed to get itself expressed in several authoritative
central-government policy documents and on at least one critical occasion in 2006 seems
to have succeeded in significantly neutering the expression of the "pro-state ownership"
view in an important policy document. There are indications that this position, too,
had the support of some Standing Committee members, including, it appears, Wen
Jiabao and Li Keqiang.

As Section 2.8 will argue, this minority position was nevertheless hamstrung in crucial
ways. Most importantly - and this makes the issue intensely confusing - efforts to
expand state ownership overlapped with the - in theory, separate - policy agendas of
eliminating small-scale and "backward" ( MMUWt) mines and "excess" capacity and
consolidating the industry. While analytically these issues (ownership - consolidation
- elimination of "backward" capacity) were entirely distinct, because of the structural
characteristics of the coal industry they overlapped in practice. Even those individuals
and institutions that appear to have been skeptical about expanding state ownership

(e.g. Wen Jiabao, the State Council Development Research Center) were committed
to activist economic governance, embraced heavy state intervention, and strongly sup-
ported the agenda of eliminating small-scale, "backward" mines and "excess" capacity,
and consolidating the industry in large production units.

The presence of conflicting positions and the absence of consensus at the Center with
respect to ownership matters, because it meant that provincial governments enjoyed
considerable flexibility with regard to how and to what extent they restructured their
coal industries. The conflicting documents and their often vague language meant that
many different policies could be justified with them. As we will see in Section 2.9, there
is evidence for provinces disregarding ownership-related central documents, sometimes
in rather blatant ways.

2.2 Industry Structure: Ownership Types

Crucial for understanding evolving central-government policy is the way the industry
was subdivided into three distinct strata of enterprises; "Key State-owned Mines" (Iw

!rY W), "Local State-Owned Mines" (A )YM4Mr) and the non-state "Township
and Village Mines" (#' MlT) , which were partly collectively-owned and partly private,
but with private ownership dominating by the 2000s.
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At the dawn of the Reform Era in 1979, SOE mines accounted for the great bulk for
coal production (83.3% of total output). The remainder came from the "Township and
Village Mines" (TVMs; or, as they were then still commonly known, "Commune and
Brigade" mines).' The state sector consists of two main categories; "Key State-owned
Mines" (KSOMs) and "Local State-Owned Mines" (LSOMs). As the name suggests, the
KSOMs were (and are) large and and storied concerns that played a central role in the
coal production and distribution system. They provided the bulk of the coal distributed
via the Central Plan (up to 1993) and most of the coal allocated administratively at sub-
market rates to electricity companies since then through various successor mechanisms
to the Plan.

Throughout the history of the People's Republic, the KSOMs have formed the main
block of the state sector, enjoyed the best access to state investment funds and bank
credit among coal firms and generally had the best mining equipment and working
conditions within China's coal industry, as well as the best safety performance (Figure
2.3). Between 1979 and 2010 they always accounted for around 50% of total coal output
(Figure 2.1). In total, there are around 735 KSOMs in China today, up from 594 in 1995,
belonging to just under 100 enterprises (IEA 2009: p. 42). Until 1998, these enterprises
were owned by the central government. That year, however, ownership of all but two
was transferred to the provinces, with the Center retaining ownership only of Shenhua
and China Coal (the two largest and most profitable coal-mining SOEs). In short, the
KSOMs are the large state mines that are owned by the provincial governments and
the Center.

"Local State-Owned Mines" (LSOMs) are generally smaller enterprises, usually owned
by subprovincial (county and municipal) governments (Thomson 2003: p. 182; CCIYB
1995-2012). In terms of access to state investment funds and bank loans, equipment,
working conditions and work safety, the LSOM sector stands between the KSOM sector
and the Township and Village/Private Mines (Figure 2.3).Throughout the period 1979
to 2010, LSOM output grew much more slowly than KSOM and TVM output, and
their share of coal output gradually fell from 27% (1979) to about 15% (2010).

It is not clear why LSOM output grew so sluggishly while the other two categories raced
ahead. One possibility is that local governments found that while direct mine ownership
left them exposed to market downturns, private ownership still enabled them to profit
handsomely from upswings due to their extensive de facto fiscal and control powers over
the TVMs, but without exposing them to as many risks, and without making the same
investment demands on their budgets. There is anecdotal evidence that many LSOMs
were privatized in the 1990s, when many mines were losing money (cf. Chapter 4).

This structure of the state sector remained remarkably constant throughout the period
1979-2012. The great coal boom of the 2000s drew in a certain amount of investment

'For detailed historical production data of the different types of mines see IEA (2009: p. 327, Table
I.D); Tu (2011: p. 20, Figure 2.5). Unless otherwise indicated, output data are from lEA (2009).
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from state corporations wlose primary business was not mining especially electricity
and steel concerns - )ut tip to 2012 the state coal-mining sector remained composed
largely of the same firms that existed already in 1979 (with the notable exceptions of
the Shenhtua Group, today the world's largest coal company, and China Coal, China's
second-largest coal company. which were fotinded in 1995 and 1984 respectively).2 The
ogreatest change to take place in the industry between 1979 and today was the rise of
the TVMi sector.

As Figure 2.1 indicates, throughout the Maoist period (1950-1976) a small "collectively-
owned' (IIe) sector existed alongside the Key and Local State-owned Mines, operated
1)y townships comunes (' i ) or villages 'production brigades (i_ -MA).
At the extreme margins. privately-owned mines probably never disappeared entirely -
as late as 1957 the state set outpit targets for private mines of 4.1%X of total production
(Thomson 2003: p. 37) -- but for most of the Maoist period whatever private ownership
existed was probably 11o more than artisanal p)ro(tctioln by peasant households.
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Figtre 2.1: Industry Structure: Coal Output by Enterprises of Different Own-
ership Types
Sources: CCIYB 1994-2011: IEA 2009; Wright 2012. The additional TVM outhptt was
calculated by Tim Wright (2012) on the basis of the National Bureau of Statistics' own
recalculations of coal production. I am indebted to Tim Wright for kindly allowing me
to use his data.

2The history of what is today Shenhua goes back to 1984 or 1985., but the Group was only created
in 1995. The best overview of the history of Sheihiua to c. 2000 is provided1 by Nolan (2001: pp.
734-759). For China Coal see Thomson (2003: pp. 114-116, 145 147, 157. 249-250).
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Both during the Maoist years and in their 1980s heyday, Chinese collective enterprises
were "state-owned" in the (Western) sense that ownership rights lay with the village
or township government but differed from what in China was referred to as "state-
owned enterprises" (W4P [) in that their output was not distributed via the national
planning system but could be consumed locally or traded outside of plan structures (cf.
Thomson 2003: p. 29). Moreover, they had much poorer access to the state banking
and investment systems, and accordingly offered their workers lower wages, benefits
and working conditions than the SOEs (Walder 1985: pp. 43-48, 54-56), something
reflected also in the fact that the TVMs' accident toll was much higher than that of
the state mines even in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, when much of the TVM sector still
was collectively-owned (cf. Figure 2.3 and Wright 2012: pp. 167-170).

Despite a first jump during the Great Leap Forwards (1958-1960) TVM output re-
mained small until the end of the 1970s, but then shot up in the 1980s, with aver-
age growth rates far exceeding those of the state mines (cf. Figures 2.1 and 2.2).
TVM 'growth remained strong also in the 1990s and 2000s, even though KSOM out-
put and growth rates increasingly caught up with and eventually surpassed the now
mostly-private TVM sector, and, as discussed below, central-government policy turned
increasingly hostile.

2.3 Central Government Policy, 1980-1989: "Letting Stagnant Water

Flow"

After the Maoist period, as government policy focused on economic development, energy
shortages emerged as one of the key bottle-necks obstructing rapid growth (Naughton
1995: pp. 77-78, 86-87, 134). An equally serious constraint was lack of capital, a
state of affairs summed up in the phrase, "industry wants coal but [the government]
lacks money" ( LNiN1) (Rui 2005: pp. 42, 60). Encouraging TVM growth was
attractive under these circumstances. Initial experiments with the non-SOE mines in
the mid-1970s had proven that they were able to able to provide rapid and flexible
increases in coal output. Investment and wages would come out of locally-raised funds
rather than central budgetary allocations, thus relieving the Center and the provinces
of financial burdens while allowing much greater output to be achieved. The TVMs'
labour intensive mode of production meant that far less capital would be needed to
swiftly raise coal output. Official sources from the early 1980s for Shanxi, the major
coal-producing province by this point, estimated that constructing a new large state
mine would cost RMB 108 per ton of coal, but a TVM would only cost RMB 16 per
ton (Thomson 2003: p. 117). In 1985, Premier Zhao Ziyang made this a key argument
for promoting the TVM sector, noting that if Shanxi's coal reserves were developed
by simultaneously building large mines (i.e., KSOMs), medium mines (KSOMs and
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LSOMs) and small (i.e., TVM) mines but concentrating development on the TVMs,
this would cost RMB 20 billion (bn), of which only RMB 9 bn would have to come
from state loans. Conversely, development strategies focused on constructing large
mines would cost RMB 30-40 bn (Thomson 2003: p. 126).

Three ancillary concerns also spoke in favor of encouraging the rural non-state mining
sector. Firstly, it would make coal available to localities, thus facilitating development
(Wright 2000a: p. 117f.). Secondly, by providing alternative fuel sources, it would
reduce deforestation (Wright 2000a: p. 118; 2007: p. 184). Thirdly, it would boost
rural incomes. The tremendous economic and, especially, fiscal boost that the TVMs
afforded rural communities and local governments will be discussed further in Chapter
4, but the following illustrative statistic is worth citing here: In 1978, average per capita
income in Zuoyun County (ii) in Shanxi was RMB 72. By 1984, the growth of TVM
mining had raised it to RMB 816 (CCIYB 1985: p. 109-11).' Guizhou province, in
particular, made the support of small TVMs a center piece of its poverty alleviation
strategy in the 1980s (Donaldson 2011: pp. 144-146). These pragmatic considerations
aside, there is reason to believe that key leaders in the 1980s - especially Hu Yaobang
and Zhao Ziyang - saw encouraging TVMs as part of a larger program to reform China's
economy and society by promoting rural industrialization based on the private sector
(Huang 2008).

These motives had led state authorities to give initial support to the TVM sector as
early as the mid-1970s (Thomson 2003: pp. 48-50). However, aggressive support had
to wait until 1983. The key policy document was the 24 April 1983 State Council Notice
Approving the Report by the Coal Ministry on Eight Measures to Speed Up Development
of Small-Scale Coal Mines.

This document contained two crucial measures. Firstly, it urged communes and pro-
duction brigades (i.e., townships and villages) to set up collective mines and stipulated
that "the masses" (Wk; i.e., ordinary rural residents) themselves were allowed "to pool
funds to set up and run mines" (AVJi4"), that is, act as private mining entrepreneurs.
This permissive attitude to private entrepreneurship had already been announced one
month earlier in a front-page People's Daily4 article entitled "Collectives and Individ-
ual [Entrepreneurs] are All Welcome ( $ A, ,'P-MC,) ... Coal
Ministry Relaxes Policy, Encourages (10Y)J) the Masses to Develop Small Coal Mines".
The article quoted the Coal Minister, Gao Yangwen (_ii13jZ), as stating that besides
communes, brigades and the masses collectively pooling funds, individual households
(# H{') could also contract out mines (PD 1983).

3I am indebted to Thomson (2003 : p. 227) for alerting me to these data.
4 The People's Daily is the official organ of the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee,

making it the most authoritative newspaper in China. While People's Daily editorial decisions do not
necessarily reflect a government consensus, they can generally be read as embodying the "spirit of the
Center" ( ), that is, providing an authoritative guideline to current leadership policy directions
and priorities.
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The second key measure announced in the State Council Notice was to permit the free
sale of coal produced out of plan by the small mines - at market, not plan, prices. Given
the high demand for coal, this provided strong incentives to set up mines. The small
mines were empowered to set wages, salaries and benefits as they saw fit. The document
also announced several further support measures for the TVM sector including tax
exemptions and some access to credit from the Agricultural Bank. Provincial coal
bureaus and SOE mines were to provide the TVMs with technical and other support
services (State Council 1983).

This policy stance became known as "Let Stagnant Water Flow" (f'71Ct)i). It was
a typical example of the wider approach the Chinese government took to economic
development and rural industrialization in the 1980s; viz. encouraging market-based
entrepreneurial activity by local governments and private individuals via collective and
private enterprises, the so-called "township and village enterprises" (TVEs) (Huang
2008; Naughton 2007). The policy was reaffirmed by the State Council in 1984 (PD
1984b), and in 1984 and 1985 by CCP General Secretary Hu Yaobang, who told local
party committees in Hubei and Xinjiang to encourage peasants to develop small-scale
collective and "individual" mines (T A, that is, privately-owned ones) 5 (PD 1984a,
1985). Zhao Ziyang made similar remarks in Shaanxi Province in 1986 (PD 1986).
The Sixth Five-Year Plan (1986-1990) even called for prioritizing the construction of
"small and medium mines" (i.e., TVMs) over that of "large-scale mines" (i.e., KSOMs),
a statement which marked the high point of central-state support for the TVM sector.
The Plan encouraged localities and departments to pool funds for small-mine devel-
opment and to extend additional support to the best TVMs (State Council 1986). In
sharp contrast to policy 20 years later, when such shareholding was made illegal, lo-
cal cadres were urged to invest their personal savings in TVMs (Interview 58).6 For
instance, in 1984 the Party Secretary and Village head (' ) of Chenlu Village (i
P/') in Shaanxi were praised for having "led the way in pooling funds and becoming

shareholders in local TVMs" ( A Jt) (PD 1984c).

"Letting stagnant water flow" was a considerable success in terms of rapidly raising coal
output. As Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show, TVM output grew rapidly through the 1980s and
again from 1992 on, when coal demand was boosted by the economy-wide growth spurt
unleashed by Deng Xiaoping's "southern tour". Low costs and flexible operations made
the TVMs and their investors ideally placed to capitalize on this demand. In most years,
TVM growth rates were far above those of KSOMs and LSOMs, and TVMs contributed

5 Technically, an "individually-operated" enterprise was to have no more than seven employees, a
cut-off line chosen because in Kapital Marx used the fictional example of a firm employing eight people
to illustrate his labour theory of value. Therefore party theorists could argue that enterprises employ-
ing fewer than eight people were not properly "capitalist". The concept of "individually/household-
operated" ( 'iF') businesses thus allowed the re-introduction of private ownership in 1980s China
while side-stepping ideologically and politically contentious terms, such as "private" (fAE) firms. In
practice, the 7-person limit was enforced laxly, if at all. (Huang 2008: p. 100).

'Guizhou journalist
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66.5% of the total increase in coal production over the years 1983 to 1996. According to
official data, the TVMs' share of total coal production grew from 24% in 1983 to 45%
in 1996, though calculations by Tim Wright suggest it could have been even higher (cf.
the black space in Figure 2.1). Aside from the years 1998-2001, when mass falsification
of the statistics is commonly believed to have taken place, even officially recorded TVM
output would remain around 35-38% through to the end of the 2000s.
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Figure 2.2: Output Growth Rates for Different Types of Mines
Sources: Calculated from IEA 2009

Yet rapid TVM growth also had much more negative effects, and this help explain why
policy eventually turned against them. Accidents, unstable markets, and environmental
pollution and wastage of coal reserves were inherent in the TVMs' industrial structure
and mode of operations. I discuss this next because it constituted at least part of
the cognitive basis for the perception common among officials that the Chinese private
sector was incapable of operating coal mines well and thus provided justification for
the policy effort to replace the TVM sector with large state mines. In the sections
thereafter I will describe the post-1989 policies of the central government towards the
coal industry and the TVM sector.
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2.4 The Industrial Structure of the TVMs and its Problems

Seven aspects pertaining to the structure and operation of the township and village
mining industry are worth examining in more detail, because they bear directly on
the subsequent evolution of policy: mine numbers, mine sizes and mining technologies,
ownership, pollution, competition with SOEs, and safety. As often in China, the data
are confused and sometimes contradictory. To do justice to the subject matter (and
provide a sense of the informational constraints under which policy making - and schol-
arship! - in China often operate), I lay out some of these confusions and contradictions,
but highlight what I believe are the most reasonable interpretations of the data.

2.4.1 TVM Numbers

Throughout the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, the TVM sector consisted of tens of thousands
of coal mines. Beyond this general picture, though, it is difficult to provide definite
numbers. The 1983 State Council Notice discussed above claimed that in 1982 there
were some 16,000 TVMs in China. But already in 1984 a study of 24 of China's 31
provinces reported 40,000 TVMs to be in existence (Su 2002: p. 88, Fn. 19). Data
from 1995 give a figure of about 69,000 collective and private mines (Ye and Zhang
1998, reported in Wright 2012: p. 97). A Coal Ministry official interviewed by Elspeth
Thomson in 1998 stated that there were about 50,000 TVMs then in operation, while
the Township and Village Enterprise Yearbooks reported 29,000 TVMs in 1996 and
27,000 in 1997 - but other sources spoke of up to 80,000 TVMs in the mid-1990s
(Thomson 2003: p. 185 and Fns. 15, 17). She concludes that "[i]t was impossible for
the central authorities to know the precise number of [TVMs] functioning at any given
time." (ibid.)

During the 1998-2001 TVM closure campaign (discussed further in Section 2.5 and
Chapter 4) 40,000 to 60,000 mines were supposedly shut down. Sources for the early to
mid-2000s speak of only around 22,000 TVMs nationwide (Wang 2006: p. 9; cf. NDRC
2007: p. 31). But as we will see, the closure campaign failed. Much of the TVM sector
evidently remained in existence and in operation throughout, albeit without declaring
its output until the campaign wound down in 2001/2002 - whereupon officially reported
TVM output rebounded extremely rapidly.

Given that TVM output thus grew substantially between 1998 and 2003, it is difficult
to know what to make of the apparently large reduction in TVM numbers between the
mid-1990s and the mid-2000s implied by these data. One possibility is that the larger,
commercially-oriented TVMs always made up the bulk of (reported) TVM output and
never numbered much above 25,000-35,000 mines, with the difference to the upper-
range estimates of the total number of TVMs consisting mainly of very small, artisanal
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mines worked by peasants to supply themselves. This artisanal sector certainly existed
on a substantial scale in the 1980s and 1990s, though a large portion of its output never
entered the official statistics (Wright 2012: p. 94). As we will see in Chapter 4, there is
also evidence that these smallest and least commercial TVMs were indeed closed down
on a large scale in the early to mid-2000s.

The general point to keep in mind here is that throughout period from the mid-1980s
to 2008 there were always at least 20,000 TVMs in existence (and much of the time
probably closer to 25,000 to 30,000) and these consistently supplied 35-45% of total
Chinese coal output.

2.4.2 The Size of the TVMs

China divides coal mines according to their production capacity into three categories;
small-scale (dN; up to 300,000 tons of output per year), medium ( 1; 300,000 to
899,999 tons) and largescale (7JK; 900,000 tons or more). Obtaining data on the
total number of operating coal mines in China at any point in time and the size and
ownership categories they fell into is remarkably difficult, because most data only report
coal output, not the number of mines falling into different size and ownership categories.
Even worse, no data source that I am aware of provides systematic information about
the size distribution of the mines within each of the different ownership categories. We
are thus forced to compare different data sets that report either the output by ownership
category or the number of small/medium /large mines, or the number of township and
village, key-state and local-state mines.

Fortunately, however, the available data paint such a clear picture that only one con-
clusion can be drawn, and this conclusion is moreover consistent with the "qualitative"
evidence: namely that most -of China's mines fell into the small-scale category, and
that most of these in turn were TVMs. This fact is utterly crucial for understanding
Chinese coal-industry policy in the 1990s and 2000s. This fact also has implications
for how to interpret government documents and pronouncements: to some extent, the
terms "small" and "large" mines could function as code words for "private/TVM" and
"'state" mines.

National data on mine numbers and mine sizes were reported by the State Agency for
Work Safety (SAWS) for 2003, and by the NDRC for 2005. According to SAWS, there
were 24,439 coal mines in China in 2003, of which 21,759 were TVMs (Wang 2006: p.
9). According to the NDRC, in 2005 there were 20,622 mines that were smaller than
300,000.tons (NDRC 2007: p. 31). Putting these two data points together, we can say
with virtual certainty that most of the TVMs were small mines.

Evidence from Shanxi paints a similar picture. In 2008, there were 2598 coal mines
in the province, of which 197 were "large-scale", 700 "medium-scale" (defined here as
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300,000 to 600,000 tons) and 1700 "small-scale" (Huang 2011). Of these 2598 mines, 140
were Key State-owned Mines, and since these mines had an average output of 1.9 million
tons (mt), we can safely assume that all or most of the KSOMs will have fallen into the
"large-scale" category (CCIYB 2009: p. 407). Only about 70 Local State-owned Mines
existed in Shanxi at this point (cf. CCIYB 2007: p. 341), meaning that about 90% of
Shanxi's mines in 2008 were both private and small or medium-sized, with most being
small. Except for the special case of Inner Mongolia - where a substantial number of
very large private coal-mining firms had developed by the late 2000s (cf. Chapter 4)
- the industrial structure in the other provinces in China was basically the same as in
Shanxi.

2.4.3 Mining Technology and Coal Recovery Rates

A correlate of the TVMs' labour-intensive mode of production was simple production
technology with low coal recovery rates. Problematic about low recovery rates is that
they render useless the remaining coal, which becomes effectively unmineable due to
gas build-up and water penetration.

Yet how primitive the technology and how low the recovery rates really were is less
certain. Certainly it seems clear that the TVMs were slow to adopt more mechanized
forms of mining, with room-and-pillar mining rather than the more efficient, safer and
far more capital-intensive longwall mining remaining the predominant method up to
the late 2000s, with very primitive forms of manual extraction like pick axes still found
at the smallest mines (UNDP 2004: pp. 24, 155, 161; IEA 2009: p. 44; Donaldson
2011: pp. 142-143). Chinese officials and scholars quoted in the media in the 2000s
routinely spoke of the small-scale/TVM sector having recovery rates as low as 15-20%.
Recent studies jointly undertaken by the IEA, World Bank and China's National Energy
Administration, too, claim that the TVM sector achieved average recovery rates of only
15-20% (IEA 2009: p. 44; World Bank 2008: p. 15). Similar claims were made to me
by a researcher from the NDRC's Energy Research Institute (Interview 12).

Conversely, a Chinese survey from 2005 found that even the "ultra-small scale" mines
(/jN)4 ; less than 30,000 tons output) achieved average recovery rates of 40%. This
was not that far off from the rates of large and medium-sized mines (48% and 43%,
respectively) (Shi 2007: p. 18). For comparison, in the US today, average recovery
rates at underground mining operations are 56-59% and can be as low as 44% (EIA
2012: Table 16).

It is not clear why the results of this study appear to have made few inroads into Chinese
policy discourse. Possibly there were doubts about the reliability of the data, but it is
also conceivable that this more positive assessment of the TVM sector no longer fitted
the political climate, which by the mid-2000s had turned resolutely against the TVMs.
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The general point to keep in mind is that, whatever the TVMs' true recovery rates, gov-
ernment officials' overwhelming perception was that the sector was extremely inefficient
and destroyed and wasted large amounts of finite coal resources.

2.4.4 TVM Ownership

The 1983 Notice that initiated the Let Water Flow-policy explicitly permitted pri-
vate individuals ("the masses") to set up mines, even while it encouraged township
and village governments to invest in "collectively-owned" mines. Both collectively and
privately-owned firms were referred to as "township and village enterprises", an ambigu-
ous category that could refer to either ownership (enterprises owned by the townships
and villages) or location (enterprises located there). Categories were further compli-
cated by the fact that until the 2000s, many de facto private enterprises were for-
mally registered as collectively-owned (so-called "red hat enterprises"). What the true
prevalence of different ownership forms in the 1980s was is thus almost impossible to
say, but it appears that even then a substantial number of the mines were private.
For instance, in 1985, of Liaoning's 1216 TVMs, 489 were collectives and 727 were
private or individually-operated mines (Wright 2000a: p. 130). In southern China,
private/individually-operated mines may have been even more common (Wright 2012:
pp. 96-97). It appears that it was usually the larger TVMs that were - at least for-
mally - collectively-owned, while those TVMs that were formally registered as private
or individually-operated were usually smaller mines (cf. Wright 2000a: p. 130).

Whatever the predominant ownership form in the 1980s, in the 1990s most of the
collectively-owned mines were "contracted out" (7'E2) to private operators (Su 2002:
p. 88, Fn. 19; Wright 2012: p. 98). From the mid- to late-1990s onwards, many of
the smaller local state-owned mines, too, were privatized. By the 2000s, all sources
- media articles, interviews, academic studies - consistently speak of the TVMs as
essentially private enterprises, in the sense that control rights and rights to the residual
were controlled by one or more private investors, who also frequently resold these rights
among each other.

Like the original rise of the TVMs, this again mirrored larger trends seen across the
entire TVE sector, not just in mining: After 1992, political constraints on formally
private ownership increasingly fell away, at least in non-strategic industries, and at the
same time growing competition made ownership less attractive to local governments.
Across all industries, mass privatization of collectively-owned TVEs now ensued (Li
and Rozelle 2003, Li 2005, Ong 2012). In coal, significant price declines after 1995/96
made continued direct ownership a particularly unattractive proposition for local gov-
ernments.

As explained in Chapter 4, property rights within the TVM sector nevertheless remained
extremely complicated. While political practice - especially at the county, township
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(9' M) and village (fl) level - was very solicitous and accommodating towards private
investment, operational control and ownership of coal mines, the formal regulatory
framework was much less so. This does not seem to have reduced the flow of private
investment into the industry, but as we will see it tended to push it into complex and
opaque ownership structures. "Contracting out", whereby the mining rights formally
remained the property of the village but were then "leased" to private operators (who
often sold or leased these on further) are an example of this. It is worth emphasizing
that these phenomena were hardly unique to coal mining: Across industries, political
and regulatory discrimination has tended to push private entrepreneurs in China into
complex ownership structures that often involved masquerading as collectively-owned
firms ("red hat" enterprises).

As we will see in Chapter 4, regulatory change in 2004/2005 somewhat eased the sit-
uation, by creating greater scope for formally selling mining rights to privates and at
this point most TVMs operated under "contracting out" structures seem to have also
formally become private property.

2.4.5 Competition with SOEs and Unstable Coal Markets

Historically, TVMs have generally had substantially lower operating costs than the local
and key state mines, especially in the traditional centers of coal production in central,
northeastern and southwestern China where underground mining -predominated. The
reasons for this were their labour-intensive mode of production, use of cheaper labour
(unskilled rural migrants), and tendency to skimp on safety and pollution-control equip-
ment and standards. Many KSOMs were also burdened with large legacy social costs.
Nolan (2001: p. 722) provides data suggesting that TVMs might have had costs about
60% lower than state mines in 1995. Data compiled by a senior researcher and policy
advisor from the Shanxi Development and Reform Commission comparing costs and
sales prices of Shanxi KSOMs with a "representative" TVM (4 1174 ) suggest that
in the mid-2000s in Shanxi TVMs might have had production costs 40-62% lower than
KSOMs, and may have sold their coal at prices 14-40% cheaper than the KSOMs 7

(Wang and Horii 2008: pp. 34-42; cf. Tu 2011: p. 15). As long as demand for coal was
greater than coal production - that is, for most of the 1980s and the 2000s - this was
not much of problem. During market downturns such as occurred in the mid- to late
1990s, however, competition between TVMs and state mines became acute, and due
to their cost advantages TVMs tended to win, at least in the 1980s and 1990s (Wright
2000a, 2000b, 2007). (In the 2010s this began to change; see below.)

7Note that Wang and Horii do not compare relative coal qualities, so the price comparison is inexact
at best. However, Chinese industrial coal consumers seem to be often more price- than quality-sensitive,
and such buyers may have often been willing to tolerate lower quality in return for lower prices (Steinfeld
et al. 2008).
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While economic downturns should usually lead to industry consolidation, this appears
not to have happened on a significant scale in coal, at least not until the 2010s (and even
then possibly only in some regions). State mines tended to keep operating, even when
loss-making. This was due to their higher fixed costs (because of their more capital-
intensive mode of production), softer budget constraints, and political imperatives to
preserve employment (Wright 2000a, 2000b, 2007).

TVMs would exit when loss-making, but their lower fixed and variable costs, relative
to state mines, seem to have often allowed them to remain minimally-profitable, even
during downturns. Certainly, large numbers of TVMs seem to have kept producing
during the late-1990s downturn (Wright 2007). Coal's nature as a relatively undiffer-
entiated commodity (especially when most coal-buyers' operations are fairly backward
and not dependent on high-quality coals) made differentiation on the basis of factors
other than price difficult. Therefore downturns were met with reciprocal cost-cutting
by all, rapidly destroying margins - something the state mines suffered from most.
Due to the fragmented structure of the industry, cartelization was not really feasible
(though attempts were made in the late 1990s) (Wright 2007). This phenomenon is not
unique to China; as long as a fragmented small-scale mining sector existed in Australia
and Canada, downturns regularly led to "ruinous competition" among coal producers
in both countries (Bowden and Barry 1998; Bowden and Molloy 2002).

As we will see in Chapter 5, in the 2010s this began to change, as the coal industry's
migration westward altered price dynamics. In the 2000s very large new coalfields were
developed in northern Shaanxi and western Inner Mongolia, which hitherto had been
relatively marginal producers. In 2011, these two provinces accounted for 34% of na-
tional coal production, compared to only 11% in 2000. The 2000s saw very strong
growth of the private/TVM sector in these provinces also, but the underlying eco-
nomics appear to have nevertheless been more favorable, structurally, to the SOEs
present there, for two reasons. Firstly, the northwestern coalfields are large and shal-
low. Well-resourced centrally-owned SOEs like Shenhua and China Coal constructed
very large opencast mines, giving them significant scale economies and thus cost ad-
vantages compared to smaller local private players and TVMs and SOEs elsewhere in
the country (Cornot-Gandolphe 2014). Secondly, they enjoyed favored access to the
centrally controlled railway system to transport coal, yielding further cost advantages
compared to the local TVM sector, which had to rely on trucks. Due to the remoteness
of the northwestern coalfields, transportation meant that the northwestern TVMs had
the highest total costs in the industry nationally (Cornot-Gandolphe 2014). As long as
coal prices remained high, this was not a problem, but when coal prices collapsed after
2011/2012, the northwestern privates were among the hardest hit and by 2014 many
seem to have been going out of business (cf. Chapter 5).
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2.4.6 Accidents

During the 1990s and 2000s China's coal industry was the most dangerous in the world.
From 1995 to 2011, at least 86,747 workers died in coal-mine accidents. The reasons for
this are partly geological: outside of Northern Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang -
all areas with relatively good accident records - China's remaining coal reserves tend
to be deep, have high gas contents, and are prone to flooding. But societal, economic
and political factors are important, too. Investment in safety equipment has been low
historically (something indicated by the frequency of accidents from gas explosions; a
problem to which technical solutions have existed for almost 100 years and which is very
rare in advanced-country coal mining today). While a safety inspectorate was created
in the 2000s, it remains understaffed relative to the scale of its task (tens of thousands
of mines) and prone to corruption. The industry also has struggled to attract skilled
employees. Particularly in the TVM sector, the labour force largely consists of peasant
migrants with little or no training (China Labour Bulletin 2008, Wang 2006, Wright
2004, Wright 2012).

These problems are present across the industry, but they cluster in the TVM sector.
Figure 2.3 shows the number of fatalities from accidents per million tons of coal mined
for KSOMs, LSOMs and TVMs. While the fatality rate for all types of mines has
declined steadily, at all times it remained significantly higher in the TVMs than in
the other types of mines. While underreporting of accidents was certainly common
throughout the time period (though probably less after 2004/2005, due to increased
monitoring by state agencies and the media) there is no obvious reason why underre-
porting should have been systematically higher in KSOMs than in TVMS. If anything,
the reverse may have been the case.8

2.4.7 Pollution

Poorly regulated coal mining can cause serious damage to the environment and public
health through soil subsidence, the disappearance or pollution of rivers, streams and
underground aquifers, and the release of toxic waste and coal dust. These problems
were serious in all of the major coal provinces in China (Interview 78;9 cf. Yiilin

8 Small accidents (~1-3 fatalities) in particular seem to be also frequently covered up at large state
mines. That at least was the view of a well-placed individual who had worked for long years in a relevant
department, whom I was able to interview. However, TVMs are frequently located in remote locations,
which should facilitate covering up even relatively large accidents, especially as local governments are
likely to be eager to help with the cover-up. A former private coal-mine owner indeed told me that I
was a fool if I believed that the official accident statistics captured all fatalities (Interview 81).

9 Chinese academic (geologist) who does much consulting for the state and major firms on mining-
related topics, esp. post-mining reclamation and pollution control.
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Figure 2.3: Fatality Rates in Mines of Different Ownership Categories, 1978
-2009
Sources: IEA 2009, CCIYB 1994-2009, ECIDC 2010, Wright 2012.
Note that the TVM death rates for the years 1994 - 2004 are based on the revised
output data for the TVMs calculated by Wright (2012). I am indebted to Tim Wright
for kindly permitting me to use his data.

2006, Economist 2012a), but especially so in Shanxi, historically, China's largest coal
province. In the mid-2000s Shanxi had several of the world's most polluted cities in the
mid-2000s. Rates of cancer and birth defects were well above national average - with
the highest rates found in the mining areas - and over 90% of the province's surface
water was polluted. Internal reports quantified the total environmental damage from
coal mining and refining to the province at RMB 600 bn (Caixin 2012).

While officials were aware of many of these problems - accidents, industrial fragmen-
tation, pollution, low levels of resource extraction - from a very early date, it was
only gradually that they led to significant changes in the central government's policy
approach to the industry, though eventually they did. This is the topic we turn to next.

I

2.5 Policy In the 1990s: Building Up SOEs and Reducing the TVM

Sector

Zhao Ziyang and Hu Yaobang had both supported the TVM sector. In 1989, however,
Hu died and Zhao fell from power. They were replaced first by conservatives around
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Li Peng and Chen Yun, and then after 1992 by the neo-conservative Shanghai group of
Jiang Zemin, Zhu Rongji and Wu Bangguo. There were significant differences between
these groups. Chen and, until circa 1992, also Li wanted to preserve the traditional
planning apparatus and roll back market reforms, while the more Dengist Zhu and
Jiang wanted to press ahead with market reforms and move to Japanese, Singaporean
and Korean-style approaches to economic development based on indicative planning and
industrial policy within an overall context of markets, while retaining state ownership of
key industries and enterprises (Fewsmith 2008, Heilmann and Shih 2012, Huang 2008).
But whereas Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang had seen private entrepreneurship (as well
as political reform) as the key to development, both groups of their successors instead
emphasized state-led industrial policies to build up large and preferably state-owned
national champions and believed that retaining strong levers of central control over the
economy - including direct ownership of strategic industries and firms - was crucial
for China's development (Eaton 2013, Heilmann and Shih 2012, Huang 2008, Nolan
2001, Sutherland 2001). The subsequent administration of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao
reversed some of Jiang and Zhu's priorities but shared their beliefs about industrial
policy focused on the creation of national champions and accelerated such programs
(Heilmann and Shih 2012, Naughton 2011a).

Policy towards the coal industry, however, evolved only gradually. On the one hand,
even in the 1980s the State had thrown substantial support behind the creation of large
SOE mines (Section 2.5.1). As we will see in Section 2.5.2, the Eighth Five- Year Plan
drawn up under Li Peng in 1990 signaled greater support for the SOE mines. The
central government also became more concerned over the problems in the TVM sector
and tried to bring it under a stronger regulatory framework. But until the late 1990s
the Center remained basically supportive of the TVMs, seeing them as useful swing
producers that could expand coal production cheaply and quickly. The main policy
concern during the 1990s were the large losses run up by state mines and making them
fit for market competition.

It was only in the late 1990s that the central government turned decisively against the
TVMs (Section 2.5.3). This policy change was brought on by the effects of the late-1990s
downturn in the coal market, which pitched the interests of TVMs and SOEs against
each other in a much more direct way than before as both competed for market share.
The government responded with a large campaign to close down much of the TVM
sector. As we will see in Section 2.6, it was in this context that officials moved to spell
out a new and more systematic vision for the coal industry based around consolidation
under large SOEs. To help guide the reader through this and the following sections,
Table 2.1 summarizes the evolving coal-industry policies and priorities of the different
administrations.
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Administration Policy Focus

Increasing coal supplies by

1983- 1989 Hu Yaobang permitting TVM entry.

Zhao Ziyang "Directional liberalism" focused on

developing private sector

Stemming SOE losses, initial

attention to TVM problems (safety,

1990 - 1997 Jiang Zemin pollution, etc.)

Li Peng "Directional statism" focused on

building up SOEs as national

champions, including in coal.

Stemming SOE losses, (failed)

1998 - 2001 Jiang Zemin nationwide campaign to close down

Zhu Rongji TVMs during late-90s Deflation

"Directional statism"

Solving TVM Problems, esp. safety,

through consolidation, closure, and

2002- 2012 Hu Jintao tightened regulation of TVMs.

Wen Jiabao "Directional statism" remains

strong, but also submerged debates

over value of state ownership

Table 2.1: Coal-Industry Policies and Priorities of Different Administrations
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2.5.1 1980s Antecedents

Even in the 1980s, encouraging the TVM sector formed only one plank - if a key plank
- of China's energy and coal-development strategy. In parallel to this the government
invested substantial resources into building up large coal SOEs. This is reflected even
in the founding document of the Let Water Flow-policy, the 1983 State Council Notice,
which argued that "developing the coal industry must adhere to a policy of 'walking
on two legs"' (i ' J with Key State Mines being developed
simultaneously with TVMs and local state mines. Contemporary policy slogans usually
encapsulated this dual approach. For instance, in 1984 Shanxi province was exhorted
to "Develop Large [State] Mines in a Big Way, Liberalize Small Mine [Development];
Have the State, Collectives and Individuals all Simultaneously Develop Mines" (jCf
AYE, /J] X#,, /I 14 tA- itf) (PD 1984d).

Indeed, for China's two largest and strategically most important coal-mining projects
of the 1980s - the Shenfu Dongsheng field in Northern Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia and
the Pingshuo/Antaibao mine in Shanxi - the state created new SOEs directly under the
central government; Pingshuo First Coal (today, China Coal Group) and the Fine Coal
Corporation (today, Shenhua Group). It did not simply hand over these coal fields to
private developers (though much private development did take place in them anyway,
especially in the Shenfu Dongsheng field). Both received tremendous financial and
political support. Antaibao was a joint venture with Occidental Petroleum negotiated
directly between Occidental's chairman, Armand Hammer, and Deng Xiaoping (Lardy
2002: p. f). When the agreement was signed in 1983, it was the largest Chinese-
foreign joint venture ever, and was intended by the Chinese side as a demonstration
of the security of China's investment environment. The total size of the project was
about US$ 649 million (m) (Thompson 2003: p. 114-5).

The Shenfu Dongsheng project was even larger, and did not involve a joint-venture
partner. The project officially dates to 1984, when the government set up the Fine
Coal Company (iM)Wp) with "overall responsibility" for developing the field, though
serious development seems only to have begun in 1988. Between 1985 and 2005, the
total investment in the Shenfu Shendong project from state budgetary outlays and
loans from state banks and Japan amounted to US$ 9.2 bn, apparently the largest
single investment project in China's modern history, though much of this may only
have flown after 1991, when the Eighth Five-Year Plan identified Shenfu Shendong as
a key construction project, or after 1995, when Fine Coal - until then a subsidiary of
Huaneng, a major power producer - was spun off to form the Shenhua Group, which
was once again placed under direct central-government ownership (Nolan 2000: pp.
734-35, 740-46; Rui et al. 2010: pp. 24-31; Zhao and Xu 2012).

' 0Occidental sold its share to the Chinese side in 1991 (Thompson 2003: pp. 145, 157). A statue of
Hammer and Deng still stands in the main square of Shuozhou City, where Antaibao is located.
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While these projects demonstrate that the 1990s policy turn towards focusing on build-
ing up large coal SOEs had antecedents in the 1980s, as discussed above in that decade
policy overall had still been supportive of the TVM sector. After 1989 this gradually
changed.

2.5.2 The Eighth and Ninth Five-Year Plans (1991-2000): SOE Losses

and TVM Rectification

The Eighth Five- Year Plan (1991 to 1995) expressed these differences. While the fore-
going Seventh Plan drawn up under Zhao Ziyang had stressed the construction of small
and medium-sized mines over that of large SOE mines, the Eighth Plan reversed these
priorities. Now, it was the construction of KSOMs that was to be "sped up". The Plan
included a list of 15 major state mining and mining-related railway projects that were
to be prioritized. The TVM sector was mentioned only in one part-sentenced, which
called for it to be "reformed and upgraded" (fiJP9n) (State Council 1991). Energy
Vice-Minister Hu Fuguo's ( iMl) March 1991 speech setting out the Plan's priorities
for the coal industry focused almost entirely on the KSOM sector. The central con-
cern of the speech was raising the state mines' production efficiency, weaning them off
central-state subsidies and reducing losses, and increasing their level of mechanization.
TVMs were little mentioned, and when, then critically: "chaotic mining" (ULRMf 1)
by small mines within KSOM mining areas was seriously affecting safety at the latter
(Hu 1991 in CCIYB 1991).

Five Years later, the Ninth Five- Year Plan contained similar priorities: it called for con-
structing "a batch of backbone [state] mines ('ffIT1) with high productivity, high
efficiency and low staffing". State mines were to raise their profitability and transform
their management mechanisms (i.e., become more market-orientated), with technolog-
ical progress the key to increasing production and productivity . Meanwhile, TVMs
were to be "fostered, transformed, rectified, united, and upgraded" (TiM, Fi,
WI, 4*A, MAP) (State Council 1996).

As the language of "transforming, rectifying and upgrading" indicates, by the early
1990s the Center had come to view the TVMs as creating as many problems as they
solved, and sought to bring them under a stronger regulatory structure and control
their unchecked expansion. In March 1994 the State Council held a conference on the
TVMs, at which serious concern was expressed by Vice-Premier Zou Jiahua (I['*)
over the problems in the TVM sector, especially TVM encroachment on SOEs' mining
concessions. The conference resolved that mines without the requisite licenses or basic
safety equipment were to be shut down. Local governments were to carry out inspections
of mines in their areas, with mines that did not meet standards upgraded or closed (Su
2002: p. 102; Rui 2005: p. 70). The conference set out a "10 Character Policy"
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(t;51t) on TVM development. They were to be "fostered, transformed, rectified,
united, and upgraded" (RftA, W]gi, VN, 04, iAM) (CCIYB 1995: p. 103). 200
investigators were dispatched across the country to monitor local implementational (Su
2002: p. 102).

The State Council followed this up in December 1994 by issuing Regulations on the
Management of Township and Village Mines. The document prohibited mining by
TVMs in areas that were under state planning or contained coals of high value, as well as
in the vicinity of important rivers, infrastructural, industrial and military installations.
TVMs had to be "consistent with the state's coal industry development plans" (TI-M
* PI R IU[J), utilize approved mining equipment and techniques, meet state
safety and environmental regulations, and could only be run by mine managers (ir K)
who had received relevant training and licenses (Wij-M4). Mines, the Regulations re-
emphasized, had to obtain a mining license (3KWFi+i'11E) and a coal production license
(9 P iTWfE). County (A) authorities were responsible for checking whether mines
and their managers met these requirements. Violators could be fined up to RMB 50,000
and ordered to stop production (State Council 1994).

Two weeks later, in January 1995, Vice-Premier Zou echoed these themes in a speech
to coal-industry and local-government representatives. Zou noted that the TVM sector
was plagued by a lack of scale economies and chaotic and unsafe mining practices that
wasted coal resources. Greater efforts had to be made to "clean up and rectify" the
TVMs (Zou 1995 in CCIYB 1995: pp. 103-4). The Ninth Five- Year Plan (1996-2000)
re-affirmed the 1994 "10 Character Policy" as the means to "achieve rational develop-
ment according to standards" and an "orderly and healthy development path" for the
TVMs ( Otlt L, _ ^P-1 ififi) (State Council 1996). Elab-
orating on the aims of the Plan, Coal Industry Minister Wang Senhao re-emphasized
the need to "clean up, rectify and comprehensively raise the quality" of the TVMs (4

t%'%%i , r+/i7iF ' % and called for using "legal and administra-
tive means as well as the formation of sales combines" to prevent "blind production
increases" by the TVMs (Wang 1995 in CCIYB 1996: pp. 59, 60). Finally, in 1996 the
Coal Law ( was passed, which reaffirmed the provisions of the 1994 Regulations.

2.5.3 Policy Turn against the TVMs during the late-1990s Deflation

While the state in the early 1990s thus manifested a greater concern with the negative
consequences of TVM mining and stepped up efforts to control these, it would be
wrong to see these efforts, at this point, as marking either a fundamental turn against
the TVM sector, or as suggesting that the problems created by the small-scale mines
were the central concern of policy makers responsible for the coal industry. While
concern over the TVMs had grown, they remained useful tools to grow coal supply,
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especially once the rapid growth unleashed by the renewal of market reforms in 1992
necessitated large increases in coal output. In 1996, the Ninth Five- Year Plan still set
a goal of raising TVM output to 610mt by 2000 (42% of planned production), up from
590mt in 1995 (Wang 1995 in CCIYB 1995: pp. 57, 59). In 1995 the People's Daily
ran a front-page story about Premier Li Peng visiting a TVM in Shanxi. The article
praised the achievements of the "peasant mine boss" ('R r-K:), and by implication
the achievements of the TVM sector as a whole (PD 1995).

Rather than the TVMs, the main concern of coal-industry officials in the early and
mid-1990s were the coal SOEs' large losses and need for state subsidies. By the early
1990s most KSOMs were loss-making (Wright 2000: p. 358). Coal Minister Wang
claimed that total KSOM losses in 1992 were RMB 5.8 bn, RMB 2 bn in 1993 and 1994
respectively, and for 1995 he forecast losses of RMB 1.4 bn (Wang 1995: p. 56). The
importance of eliminating these losses, making the coal SOEs more efficient, market-
oriented and profitable, and reducing KSOM staffing were the dominant themes in the
speeches of the coal ministers and state councillors setting out the priorities for the
Eighth and Ninth Five- Year Plans (Hu 1991, Zou 1995, Wang 1995).

The (relatively) complete deregulation of coal prices in 1993 helped reduce losses, as
coal prices 1 rose 85% between 1991 and 1995. Data compiled by Wright (2006; 2012:
pp. 67-72) suggest that the state-mine sector in fact briefly went into the black in
1995 and 1996 (contrary to Minister Wang's claim).1 2 This soon changed, however,
with the onset of economy-wide deflation in 1996/1997, subsequently exacerbated by
the Asian Financial Crisis. While national figures for ex-mine prices only show a 10%
decline between 1997 and 2000, other data suggest much more dramatic price falls.
At Qinhuangdao (E9 A), China's most important coal port, prices fell by about a
third between 1996 and end-1999 (Wright 2012: p. 80). In Shandong, one of the
large coal-producing and consuming provinces, prices fell 40% between 1996 and 2000
(ibid.). KSOM losses jumped back to RMB 3.71 bn in 1998 and RMB 2.28 bn in 1999
(Thompson 2003: p. 226). By mid-1998, 52 SOE mines owed workers a total of RMB
3 bn in unpaid wages (Wright 2000b: pp. 366-7).

In this context central-government policy turned sharply against the TVM sector, in an
effort to support coal prices by reducing output. Efforts to inspect and close "illegal"
TVMs (i.e., those without the requisite licenses or unsafe working conditions) were
stepped up in 1997, with several national conferences held to mobilize local-government
action (Su 2002: pp. 101; 103-104). As the industry-wide downturn continued, the
Center launched a major campaign to "close shafts and suppress production" (i
J f5) in late October 1998. The State Council set a goal, for the end of 1999, of
closing 25,800 small mines that were "illegal" or "structurally irrational" (Ti)'%J),

"1The price for coal supplied to power plants (the KSOMs' most important customers) was only
partially decontrolled.

12Data compiled by Thomson though basically supports Wang's figures, and shows a loss of RMB
1.03 bn for 1995 and RMB 610m in 1996 (Thomson 2003: p. 226).
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a vague term that was not closely defined but seemed to refer mainly to small mines
that "affected the long-term development of state-owned coal mines" ( flVM rK,'
itA)) (State Council 1998). Coal production was to be reduced by 250mt (ibid.).
This was equal to 19% of total coal output in 1997 and 44% of TVM output,13 and
roughly the amount of coal in storage by late 1998 (Wright 2007).

While the State Council Notice initiating the campaign only spoke of "small mines"
(4JM4) as the targets of the campaign, leaders were clear about which sector of the
industry was meant by this. For instance, Wu Bangguo, the Vice-Premier overseeing
the campaign, stated in a key speech that "the majority of the mines affected by the
campaign are township and village and individually-operated mines" (AiZ9Ctif
Y fjT- 6/R 0ThQ14M f, :?' f) (Wu 1998).' (In any case, as
discussed above, the "small mines" and the TVM sector were largely coterminous.)

The close involvement of Premier Zhu Rongji and Vice-Premier Wu Bangguo in the
campaign indicated the importance attached to it by the state. In 1999 and 2000
four national mobilization conferences were held for officials at all levels, and central-
government inspection teams made multiple tours of the localities to supervise imple-
mentation (Su 2002: pp. 170-171). The campaign took place across the whole country,
but the focus was on five provinces; Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Henan, Guizhou and Hei-
longjiang (then still a major coal-producing province), where 39% of the planned mine
closures and 64% of intended output reduction was to come from (Wu 1998)."

The targets for closure and output reduction were duly declared to have been achieved -
the Tenth Five- Year Plan claimed 47,000 "small mines" to have been closed with output
reduced by 350mt (State Council 2000) - but in fact there are serious doubts over this
and today the campaign is generally acknowledged to have failed, including in China.
This is discussed further in Chapter 4. Of interest here is the changed perspective on
the coal industry that emerges from the campaign, which we turn to next.

2.6 Spelling Out a New Vision for the Coal Industry: Towards the

Tenth Five-Year Plan and After

On the one hand, the closure campaign was a short-term response to dislocations in
the coal market, aimed at restoring SOE profitability by forcing the adjustment costs
from deflation onto others (TVM owners and workers, local governments and rural

13Calculated from the data provided in IEA (2009: p. 327, Table I D)
14The remainder were small mines operated by larger key and local-state coal SOEs (Wu 1998, State

Council 1998).
"5 The only one of the case-study provinces not included, Shaanxi, was not yet a significant coal

producer in 1998.
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communities). The centrality, at least in the short-term, of this concern is made clear
from the importance the campaign gave to reducing total output (to support prices and
thus SOE finances) and from leaders' statements. Wu Bangguo (1998) argued that "the
fundamental solution to the coal industry's troubles [meaning mounting SOE losses] ...
lies in solving the problem of excessive coal production" (-

On the other hand, Wu's speech and the 1998 State Council Notice described the
campaign as about more than just stabilizing coal markets. Both argued that the
existing structure of the industry, specifically the large small-mine/TVM sector, posed
a fundamental obstacle to its longterm development. As the Notice put it,

The small mines' blind development (12F H AR), low quality and duplicate
structures, illegal production, chaotic mining practices (NLAi1M42), envi-
ronmental destruction and resource wastage as well as their many accidents
is a relatively serious problem, and has become the main obstacle to coal-
industry development.

Beyond "bringing coal production and demand back into balance", the closure campaign
would "promote rational development and usage of coal resources, adjust and optimize
coal industry structure, standardize and bring order to coal production ... increase
work safety, and promote the industry's healthy development." (State Council 1998).
Wu Bangguo (1998) told his listeners that closing illegal and irrational small mines and
those that mined "chaotically" would permit "modernized mines to go full steam ahead"
and "enable the function of the Key State Mines to be fully brought into play" (M3

, iThW f7tifIdif). Indeed, the current market
downturn was an opportunity to "rectify coal production order": "Closing shafts and
reducing production" would "promote the growth and quality of the coal industry and
optimize the allocation of coal resources" (which would now mainly come under the
control of modern SOEs) ( S JiJiI41E , H -HIM
&* %' I-T ) FL... / . A 9 T IR t37_- *+4 92 f TX nft t AE ) (Wu 19 98,
my italics).

The Tenth Five- Year Plan (2001-2005) drawn up under Premier Zhu Rongji included
a detailed separate plan for the coal industry that expressed this vision more systemat-
ically (State Council 2001). It is worth noting that Wu Bangguo will almost certainly
have played a key role in drafting this plan, since Wu was the Vice-Premier in charge of
industrial work at the time, had directed the 1998 TVM closure campaign, and was also
the secretary of the Commission for Centrally-Owned Enterprises Work (Fp u AWil

3r -i; the main body directing the country's national-champions strategy).16 This

1 6 0n the remarkable consensus that had formed among China's policy elites in the 1990s and 2000s
about a development strategy focused on building national champions - and preferably state-owned
ones at that - see Eaton 2013 and Heilmann and Shih 2012.
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is important, because while Wen Jiabao would take over the economics and industry-
related portfolios after 2002, Wu - and not Wen - was the second-ranked leader after
Hu Jintao throughout the Hu-Wen period. In other words, at the very top of the state
was an individual committed to a development strategy for the coal industry focused
on large SOEs.

The preamble argued that the Tenth Plan period was a crucial point in time for adjust-
ing the coal industry's structure and called for developing it through a fourfold strategy
of "creating large enterprise groups, developing advanced coal [mining] and clean coal
technologies and comprehensive management approaches".

While the Plan's fascination with developing advanced mining and clean-coal technolo-
gies - especially, technologies for deep mining, coal liquefaction and gasification, and
the utilization of coal-bed methane - need not detain us here, it is important to note
that the Plan expected precisely the "large enterprise groups" to be the key institutions
that would develop and commercialize these technologies. This belief in the role of
large enterprises as drivers of innovation and national competitiveness helps explain
the insistence of this and subsequent Five-Year Plans on the importance of industry
consolidation and building up large enterprises. The subsequent Eleventh Five Year
Plan for the Coal Industry shared with the Tenth this strong interest in developing ad-
vanced coal technologies and the belief that the large-scale enterprises could and would
play a central role in the technology innovation system. The prevalence of this belief in
the key role of large firms within Chinese economic policy-making circles is increasingly
well attested (cf. Nolan 2001, Heilmann and Shih 2012, Eaton 201). A 1998 speech by
Wu Bangguo is worth quoting at length because it cogently expresses these beliefs and
indicates their prominence within the central state:

In reality, international economic confrontations show that if a country has
several large companies or groups it will be assured of maintaining a certain
market share and a position in the international economic order. America
... relies on General Motors, Boeing, Du Pont and a batch of other multi-
national companies. Japan relies on six large enterprise groups and Korea
relies on 10 ... our nation's position in the international economic order
will be to a large extent determined by the position of our nation's large
enterprises and groups. (Quoted in Nolan 2001: p. 71)

The Plan went on to note that globally the coal industry had been undergoing a wave
of mergers with enterprises becoming ever bigger and thereby increasing their compet-
itiveness while deploying advanced technology to raise productivity. By contrast, the
Plan complained, China's industry was hobbled by fragmentation: While China had
the world's largest coal industry by total output, its mines produced only 30,000 tons of
coal per year on average. Even the KSOMs had average production capacities of only
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800,000 tons, which was just one third of that achieved in "advanced coal-producing
countries". China's four largest mining companies had a combined market share of just
9%, while in advanced countries the largest four companies usually took around 40%
market share. Meanwhile, their equipment was outdated and mechanization levels low,
with SOEs suffering from significant overstaffing. The result was low efficiency, low or
negative profits, wage arrears, and resource wastage (State Council 2001).

In response, the Plan called for consolidating the industry to "develop a batch of large
enterprises and enterprise groups that would play a key role both in balancing domestic
coal supply and demand and in international competition". By 2005, industry concen-
tration was to be "clearly raised" with the eight largest enterprises achieving a combined
market share of 35%. "One or two" enterprises with production capacity of 100mt and
"five to six" with capacity of 50mt were to be created through mergers among coal firms.
Particular stress was placed on building coal enterprises that would integrate mining,
transport, and power production (State Council 2001).

Structural adjustment of the industry was to proceed by a mixture of promoting mergers
among SOEs, closing "backward production capacity" (H )J1P U-I, a phrase
that referred mainly to TVMs) and "upgrading" (fiiN) legal small mines. The Plan
noted the success achieved during the Ninth Plan in closing small mines, but warned
that while "mining and production-management order" ( had
"taken a turn for the better" (kfiT$9), so far only "the beginning of a stop" had been
put to small mines "mining wherever they please, mining across boundaries of mining
concessions, and mining chaotically" (/\4 )3 MA T , M) aA , tK r2AV14
Y ]+tJJ iJ) .

Accordingly, the Plan called for "strictly managing" mining licenses and strengthening
safety inspections. Small mines that "mined illegally, had low recovery rates, imperilled
safety at large mines, did not meet basic safety conditions, or seriously polluted the
environment", were to be shut down. Minimum standards were set for new mines: they
were supposed to have recovery rates no lower than 50% and annual capacity of at least
150,000 tons in Shanxi, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia, 60,000 tons in Henan and Guizhou
and other Central and South-Western Provinces, and 90,000 tons elsewhere, though
smaller shafts remained permissible for thin coal seams. They were not supposed to
use manual extraction methods, had to have multiple exit tunnels and were not allowed
to mine coal that exceeded state regulations on sulfur content. Legal small mines were
to be "upgraded", meaning that they were to increase production capacity of single
shafts, reduce their shaft numbers overall, raise extraction rates and modernize their
production equipment and reach safety standards.

While contemporary Chinese Five-Year Plans generally contain a small number of spe-
cific quantified targets, they must be understood primarily as vision statements in which
a government sets out its priorities and the "path of thought" (M) and "spirit" (t$w)
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guiding and animating its policies. They are not detailed operational instructions.17 As
we will see in Chapter 4, until 2004/2005 - when the Plan had almost run its course -
the case-study provinces seem to have made few moves to act on these Plan demands
for tightening regulation and oversight over the TVM sector and closing "backward"
small mines. On the contrary: In all of the case-study provinces, the years 2002-2004
saw TVM output grow at up to 160%, as mines that had been closed during the 1998
Campaign came back on stream. Moreover, when in 2004/2005 provincial actors indeed
began tightening regulatory oversight and closing mines, this seems to have had less to
do with the existence of the Tenth Plan as such than with the rather abrupt eruption
of work safety as a serious public and political concern, which both led to renewed
and more forceful central-government intervention, and the growth of a new source of
political pressure in form of media coverage (cf. Chapters 3 and 4).

The fundamental reason for the resurgence of TVM output in the 2000s was that eco-
nomic growth and thus coal demand raced ahead, far exceeding officials' expectations.
The Tenth Plan had predicted average GDP growth of 7% per annum from 2001 to
2005, and an annual increase in coal demand of only about 20mt. In fact, average
annual growth rates were about 10%, with growth becoming increasingly energy inten-
sive. Coal consumption grew accordingly - on average, by just under 180mt annually
across the Plan period, nine times what planners had foreseen (EIA n.d.) - as did
production: by over 1.15 billion tons. TVM production grew to 835mt, exceeding the
sector's pre-closure campaign high point of 615mt in 1996. While it is hard to get data
for total market size and thus difficult to assess whether the target of having the top
eight firms take a combined market share of 35% by 2005 was achieved, the data for
output shares suggest this is extremely unlikely, something suggested also by the fact
that mention of this target was quietly dropped from the Eleventh Five- Year Plan. In
2004, the top eight producers still only had a production share of 17%, and of 28%
by 2008 (Wright 2012: p. 77). Before examining these developments on the ground
in Chapter 4, however, we turn to central-government coal-industry policy under Hu
Jintao and Wen Jiabao, who succeeded Jiang Zemin and Zhu Rongji in 2002.

2.7 Coal-Industry Policy under Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao

Policy under Hu and Wen was put forth in two key documents; the 2005 State Council
Opinion on Encouraging the Healthy Development of the Coal Industry (State Council
2005a) and the 2007 Eleventh Five- Year Plan for the Coal Industry (NDRC 2007).

17The substitution of the word "guihua" (VZL'J) for the traditional "jihua" (ittlJ) in the title of these
documents bears testimony to this. While both words are commonly translated as "plan", guihua
connotes a longer term, more strategic and macro-level "program", rather than, as jihua does, a set
of detailed operative instructions. Cf. Cao et al. (2006), Naughton (2005b), Sigley (2006) and Vogel
(2011: p. 366, Fn. 6).
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These documents shared the analysis of the industry's problems contained in the Tenth
Plan and the documents surrounding the 1998-2000 closure campaign. In language
near-identical to that used by Wu Bangguo in 1998, the 2005 Opinion declared that

"irrational [industry] structure, an extensive mode of development, low tech-
nological and scientific levels, frequent accidents, serious resource wastage,
insufficient environmental treatment and protection, and [poor] historical
legacies are all prominent problems in the [current] development of the coal

These problems were concentrated in the TVM/small-mine sector (State Council 2005a).
The Eleventh Plan offered a very similar analysis to the Opinion. These problems were
particularly worrying because, as the Plan argued, coal was "China's main source of
energy" accounting for 76% of domestic primary energy production and the industry
thus "a basic lifeline industry for the national economy and national energy security"

(NDRC 2007).

The Hu-Wen administration shared the foregoing administration's analysis of the prob-
lems in the coal industry and espoused broadly the same approach to resolving them,
namely reducing the share of the small-mine/TVM sector and consolidation the industry
under large enterprises. Indeed, consolidation now emerged as a much more prominent
approach for tackling the small-mine problem. Hitherto, policy had sought to resolve
the TVM problems either through stricter regulation or by closing them. Under Hu
and Wen, consolidation - having large enterprises take over the small mines, or getting
them to merge among each other - was emphasized (and eventually implemented) much
more forcefully than it had been during the Ninth and Tenth Plan periods (1995-2005).
I discuss this in Section 2.7.1 below.

During the Hu-Wen years central-government policy pronouncements and actions also
saw a much stronger emphasis on mining safety than during the foregoing period. Safety
now emerged as a crucial policy concern. This is addressed in Section 2.7.2.

Finally, the question of state ownership was addressed much more directly, without a
formal consensus emerging, however. Rather, a series of contradictory pronouncements
were made both by senior officials (albeit usually speaking in semi-official capacities) and
in central-government documents (State Council Opinions, Five- Year Plans). While
some of these pronouncements openly articulated a preference for state ownership and
greater state control of coal mining and other "life-line industries", others called for
opening them to greater private participation. This will be discussed in Section 2.8.
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2.7.1 Consolidation

The Eleventh Five- Year Plan for the Coal Industry published in 2007 declared industry
consolidation ( and the establishment of "orderly development" (vJMF a)
to be the central priority for the Plan period. Consolidation was to be achieved partly
by closing or merging small mines among each other, but above all by having large
mining enterprises take over small ones.

As we will see in Section 2.8 below, both the Eleventh Plan and the 2005 Opinion
were relatively explicit in calling for these "large enterprises" to be state firms, and this
preference was also expressed by officials in other documents. All documents stressed
"cultivating" (t"f) these large companies. As the Opinion put it, this was the "main
line" (J9), and within 3 to 5 years (i.e.., by 2008 or 2010) several enterprises of 100mt
capacity were to be established (State Council 2005a). Two years later, the Eleventh
Plan noted that two firms (Shenhua and China Coal) had indeed achieved production
capacity of 100mt and three of 50mt, and set a goal of lifting a further 4 to 6 firms
to 100mt and 5 to 7 firms to 50mt capacity. Together, these 14 to 18 firms were to
produce over 50% of national coal output (NDRC 2007).

These enterprises, ran the aspiration consistently expressed in the documents, would be
highly efficient, have high coal recovery rates, be low polluting and provide safe working
conditions. They would also play key roles in fostering the development and absorption
of new mining and coal technologies, and in the coal distribution system, ensuring that
supply and demand remained in balance. Not least, they would provide the state with
effective levers of control over the coal market and coal resources, guaranteeing the
security of energy supplies (Zhang 2008). While both the Opinion and the Eleventh
Plan at least rhetorically called for the creation of large enterprises to proceed mainly
via market operations they consistently emphasized the importance of "strengthening
government push and policy guidance" ( Th d flIN% -) to develop large
enterprise. (State Council 2005a, NDRC 2007, Zhang 2008).

The most visionary dimension of the Opinion and the Eleventh Plan was the call to
develop 13 (subsequently expanded to 14) "large-scale coal bases" () Mj)
Collectively, these bases encompassed around 90% of China's coal production and most
of the main mining regions (NEA 2012).ls The impetus behind the "bases"-idea was the
search to better integrate coal mining, transportation and power production, and spur
the development of coal-chemicals and other unconventional coal technologies (Rui et

18 The base areas were Shendong (43r; Western Inner Mongolia and Northern Shaanxi), Shaanbei
(RAL; the remaining coal regions of Northern Shaanxi), Hualong/Huating (Mid/$ ; Central
Shaanxi and Gansu); Jinbei (W L; Northern Shanxi), Jinzhong (Q 4; Central Shanxi), Jindong (W
2; Eastern Shanxi), Luxi (ON; Western Shandong), Lianghuai (Ml; Anhui), Jizhong (KIP; Hebei
and Henan); Henan (PBA; Henan), Mengdong (ViA; Eastern Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Liaoning),
Yun-Gui (ii; Yunnan and Guizhou), Ningdong (,'; Eastern Ningxia). Xinjiang was subsequently
added as a fourteenth base.
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al. 2010). It remains to be seen whether this extremely ambitious vision will ever be
realized.19 Important for our purposes was the insistence that the bases were to be
developed exclusively by large-scale state enterprises, with each mining district (f[Z.)
within a base to be developed, "in principle", by one enterprise only (NDRC 2007). It
should be noted that of the 14 proposed bases, 10 lay wholly or partly within our five
case-study provinces (cf. Footnote 20).

In reality, of course, many of these mining districts were already being mined by multiple
- and often by very many - enterprises; the TVMs. Already in 2005 the National
People's Congress and the State Council had set a goal of "solving the small-mine
problem within about three years" (State Council 2007a; cf. State Council 2005a), and
the Eleventh Plan reiterated this objective and called for "speeding up the elimination
of small-scale mines" (NDRC 2007). The Plan gave numerical targets to each province
for the reduction in the number and output from "small-scale mines" to be achieved by
2010. For instance, Shanxi was to reduce the number of these mines from 3124 to 1100;
Shaanxi from 769 to 250 mines (NDRC 2007: p. 31). Nationally, the total number of
small-scale mines was to be reduced to 10,000 by 2010 and their output to 700mt or
27% of total production, which was expected to reach 2.6 billion tons in 2010 (ibid.).

Three distinct approaches were outlined through which, in combination, this was to be
achieved. The first approach was, having large enterprises take over small and medium-
sized mines. While not explicitly stated, the documents' formulations clearly suggest
that this was the preferred approach. We can see this from the fact that the docu-
ments not only consistently emphasized building up large firms and called for having
only large enterprises develop the "coal bases", but that those sections of the docu-
ments which concerned "consolidating and transforming the small and medium-scale
mines" always listed "encouraging large-scale coal enterprises to acquire and transform
medium and small-scale mines" as the first method through which consolidation could
be accomplished (State Council 2005a, NDRC 2007).

The second approach listed in both documents was to raise regulatory entry barriers to
the industry and close mines that failed to meet standards. Efforts in this direction had
already been taken in 2004, when in addition to the 4 licenses hitherto required of mine
operators, two further, safety-related licenses were introduced. The Opinion called on
local governments to "comprehensively utilize coal [industry] development plans, in-
dustrial policies, laws and administrative regulations and other methods to strengthen
supervision and management (K",IV ) over coal-mine development, construction and
production" . Local authorities were to "impose standards on the registration and man-
agement" of mine exploration and development and "correct and prevent all approvals
and grants of mining concessions that had been made without proper authority in the

19 The "bases" are geographical concepts, defined by the lay of individual coal fields. They are not
institutional entities, but cut across many powerful institutions. To date, Shenhua is the only entity
that comes close to approximating the "bases" vision. For detailed discussion see Rui et al. (2010).
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name of 'attracting business and investment' (1i19I 1 1 7A)." (State Council 2005a).
Small mines that were "structurally irrational ('lT ), did not meet safety stan-
dards, wasted resources and did not meet environmental requirements" as well as mines
that were "hard to consolidate" ( were to be closed (NDRC 2007).

Finally, a third method was to encourage small and medium-sized mines to merge
among each other, though the Opinion emphasized that this should be restricted to
small mines with "credible" reserves (M)PRIA2= 7iSV). While the documents gave at
least rhetorical primacy to market mechanisms for accomplishing consolidation, they
were very clear that "legal and obligatory administrative means" (' pW 'ijI
fR) could and should be used if markets and "economic means" (HM ) did not
suffice.

2.7.2 Safety

Already the 1983 State Council Notice that had served as the main policy stimulant for
TVM development observed that poor safety conditions in small mines were a "serious
problem" and exhorted leaders at all levels to "treat [mining safety] seriously and give it
high-level attention" (State Council 1983). In the 1980s there were occasional campaigns
to close unsafe small mines.2 0 However, while the state began formulating a number
of mining safety regulations in the 1990s, until about 2001 the problem received little
sustained political attention. Strikingly, even the documents and speeches regarding
the 1998-2001 Closure Campaign tended to justify the shutdown of the TVMs mainly
in terms of adjusting industry structure and balancing the volume of coal production
with market demand - not, in the main, with references to safety.

Several indicators can be used to demonstrate how the central state's concern with min-
ing safety increased in the 2000s. One is the space given to safety in the Coal-Industry
Five Year Plans, which can be measured by the number of appearances of the word
"safety" . As we can see in Table 2.2, in the Tenth Five- Year Plan for the Coal
Industry, the word appeared 27 times in a work-related sense (three times in relation
to energy security); but in the Eleventh, it appeared 81 times (and in the Twelfth, 40
times) in work-safety-related contexts (thrice in regard to energy security). A further
indicator is the frequency of articles about mining safety and coal-mine accidents in the
People's Daily, which can be treated as a reliable guide to the priorities and "spirit" (A
0) of the central government (cf. Footnote 4). As Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show, beginning

20For instance, in 1987 several thousand small mines were closed (at least temporarily) for safety
reasons. Tellingly, though, that campaign seems to have been triggered as much by concerns over
excess coal production as over safety (Thompson 2003: pp. 142-144).
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in 2000 the number of articles in the People's Daily containing the words, respectively,
"coal-mine" and "safety" (04r AND ( and "coal-mine" and "accident" (MrJ(
AND(V, If AND (i)%) rose sharply and abruptly.21

Tenth Plan Eleventh Plan Twelfth Plan

27 81 40

Table 2.2: Number of References to Mining Safety in Five-Year Plans
e

Actions of course speak louder than words, and substantial action was taken. In 2000,
still under Zhu Rongji, the State Agency for Work Safety (SAWS) was created, and
in 2005 it was given ministerial-level rank. Beginning with the 2002 Work Safety Law

an extensive body of regulation regarding mining safety began to be
issued and an inspectorate built up to carry out both spot-checks on individual mines
and help police the wider implementation of the government's closure, rectification
and consolidation policy.22 Finally, top leaders took important symbolic actions. For
instance, on the 2005 New Year's Day, Wen Jiabao's visited relatives of miners killed
in the November 2004 Tongchuan accident.

2.8 The Debate over State Ownership in the 2000s

Regarding the state-owned economy, the main policy concern during the 1990s had
been to stem SOE losses and make the state sector fit for market competition. This

2 1Tim Wright (2012: p. 193, Figure 8.1) also tracks the number of articles mentioning coal-mine
safety in the People's Daily, yet has significantly lower article count than I do. The explanation seems
to lie in the search command Wright uses (we both rely on the online People's Daily Image and Text
Archive (AM H E M&Ih)l). Wright appears to search for the phrase "coal-mine safety" (')ftA),
which only returns articles where the two words appear together, while I search for "coal-mine AND
safety" (9W) AND W), which returns all articles in which both words appear, but without imposing
any constraints on word order. Since (almost) all articles that include both words will in some way
be making reference to mining safety, but only a fraction of articles that discuss mining safety will
include the (somewhat unusual) phrase "WiPf " there is no obvious reason for preferring Wright's
search command. That said, Wright's results are entirely consistent with mine in as far as they show
a drastic increase in the frequency of the phrase after 2000, from a low prior baseline.

22 For detailed discussion of China's mining safety crisis and creation of the work-safety regula-
tory system see China Labour Bulletin (2008), Feickert (2007), Wang (2006) and Wright (2012: pp.
158-198).
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involved large-scale lay-offs, bankruptcies and privatizations of small and medium-sized
firms, and the corporatization of large SOEs. At the time many observers interpreted
this as heralding comprehensive privatization, but it is now increasingly recognized that
this was never the intention of the dominant groups within the state. In the 2000s the
state-owned share of the economy stabilized (Naughton 2006a, 2011). However, that
only rendered the question of what to with the large state firms and whether they were
an asset - facilitating economic governance, industrial development and securing CCP
rule and "socialism" - or a liability distorting factor flows, resource allocation and, due
to their lobbying power, economic policy itself, more divisive. The very large profits
- running to hundreds of billions of RMB a year - that the state sector had begun
earning by the mid-2000s and largely retained to spend as it saw fit2 3 (Naughton 2006,
2012) added further fuel to these controversies.

This debate took place both within the state and in the public sphere. Given the
contentious nature of the issues, the debate within the state was rarely carried out
openly but has to be reconstructed through careful reading. Thus, the 2000s saw a
number of subtly contradictory - albeit authoritative - state policy documents released
and top leaders and senior officials made a number of interventions through informal
pronouncements, interviews and essays that were again both authoritative, and only
semi-official.

While no consensus and no official policy emerged, this section argues that the advocates
of nationalization tended to have the upper hand in these debates and seem to have con-
stituted the dominant faction at the Center. Certainly, the number of documents and
pronouncements advocating nationalization of coal mining outnumbered those seeking
explicit to safeguard a space for private ownership of mines. Moreover, because all
sides in this debate believed that consolidating the industry in larger units was key to
resolving its problems and because the small-scale sector to a significant extent was
the private sector, even those officials skeptical of nationalization as an objective in its
own right tended to advocate or support policies that de facto discriminated against
the private sector.

Arguably the most important consequence of these dueling documents and pronounce-
ments was to maximize the provinces' space for policy choice, since both nationalization
and preserving the private sector could be justified as consistent with some authorita-
tive central-government document and/or leader's statement.

2 1n the early 1990s, the centrally-owned enterprises (the most important and profitable part of
the state sector) were exempted from having to remit their - then paltry - profits to the central
government. They could retain them within the enterprise. The huge profits some of these firms began
earning after 2000 reopened the issue. From 2007 on they were gradually forced remit some of their
earnings, but up to the time of writing this has remained a small share (10-15% of profits), and even
this seems to largely retained by the State Assets Commission (SASAC), rather than used for e.g. the
Social Security Fund, as reformers had wanted.
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2.8.1 The Public Debates

The late 1990s and early to mid-2000s saw a general intellectual backlash in China
against market reforms (Fewsmith 2008), and in summer 2004 these debates became
focused on the question of SOE privatization. The specific occasion was a talk by the
Hong Kong economist Larry Xianping Lang, who accused the managers of Kelon, a
recently-privatized SOE, of having manipulated the privatization (management buy-
out, MBO) process to pocket large sums of money. This set off a furious public debate
about SOE privatizations in general and MBOs in particular. In December 2004 the
State Council forbade MBOs categorically for China's large SOEs and imposed stricter
regulation on them for small and medium-sized companies. In 2005 the management
of Kelon was arrested (Fewsmith 2008: pp. 258-267).

For the argument advanced in this chapter and the dissertation overall the "Larry Lang
debate" is of relevance only in so far as it gives a sense of the underlying intellectual
climate in mid-2000s China, and underscores the potential of public debates - under
certain circumstances - to drive policy.24 More important for the story told here will
be the so-called Guo Jin, Min Tui debate touched off by Shanxi's coal nationalization,
which was even more acrimonious than the Larry Lang fracas. Unlike the latter, it seems
to have ended in a draw more than a clear victory for either side (coal nationalization
ultimately went ahead, at least in Shanxi and Henan), but as we will see in Chapter 5
the outcry over the perceived "Advance of the State and Retreat of the Private Sector"
(guo jin, min tui; MIERM) wrong-footed the Shanxi government, forced those groups
in the central state advocating for coal-industry nationalization to intervene in support
of Shanxi, and may have come close to derailing that program. While information is
sketchy, the "Guo Jin Min Tui" outcry seems also to have been used by those groups in
the state who were skeptical of nationalization, and may have been a factor contributing
to other provinces' decision to refrain from nationalization and opt for forms of industry
consolidation that afforded greater protection to private interests.

2.8.2 The Debate within the State: Contending Bureaucracies and Indi-

viduals

While the public debates consisted of relatively straightforward confrontations between
new-left and liberal intellectuals and media outlets, the debate within the party-state
was, by nature, more submerged, making it harder to say with certainty which bureau-
cracies and individual leaders lined up behind which positions. However, the available
documents and pronouncements do provide a basic sense. I will first lay out which
institutions and leaders seem to have aligned on what side in these debates, and then

24 1t appears that the December 2004 restrictions on MBOs were a direct response to the debate and
would not have come about at that time or in that form without it. Interview 65 (Chinese academic).
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examine the documents and pronouncements in which these competing lines were laid
down.

The State-owned Assets Commission (SASAC) 2 was foremost among those advocating
a substantial and expanded role for state enterprises. SASAC's role alerts us to the
complicated mix of beliefs and bureaucratic and economic interests in this debate.
There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of the SASAC leadership's expressed belief
in the benefits of a strong state sector for national economic governance. But clearly
SASAC's political power and access to resources also hinged on preserving a substantial
state sector (Naughton 2006, 2007, 2012).

The bureaucracies directly responsible for coal-industry policy - the NDRC's energy
departments, the National Energy Administration (a separate body, albeit usually led
by top NDRC officials), and the State Agency for Work Safety (SAWS) - also appear
to have all supported nationalizing the coal industry or at least substantially increasing
the state sector's share of it. Other influential institutions such as the Ministry for
Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), the China Development Bank (CDB),
and the Ministry of Finance (MOF), too, seem to have favored preserving a large role for
state ownership, though here the evidence becomes less clear and they also had no direct
involvement with coal policy.2 6 More broadly, interviewees stated that the dominant
view within the central government was that state ownership of key industries and firms
- and of the energy industries in particular - was of considerable advantage for managing
the economy during China's developmental stage (Interviews 44, 48, 61).7 The state
sector of course also provided very attractive opportunities for private profiteering by
connected officials and their friends (Naughton 2012).

Establishing what the views of the top leadership (Politburo and Standing Committee)
were and how - if at all - the debates and divisions over state ownership map onto

"The State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, to give it its full name, is
a ministry-level body established in 2003 to exercise ownership rights and certain regulatory respon-
sibilities over SOEs on behalf of the state. Central SASAC is responsible for the SOEs owned by the
central government; provincial and local SASACs hold local and provincial SOEs.

26The first head of MIIT (which was created in 2008) was Li Yizhong, who had previously served
as the head of SAWS and as a top official in SASAC and head of Sinopec (the state oil refiner). As
we will see below, Li is on record as having advocated for the expansion of state ownership in coal
mining. A former official of one of MIIT's predecessor institutions also told me during field work that
MIIT was a strong advocate of state ownership and Japanese-style industrial policy (Conversation,
Beijing 2012). Chen Yuan (I22), the son of revolutionary elder Chen Yun ( $i) and until 2013 head
of the CDB, is a noted advocate of a large role for the state sector and strong state control of economy
and society in general (cf. Fewsmith 2008; Wu 2013). An official from the Ministry of Science and
Technology told me that aside from SASAC and the NDRC, MOF was one of the strongest proponents
of preserving or even strengthening the state sector because it had over the years poured so much
money into them. That gave MOF significant influence over the companies, enabling its officials to
acquire private benefits from the firms (e.g. highly paid jobs) (Interview 44).

27Division-level (QLk) official from Ministry of Science and Technology who was closely involved
with a large-scale coal energy investment project (44); deputy department-level (AIJffl) manager from
a major SOE (48); deputy-minister level ('i-FR) official from the tax bureaucracy (61).
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other rumored factional divisions within the Party ("Youth League", "Shanghai Gang",
etc.) is more difficult. Wu Bangguo, an ally of Jiang Zemin and until 2012 the second-
highest leader after Hu Jintao, was closely involved in the late-1990s push to close
the TVMs and consolidate coal mining under large SOEs, and was deeply involved
in the larger SOE-focused national champions strategy. While I know of no further
coal-related pronouncements from Wu after 2002 (when the economic and industrial
policy portfolios were transferred to Wen Jiabao), there is also no reason to believe
that he changed his mind. In Chapter 5 we will see that Xi Jinping gave strong support
to the Shanxi authorities at a crucial point in 2009, when they seem to have been
wavering over whether or not to carry out nationalization. Furthermore, in 2009 Xi
gave an important speech in which he told listeners that "the state-owned enterprises
are an important pillar of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and an important
basis of our party's rule" (M i-k A ita1 j 1' X00 $f, A RTf'I A fA
S3 (Xi 2009).2s Xi reiterated this point at a November 2015 Politburo
Study Session (CCTV 2015). When nationalization ran into serious obstacles and
resistance in Fall and Winter 2009, five Standing Committee members wrote a memo in
support of Shanxi's undertaking. Again, this appears to have been crucial for enabling
nationalization to continue and be completed.

The fact that only five of the nine Standing Committee members appear to have signed
the support memo hints at divisions within the top leadership over coal nationalization,
and the broader question of the role of the state sector. There is further evidence in this
regard. One is that the State Council ended up issuing multiple, subtly contradictory
but equally authoritative documents on the issue. Wen Jiabao and Li Keqiang (a close
ally of Wen and Hu), in particular, seem to have been at least skeptical if not outright
opposed to the agenda of securing permanent state control over key industries, including
coal. In the summer of 2009 (when ,nationalization was in full swing) Wen conducted
an inspection tour of Shanxi, but - at least in his published remarks - pointedly failed
to endorse or otherwise comment on Shanxi's actions. Li Keqiang reportedly played an
important role in arranging for the World Bank and the State Council Development
Research Center (the State Council's policy research body) to produce a 468 page
report, China 2030, which was widely seen as an effort to set the policy agenda for
the Xi-Li administration (Economist 2012b, Naughton 2013). The report contained
some very pointed language about the need for further reform of the state sector and
questioned the rationale for state ownership of many industries, including coal.

Yet Wen as well as leading officials at the Development Research Center simultaneously
espoused a highly interventionist style of economic governance (Heilmann and Shih
2012, Naughton 2011a). During his ten years in power, Wen pushed through major
industrial-policy initiatives to foster "indigenous innovation" and improve work safety,
ecological outcomes and industrial structure by forcing "backward" plant to close or
upgrade. In coal, this expressed itself in the steady drum-beat of calls for closing small

28I am indebted to Naughton (2013) for alerting me to this speech.
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mines, consolidating them under large firms or at least merging and upgrading them
that we discussed above. This matters, because while Wen appears to have been more
open to permanent private-sector participation and skeptical of renationalization as an
end in itself, the interventionism he espoused also, we shall see, tended to undercut
efforts to defend private participation.

Since efforts to relate provincial policy choices to Communist Party factional politics
enjoy a certain recurrent popularity (e.g. Shih 2009), it is important to note that the
apparent divisions between top leaders who, supposedly, belong to different factions do
not map onto the provincial policy choices observed in coal mining at all. Factional
analyses of CCP politics commonly argue that the main lines of division in the 2000s
were between Jiang Zemin's Shanghai faction (to which Wu Bangguo belonged) and
Hu Jintao's Youth League faction. While never a member of the Communist Youth
League himself, Wen Jiabao is commonly seen as closely allied to Hu (e.g. Wikileaks
2009a, 2009b; Naughton 2004). Factional analyses used to argue that Xi Jinping also
belonged to Jiang's faction (or at least drew support from Jiang), but - partly in light
of Xi's destruction of several important prot6g s of Jiang - now seek to delineate Xi's
own, independent bases of support in the Party (the significance of this will become
clear in a moment) (see e.g. Cheng Li's writings).

The point here is not to assess the validity of these factional models of Chinese politics.
Rather, the point is that they provide little explanatory power for our puzzle. To the
extent that these models are at all accurate, Shanxi was a "Youth League" province. 29

Yet Li Keqiang and Wen Jiabao's apparent skepticism did not stop the province pur-
suing nationalization. Similarly, the leadership of Shaanxi province was closely linked
to both Hu's Youth League faction and to Xi Jinping.30 Yet despite the link to Xi,
who seems to have urged nationalization in Shanxi, we will see that Shaanxi preserved
and protected private coal mines. Henan, which does not seem to have been linked to
any particular faction, nationalized its coal mines, but Inner Mongolia - again a Youth
League province3 1 - did not.

29 Shanxi's party secretaries from 2005 to 2014 were Zhang Baoshun (Wd)i) and Yuan Chunqing

( ) both of whom made their career in the Communist Youth Leaguge, which is considered the

core base of Hu Jintao's faction. The Shanxi governor in 2007-2008, Meng Xuenong (t*V), under
whom the nationalization plans were developed, also was a Youth League cadre. Hu Jintao's key aide

and Chief of Staff, Ling Jihua (4'ittJ) - also for long years a cadres in the Youth League - is a Shanxi

native, and in the 2000s several of his close relatives and friends were senior Shanxi politicians. The
validity of this interpretation (that Shanxi was a Youth League province) was also emphasized to me
by a Chinese academic (Interview 65).

30The Shaanxi governor from 2006 to 2010 was Yuan Chunqing (cf. Footnote 38), who spent most

of his early career in the Communist Youth League. His replacement as governor (2010 to 2012) and

current Shaanxi party secretary (since 2012), Zhao Zhengyong (MIE7), too, is a former Youth League
leader. Zhao Leji (5Ti) who served as Shaanxi Party Secretary from 2007 to 2012 is reportedly a

close confidante of Xi Jinping. The Xi family has very deep connections to Shaanxi (Li 2014).

"Hu Chunhua ( Inner Mongolia's party secretary from 2009 to 2012, was a former Youth

League cadre considered very close to Hu Jintao (cf. Economist 2012a). The IMAR governors since

2003 Yang Jing (fif) and Bagatur (EWJ), too, are former Youth League leaders.
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2.8.3 Conflicting Documents and Leaders' Pronouncements I: Advocacy

of Nationalization

The most systematic attempt at defining the extent to which state ownership was to be
preserved was undertaken in December 2006, when the State Council issued an Opinion
on "Promoting the Adjustment of State Capital and the Reorganization of State-owned
Enterprises" (State Council 2006a). This document was originally drawn up by SASAC.
It stated that "state capital should concentrate in industries and key fields that affect
national security and the lifelines of the national economy" (t4iNM~qR~r[1 * 1 M1
* 4fD P M F0 f Pr7-K-,'f tWA % RA... X ), while withdrawing from non-
strategic industries. In the former industries, the state-owned economy's "controlling
power" was to be "strengthened" and its "guiding" - or "dominating" - function was to
be "fully brought into play" ( )

Yet the document did not specify which industries these "important industries and
fields" actually were. They were said to "mainly include" "industries touching national
security, important infrastructure and important mineral resources, industries providing
important public goods and services, as well as important backbone enterprises (iRi'f
2L LA) in pillar industries and high-tech industries." "Relevant departments" were to
"urgently research, define and publish lists of relevant industries and enterprises" (State
Council 2006a).

In the event, no official list was ever made public, but two weeks after the release of
the Opinion, the head of SASAC, Li Rongrong (liVO), gave an interview to Xinhua
and stated that seven industries fell into this "lifeline" category; viz. defense, electricity
production and distribution, oil, telecommunications, aviation, shipping - and coal. In
these industries, the "state-owned economy [was] to retain absolute control." (f T%
J-rn>JJ7) (Xinhua 2006a).

That no official list was ever published and Li was obliged to communicate his list
via a Xinhua interview very likely reflects an absence of agreement among different
bureaucracies and leaders over the'issue. This interpretation is supported by the fact
that the People's Daily - which is politically more authoritative than Xinhua - carried
the same interview with Li but edited it in ways designed to give it a very different
message. The People's Daily version did not list any specific industries as earmarked
for state control, and it had a very different title: While the Xinhua copy was entitled
"China explicitly reserves seven major industries for absolute state control", the People's
Daily article was entitled "Central-owned enterprises will be reduced to 100 or less" (PD
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2006a)." The emphasis was thus placed on the idea that the state sector was to be
further pruned and restructured. 3

Muddying the waters further was a previous State Council Opinion, released in early
2005, on "Encouraging, Supporting and Guiding the Development of the Individual, Pri-
vate and Other Non-Publicly-Owned Economy", colloquially known as the "36 Articles"
(365). This document had called for "permitting non-state capital to enter monopoly
industries" (fti+ 1I 7 iZ AMZf'fi 4 ),like "electric power, telecommu-
nications, railroads, civil aviation, and oil". The term "monopoly industries" (M i
4k) is used somewhat loosely in contemporary Chinese debate to refer to industries
dominated by large SOEs.3 ' Among these "monopoly industries" private capital was
to be limited to non-controlling equity participation (*JR) in those that were "nat-
ural monopolies" (H n li), but in the others it was to be unrestricted. (The
"36 Articles" did not explain which industries were natural monopolies or how natural
monopolies could be recognized.)

Specifically with regard to the mining of mineral resources - i.e., also coal - the "36
Articles" mandated that "qualified" non-state enterprises (A MR 0 ,) were to receive
equal treatment with SOEs in the allocation of exploration and mining rights, and
called for "encouraging" (0MJ) non-state capital to engage in "the exploration and
development of commercial mineral resources" (State Council 2005b). In other words,
with regard to coal Li Rongrong's pronouncements and the 2006 State Council Opinion
- which had mentioned "important mineral resources" as one of the lifeline industries
- directly contradicted the "36 Articles". But neither addressed this contradiction, let
alone resolved it (e.g. by repealing or amending the "36 Articles").

In fact, the 2006 State Council Opinion was not the first document to subtly contradict
the "36 Articles". Five months after the "36 Articles" were published, the State Council
issued the Opinion on Promoting the Healthy Development of the Coal Industry (State
Council 2005a). This document explicitly called on SOEs to play an important role in
coal mining. Construction of the "coal bases" - covering, it be remembered, about 90%
of the industry - was to "rely on the large-scale state-owned coal enterprises" (Nk3q
J *, .J..... P13'1 ..! T). Coal resources situated in
mining areas that were under central-state planning or contained coals "of high value

"The People's Daily interview - unlike Xinhua - also refrained from mention Li by name or identi-
fying his rank, choosing instead to describe the interviewed individual only as "a relevant responsible
person from SASAC" (M _fj ia fA) (PD 2006a).

31This idea had also been contained in the original State Council Opinion, which had noted that state
enterprises still sprawled into too many non-strategic industries, and had called for further mergers
within the state sector. What is significant is that the People's Daily chose - or more likely was
instructed to - emphasize this aspect of the document, while Xinhua played up the idea of expanding
state control in "lifeline" industries.

3
1Strictly speaking, none of these industries are monopolies in China, except for the railroads. They

are SOE oligopolies.
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for the national economy" were to be "controlled by state capital" (A E
5R h% 4J F91 i QWM* rMP) (State Council 2005a).

The 2007 Eleventh Five- Year Plan for the Coal Industry also indicated a clear preference
for state ownership of the industry. As we saw above, the Plan defined coal mining as
"a basic lifeline industry for the national economy and national energy security" - in
other words, one of the industries that the State Council's 2006 Opinion had said were
to be controlled by state capital. The Plan furthermore called for "constructing several
large-scale coal enterprises controlled by state capital responsible for trans-provincial
coal supply, and raising the state's control over coal resources and its ability to regulate
and control the coal market" (MI -'-T-F W4 2R , T )qjM9WR T L itLENE 01
) M W , k X M, N M * i 14 A M, 0, r?_$11 ] fQ Jfl AM *0 A )?] ) (N DRC
2007). The only reference to private investment in the entire Plan was a part-sentence
calling for promoting "all types of capital to participate in mixed-ownership enterprise
groups ( ) Since SOEs with private minority
shareholders are often referred to as "mixed ownership enterprises" and this phrase
appeared in the same section of the Plan that espoused a need for "large-scale coal
enterprises controlled by state capital" and for "raising the state's control over coal
resources", it would be perverse to interpret it as a encouraging controlling private
ownership of coal mines.

According to a scholar with close ties to Shanxi political circles, in February 2008 cen-
tral leaders also informally called on Shanxi to strengthen state control over the coal
industry.35 However, the scholar emphasized, this was a case of the Center communi-
cating a certain "spirit" (#), or general strategic guidance, to the province, not an
order to undertake specific policy actions (Interview 83).

Senior officials from the NDRC, National Energy Administration (NEA) and SAWS
also published newspaper commentaries or gave interview statements supporting na-
tionalization of the coal industry. In spring 2008 Li Yizhong (4EV1), the head of
SAWS, argued in a speech that

to guarantee the primary energy supply and to resolve the coal industry's
problems, we must rely on the large state-owned mines and speed up con-
struction of large-scale coal enterprise groups and safe, high-efficiency mod-
ernized pits. (Li 2008, my emphasis).

When the first experiments with nationalization were begun in the Shanxi municipality
of Linfen (iI&#), a SAWS official - apparently speaking for the agency - expressed "com-
plete support" for Linfen's "reform measures" (Yf$#2T ) (China

35 The scholar claimed that he had been told of the transmission of this "spirit" by a senior member
of the Shanxi government.
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Economic Weekly 2008), and the SAWS journal China Coal Industry praised Linfen for
nationalizing the industry (see China Coal Industry 2008). It appears that a consensus
existed within SAWS that only state ownership could guarantee workers' safety." Later
in 2008, Zhang Guobao (WM%1%), the head of the National Energy Administration and
Deputy Director of the NDRC, published an op-ed in the People's Daily that called for
using the Financial Crisis to build up large-scale enterprises to "raise the state's control
and influence over the energy [industries]" (19LMM* I 'J t fM A th) (Zhang
2008).

When Shanxi's efforts to nationalize the province's coal mines ran into strong resistance
and sparked a public uproar (see Chapter 5), senior NDRC and NEA officials as well
as Standing Committee members came out in support of the province. In Fall 2009,
an NDRC study team was sent to Shanxi to investigate the nationalization, and duly
gave a very positive appraisal to the province's actions. On the basis of this investiga-
tion, the above-mentioned five Standing Committee members then composed a memo
"fully approving" (Y%3#1) of Shanxi's actions (Shang 2010; for further discussion see
Chapter 5).

While that memo was never made public, senior NDRC and NEA officials publicly
reiterated their support for Shanxi and coal nationalization. In January 2010 Zhang
Guobao wrote a further People's Daily op-ed in support of Shanxi's coal nationalization
(Zhang 2010), and at a joint press conference of the Shanxi government, the NDRC, and
the NEA deputy director Wu Yin (R 4) declared that the coal-industry consolidation
Shanxi had implemented was "appropriate to the industry's development trend" (M

) and should be "spread to the entire country" (r A AMl
F) (Caijing 2010a, 2010b). Later in January, the head of the NDRC, Zhang Ping (qtK
T) visited Shanxi and declared that its industry restructuring had been "extremely
necessary" (1''') (Caijing 2010b). Echoing the language of Zhang Guobao's 2008
op-ed, an NDRC Powerpoint presentation from 2010 also restated the importance of
"increasing the state's control over coal resources and its power to coordinate the coal
market" (NiAi f %1N# j9 j)J R M*JN0 X)7), and pointed to large
state-owned corporations as the tools for doing so (NDRC 2010). Speaking to the media
in October 2010, Wu Yin restated the NEA's support for what had become known
as the Shanxi and Henan "models" of coal-industry restructuring (nationalization and

36A Western mining safety consultant with long experience in China told me that at a Fall 2008
conference on mining safety organized by the International Labor Organization, a SAWS representa-
tive argued strongly for nationalization as a strategy for improving mining safety. According to the
interviewee, the SAWS representative justified this with reference to the better safety performance of
China's SOEs compared to China's private companies as well as the improvements in mining safety
(apparently) seen in Britain after nationalization in the 1940s. The consultant interpreted this as im-
plying that a consensus had formed over the issue in SAWS. (Interview 21). In Fall 2006, officers from
the US embassy in Beijing attended a Sino-American conference on mining safety, and were struck by
the deep-seated suspicion of the private sector harbored by most of the Chinese participants (officials
from SAWS, the Ministry of Labor and Social Security and the All-China Federation of Trade Unions,
as well as academics) (Wikileaks 2006).
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consolidation of the industry under large SOEs), noting that both provinces had greatly
improved mining safety, sustainability and concentration levels while guaranteeing coal
supply (China Business News 2010).

2.8.4 Conflicting Documents and Leaders' Pronouncements II: Submerged

Criticism of Nationalization

But the controversy triggered by Shanxi's actions prompted not only the supporters
of coal-industry nationalization to express their views. Skeptics rallied, too, and were
able to get further State Council Opinions issued in 2010 as well as the subsequent
Twelfth Five- Year Plan written in ways that could at least be interpreted as providing
legitimation and central endorsement of continued private participation in the coal
industry. I discuss these below.

It is unclear what role the media polemics over the "Advance of the State and Retreat
of the Private Sector" (Guo Jin Min Tui) played in this. There is evidence that in 2009
this acrimonious and unexpected debate wrong-footed the Shanxi authorities and may
have come close to derailing nationalization (Chapter 5). In their coverage of these
new State Council Opinions from 2010 and subsequent coal-policy documents several
newspaper articles hinted that the "great societal controversy" ( ff ) Ji*a) over
Guo Jin Min Tui was one issue raised by skeptics (21 CBH 2010a, China Business
News 2010, EO 2012a). Unfortunately (but, given the inherent sensitivity surrounding
central-state policy and divisions within the Center, perhaps unsurprisingly), these
articles provide scant details on this issue. Common sense, however, tells us that given
the Chinese state's sensitivity to public anger and media outcries (cf. Chapter 3) it
would be surprising if the outcry had not raised concerns and critics not seized on it to
press for a more private sector-friendly policy.

Wen Jiabao inspected Shanxi in 2009 while the controversy was raging, but although
he visited Datong Coal Mine Group and called for continued structural adjustment
and elimination of backward capacity in the steel (!) industry, he refrained from any
public comment about the nationalization sweeping the coal industry. While we cannot
be certain about the meaning of this silence - the other interventions by Standing
Committee members were also not published in the media - the omission does appear
pointed, especially in light of the coal-related documents issued by the State Council
in 2010.

In May 2010 - five months after the January NEA and NDRC pronouncements, and
in the very weeks when Henan was implementing its own coal-mine nationalization
drive - the State Council released an Opinion on Encouraging and Guiding the Healthy
Development of Private Investment, commonly dubbed the "New 36 Articles" (State
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Council 2010a). This document sought to restate the rights of private capital to enter
various "monopoly" industries that had first been proclaimed in the original "36 Arti-
cles", and more broadly sought to signal continued central support for the private sector
(Naughton 2011b).

Most important for our purposes is that the "New 36 Articles" called for "supporting
the comprehensive opening of the market for mining rights to private capital" (!aJw

J 7 (State Council 2010a). Yet while this phrase appears,
at first sight, like a strong endorsement of private ownership, in fact it contains subtle
ambiguities. Chinese legal and political documents and practice usually distinguish
carefully between controlling and non-controlling forms of private equity participation
in companies and industries ( , R , WT). Indeed, all other paragraphs of the
"New 36 Articles" that concerned "basic industries" (I a ? 1k) - which mining for
minerals was classified as - specified whether private controlling or just non-controlling
investment was permitted. The phrase chosen for mineral mining - "comprehensively
opening the market for mining rights to private capital" - did not specify this (and
appears nowhere else in the document), and could be taken to imply either. While we
cannot be certain, it is likely that the choice of this phrase reflected an inability to reach
consensus within the state about the extent to which private firms were to be allowed
to control mining operations. Thus, probably, an ambiguous phrase was chosen that
either side could interpret as desired.

The next important document issued was the October 2010 State Council Opinion
on Speeding Up and Pushing Forward Consolidation and Restructuring among Coal-
Mining Enterprises (State Council 2010b). This document diagnosed the same ills in
the industry as the Tenth and Eleventh Five-Year Plans, the 2005 Opinion on Pro-
moting Healthy Development, and the various leaders' speeches chronicled above had -
frequent accidents, low levels of concentration, backward equipment, low coal recovery
rates, serious pollution, and "chaotic" development - and spelt out the same remedy:
consolidating the industry under large firms. So far so conventional, but the docu-
ment also included several pointed formulations that implied a criticism of Shanxi (and
Henan's) nationalization. Thus, it called for using market mechanisms where possible to
bring about consolidation and avoiding "unnecessary administrative interference" ( 11

8) Furthermore, the Opinion stated that both state and private
companies were to be permitted to act as consolidators (*4fiAf4; i.e., acquire
other mines /companies), provided they "met conditions" (M'%A). Moreover, during
consolidation, the "lawful interests" (AdIe) of employees and investors were to be
protected (State Council 2010b). Of course, nationalization in Shanxi and Henan had
relied on administrative compulsion to achieve consolidation/ nationalization, investors
had been forced to sell at below-market prices, and only a handful of independent
private firms had survived (Chapter 5).

But the qualifications running through the State Council Opinion's formulations in ef-
fect also let both provinces off the hook. As we will see, Shanxi and Henan would have
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had cause to deny all of the (implied) charges: in both provinces, private mine that
"met conditions" had been permitted to participate in the consolidations. (However,
the conditions [primarily minimum-scale requirements] were set so as to exclude all but
the very largest private firms - but then the Center itself had been constantly insist-
ing on consolidating the industry under large firms.) Similarly, both provinces paid
full lipservice to the idea that consolidation was ideally to proceed via market mech-
anisms. As the guiding document issued by Henan in 2010 for coal-industry "mergers
and restructuring" (the phrase Shanxi and Henan used to refer to their de facto na-
tionalizations) put it, "restructuring" was to proceed according to the principle of "the
government provides guidance, enterprises act of their own volition, and [all proceeds
according to] market operations" (IqN , T , dLA M E i, ii1) (Henan 2010; cf.
Shanxi 2008a). In other words, the provinces would presumably have argued that the
level of administrative compulsion they had ultimately brought to bear was anything
but "unnecessary" - without it, there would have been no consolidation (factually, this
was almost certainly true). Finally, in both provinces mine owners were compensated
according to the same schedule used when the province had first sold the mining rights
for the mine or concession in question. If the current owners had not obtained the mine
from the government but had bought it at (what the government considered) "irra-
tional" mark-ups on the secondary market, then - as provincial officials indeed argued
- that was not the government's problem but probably an instance of "illegal re-leasing
[of mines]" (1MW$$).

The point is not only that the subtle qualifications introduced even into the Opinion's
critical phrases in effect let Shanxi and Henan off the hook, but that they meant that a
wide range of policies - embracing both de facto nationalization and continued private
participation - could be justified in terms of the Opinion. The drafters of the Opinion
will have been fully aware of this. Indeed, several stronger formulations, that would
have provided greater protection to the private sector seem to have been considered
during the drafting of the Opinion, but were ultimately dropped: In late August 2010
the basic content of Opinion as well as initial suggestions for the Twelfth Five-Year
Coal Industry Plan were discussed at a State Council meeting. An individual "familiar
with the contents of the meeting" (1'L i}tA) told reporters that
as part of the drive to implement the "New 36 Articles", the documents being drafted
by the State Council (the Twelfth Plan, and presumably the October Opinion) would
include explicit stipulations that private coal companies were to enjoy "equal treatment"
with state firms and that small coal companies that were obliged to consolidate would
be able to merge and "form alliances" among themselves ( T 9474A $idJ 4
kf LAtUIMT XI 7k1), instead of having to let themselves be taken over by large
enterprises (21 CBH 2010a). (As we will see in Chapters 4 and 5, mergers among
small mining firms - what I call "local consolidation" - were precisely the strategy
adopted by local governments in all case-study provinces in the years 2004 to 2007 in
order to simultaneously fulfill central requirements for consolidation and preserve the
local private sector. They are also what local governments argued unsuccessfully for in
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Shanxi and Henan in 2008-2010 [when the nationalizations took place], and what the
other case-study provinces would do in the years 2010-2012.)

Yet neither the October 2010 State Council Opinion nor the subsequent Twelfth Plan
included either stipulation: there was no direct demand for equal treatment between pri-
vate and state enterprises - only the weaker formulation that "qualified" firms of either
ownership type could acquire small mines - and in particular, no explicit endorsement
of mergers between small mines. Instead, to the extent that precise corporate structures
were specified, the focus was relentlessly on having firms that already were large act
as consolidators. While this did not stop Shaanxi and Guizhou, in particular, from
predominantly implementing mergers between small mines (cf. Chapter 5), it meant
that the documents gave much less cover to what was in practice the most important
strategy for preserving the private sector than they could have.

That these formulations were being leaked to journalists (cf. 21 CBH 2010a) shows
that officials were fully aware of the significance of these linguistic choices. Indeed,
these struggles continued during the drafting of the Twelfth Plan, which was released
in March 2012. In 2011, an official from the China National Coal Industry Association
(' MN~ t an industry association representing the coal SOEs) involved in
the drafting of the Twelfth Plan told journalists that further raising the industry share
of the state firms would form an important component of the Plan's contents (21 CBH
2011), and in March 2012 - after the publication of the Twelfth Plan - the NEA's Wu
Yin reiterated his support for the Shanxi and Henan models (EO 2012a). Conversely
China 2030 report of the World Bank and the State Council Development Research
Center argued that increasing competition and private participation in many of the so-
called "lifeline" industries could produce substantial growth dividends, and that private
participation in coal mining, in particular, was common in most developed countries
(World Bank et al. 2012: pp. 26, 105-107).

The Twelfth Plan for the Coal Industry did not resolve these contradictory positions.
Instead, it simply compiled them into a single document, but without attempting to
mediate between them. In a clear nod to those advocating strengthening state owner-
ship, the Plan's preamble again affirmed coal's status as "an important basic industry
affecting the national economy's lifelines and energy security" ( ANI Ak*2MV1f

f) As noted previously, this closely echoed the lan-
guage of the 2006 State Council Opinion that had both called for absolute state control
of industries that "affected the national economy's lifelines". The Plan also provided
several further not-so-subtle signals of support for Shanxi and Henan's nationalizations.
Both provinces were commended for the "great progress" they had achieved in elimi-
nating small mines. Other provinces were instructed to "draw lessons" from Shanxi and
Henan's experience of promoting coal-industry consolidation ('% f , mm
wr LR*41fd I 3 and establish mechanisms for small mines to with-
draw from the industry and eliminate backward production capacity. The Plan made
the further promotion of consolidation and the creation of large-scale coal corporations
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and large-scale coal bases the center point of its "guiding thought" (94)&) and of
its "key tasks" (Ei E{; the section setting out the strategic objectives for the Plan
period). Shaanxi Province, in particular, was exhorted to make the "large-scale" coal
companies the primary actors in consolidation ( AI R
t,-tE , ilt--ZAMif6 RXPP , { iR TMS, Ai%)ff ) - i.e., not to focus on
having small mines merge among each other.

However, the Plan also included several passages that provided support for participa-
tion by private enterprises in coal mining. Thus, the section on promoting consolidation
stipulated that consolidation processes were to "respect the laws of the market" and that
"enterprises of all ownership types ( i as well as electricity, smelting,
and chemicals companies" were to be "encouraged" to participate in mergers and re-
structuring. A later section of the Plan called for "actively promoting the pluralization
of investors (t$t$t 1 _f4 $51H-) [in the coal industry], encouraging the non-
state-owned economy to participate in coal production and development, and guiding
non-state-owned coal companies (16% 9 ) to upgrade [their operations]".

Once again, it is crucial to note the subtle ambiguity of these phrases. Overtly, they
provided a political basis for private enterprises to act as consolidators (i.e., to acquire
small mines) and for increasing private investment in coal. However, because the phrases
(and the passages from which they are taken, as well as the Plan as a whole) say
nothing about whether such participation by privates (or electricity, etc., producers)
could involve controlling ownership (r!2 ), there was nothing to stop provinces claiming
full adherence to this stipulation while restricting privates to non-controlling ownership.
In other words, at the limit, it would be perfectly consistent with the document's
language to nationalize most private mines and while simultaneously expanding the
scope for private non-controlling investment, for instance through stock market listings
of state coal firms.

The treatment of electrical-power, smelting and chemicals firms - irrespective of own-
ership - during coal-industry consolidation is indicative in this regard. Downstream
integration of coal mining with power production, smelting and chemicals had been a
long-standing objective of the NDRC. Thus we see the above phrase also encouraging
the participation of firms from these industries. When Shanxi began nationalizing its
coal industry in 2008, the key policy document also stipulated that power, smelting
and chemicals companies were "encouraged" to participate coal-mine consolidation, but
added that they were to be restricted to taking non-controlling equity stakes (Shanxi
2008a). It is not entirely clear why Shanxi instituted this restriction," but the point

3
1One likely reason is that Shanxi wanted mines to be operated by firms with expertise in mining.

The well-known phenomenon of "local protectionism" probably also played a role: Shanxi (and Henan)
were at pains to prevent non-Shanxi (non-Henanese) firms - such as the big central state-owned power
and steel firms - from acquiring valuable coal mines. These were to be reserved for Shanxi (Henan)
SOEs. Cf. Chapter 5.
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here is that "encouraging participation" was not incompatible with restricting this par-
ticipation in important ways.

2.9 Central Policies and Provincial Responses

This chapter has set out how central government policy evolved from the 1980s to
the 2000s. As we saw, by 2000 the Center had abandoned its earlier support for the
TVMs/private mines. Instead, central officials now demanded that regulation be tight-
ened and, ideally, that this sector be largely eliminated and the industry consolidated
under large firms - with many at the Center expressing a strong preference for these
large firms to be state-owned enterprises, though this remained controversial. But to
what extent were these demands implemented by the provinces?

Closing down the TVMs was fundamentally contrary to the interests of local (sub-
provincial) governments, and tended to be resisted fiercely by them (Chapter 4). Nev-
ertheless, from about 2005 on - and in Shanxi already from mid-2003 on - regulatory
oversight was tightened and significant consolidation of the sector pushed through. This
timing is significant: while the Center had been pressing these policies on the provinces
from at least the Tenth Five Year Plan (2001) onwards, serious action at the provincial
level only began several years later and, we will see, in response to rising media cover-
age of accidents. Moreover, until 2008/2009 the consolidation actually implemented in
all of the case-study provinces departed in crucial ways from what central-government
bureaucracies had been pushing for: instead of either closing the private mines or hav-
ing large state companies acquire them, the provinces until 2008 mainly carried out
"local consolidation"; viz. merging the small mines among each other. This had the
crucial advantage of leaving the flow of rents and profits largely unchanged. While
"local consolidation" was not the preferred outcome of the Center (or at least of the
dominant groups at the Center), central policy makers do not seem to have felt able
to force provinces to make contrary policy choices if they did not wish to do so. For
instance, although the Twelfth Five- Year Plan singled out Shaanxi by name and urged
the province to consolidate coal mining under already-existing large-scale enterprises,
this is not what Shaanxi would do, even in 2012/2013. On the contrary, the province
stuck to local consolidation, and even this seems to have often involved a substantial
element of make-believe, with localities declaring mines to have been merged or closed
that had not in fact been so (Chapter 5).

Provinces' scope for independent policy choice appears to have been greatest with re-
gard to the question of ownership and nationalization. As one Chinese academic empha-
sized to me, the existence of so many contradictory but formally equally-authoritative
documents and pronouncements meant that provinces could easily justify both nation-
alization and the preservation private ownership as being in line with "the spirit" of the
Center (Interview 65). For example, Henan fairly blatantly disregarded the "New 36
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Articles", which were issued in the very weeks when Henan was beginning coal-industry
nationalization. Far from discouraging Henan from pursuing nationalization, just five
days after the "New 36 Articles" appeared, the province issued a missive of its own,
demanding that the local governments speed up nationalization. Conversely, just a
few weeks earlier, in April 2010, senior Shaanxi officials stated publicly that Shaanxi
would not follow Shanxi's policy, despite the NDRC and NEA's recent endorsement of
the "Shanxi model". Rather, a significant space for the private coal sector would be
preserved (Chapter 5).

The larger point is that even State Council documents, by themselves, did not provide
a very strong motive force for change, given the strength of local authorities' interest in
preserving the status quo. Significant change did come, but as we will this was above all
a result of the intense media coverage of coal-mining accidents that began in the early
2000s, and the way this interacted with the party-state's disciplinary system. This is
not to say that the Center and central documents and pronouncements were irrelevant,
but that the political pressure created by the intense publicity that accidents began to
receive, created a political context in which central demands could become effective.
We now turn to this next.
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3.1 Summary of the Argument and Chapter Outline

This chapter is about the coverage of mining disasters in the Chinese media and its
political consequences. It seeks to answer three main sets of questions:

o Why did coverage rise substantially in the 2000s? How come this coverage was
possible in an authoritarian state famed for its control of the media and what role
(if any) did the state play in stimulating it?

* Why did coverage focus particular heavily on Shanxi and to a lesser extent Henan,
even though their coal industries were actually safer than those of many other
provinces?

* What were the political consequences of this coverage?

The chapter is organized into six sections. Section 3.2 analyzes the quantitative and
qualitative features of the media coverage. It demonstrates that reporting on accidents
rose sharply after 2001, remaining high throughout the 2000s, and that coverage fo-
cused overwhelmingly on accidents in Shanxi and to a lesser extent Henan. Regarding
its qualitative features, Section 3.2 shows that reporting was often sensationalistic and
closely associated accidents with local-government corruption. Again, Shanxi was par-
ticularly affected by this. The province acquired a negative reputation as a place of
accidents, corruption, poor governance, and "blood-stained GDP".

Section 3.3 discusses why accident coverage rose so sharply, and why intensive coverage
of such a serious socio-economic and political problem was possible in an authoritarian
state. On one level, coverage seems to have been a result of larger changes in China's
media environment in the late 1990s and the years of the Hu Jintao administration
(2002-2012) that, during these years, created a space for coverage of "negative news"

(news about societal, economic and political problems, conflicts and contradictions).
These changes included media commercialization, the growth of a culture of critical
investigative journalism, institutional gaps in the censorship regime, and a qualified
willingness of the state to strategically permit investigative journalism and a somewhat
more open media environment. The media had financial and ideational reasons for
covering shocking stories like large accidents and the corruption that lay behind them,
and these stories fitted the format of tolerated "negative news" rather well. However,
accident coverage was also repeatedly encouraged by state officials and largely supported
central-state policy objectives. This does not mean that coverage was the result of
systematic state instigation. Rather, state and media interests partially overlapped.
Given this, there was no need for the state to issue orders to get useful coverage. While
hard to prove, it is likely that there were also feedback mechanisms at work, with
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officials responding to media coverage of accidents by emphasizing work safety, thereby
legitimizing and encouraging further coverage. Yet the authorities always remained
very wary of the potential for emotionally-charged coverage of disasters to inflame
public opinion (NEI) and public emotions (NO-), leading them repeatedly to curtail
coverage, something taken up further in Section 3.5.

Section 3.4 examines why Shanxi and Henan attracted so much coverage. This appears
to have been the unintended consequence of decisions by media workers concerned with
the relative news value and opportunity cost of covering different accidents. While
statistically among the safest in China, Shanxi's coal industry suffered many very large
accidents, whose news value was further abetted by perceptions about the wealth of
Shanxi coal bosses. Well-developed communications infrastructure and Shanxi's relative
geographical vicinity to Beijing made coverage cheap and easy. The same is true of
Henan. There is no evidence that state orders to the media played any kind of role.

Sections 3.5 and 3.6 turn to the political consequences of coverage. As Section 3.5
explains, Chinese authorities considered major accidents to be a threat to social sta-
bility, on account of their potential to generate and serve as focal points for public
anger. Media coverage and publicity about accidents was central to this concern: By
the mid-2000s, much news reporting and consumption had migrated online, and readers
increasingly had access to powerful internet and mobile communications technologies.
Inflammatory news, commentary and rumor about accidents and other so-called "sud-
den incidents" (5 &V# - that is, natural and man-made disasters and accidents,
scandals and other emotive social or political incidents, protests, public safety threats,
etc.)1 could therefore spread very rapidly, especially among the most engaged sections
of society. This made accidents a threat to social stability.

The state responded in three ways. Firstly, the state tried to increase its control
over how accidents (and other "sudden incidents") were covered. In part, this involved
stepped-up media restrictions, but the focus was as much on more subtle techniques to
gain control of the public narrative and manage public emotion, a strategy the state
referred to as "public opinion channelling" (Ni 19 -f) (Section 3.5).

Secondly, the state intensified its use of the formal disciplinary system, to "hold ac-
countable" (i]J'7) local officials for accidents. This is the topic of Section 3.6. From
2001 through to 2009, the Center issued a flurry of documents that specified more
precisely than ever before the safety/ accident-related responsibilities of local leading
officials and the disciplinary sanctions threatening them if they failed in these duties.
One motive for this was surely to encourage officials to take work safety more seri-
ously and implement the copious policy measures the Center released to this end. But
disciplinary practices seem to have been driven as much by a political as a functional

'China's Sudden Events Response Law ( defines sudden incidents as "natural
disasters, accidents, public health incidents, and public security incidents" (@ d21$C
%]-,8U 4t, $it 5,my emphasis).
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logic. Disciplinary regulations systematically singled out large accidents (i.e. those
liable to draw high levels of public attention) and those that for other reasons drew in-
tensive media/public attention for particular punishment. This makes little sense from
an occupational-safety perspective and is at odds with contemporary Western safety-
management practices. However, from the perspective of regime concern with avoiding
destabilizing "sudden incidents" this focus is arguably rational. Moreover, there is strong
evidence that the application of punishments after individual accidents was quite sen-
sitive to the level of public attention the accident had garnered. Holding senior local
officials accountable was used to "pacify popular fury" (T'I R lft). In other words,
the way formal disciplinary procedures were actually implemented in practice further
reinforced this institutional focus on locales struggling with large accident and subject
to intensive media coverage. Conversely, locales with objectively worse safety records
but fewer large, attention-generating accidents seem to some extent to have flown un-
der the radar. Thus, Shanxi officialdom seems to have been hit particularly severely
by disciplinary sanctions, compared to other locales, on account of the province's many
large and well-covered accidents.

Thirdly, provincial and central authorities took aggressive measures to solve the safety
crisis in the industry, including stepped-up efforts to restructure the entire coal industry
and close down the private small-mine sector, where accidents and associated problems
(pollution, corruption) were concentrated. That will be the topic of the following two
chapters, where we will see that the safety crisis and major, intensively-covered individ-
ual accidents repeatedly served as policy catalysts leading to increasingly radical efforts
to restructure the industry.

3.2 Media Coverage of Mining Accidents

This section examines how China's media covered mining accidents. Because the Chi-
nese media landscape is quite complex, the first subsection (Section 3.2.1) provides
some background information on its structures. Section 3.2.2 describes quantitative
data on coverage patterns. Section 3.2.3 discusses qualitative features of this coverage.

3.2.1 China's Media in the 2000s: Party Papers, Commercial Papers, and

Web portals

Since the late 1990s, China's media landscape has been shaped by the interactions of
marketization, the internet, the decentralized character of much of China's political and
administrative machinery, and the party-state's efforts to simultaneously control public
discourse and prevent the build-up of strong negative public emotions, build profitable
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media outlets capable of attracting and persuading readers in a rapidly changing, plu-
ralistic society, and provide mechanisms for the (controlled) expression of public opin-
ion, societal debate and monitoring of local officialdom. As the Hongkong-based media
scholar and former managing editor of Southern Weekend (a major weekly paper), Qian
Gang, puts it, the conjunction of these forces has produced a media landscape marked
by control, change, and chaos (quoted in Frenkiel 2011).

This study focuses on newspapers and web portals, because data on their coverage
of mining accidents could be readily obtained for the entire 2000s and the late 1990s

(something not the case for TV programs) and because web portals and newspapers,
both in their hardcopy and online formats, continue to be one of the main sources of
news and sites for the formation and expression of public opinion in China. Social
media such as the twitter-like Weibo and the mobile messaging service Weixin/WeChat
were not studied, because while very important today, they only appeared in 2009 and
2011, respectively, when many of the events this study deals with had already taken
place.

3.2.1.1 Newspapers

Chinese and Western scholars and media workers commonly divide Chinese newspapers
into "party" and "commercial" media (A and _4W4fI).2 Generally speaking, party
media are directly owned and supervised politically by party-state institutions (for in-
stance, the People's Daily is owned and supervised by the CCP Central Committee,
and the Southern Daily by the Guangdong Provincial Party Committee). "Commercial"
newspapers were mostly set up by these party papers in the 1990s and 2000s as more
market-oriented subsidiaries, and are supervised in the first instance by the party or
"mother" paper (41K). For example, Southern Metropolis Daily is a subsidiary of the
Southern Daily Media Group. The distinction between party and commercial media is
extremely important. Party papers primarily serve as mouthpieces of the party or state
institution that owns them (e.g., the Guangdong Party Committee) and have to pay rel-
atively little regard to general readers' interests as they can rely on block subscriptions
from party-state institutions and, probably, also other direct and indirect subsidies.3

With few exceptions, their style and content is often rather staid and focused primarily
on the activities of political leaders and intra-party debates, and they tend to shy away

2This paragraph is based on Qian and Bandurski 2011, Stockmann (2012: pp. 50-74), Tong (2011:
esp. pp. 31-48), Zhao 2004, Liebmann (2005: esp. pp. 14-64), Zhao and Sun 2007, and the online
essays, commentary and interviews with senior Chinese editors, journalists and columnists published
by Hongkong University's China Media Project, in particular Bandurski 2010b, 2011a, 2011b and
2012a and Qian 2009.

30n the issue of subsidies, see Stockmann (2013: p. 68). Most party papers seem to be no longer
sold at newsstands: even in Beijing, my attempts to purchase a copy of People's Daily were met with
amused befuddlement by newsstand operators.
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from more boundary-pushing investigative reporting or commentary.4 Commercial pa-
pers, conversely, rely entirely on advertising and sales to individual readers, mostly via
newsstands, for their financing. After all, they were usually set up with the primary
aim of earning revenue for their superordinate party papers. Given China's crowded
media market, they are thus exposed to high levels of competition. Stylistically and
content-wise, they offer lively fare, often in tabloid format, and have been much more
willing than the party papers to publish content that is in some sense critical or con-
troversial, as a way of attracting readers. There is also some evidence that, until the
advent of the Xi administration at least, censorship authorities sometimes deliberately
left commercial papers on a looser leash than party papers (Stockmann 2013: p. 78;
Distelhorst 2013: p. 52; Tong 2011: p. 38). We will return to these issues when
discussing the questions of media controls, censorship and state direction of accident
coverage in Section 3.3.

Most commercial daily papers are classified as "local" media in China's regulatory sys-
tem, meaning that they are owned and supervised by provincial or municipal authorities
and their hard copy circulation is limited, by regulation, to their region of publication.
For instance, Southern Metropolis Weekly is generally not sold at newsstands outside of
Guangdong. However, the outsized role that the internet and specifically web portals
have come to play in news consumption and distribution in China means that these
restrictions have become increasingly irrelevant: "local" papers maintain large online
presences that can be accessed anywhere, national web portals freely distribute and link
to their content, and the fragmented censorship structures incentivize "local" papers to
cover events outside of their region of circulation (Reilly 2012: p. 34).

4Indicating how complex China's media landscape has become, the last point, while still generally
true, already requires partial qualification. Competition from the commercial media has at times
pushed party papers towards more controversial and sensationalist reporting (Bandurski and Hala 2010:
p. 5). By the late 2000s party newspapers had also set up online presences aimed primarily at ordinary
readers that are much more lively and sensationalistic - and less politically authoritative - than their
hard-copy versions (e.g. People's Daily Online). At least partly as a response to the rise of commercial
media and rapid online communication flows, media policy in the last years of the Hu administration
increasingly emphasized the need for party media to aggressively engage ordinary readers (i.e., attract
them) and proactively set the news agenda. The best analysis of these developments comes from the
scholars associated with Hongkong University's China Media Project; see Bandurski 2008a, 2009a;
China Media Project 2010.
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3.2.1.2 Web portals

Unlike newspapers (and TV or radio), which are effectively all state-owned,' web por-
tals are private companies.' Four portals dominate the Chinese internet: Sina, Tencent
(QQ.com), Netease, and Sohu. They were set up in the late 1990s, and are somewhat
akin to companies like Yahoo, in that they provide a range of services besides news

(e.g. email, chats, blogging, gaming etc.). Unlike Yahoo, though, news provision is a
key service, and they maintain large newsrooms and editorial departments. All four
are among the most frequently accessed websites in China and count among the pri-
mary news sources for China's hundreds of millions of internet users. 7 Chinese law
prohibits portal websites from engaging in independent reporting of their own. They
are restricted to publishing content generated by registered domestic news media (news-
papers, TV, etc.). In practice, portal newsrooms are under strong market pressure to
find ways around this restriction to generate what is de facto original content, in order
to "draw eyeballs" (PM I NW, that is, readers), and advertising revenue. Strategies have
varied over time as portals and censorship authorities engaged in cat-and-mouse games
and have included everything from creating hard-hitting commentary sections (com-
mentary not being classified as news), writing own content and "laundering" it through
registered newspapers, generating novel content through collages of extant materials,
judiciously selecting local news stories and giving them national exposure to highlight
wider social, political or economic issues, re-writing headlines to highlight controversial
or sensationalist elements of stories, and creating special-features pages where extant
articles and images could be creatively juxtaposed to deliver specific messages. 8 State

5All newspapers and magazines in China must be sponsored by a "management institution" (t
) which has ultimate political and leadership responsibility for the publication, and to which

the relevant press and publication licenses are issued. Only state units can serve as "management
institution". Thus, while some newspapers and magazines have private investors (in rare cases, even
private controlling shareholders) ultimate control always remains with a state entity.

6This paragraph is based on Distelhorst (2012) and (2013: pp. 31-54), which are the most extensive
empirical analyses of the Chinese web portal industry and its editorial practices I am aware of. See
also Yuen-ying Chan (2010) for a good summary of the basic issues.

7As of January 2013, Alexa ranked Tencent (QQ.com) as the 2nd most popular website in China,
Sina as the 4th most popular, Netease the 6th and Sohu the 9th. 80% of Chinese internet users report
using the internet to access news. As of end 2010, some 450 million Chinese citizens had internet
access (Distelhorst 2013: pp. 34, 51).

8The following example provides a flavor of these practices: In late 2006, China Youth Daily (CYD,
a party newspaper) revealed that the Coal Mine Safety Inspectorate of Xinzhou City (tf 9 %l) in
Shanxi had built itself vast office and residential buildings and was constructing a hotel, and possessed
9 staff cars for its 10 staff members. CYD reported this under the headline "The Happy Troop from the
Xinzhou Coal Mine Safety Inspectorate." The portal Sohu promptly created a dedicated "special page"
(Sohu 2006), changing the headline to "10 Staff Members Live in This Huge Building!" The special
page featured prominently-placed news stories about coal-mine disasters in Xinzhou - highlighting that
three accidents killing 91 miners had happend there in 2005 and 2006 - with large accompanying photos
(distraught relatives, recovered corpses), and further news stories about local government corruption

("Behind Big Mining Accidents: Investigating Collusion between Officials and Mine Owners"). Finally,
information about the income distribution in Shanxi headlined "Low Income Households are Unable
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supervision of the portals increased substantially over the 2000s, but it took the author-
ities until about 2007 to develop effective supervisory mechanisms. Even afterwards,
portal editors continued to constantly test the limits as during the Hu-Wen years, at
least, penalties for exceeding them were generally low (requests to take down offending
content or no longer feature it on the front page; modest fines) and controversial stories
generate valuable traffic even if they are up for as little as an hour. At the same time,
the regulators themselves appear to be unwilling to fully eliminate controversial news
content from the websites. We return to these issues in Sections 3.3 and 3.5.

3.2.2 Quantitative Analysis of Coverage Patterns

3.2.2.1 Source Selection

To trace how coverage of mining accidents evolved, I selected 4 newspapers with na-
tional reach as well as the Sina web portal. The newspapers are the People's Daily,
China Youth Daily, 21st Century Business Herald, and Southern Metropolis Daily. The
logic behind this selection is as follows. Little reliable information exists about Chi-
nese newspapers' circulation figures. Some data are now published by market research
companies. However, not only are these likely to be based on unreliable sources (Stock-
mann 2013: p. 65),' but the large 'block subscriptions of state newspapers and the
fact that since the early 2000s news is heavily consumed online in China, with news-
paper articles shared and re-posted far more freely than in the West, means that it is
questionable how meaningful circulation figures really are, even if they are technically
correct (something that cannot be assumed).10 Therefore, I selected newspapers based
on their perceived influence in the national conversation, as identified through schol-
arly literature and conversations with Chinese journalists and academics. The search
function of the Sina portal allowed me to verify whether the coverage trends observed
in the selected newspapers were representative of coverage more broadly, as Sina links

to Make Ends Meet" was placed directly beside photos of the Inspectorate's buildings. Thus, just by
collecting and juxtaposing extant materials, Sohu created a powerful indictment of official neglience and
corruption while playing on widespread resentments in Chinese society about shortages of affordable
housing and perceptions that the main beneficiaries of economic growth had been the official class.

9 Stockmann notes that even Chinese journalists usually "have only very general ideas of [who]
their own readers [are]" (2013: p. 65). Danwei.com, one the best research and consulting companies
specialized on China's media industry, notes that its estimates of circulation figures are "guesstimates"
that "should be taken with a pinch of salt, for reference only." (Danwei 2013).

10Based on interviews with editors, Stockmann claims that circulation numbers are routinely ex-
aggerated (2013: p. 65). Danwei.com reported that in 2013 People's Daily had the second-largest
circulation in China, with 2.8 million subscriptions (Danwei 2013). Mondo Newspapers reported the
identical figure in 2009 (Mog-Sidor 2012: p. 47). However, the People's Daily seems not to be generally
sold at newsstands: the high circulation numbers derives from block subscriptions by state institutions,
most of whose employees are unlikely to read the paper much (cf. Liebmann 2005: p. 21).
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to most of the internet presences of Chinese news and media organizations, and is itself
one of the most frequently accessed news sites in China.11

The People's Daily was chosen because, as the voice of the Central Committee, it is
the most politically-authoritative paper in China. Its coverage provides insights into
the priorities and concerns of the Center. China Youth Daily was chosen as a second
party paper, albeit one with a more liberal reputation than the People's Daily. It
is owned by the Communist Youth League, but unlike most party papers, it does
not function as a mouthpiece for its owner and enjoys relatively greater autonomy
than party papers commonly do to engage in investigative journalism and promote
a liberalizing political line (Cui et al. 2011; Qian Gang 2005; Stockmann 2013: pp.
71-72; cf. Bandurski 2007a, 2007b, 2010a). Southern Metropolis Daily is one of China's
leading commercial newspapers and played a pioneering role in developing a harder-
hitting investigative journalism (Tong 2011). Like Southern Metropolis Daily, 21st
Century Business Herald is a commercial paper owned by the Southern Daily Group,
and has established a reputation for independent and investigative reporting. It is
primarily a business publication. (Cui et al. 2011; Stockmann 2013: p. 71). People's
Daily and China Youth Daily are published in Beijing; Southern Metropolis Daily and
21st Century Business Herald in Guangzhou. While not in itself representative of the
Chinese media industry, the selection does include widely read and highly respected
state and commercial newspapers.

3.2.2.2 Coverage of Coal-Mining Accidents Across China

Figure 3.1 graphs the number of articles that mention accidents in coal mines published
each year in the four newspapers from 1995 to 2011. Figure 3.2 provides this information
for online newspaper articles and multi-media products (videos, photo slideshows, etc.)
accessible via the Sina.com portal." Three points should be noted about the coverage
patterns. Firstly, coverage of coal-mining accidents increased dramatically after 2000,

"As of January 2013, Alexa ranked Sina as the 4th most popular website in China (Distelhorst 2013:
p. 34). Danwei.com reports that the portal had some 40 million unique daily visitors as of February
2014 (Danwei 2014).

1 2The data were collected through full-text (i.e., not title-only) searches of all four newspapers, per-
formed via their online archives in the case of China Youth Daily (http://search.cyol.com/advsch.htm,
searched 4 to 14 October 2012) and commercial data bases for the rest. (Oriprobe Information Ser-
vices [www.oriprobe.com] for People's Daily; WiseNews [www.wisers.com] for Southern Metropolis
Daily and 21st Century Business Herald.) The data bases were searched from 1995 or the earliest date
otherwise available (2000 for China Youth and Southern Metropolis; 2001 for the Business Herald)
up to 2011. Two separate search commands were used; viz. "coal mine AND accident" (AW- AND
sita) and "coal mine AND mining accident" (M)fAND ifr). All search results were checked by
hand to prevent double-counting of articles and eliminate spurious hits. The cleaned results were
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and remained high through to the end of 2011. While coverage data for the 1990s
are limited, what data are available suggests that coverage during the 1990s was low.
Firstly, the Sina portal seems to have covered accidents little in 1998 and 1999: had
accidents been covered intensively in the press, this would almost certainly have shown
up on Sina. Secondly, accident coverage in the People's Daily was low before 2000.
After 2000, the volume of coverage by the People's Daily and by other outlets correlates
relatively closely. There is no obvious reason why it should not have done so before
2000 as well, suggesting low coverage in general. Thirdly, as discussed further in Section
3.3, interviewees consistently attributed the growth in coverage of accidents to the
development of the commercial media, which only began in the late 1990s.

The second main point to note about coverage patterns is that they are relatively, albeit
not completely, similar across the four newspapers and Sina. Coverage rose sharply after
2000, reaching an all-time high in 2005, after which it fell somewhat until 2009, with a
new surge in 2010.

The third point to note concerns differences in coverage intensity. Southern Metropo-
lis seems to have covered accidents most intensively, with at least 1871 articles that
mention mining accidents published from 2000 to 2011. The two party newspapers pub-
lished somewhat fewer articles, with People's Daily publishing 1610 and China Youth
Daily 1583: 14% and 15.4% fewer articles, respectively, than Southern Metropolis. The
WiserNews database is apparently incomplete for Southern Metropolis for the year 2003,
suggesting that the apparent drop in article numbers published by Southern Metropo-
lis in 2003 relative to other outlets may reflect incomplete data (i.e., that Southern
Metropolis actually published more articles in 2003 than show up in my data). 13 If
2003 is excluded for all papers, the difference becomes slightly more pronounced, with
1817 articles published in Southern Metropolis in the time period 2000 to 2002 and
2004 to 2011, versus 1488 and 1467 published in People's Daily and China Youth (18%
and 20% less). This difference in coverage intensity is arguably what we should ex-
pect, namely that a commercial paper with a culture of reporting "negative news" like
Southern Metropolis should give more space to accidents than the party papers. 21st
Century Business Herald, finally, has the fewest articles by a wide margin, which most
likely reflects its business rather than general-interest focus.

then added together for each year and newspaper. The Sina Portal was searched via its online search
tool (http://search.sina.com.cn/?c=adv) on 30 November 2012. The search commands used were "M
f AND *k" and "iJ9" respectively, but due to the vast number of hits returned, these were not
further cleaned. Instead, results from the two search commands are shown separately. Prior analysis
of the newspaper search results had shown that spurious hits (e.g. a report on a traffic accident close
to a mine) were likely to be very few.

13Personal communication from Qian Gang, the director of Hongkong University's China Media
Project, who is a former chief editor of Southern Metropolis' sister paper Southern Weekend, and who
has used the WiserNews database extensively in his own research; Interview with a senior journalist
from Southern Metropolis Daily
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Newspaper Southern People's Daily China Youth Daily

Metro.

Daily

Articles 1871 1610 1583 261

Articles

excluding 1817 1488 1467 251

2003

Table 3.1: Number of Articles Mentioning Mining Accidents in 4 Newspapers,

2000 - 2011
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 compare the level of coverage that coal-mining accidents in the
five case-study provinces received in the four newspapers and in coverage accessible
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via the Sina.com Portal. For the newspapers, coverage is compared by calculating a
Coverage Intensity Factor (CIF). This was constructed by first carrying out full-text
searches of the newspaper archives and then reading and coding all returned articles
by hand.1 4 False hits were eliminated and the articles divided into two sets: Firstly,
"articles mainly about coal-mining accidents in [Province]" 15 ; secondly, "articles that
only make passing reference to coal-mining accidents in [Province]".16 The CIF was
then calculated by giving each article from the first set a value of 2, and each article
from the second set a value of 1, and summing the values for every year. For Sina,
I conducted both headline (title) searches and full-text searches. For the headline
searches, I used an expanded set of search commands that included words for the
most common types of accidents (explosions, roof falls, etc.).1 Results were checked
to eliminate double counting. Calculating a "Coverage Intensity Factor" in the above

1 4 The search commands were "[Province Name] AND Coalmine AND Accident" ([] AND MWf
AND $Wi) and "[Province Name] AND Mining Accident ([] AND f).

1 5That is, articles whose primary purpose was to report, analyze or comment on coal-mining ac-

cidents in [Province], i.e. news stories about a specific accident in [Province], background pieces on
coal-mine safety in [Province], and shorter notes reporting the occurrence or subsequent developments

to do with a specific accident like rescue operations, criminal investigations into its causes, etc., or
articles that take the form of lists of mining accidents where one third or more of the accidents is

drawn from [Province].
16 1.e. articles which mention accidents in [Province] but are not primarily about accidents or mining

safety in [Province], e.g. articles about coal mining in [Province] or elsewhere that make passing
reference to accidents in [Province], articles about other topics that make passing reference to accidents

in [Province], or articles with lists of mining accidents with less than one-third drawn from [Province].

"The search commands were: "[Province] AND Coalmine AND Accident" (['] AND MW AND *
i), "[Province] AND Mining Accident ([<a] AND "i7), [Province] AND coal mine AND explosion'
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manner has a necessarily subjective element to it, but since the results are basically
identical to the results produced by the Sina searches - where no subjective judgement
was required - I am not worried about this.

As can easily be seen, both in the examined newspapers and on Sina, accidents in Shanxi
were covered much more intensively than accidents in the other provinces, though ac-
cidents in Henan were covered heavily, too. Guizhou, Shaanxi, and Inner Mongolia
received far less coverage. Figure 3.3 summarizes all four papers' coverage, but the
same pattern is found in each of the papers when examined separately: accidents in
Shanxi received the bulk of the coverage, with Henan the runner up.

The searches occasionally picked up accidents in non-coal mines (gold, iron ore, etc.).
Almost all of these accidents, in fact, occurred in Shanxi. They were excluded from
the ordinary graphs. However, for Shanxi, I added a separate graph which includes
the coverage generated by the "kuiba" (Af9i, "dam burst") accident in September 2008,
where the dam holding a tailings pond at an illegal iron ore mine collapsed, inundating
a village and killing 277. While not technically a coal mine accident, interviewees -
including interviewees who were well aware that this was not a coal mine accident -
frequently mentioned the "kuiba" accident when discussing the safety crisis in Shanxi's
coal industry. The "kuiba" accident came after the decision to nationalize Shanxi's
private mines was taken. Local experiments with nationalization also preceded the
"kuiba" accident. However, as we will see in Chapter 5, the accident does seem to
have given further impetus to that decision, and therefore I included a separate graph
showing its coverage here. In no other province was there a non-coal mine accident
even remotely comparable to Shanxi's "kuiba" accident in terms of size or coverage
generated.18

The five case-study provinces are China's largest coal-producing provinces. Figure
3.5 and Table 3.2 use data from Sina to compare the coverage of mining accidents in
Shanxi and Henan with coverage of accidents in the five next-largest mining provinces
after the case-study provinces - Shandong, Anhui, Hebei, Heilongjiang and Sichuan.
Together with the case-study provinces, these account for around 80% of China's coal
production. Again, we see Shanxi and Henan receiving the bulk of the coverage. After
Shanxi and Henan, the two most-covered provinces were Hebei, Heilongjiang, Guizhou
and Shaanxi. But coverage of them was far behind Shanxi and Henan: about four times
as many articles and multi-media products (called "Coverage Items" in Table 3.2) were
published about Shanxi accidents and more than twice as many about Henan accidents
as about accidents in Guizhou, Hebei, Heilongjiang and Shaanxi.

($?g), "[Province] AND coal mine AND roof fall" (I' ),"[Province] AND coal mine AND inundation"
(7.), "[Province] AND dam burst" (A5!ff).

18The largest non-coal mining accident outside of Shanxi that I am aware of was an accident at an
iron-ore mine in Inner Mongolia in 2007, which killed 29.
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Pro- Gui- Heilong Shani
Shanxi Henan Hebei Shaanxi IMAR Sichunan Anhui

vince zhou -jiang -dong

Cover-
age 4721 2746 1214 1184 1155 1033 383 363 250 135

Items

Table 3.2: Total Number of Articles and Multi-Media Products Accessible

via Sina.com, 1998 - 2011

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 will examine in more detail the question of what caused this
explosion in the coverage of mining accidents, and why Shanxi and Henan received the
bulk of the coverage. But two points should be made now. Firstly, rising coverage of
accidents both nationwide and in Shanxi and Henan in particular, was not a response
to declining mining safety: as Figures 3.12 and 3.14 in Section 3.4 below will show.,
safety indicators and fatality numbers changed little from the 1990s until the early
2000s. after which they began to improve rapidly and substantially. As we will see,
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this is true also when the data are disaggregated to the provincial level. Secondly, we
will see that while Shanxi and Henan got the bulk of the coverage, their coal industries
were not the most dangerous - on the contrary, Shanxi's was actually among the safest
in the country. However, they both suffered disproportionately many very large (i.e.,
newsworthy) accidents. Before turning to these issues, though, we should examine some
of the qualitative features of the coverage.

3.2.3 Qualitative Features of the Coverage: "Black-hearted Bosses" and

"Blood-stained GDP"

After 2001, coal prices rose sharply - by several hundred percent between 2001 and
2008 - due to persistent energy shortages and strong economic growth. With mine-
mouth profits as high as RMB 50 to RMB 200 per ton (Caijing 2003, Beijing News
2004), many coalmine owners swiftly became multi-millionaires, and even billionaires.
The very substantial power Chinese local governments hold over their local economies
meant that this influx of money into what had previously been mostly poor rural areas
provided a fertile breeding ground for corruption.

Media coverage made much of these themes. Local-government corruption and negli-
gence was consistently portrayed as a key cause of accidents (an interpretation that
was probably substantively correct). The mine owners, dubbed "coal bosses" or "mine
bosses" (AV4&, W '), were usually portrayed in a negative light, as uneducated nou-
veau riche. Accidents attributed to their unscrupulous or even downright "evil" nature
("hearts blacker than coal" [YLFi - .LL)], as a recurrent phrase had it). Some
quantitative evidence for the strength of these associations can be found in Table 3.3,
which reports the results of keyword searches.on Baidu.com, the main Chinese search
engine, for search commands that link corruption and lack of scruples on the part of
bosses and officials to mining accidents. As the table shows, each search command
returns between 134,000 and over 1 million hits (unique webpages on which both of the
searched for phrases and keywords appear).

As Figures 3.6 to 3.10 illustrate, these themes were addressed very openly and sensa-
tionalistically in the media. The background to Figure 3.6 was discussed in Footnote 8.
It is a screenshot of a special-feature webpage put together by the Sohu web portal in
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ACCIDENTS, SOCIAL STABILITY, AND

"Bureaucrat-Coal
Boss Collusion" AND

"Accident"
("1-9A/jg1" AND

"i4IMC")

"Bureaucrat-Coal
Boss Collusion" AND

"Blood Coal"
("%t%)%

4
J2" AND

"9113." lAND

"Blackhearted Coal
Boss" AND
"Accident"

("Eif4 t" AND
"Ifr%"I)

Hits >1,000,000 223,000 135,000

Table 3.3: Conceptual Associations (Baidu Search Results)

December 2006, about the luxurious office and residential buildings that the Coalmine
Safety Inspectorate of Xinzhou City, Shanxi, had built itself with "loans" from local
coal companies. The main point to note is how the page directly links local-government
corruption with accidents, with reports and pictures of the buildings followed by infor-
mation and pictures about recent large accidents in Xinzhou, and further reports about
collusion between owners and officials (Sohu 2006). Figure 3.7 shows a December 2007
report in Southern Metropolis Daily about recent accidents in Shanxi and Henan. The
headline reads, "How many more years of bloodstained coal?". Figure 3.8 shows how
Beijing Youth Daily reported a large accident in Henan in 2010. Finally, Figures 3.9
and 3.10 show cartoons by the Kunming-based studio Yuan Jiao Man's Space (Dull 4

M) which were posted on the Tencent web portal. The first is self-explanatory, with
the well-dressed onlooker grasping bundles of red (bloodstained) banknotes represent-
ing either a mine-owner or an official. The second cartoon has a more specific context
- lampooning a Henanese county party secretary for the praise he heaped on himself
for his contributions to rescue work after an accident - but can also be read as a more
general indictment of local officialdom's indifference to mining accidents.

Media coverage also made much of the "coal bosses"' reputation for financial extrava-
gance and luxurious lifestyles. Again, these tended to be juxtaposed to the accidents
in their mines. For example, in 2005 the Sohu web portal published a special-feature
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Figure 3.8: Beijing Youth Daily: 47 Killed in Pingdingshan Mine Explosion
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Figure 3.9: A Cartoonist's Take on Bosses and Mine Workers
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Figure 3.10: Lampooning Local Officials' Mine-Safety Record

page about "The Coal Bosses' Outrageous Wealth- ( ) ) which comill-
biiied stories about conspicuous consumption desiglied to titivate or provoke (".Mine

Boss: Luxury Flats are Too Cheap-. "Which Cars do the Rich Drive?") with reports

about the mine workers' poverty ("Working Among the very Lowest of People": "Selling

One's Life to Survive") and background informatiomi about tight coal markets, coalmnine

privatizations (described as asset stripping), and bosses' dependence on (corrupt) con-
inections to local officials (Sohm 2005). These perceptions of coal bosses seem to have

become remarkably prevalent. Five years after the Sohm special-feature, a journalist

ioted that

Driving Hununers, luxury weddings. chartering aeroplanes and buivig i1p

real estate, high stakes gambling., mistresses, mining disasters (fi7'), blood-

stained GDP (16i11 JGDP) aid destrovers of the natural environment (T

ii #): these are the key words that have become synonymous with

coal bosses. (NR7 ft1fTh9ii]) (Xinarn Evening News 2010)

Unsurprisingly, given the heavy coverage of accidents in the proviice. Shauxi seems to

have become particularly associated with these features. As the author of a book about

minne owners stated, -If you mention coal bosses. everyone inmnediately thinks of Shauxi"

(Xinan Eveninq News 2013). An interviewed journalist in fact said almost literally the

same thig9, a-l iii 2011. discussing a multi-year cadre rectification cam)paigi China

hmth Daily was more blumt: "because of the many accidents. Shauxi has for a log time

"Interview 45 (senior investigative jonunalist from connercial paper A)
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now become synonymous with blood-stained coal" (tJ , ,
11 Lit<Jti T i) (CYD 2011). The business magazine Caijing (2010c)
wrote that

The combination of an unbroken stream of mining disasters, tales of aston-
ishing wealth, and [corrupt] conspiracies between money and power [i.e.,
business and politics] have turned Shanxi into the greatest source of eco-
nomic, political and social abnormalities in today's China, and have made
"coal boss" a byword for societal evil and moral perversion for many people

In 2006, Shanxi's then-governor Yu Youjun (fTWgi) himself admitted to this asso-
ciation, when he answered a journalist's question about what his impressions about
Shanxi had been before he was posted there, by saying that previously he had known
little about Shanxi, and "naturally what [he] heard was mostly negative, like that there
were many mining accidents, as the newspapers were regularly reporting" (U i ft,

OR, wfullua) (Southern Weekend 2006a).

Importantly for the argument of this thesis, political leaders in Shanxi seem to have
perceived their province's association with accidents and ill-behaved "coal bosses" as
a serious problem. In 2011, the then-party secretary of Shanxi, Yuan Chunqing (i
TM), stated that "mining accidents, the vaccination scandal, coal bosses, and the

earthquake rumor have all harmed Shanxi's image." 20 ( f ,' g g , I g & , it R-

i i 4 * 1-T Q i 0 t ) (CYD 2011a). His predecessor as Shanxi party
secretary, Zhang Baoshun (92I), made much the same point in 2008 when he wrote
that "Shanxi must absolutely not become synonymous with frequent accidents" and
"absolutely does not want polluted, bloodstained GDP" (Zhang 2008a, 2008b). The
following year, governor Wang Jun (15) felt obliged to reiterate that Shanxi did
not want "bloodstained GDP" (CYD 2009). An internal powerpoint presentation by
the Shanxi Coal Mine Safety Agency noted that Shanxi had come to "epitomize" the
problems of China's coal industry (LU ffi 4i AIYL 'Fi f p f]

80'M,') (Huang 2011).

Comments in Shanxi party newspapers echoed these points. This is important, because
provincial and municipal party papers tend to be closely controlled by and to express

20The "vaccination scandal" refers to the exposure by the investigative journalist Wang Keqin in
2010 that damaged vaccines were being administered to school children on a large scale in Shanxi,
causing multiple deaths. The "earthquake rumor" was indeed only a rumor, which struck several
cities in Shanxi in early 2010: earthquake drills in public hospitals sparked mass rumors that a large
earthquake was imminent, transmitted through mobile and online messaging apps.
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views and positions closely aligned with their superordinate party committees. For
example in 2009, the Shanxi Economic Daily, a paper owned by the Shanxi Party
Committee, complained that "the frequent mining accidents, nouveau-riche 'coal bosses'
and related negative news stories have grievously damaged the image of the province
and people of Shanxi." (3Et I, W "
liif~% L flLUAQM (Shanxi Economic Daily 2009). In 2011,
the Shanxi Youth Daily, the paper of the provincial Communist Youth League, quoted
a local researcher who sought to defend Shanxi officialdom from perceptions that its
"work style" was significantly worse than elsewhere: The frequent accidents meant that
Shanxi officials were "in the eye of the storm", which could lead to the impression that
collusion between officials and mine owners was particularly prevalent in Shanxi - much
as the accidents had already "dirtied" the name of Shanxi coal bosses. In fact, though,
Shanxi governance was no worse than elsewhere, he claimed (Shanxi Youth Daily 2011).

3.3 The Media and the State: Why Was Intensive Coverage of Mining

Accidents Possible in an Authoritarian State?

Given the high level of coverage documented above, it is clear that accident coverage
was, on some level, permitted by the state. This raises the question of why this was so.
Is it possible that coverage was in fact instigated by the state? This section addresses
these issues. Section 3.3.1 explains the rise of investigative journalism and coverage
of "negative news" (social, economic and political problems, abuses of power, disasters,
etc.) in China during the late years of Jiang Zemin's rule and the following Hu-Wen pe-
riod. Coverage of mine disasters was a typical instance of this larger phenomenon. The
section argues that the rise of this kind of journalism was driven by a mix of commer-
cialization, state willingness, in those years at least, to strategically permit somewhat
more open reporting, and journalistic activism and exploitation of institutional gaps
in the censorship regime. The second section (3.3.2) turns to the question of covering
mining accidents. It argues that while coverage received occasional encouragement from
the state, it cannot be understood as simply a state-orchestrated press campaign, or
the result of some sort of command being issued to the media. The media had strong
incentives of its own for covering mining accidents, and the state always remained very
wary of the potential for coverage to negatively affect "social" (political) stability and
repeatedly intervened to restrict coverage.
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3.3.1 The Commercial Media, Investigative Journalism, and "Public Opin-

ion Supervision"

3.3.1.1 Media Commercialization and "Advocacy Journalism"

China's media industry is today heavily commercialized, with strong competition be-
tween media outlets. While the incentives that commercialization creates for editors,
managers, and the state institutions that own and benefit financially from profitable me-
dia outlets are more complex than just to encourage them to run muckraking pieces2 1 ,
commercialization has created significant financial incentives for such coverage as pa-
pers seek to attract readers. As one Chinese journalist explained editors' incentives:
"An endless harmonious society is boring, after all." (quoted in Reilly 2012: p. 34). 22

Newspapers and magazines with reputations for critical and investigative coverage like
Dahe Daily, Southern Weekend, Southern Metropolis Daily, Caijing and Beijing Youth
Daily have been able to acquire large readerships and proved very profitable for the
media conglomerates that own them - including for their parent party papers. Their
success in turn has encouraged party papers to offer somewhat more lively and at times
controversial fare (Bandurski and Hala 2010: p. 5; Interview 5323).

Beyond financial incentives, there is also evidence for the formation of a professional
ethos among many Chinese journalists and editors that encourages muckraking jour-
nalism. This ethos, which Hassid (2011) and Stern (2013) call "advocacy journalism",
draws on a mix of traditional literati values and modified US notions of the media
as Fourth Estate. "Advocacy professionals" view journalism as driven by a social and
political mission to support victims of injustice and "weak social groups" (gma f*,
essentially, losers from socio-economic transformation) and promote China's moderniza-
tion by uncovering abuses, acting as watchdogs and "speaking truth to power" (Hassid
2011, Stern 2013: pp. 63-64; cf. also Fen Lin 2010 and de Burgh 2003). Advocacy pro-
fessionalism is not the only ethos current among China's media workers2 4 and political
realities circumscribe the extent to which it can be practiced. However, especially at the

21As Yuezhi Zhao (2008) has observed, dependence on advertising revenue can also encourage media
to curtail investigations, lest advertisers be embarrassed, or to use the threat of negative coverage to
extort advertising or simple hush-money from firms. In the case of accident coverage bribery/extortion
was probably more important than the former, coal producers not being major advertisers. It even
acquired an epithet - "eating mining-accident rice" (Pflr4 ).

22Jonathan Hassid (2010: p. 66) has a similar quote from a Southern Weekend journalist: "Of
course I have deliberately challenged the government. If you don't, you don't have any readers!" I am
indebted to Stern and O'Brien (2011) for this reference.

23Editor of a commercial subsidiary of a major party paper
24Hassid (2011) identifies three further types; "workaday journalists", who "work mainly for money

and lack a commitment to public service"; "communist professionals", who continue to view their task
as acting as the "throat and tongue" of the Communist Party; and "American-style professionals", who
share "advocacy professionals"' commitment to journalistic independence but lack their commitment to
political activism. Numerically, Hassid suggests, "workaday journalists" and "advocacy professionals"
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largest and most respected commercial newspapers, the ethos and practice of critical
and investigative journalism, often with a strong advocacy component, appears to have
become deeply institutionalized in culture and organization over the 2000s (Tong and
Sparks 2009, Hassid 2011: p. 831; cf. Bandurski 2013).

3.3.1.2 Qualified State Support: "Public Opinion Supervision"

While social and economic liberalization were crucial to enabling these new forms of
journalism, investigative reporting and coverage of negative news have only been possi-
ble because - at least until Xi Jinping's assumption of power - the Party was willing to
permit it, at least in general terms, and because the institutional structures and con-
trol practices of the propaganda apparatus created a circumscribed space for it, which,
through to the end of the Hu-Wen era, the Party was unable or unwilling to eliminate.
Indeed, it was the top leadership that took the first steps to encourage this form of
journalism, when it asked the state broadcaster CCTV to set up an investigative-news
program in the early 1990s (Zhao 2004). The motivation for this step and the sub-
sequent circumscribed tolerance for critical reporting and commentary seems to have
been some combination of strengthening oversight over local officials, improving infor-
mation flows, and increasing the media's credibility among the general population in
order to better manage and monitor public opinion. (Zhao 2004; Stockmann 2013: pp.
87, 140-148; Liebmann 2005; Reilly 2012: pp. 20, 36-37).

Party theory has codified a space for what we would call "watchdog journalism" with
the concept of "supervision of the party and government by public opinion", or "public
opinion supervision" for short (fi '). The term was first used in 1987 by Zhao
Ziyang, and remains a basic principle of CCP theories of media management and gover-
nance2 5 , though the Party has always been careful to qualify its endorsements of "public
opinion supervision" by simultaneously stressing the media's obligation to adhere to the
principles of Party leadership, correctly guiding public opinion, and being aware of the
social impact of public opinion supervision (Cheung 2007: pp. 14-17). As the former
managing editor of Southern Weekend writes, "For all news stories in China, there is
a constant push and pull between the priorities of 'supervision by public opinion' and
'guidance of public opinion'. While one seeks to expose (often for the benefit of Party
leaders), the other seeks to minimize social and political fallout for the sake of "stability"
and the interest of the Party." (Qian 2005).

predominate, with the latter clustered especially at the top the outlets. Conversely, "communist" and
"American-style" professionals are numerically small or declining groups.

25 The Report of every Party Congress since 1987 has endorsed "public opinion supervision", and the
term is widely used in the official professional journals for media workers that convey the "management
spirit" of propaganda authorities to the media at large (Qian Gang 2005). Chinese laws and regulations
also frequently endorse "public opinion supervision" as a way to facilitate their implementation.
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3.3.1.3 The Propaganda/Censorship System and Its Gaps

Responsibility for fine-tuning these two countervailing principles rests with the propa-
ganda system.26 This is a partially decentralized and somewhat fragmented system.
Media outlets are supervised by the propaganda bureau at their bureaucratic and ter-
ritorial level. Outlets owned by central-state institutions like China Youth Daily or
the People's Daily ("central media") are supervised by the Central Propaganda Depart-
ment (CPD); outlets owned by provincial or municipal institutions ("local media") are
supervised by propaganda bureaus at these levels. The CPD can issue instructions to
lower-level propaganda bureaus, but they also have some scope for setting their own
priorities. Crucially, propaganda departments that rank below a media outlet or are
from a different geographical locale cannot issue binding orders to it. Thus, central
media are obliged only to heed directives from the CPD. If city or provincial authori-
ties want to prevent them from publishing something, they must request the CPD to
issue appropriate orders. Similarly, media from one geographical locale are obliged only
to heed directives from the propaganda authorities of that locale (and higher-level au-
thorities, though these usually work through the local authorities). Thus, if the Shanxi
Propaganda Department wishes to stop Southern Metropolis Daily from publishing
something, it has to ask the Guangdong and/or central Propaganda Departments to is-
sue the orders. Little is known about how propaganda authorities make decisions, but it
is clear that the central and the provincial departments will not necessarily comply with
each other's requests and can take different positions on the same issue (Interviews 43,
52, 56).2 This fragmentation means that central media enjoy greater freedom to report
critically on local authorities than media supervised by provincial or local authorities,
and local media from province A enjoy greater freedom to report on events in province
B than they do to report on province A (Tong 2007, Wagner-Givens and Repnikova
2011). For example, in 2003 the Beijing city government asked a major central-state
newspaper to stop one of its subsidiaries, a Beijing-focused commercial newspaper, from
reporting on a large mining accident in suburban Beijing. They ignored the request and
covered the accident extensively, because as central media they and their subsidiaries
were subject only to the CPD, and this did not issue any instructions. That apparently
left the city government fuming, but they were unable to retaliate in any significant
way (Interview 51).2s

Content control is exercised primarily by issuing ad-hoc instructions on specific topics
and incidents as they crop up (e.g. whether and how a riot may be reported), combined
with state and party documents setting out more general albeit vaguely formulated
norms, and post-hoc punishment of media workers and outlets if propaganda authorities

26 This paragraph is based on Liebmann (2005: pp. 41-64), Stockmann (2013: pp. 51-54) and
Bandurski (2011a and 2012a)

2 Journalists from commercial papers A and B (43, 54), former editor from major party paper (50)
28 Editor from a commercial subsidiary of a major party paper
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feel a line has been overstepped.29 It is important to stress what there is not: a clear
catalogue of banned topics or a press law that would specify more precisely what is
permissible and what is not. There is also almost no pre-publication review of what
outlets are about to publish.3 0 Certain topics are obviously completely off-limits (e.g.
Tian'anmen) and others are considered so sensitive that they can be touched only
with great care.3 1 But during the Hu-Wen years, a wide range of topics was at least
partially or even wholly open to investigative reporting and commentary, unless and
until specific instructions were issued. These included many economic, environmental,
legal, social and, within greater limits, even foreign-policy issues and events, as well
as mismanagement or misbehavior by lower-level officials (at the village, township or
county level). As a result, much reporting took and continues to take place "in the
murky mid-range between uncontroversial and forbidden" (Hassid and Stern 2012: p.
8).

Where the boundaries of the permissible lie varies with the political season, the wider
domestic and international political environment, and the outlet. There are no fixed
rules. "A story praised yesterday or last week might merit disapproval next time it
is published." (Hassid and Stern 2012: p. 7). The state routinely tightens controls
temporarily around major political and societal dates like the meetings of the National
People's Congress, Party Plenums, and national holidays (Stockmann 2013: p. 146).
When the political environment becomes tense (e.g. because a handover of power
looms or a series of crises have stressed the system) tightening may last longer - for
months or years. Conversely, government failure can also lead to opening: thus the
botched cover-up of the SARS crisis is generally held to have inaugurated a period
of relaxation of media controls. While dating the precise onset of such "opening and
closing" (fang/shou) cycles (Baum 1996) is an inexact art, Chinese scholars and media
workers and Western analysts commonly argue that the early to mid-2000s witnessed an
opening period in the aftermath of SARS, followed by a tightening from about 2008 on,
as the Olympics, the very acrimonious 2012 leadership transition and the intensification
of social conflicts came together (Wang 2011, Sun 2013, CYD 2012; Interviews 43, 50,
5232.) Since 2013, the Xi administration has further tightened controls, to an extent
unseen since the post-1989 crackdown (Bandurski 2015). However, that took place after
the events that this thesis deals with had already happened.

29This paragraph is based on Hassid (2008), Hassid and Stern (2012), Liebmann (2005: pp. 41-64),
Stern and O'Brien (2011) and Stockmann (2013: pp. 77-86).

30In 2008, pre-publication censors were installed at Southern Weekend, but this was a highly unusual
move and seems not to have been copied at other outlets. (Bandurski 2013)

31
In particular, interviewees repeatedly mentioned religious and ethnic conflicts as well as "mass

incidents" (OWt*I4; i.e., protests, riots and mass petitions) as especially sensitive topics that had
to be handled extremely carefully - if at all. Interviews 43, 52 (investigative journalist from commercial
paper A, former chief editor of major commercial newspaper C)

32Investigative journalist from commercial paper A (43), former editor from major party paper (50),
former chief editor of major commercial newspaper C (52).
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Different outlets are controlled with different levels of intensity. Because they attract
very large readerships, web portals seem to be monitored more closely than newspapers.
They frequently receive instructions to delete articles or move them to less prominent
locations on their websites that the newspaper, which originally produced the article,
can print and maintained online on its website without problem (Distelhorst 2013: pp.
49-51). For example, on 19 December 2006, Sina and other web portals were instructed
to delete their reprints of an article about a mining accident in Henan.33 The portals
complied, but the article is still available on the website of the newspaper that originally
published it, and can be easily found online via the Baidu search engine. 34 Evidently
the paper had not overstepped a line in publishing it (otherwise the article would have
been deleted from its website and Baidu instructed to block searches), but propaganda
authorities apparently wanted to limit its circulation. Why is not obvious, as the
article and the events chronicled were in no way unusual, nor its content and language
especially emotional or otherwise inflammatory.35

The result of these censorship practices is a deeply opaque system: What is and is
not acceptable is nowhere set down, can change abruptly in response to political or
societal events, and can also vary with the unit and level of the propaganda system
that supervises an outlet. Scholars continue to debate whether this is a deliberate
strategy to encourage self-censorship and maximize options for the state, or whether it
simply reflects the complexity and fragmentation of the Chinese state and the influence
of a "guerrilla policy style" (Heilmann and Perry 2011) that understands governing as
a process of continual improvisation and adjustment and accepts pervasive uncertainty
(Hassid 2008, Hassid and Stern 2012, Stern and O'Brien 2011).

However, this ambiguity also provides space for pushing boundaries, a practice known
as "playing edge-ball" (TU1iAM ) after the ping-pong technique of hitting the ball right
on the edge of the table without going out. While penalties for seriously overstepping
the line can be severe, the incentives to hit successful "edge-balls" are also substantial,
and many senior media workers are very skilled at playing these games (Distelhorst

"The leaked instruction can be viewed at the China Digital Times website
(http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2012/12/censorship-vault-beijing-internet-instructions-series-34/)

3 4The article in question ("Investigation into the Unsettled Case of the 23 July Mining Disaster in
Mianchi" [jt 7 - 2 3 ) was published on 29 November 2006 in the China Economic
Times (' I1 t]), a paper owned by the State Council Development Research Center, and
remains available on its website (http://jjsb.cet.com.cn/show 76809.html). A Baidu search for the
article title returns the article as the first hit (Searched 18 March 2015).

3 5The article concerned a small accident (7 fatalities) at an illegal mine that seems to have been
hushed up by village and county authorities. While illegal mining and cover-ups of accidents were by
2006 treated extremely seriously by higher-level authorities - and were therefore very sensitive for local
officials and mine owners - they could in no sense be considered a politically sensitive topic, something
emphasized also by interviewed media workers (Interview 51, editor from a commercial subsidiary of
a major party paper; Interview 47, editor from commercial paper C; Interviews 43 and 54, journalists
from commercial papers A and B). Many articles were published revealing or discussing cases like this
one.
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2013: pp. 31-55; Reilly 2012: pp. 33-34; Tong 2007, 2009; Shambaugh 2007: p.
57f.; Stockmann 2013: pp. 133-139). As will be discussed further in Section 3.5, in
the 2000s the state repeatedly sought to tighten control over the media and watchdog
journalism, without though fully closing the space for independent and critical work
that had opened up.

3.3.2 Covering Mining Accidents

Against this background, the growth in coverage of mining accidents becomes intelligi-
ble. The key question is, did this coverage reflect a coordinated effort by the state to
increase reporting to put pressure on local authorities, or was it the product of indepen-
dent activity by journalists and outlets hunting for stories? The opacity of the Chinese
state means that it is hard to answer this question definitively. As James Reilly has
observed with regard to nationalist and anti-Japanese reporting in the Chinese media,
"much of the civil activism, popular media, and public intellectuals in China occupy
an opaque grey area between state and society." (2012: p. 19; cf. Ho 2007). Even for
insiders, it can be very difficult to tell what is driving what."

With regard to the surge in coverage of mining accidents, the most likely answer from the
materials available to me lies between the two extremes of state direction versus entirely
independent journalistic activity. As documented in this section, there is little evidence
that the state systematically instigated and coordinated coverage of mining accidents,
and this idea misconstrues how China's media management and control mechanisms
seem to work. Journalists (and other civil activists) act independently and for their own
reasons, but they do so in light of the evolving political opportunity structure, trying to
keep their actions (just) within the bounds of the politically permissible. The media had
good reasons of their own for covering mining accidents (selling copy, fulfilling an "advo-
cacy" ethos). But accidents and other problems in coal mining also fitted the format for
topics where it was usually permissible to conduct watchdog reporting ("public opinion
supervision") rather well. State leaders and policy documents frequently affirmed the
general legitimacy of conducting public opinion supervision with regard to mining acci-
dents. It served them as a tool to clamp down on misbehavior by mine owners and local
officials. Yet these were not blanket endorsements of unrestricted coverage of accidents:
as we will see, propaganda authorities repeatedly banned or restricted reporting, and
officials warned the media against "excessively" negative and sensationalistic reporting
on accidents, as they feared that this could damage social stability. There are tentative
indications that restrictions on reporting mining accidents tightened around 2010/2011,
as the political environment grew more tense towards the end of the decade.

36 It is striking that a Chinese legal scholar used almost the identical words as Reilly when discussing
this issue with Daniela Stockmann, noting that "in China, many phenomena are deeply opaque." (r

) (Stockmann 2013: p. 146).
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These contradictory impulses should not be read as evidence for a struggle between
different bureaucracies or factions, with some seeking to increase and others to reduce
coverage: in some cases, the same bureaucracy near-simultaneously publicly praised
"public opinion supervision"-style reporting on mining accidents, while - less publicly -
issuing bans or reprimands to the media over such reporting. Strikingly, officials from
the State Agency for Work Safety (i.e. the agency one might most expect to want to
stimulate accident coverage) repeatedly expressed concern over the media "sensation-
alizing" (MiH') accidents. Rather, they are evidence for the acuteness of Qian Gang's
observation about the continuous tug of war in the state's media management between
the competing priorities of "public opinion supervision" and "guiding public opinion"
to maintain "stability". In the case of mining accidents what this tension fundamen-
tally came down to, was that the state wanted to use the media's watchdog function
but remained very wary of the potential for sensationalist accident coverage to whip
up "public emotions" (MMA), which it considered a threat to "social" (that is, regime)
stability.

I next document these claims.

3.3.2.1 State Order or conventional Public Opinion Supervision?

Interviewed editors and journalists consistently attributed the steep rise in media cov-
erage of accidents in the 2000s to the flourishing of the commercial media after c. 2000
and the dramatic rise in coal prices (and coal-boss fortunes), which drew additional
attention to the sector. They believed that the primary reason why accidents were
little-covered in the 1990s was that the commercial media, which drove forward in-
vestigative reporting of negative news, only began to develop from the late 1990s on
(Interviews 43, 51, 52, 54, 70) .3' While a former employee of the US Embassy in
Beijing claimed to have heard that a state command to increase accident coverage was
issued to the media in the late 1990s,38 no interviewed media worker had heard of this
or related the jump in coverage to such an order. 39

37 Journalists from commercial papers A, B and D (43, 54, 70); editor from a commercial subsidiary
of a major party paper (51); former chief editor of major commercial newspaper C (52)

38 Personal communication, 3 April 2014, Chicago.
39 Interviewees included one former chief editor, a current editor and one former and three current

senior journalists from two commercial newspapers and two magazines well-known for investigative
reporting; one former editor from one of the most authoritative state newspapers; one current editor
of a commercial subsidiary of this paper; and one individual from the People's Daily who in 2003/2004
was for about 10 months responsible for receiving and distributing CPD instructions to journalists at
the People's Daily and its subsidiaries. As Figure 3.1 above shows, accident coverage in the People's
Daily jumped markedly in 2003 and 2004, with almost twice as many articles published in 2003 and
2004 as in 2001 and 2002. Had the spike in coverage primarily been the result of state instruction, this
person would very likely have heard of it. Would these people have told me of such an instruction?
Propaganda department instructions apparently circulate quite freely within newsrooms, but leaking
them is a serious offense. In five cases I am very confident that they would have, because they either
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However, trying to relate the surge in coverage to a specific state order misunderstands
how China's media system seems to operate. As discussed, by the 2000s a circumscribed
but real space for investigative journalism and "negative news" reporting had come
about and been legitimized by the Party. While the size of this space has fluctuated, as
a rule of thumb, "public opinion supervision" is more likely to be deemed permissible
if the targets are village or county officials or private companies acting in ways that
run counter to the declared aims and policies of the Center (Stockmann 2013: pp.
139-140, Zhao and Sun 2007). Mining accidents fitted this prescription quite well:
while unambiguously scandalous (newsworthy) events, their primary cause lay with
the behavior of private mine owners and subprovincial officials. They did not directly
implicate the central government. On the contrary, since the Center had consistently
made clear that it wanted the small-mine sector (where accidents and private ownership
were concentrated) to be eliminated, media coverage of accidents and other undesirable
side-effects of unchecked mining actively supported central-state policy, and gave the
Center an opportunity to portray itself as the protector of the weak."

These rules of thumb are well-understood by Chinese media workers. State docu-
ments and leaders' remarks moreover consistently affirmed the legitimacy of conducting
"public-opinion supervision" on mining accidents. For example, the 2002 Work Safety
Law noted that "news, publishing, broadcasting, film, and television work units ... have
the right to conduct public opinion supervision with regard to behavior that violates
work-safety laws and regulations." (State Council 2002). In 2005, the Secretary of the
State Council Work Safety Committee, Politburo Standing Committee Member Huang
Ju, called for "creating mechanisms for public opinion supervision and supervision by
the masses" ( iit , Rf - "'l ) and "exposing model cases where neglect of
work-safety caused major accidents" (SAWS 2005). This was repeated verbatim by
Wen Jiabao in 2006 (Wang 2007). Most state documents on work safety and structural
adjustment in coal mining contained at least a half-sentence calling for public opinion
supervision and exposure of safety violations. More effusively, in April 2007 the head
of the State Agency for Work Safety (SAWS), Li Yizhong ( lj1'), told the People's
Daily that "we [SAWS] welcome and thank society and the media for carrying out su-
pervision, especially with regard to accident cover-ups" (PD 2007). And in February
2011, the Party Secretary of Henan, Lu Zhangong, praised public-opinion supervision
as really a form of "positive reporting" (IEThii4)4i : public-opinion supervision report-

revealed information about other, arguably more sensitive, propaganda-department instructions or
because of the closeness of the personal relationship. Two dwell outside of China today. While not
everyone will hear everything, most of these interviewees were sufficiently senior and well-placed that
they probably would have heard of such an instruction, at least as a rumour, if this had been crucial
to stimulating the coverage.

' 0 0n a more abstract level, though, the regular occurrence of major accidents, corruption and
"bloodstained GDP" did implicate the Center, in the sense that it showed up the gulf between the
Hu-Wen administration's "harmonious society" agenda, and reality. This helps explain why the Center
remained wary of "excessively" negative coverage of accidents.

iChinese state authorities conventionally classify investigative journalism/public opinion supervi-
sion as "negative reporting" (it reports negative news). "Positive reporting" ordinarily refers to con-
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ing on disasters in Henan like the 2010 Mianchi mining accident had had nationwide
impacts and propelled local rectification and reform (Wk), he claimed (CYD 2011b).
The state also took positive actions to facilitate public-opinion supervision. In 2005 it
mandated that "shutdown lists" (M1 ) of all coal mines scheduled for closure had
to be published, so that the public and the media could check on and report illegal
operations.

This legislative language and these statements must not be misinterpreted. They were
not positive commands to increase coverage. By themselves, the references to public
opinion supervision were unremarkable: Since the late 1980s, at least 10,000 laws and
regulations (MMMOL) have been published that included some form of endorsement
of "public opinion supervision", in everything from food safety to the commercial use of
low-altitude air space. 4 2 Although policy documents and speeches about mining safety
regularly mentioned public opinion supervision, they rarely emphasized it. Mostly, the
reference to public opinion supervision was embedded within a longer paragraph on
media work, whose overall emphasis was usually not on undertaking public opinion
supervision, but on carrying out education and propaganda about mining safety and
mining safety laws - and often emphasized the need for correctly guiding public opinion
(IEM AJffi LE- r"] ).43

In other words, this language did not negate propaganda controls. While interviewees
felt that overall relatively few restrictions were issued regarding the coverage of min-
ing accidents - something supported also by anecdotal information reported by the
HKU China Media Project (Bandurski 2006a) and the content of leaked propaganda
instructions4 4 - and none knew of an outlet or a journalist getting into serious trouble
over accident coverage in the 2000s,4 5 a certain volume of restrictions was issued. For

ventional propaganda designed to make the party, a leader or some state initiative look good. The
Party Secretary is inverting the terms.

12A full-text search of the WestLaw database for the term "public opinion supervision" (99i4L" )
in the category "laws and regulations" returns exactly 10,000 hits. It can be assumed that these are
virtually all positive endorsements of the practice.

43Huang Ju and Wen Jiabao's statements are exemplary in this regard. Wen's full statement reads:
"Fully bring into play the functions of the news media, insist on correct guidance of public opinion,
energetically publicize work-safety policies, laws and regulations, and promulgate advanced models
[of work-safety practice] and experiences. Model cases where neglect of work-safety caused major
accidents should be exposed. Educational activities to spread knowledge about safety science should
be widely launched, the construction of safety culture and popular safety consciousness strengthened,
and an excellent popular opinion environment created in which people 'love life and pay attention to
safety'." (quoted in Wang 2007). Huang Ju's statement is near-identical.

4 4 China Digital Times has collected 790 separate instructions issued by central and local propaganda
authorities from 2005 to 2015 that have been leaked by news workers. Only 20 concern production
(work-safety) accidents ( of which 18 concern specific mining accidents. To what extent
they constitute a truly random sample is unclear, but they probably provide a basic sense of what the
propaganda system's main concerns are.

45 0ne interviewee stated that in the late 1990s his paper had been rebuked by a CPD Critical
Reading Group for reporting on an accident in what the Reading Group viewed as an excessively gory
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example, five months after Party Secretary Lu's praise for watchdog journalism, his
propaganda department banned Henan's media from all reporting on "safety problems
and related issues in Henan's mining industry" for as long as a work-safety education
and propaganda initiative was taking place.46 Similarly, just a few weeks before SAWS
boss Li Yizhong "welcomed" watchdog journalism, Wang Zhengmin, a senior official
from Li's own bureaucracy, published an essay warning journalists against "negative",
"one-sided" and sensationalistic reporting about mining accidents. They were to "cor-
rectly guide public opinion" by emphasizing positive information about the improving
safety situation and "dissolve the extreme emotions" that mining accidents could trigger
in readers. Journalists' task was to "help out, not create trouble" (A9t, TPL)
(Wang 2007). We will return to this essay in Section 3.5, where coverage restrictions
will be further discussed. This was not the first time SAWS had voiced concern over
media coverage. Already in 2001 the then-deputy head of the SAWS Policy and Law
Bureau (IR ~MR A) warned against the media "sensationalizing" ('b 1) accidents,
"lest this cause people to lose faith in [the ability of enterprises and the state] to ensure
work safety (afff AIO VM|N) (Huang 2001). It is worth not-
ing that this official subsequently served as SAWS press spokesman throughout most
of the 2000s.

This is also not to say that these pronouncement were completely meaningless. To-
gether with the Center's numerous other symbolic and administrative acts in the 2000s
concerned with improving mining safety,4 7 these pronouncements served as signals that
the Center was concerned over mining accidents and general chaos in the coal sector,
thus affirming that these were broadly "open" topics where investigative reporting was
generally permissible (though ad-hoc restrictions might be issued). As one editor noted,
ultimately the state found such coverage useful (Interview 51). At the same time, the
state was concerned that investigative journalism and outspoken commentary not lead
to an excessively negative public-opinion environment and that individual accidents

and negative way, but none knew of anything comparable in the 2000s. (Critical Reading Groups are
groups of retired cadres who review and critique material after publication. Little is known about them,
including whether they still exist.) Indeed, another editor felt that the biggest danger when covering
accidents was not running afoul of the propaganda authorities, but the mine owners, who often had
Mafia connections. Journalists who did not take hush money could be beaten up or worse. (Several
such cases have been documented. The most extreme concerned the murder of a fake journalist [i.e.,
someone trying to extort bribes by threatening to report accidents] but journalists from the People's
Daily and Xinhua, too, were attacked on occasion. See for example CYD 2003a).

46 The leaked instructions can be viewed at China Digital Times,
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2011/07/directives-from-the-ministry-of-truth-june-6-29/

47These included creating a dedicated State Agency for Work Safety (in 2000) and progressively
upgrading its bureaucratic in 2003 and 2005, ultimately to ministerial status; establishing a State
Council Committee on Work Safety chaired by a Politburo Standing Committee Member in 2001;
passage of the Work Safety Law and a large battery of work-safety related administrative regulations;
as well as symbolic actions like Wen Jiabao's New Year's visit to families of miners who did in the
2004 Tongchuan accident.
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not become focal points around which public anger might coagulate around, thereby
damaging "social stability".

The above-mentioned 2006 instruction to web portals to delete their reprints of a China
Economic Times article investigating a Henan mining accident illustrates this back-and-
forth dynamic: by itself, the article apparently overstepped no boundary - indeed, by
revealing the cover-up of an accident at a mine that, according to the official "shutdown
list" ought to have been closed down, the newspaper was carrying out precisely the
kind of "supervision" that the above statements called for, using the resources the state
had provided to actively support this coverage (the shutdown list). Yet propaganda
officials ultimately ordered web portals to take the article down - but did not order the
newspaper to remove it from its own website and archives. Their concern, it appears,
was to limit the article's circulation and thus its potential impact on social stability,
not to ban watchdog journalism.

Importantly, given the news value of accidents, the media's incentives for testing out
the permissible boundaries, and a political culture in which rules and boundaries are
rarely spelt out precisely, there should have been no need for the state to issue an
explicit command in order for it to get the media to conduct watchdog journalism
on mining accidents. As Daniela Stockmann argues, in cases like these, where market
(readership) demand coincides with central-state policy interests, the media will readily
supply the coverage the state finds useful, without the state having to command it
(Stockmann 2013: p. 111). Since the limits of the permissible are marked out primarily
by issuing specific restrictions and post-hoc criticisms, when the state refrains from
issuing substantial volumes of restrictions - as appears to have been the case with
mining accidents - this will be noted and read as an (implicit) permission, prompting
further coverage (Reilly 2012: p. -44).

State and media actions and interests thus combined to put mining accidents on the
political and media agenda in the 2000s, in a way that they had not been in the 1990s.
Seeking to establish whether the state or the media was the first mover in this process
is very difficult. Probably, there were reciprocal feedback loops at work here: As two
editors separately argued, the media would focus on issues the Center gave prominence
to, but the Center also focused its political energies on issues that the media gave
prominence to, thereby legitimizing and encouraging coverage (Interviews 47, 52).

The larger point is that by the early 2000s, China's media landscape had evolved to
the point where public communication flows were no longer exclusively controlled and
directed by the state (though it retained great influence over them, and was extremely
concerned about this evolution). While fuzzy, a space had come about for the media to
take independent action. The spread of advanced communications technology and the
general pluralization of society contributed to this: as one editor noted, while in the past
it had been possible to block news of major disasters relatively comprehensively, today
such events could not simply be covered up (Interview 51). The migration of news and
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communication flows online meant that these could now spread very rapidly. As will be
explained further in Section 3.5, the state considered this to have serious implications
for social and political stability: it was concerned over the potential for accidents and
other emotive, highly publicized "sudden incidents" to become focal points for public
anger. More important than trying to establish what exactly caused a topic capable
of stirring strong public interest and emotions to get on the agenda are therefore the
dynamics and pressures unleashed by it having become a public topic (irrespective
of what exactly made it that). Before I address that further, however, there is still
the question of why Shanxi and Henan received so much more coverage than other
provinces.

3.4 Variation in Provincial Accident Profiles and Media Coverage

Media workers stressed two factors when explaining how their newspapers decided
whether and in what detail to report on a mining accident: its size (number of fa-
talities) and whether there were "special factors" (#-AV) that gave it added "impact"
( fnlJM1). Regarding size, journalists noted that there were no strict cut-off points,
but repeatedly mentioned 25 to 30 fatalities as a minimum below which an accident
was unlikely to get much media attention, unless there were special factors (Interviews
43, 47, 51, 54, 58, 70).4' These included anything that gave it additional news value,
such as suspected cover-ups (RAk) by the owner or local officials, ongoing rescue ef-
forts of trapped miners, other special personal angles or curiosities, the state of the
mine (whether it was especially modern, making the accident surprising, or particu-
larly primitive, making it especially shocking), indications that local corruption may
have played a role in the accident, or whether the firm was listed (i.e., whether stock
prices might be influenced) (Interviews 43, 47, 51, 54) ."9

This explains why the media focused so heavily on Shanxi and Henan. As Figures
3.11 and 3.12 show, both the cumulative and the annual blood toll from coal mining
in the two provinces was relatively high, but by no means the highest among the case-
study provinces - a cumulative 5052 deaths in coal-mining accidents in Shanxi and
2860 in Henan between 1999 and 2011, versus 1407 and 1914 in Inner Mongolia and
Shaanxi, and 8508 in Guizhou. Crucially, both provinces suffered large numbers of big
accidents. Between 1999 and 2011 Shanxi suffered 48 coal mining accidents with 20 or
more fatalities, of which 23 involved 30 or more deaths, and 6 more than 50 deaths.
Shanxi also suffered three massive accidents in gold and iron ore mines, with 46, 45

4 8Journalists from commercial papers A, B and D (43, 54, 70), editor from commercial paper C (47),
editor from a commercial subsidiary of a major party paper (51), journalist at commercial subsidiary
of a provincial party paper (58)

49 Journalists from commercial paper A and B (43, 54), editor from commercial paper C (47), editor
from a commercial subsidiary of a major party paper (51)
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and 281 fatalities respectively.5 1 In Henan there were 21 coal-mining accidents with

20 or more deaths, of which 12 saw 30 or more deaths and four more than 50 deaths.

Conversely, in Guizhou there were only four accidents with more than 30 fatalities and

only one with more than 50.51 In Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia there were even fewer

large accidents (Figure 3.13).
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This does not mean that the mines in these provinces were necessarily safer than those

in Shanxi and Henan - on the contrary. Figure 3.14 shows the how many workers

50Guizhou, Inner Mongolia and Henan, too, suffered several accidents in non-coal mines, but apart
from one accident in an iron ore mine in Inner Mongolia (29 deaths, in 2007) these all involved fewer
than 20 fatalities.

51Timing matters as well. Of Guizhou's four accidents with more than 30 deaths, two occurred
in 1999 and 2000, respectively - effectively before the age of internet-enabled commercial media had
really begun in China. Conversely, of Henan's "30+" accidents, 11 (85%) happened between 2004 to
2010. Shanxi too suffered at least one and often multiple "30+" mining disasters in every year from
2000 to 2010.
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died annually per million tons of coal mined in each of the case-study provinces and
nationally between 1999 and 2011. This is the most commonly used safety statistic
in China. As we can see, statistically, Shanxi's mines were substantially safer than
the national average, as were Henan's. The great number of very large accidents in
the two provinces seems to have been primarily a consequence of their very large coal
industries (cf. Figure 3.11), the relatively large size of their mines and - compared
to Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi - their less advantageous geologies, with most mining
taking place underground rather than in opencast mines." Conversely, Guizhou's coal
industry was, statistically, the most dangerous nationally and had the highest total
number of fatalities5 3 , but, as its mines were mostly small, accidents were so too, and
these attracted little media attention.
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52 1\lost coal mining in Inner Mongolia and northern Shaanxi is open-cast mining. The mines in
central and southern Shaanxi are underground mines too (and most of Shaanxi's accidents seem to
have taken place here) but by the mid-2000s these were largely exhausted and being abandoned.

"Guizhou's very poor accident record was a consequence of geology (small coal fields, high gas
content, complex seams and abundant water, making flooding more likely), poverty (Guizhou is China's
poorest province) and policy decisions taken in the 1980s and 1990s, namely to encourage micro-scale
mining by peasants in the off-season, to reduce poverty. The rapid drop in fatalities after 2005 seems
to have been a result of aggressive closures of micro-scale mines at that point.
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Media workers noted several additional factors that help explain why coverage focused
so heavily on Shanxi, and so little on Guizhou, despite its much higher total accident
toll: Shanxi, and Henan, are relatively close to Beijing (where most media outlets
retain large offices), their communications infrastructure is well-developed, and their
mining areas can usually be reached cheaply and quickly by train or car from Beijing.
Guizhou, Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi are much further away from the major urban
centers where media outlets retain offices, and within these provinces the mining areas
are mostly in remote areas with poorly developed transport connections. Moreover,
interviewees felt that especially in Guizhou the local media, whom they often relied
on for initial pointers, were relatively underdeveloped compared to Shanxi and Henan.
These factors meant that it was harder for the kind of detail that gave an accident
additional news value to leak out, and it was more expensive to send journalists there
to conduct investigations that could ferret out such information (Interviews 43, 47, 51,
52, 54, 58)." As one editor noted, if you wanted to write about mining accidents, you
could just as well go to Shanxi or Henan: the issues, to her mind, were the same as in
Guizhou, and it would be easier and cheaper to cover (Interview 51).

Perceptions about the relative wealth of coal bosses and the coal sector may also have
played a role. One journalist felt that because the wealth that bosses and local officials
in Shanxi had accumulated from coal was so great, this gave stories about accidents
there a "moral angle" (i it)A ) and meant they could be used to discuss larger issues:
the price China was paying for development ("bloodstained GDP"), and the (supposed)
collapse of moral standards in society. Because far less wealth had been accumulated
in Guizhou, accidents there had lower news value: poor peasants dying in each other's
mines was tragic, but unremarkable (Interview 43).

Conversely, there is little indication that political factors, such as the intervention of
censorship authorities were important for explaining the media's focus on Shanxi and
Henan, and the relative lack of attention given to Guizhou. One journalist thought that
reporters might be somewhat more wary of reporting on events in Guizhou because of
the presence of large numbers of ethnic minorities in the region, as that could compli-
cate stories politically in unforeseen ways. But others disputed the relevance of this
(Interviews 43, 56, 53).5 Interviewees were not aware of any order to report less on
Guizhou than on Shanxi, and indeed thought this idea strange. As one interviewee who
had had deep exposure to the censorship system noted, censorship instructions usually
take the form of orders how (and whether) a specific event (e.g. a particular accident)
was to be covered, or how (whether) particular categories of events (e.g. production

"Journalists from commercial papers A and B (43, 54), editor from commercial paper C (47), editor
from a commercial subsidiary of a major party paper (51), former chief editor of major commercial
newspaper C (52), journalist at commercial subsidiary of a provincial Guizhou party paper (58)

15 As this interviewee pointed out, poorer bosses also had another consequence: accidents attracted
fewer real and fake journalists seeking to extort bribes.

56 Journalist from commercial paper A (43), editor from a commercial subsidiary of a major party
paper (51), former chief editor of major commercial newspaper C (52)
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accidents in general) were to be covered during a particular time-period (e.g. National
Holiday or the sitting of the People's Congress): they did not take the form of blanket
orders how a particular province was to be covered. This claim is supported by the 790
censorship instructions that have been leaked and collected by China Digital Times.
They were issued by national and local propaganda authorities from 2005 to 2015, and
almost all concern how a specific event could be reported by the news media and web
portals.

Of these 790 censorship instructions, 18 are instructions issued by central propaganda
authorities to restrict reporting on, 12 different mining accidents. While the small
sample size and uncertainty over possible collection biases prohibits drawing strong
conclusions from them, they do fail to provide evidence that the media's focus on
Shanxi and Henan and neglect of Guizhou was a result of state orders instructing
the media to focus on Shanxi/Henan and neglect Guizhou. On the contrary, of the
12 accidents where known censorship instructions were issued, 4 (33%) happened in
Shanxi (six censorship instructions) and 3 (25%) in Henan (three instructions) while
only 1 accident (8%) was in Guizhou (two instructions). The others were in Shandong
(1 accident, three instructions), and Hebei, Liaoning and Tibet (1 accident and one
instruction each) (cf. Table 3.4).

Province Shanxi Henan Shandong Guizhou Hebei Liaoning Tibet

Mining Accidents 4 3 1 1 1 1 1

Censorship Orders 6 3 3 2 1 1 1

Table 3.4: Known National-Level Censorship Orders about Mining Accidents

in Different Provinces

As discussed in the next section, the thing that seems to have concerned state authorities
most with accidents, was the potential for coverage to stir powerful public emotions,
thereby imperiling "social stability". This was most likely to happen when media outlets
covered a particularly shocking accident extensively and in detail. For the reasons
discussed above, such coverage was most likely to happen with accidents in Shanxi and
Henan or other provinces close to Beijing where large numbers of journalists could easily
congregate. The pattern revealed in the leaked censorship instructions is consistent
with this: of the 18 instructions, 14 (77%) concern accidents in the five provinces that
surround Beijing: Shanxi, Henan, Hebei, Liaoning and Shandong.
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3.5 Accident Coverage and Social Stability

Above I claimed that state authorities were concerned about the potential for sensa-
tionalist reporting of accidents to threaten "social stability". This section explains and
provides evidence for this claim (Section 3.5.1), and discusses how the state responded
(Section 3.5.2).

3.5.1 Social Stability and Mediatized "Sudden Incidents"

Mass social and political unrest is one of the greatest fears of Chinese state elites.
Preventing this is conceptualized as "maintaining social stability" (ATN1 % )
This includes preventing and controlling physical collective action like protests, riots
and mass petitioning, but also extends to preventing the build-up of strong negative
public emotion, especially negative emotion that is focused on a specific political or
social event that could serve as a trigger for more physical forms of collective action.
It is important to stress the intensity of this concern on the part of state elites. As of
the late 2000s, somewhere between 90,000 and 180,000 "mass incidents" (protests, riots,
group petitions, physical conflicts, etc.) were taking place in China every year.57 While
some scholars argue that the state's relative tolerance of and selective responsiveness
to protests that do not openly challenge the CCP's rule has stabilized the regime (e.g.
Chen 2014), the size of the state's spending on the domestic security services - US$ 125
billion in 2013; more than on the armed forces (AFP 2013) - indicates the depth of the
unease with which Chinese elites regard this state of perpetual "contained contention"
(Reilly 2012). The sense of threat and simmering potential for a social explosion is
well-captured in a Chinese professor's remark that "China is like a pressure cooker"
(quoted in Reilly 2012: p. 35).

Much remains unclear about how the Chinese state understands and approaches "sta-
bility maintenance". However, it appears that one issue the regime is particularly
concerned about is the eruption of so-called "sudden incidents", inflammatory cases
of injustice or wrongdoing that have the potential to spread rapidly through China's
media and internet and spark widespread public anger - especially among the most
mobilized and engaged sections of society. This concern makes sense in an environ-
ment of commercialized 24-hour media and high internet penetration where censorship
is mainly post-hoc and negative events like big disasters, emotive diplomatic crises or
large protests can no longer be hushed up the way they could in Mao's time. As James
Reilly notes, "the line between [media and online] debates and mass protests in China is
extremely thin." From the mass movements of the 1920s to contemporary instances of
mobilization over nationalist grievances, pollution/ health fears or local abuses, China's

57The last official figures were published in 2006, reporting 87,000 "mass incidents" in 2005. In 2010
and 2011 Chinese experts spoke of 90,000 or even up to 180,000 incidents taking place a year, with
the number of "large-scale mass riots" in particular growing (Sun 2011, Garnaut 2010).
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modern history is studded with instances where a single inflammatory "sudden incident",
a controversial essay or sensationalist media story, spread rapidly through traditional
and now online media, stimulating debates and sparking mass activism, protests and
riots (Reilly 2012: pp. 34-38). Consistent with this (hypothesized) concern about
how "sudden incidents" may spark mass opinion movements that could lead to mass
movements on the streets, statistical analysis of how China censors postings in online
social-media fora indicates that the state is above all focused on censoring expression
that could spur social mobilization, while tolerating even vitriolic criticism of the state,
provided it remains individualized and not part of a larger burst of mass opinion mo-
bilization (King et al. 2013).

Writing about popular nationalist mobilization, James Reilly (2012), Peter Hayes Gries
(2004, 2005) and Gries et al. (2016) argue that because the CCP has made nation-
alism one of the main sources of its claim to legitimacy, it is particularly sensitive to
outpourings of opinion and debate in the media and online that question its patriotic
commitment and regards these as a particularly serious threat to regime stability. The
role of nationalism in the party-state's legitimating narrative means that popular anger
about the machinations of hostile foreign countries is always liable to turn against the
regime itself, if it comes to be accused of failing in its own professed duties.

Much the same applies to coal-mining accidents. As Vivienne Shue observes, beside
nationalism, a further central element of the Chinese state's legitimating narrative is
the claim to be providing good governance suffused with benevolence and moral virtue
- "taking responsibility for the welfare of the people and showing ... compassionate
care for them" (2004: p. 31). Arguably, this was particularly so under Hu Jintao and
Wen Jiabao. They built their own personal claim to legitimate power squarely around
these themes, by claiming to be building a "harmonious society" (Wi~ t ) that "placed
people at the core" (XAt *). Hu's signature contribution to the canon of CCP theory
- the "scientific concept of development" (4 &aff) - was intended to distance his
rule from Jiang Zemin's (supposedly) socially and environmentally destructive obsession
with growth at all costs (Fewsmith 2008: pp. 231-254). Improving work-safety and
"stopping major accidents" were made an explicit part of the "Harmonious Society"
agenda, and Xinhua even published an explanatory essay discussing the role of work-
safety in the Party's Harmonious Society Decision (CCP Central Committee 2006;
Xinhua 2006).

This context helps explain why state authorities came to consider mining accidents -
especially large ones - a threat to social stability. They were not "just" shocking events
liable to generate anger and spread rapidly through traditional and online media, but
also made a direct mockery of some of the regime's most basic legitimizing claims. As
21st Century Business Herald noted in 2005, "blood-stained energy propping up high-
speed growth runs counter to the current central leaders' emphasis on 'placing people at
the core"' (21 CBH 2005). Popular culture was blunter. A Shanxi saying commented
that far from building a harmonious society, the government's role in the coal industry
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was simply to "arrange the funerals" once the workers had "sold their lives and the
bosses' made money" (_]A f, , I f ). The widespread perception
that official corruption was a key factor behind many accidents further sharpened this
contradiction between legitimizing claims and reality. As Shue notes, allegations of
corruption challenge "the authority of the entire system that stakes a claim to legitimacy
on the basis of official selflessness and benevolence" (2004: p. 35f.). It also added a
further source of anger and outrage over mining deaths.

That the state did consider mining accidents a threat to social stability is clear from
state documents. For example, in 2005 the State Council noted that "in recent years
large and extremely large coal-mine accidents have increased and occur frequently...
[this] negatively impacts social harmony and stability" (P1 n, fn %h i5v it J t
T T ft DW ) (State Council 2005c: p. 97). Similarly, in 2004 Shanxi's provincial
government noted that "the occurrence of major accidents ... has a very bad effect
on society." (s~r-- t -f .IT nR $ 7$1&.pi) (Shanxi 2004a). Near-
identical statements can be found in many other state documents. The intensity of the
concern is also demonstrated by the measures the state took or considered in order to
counteract this threat: the media restrictions envisioned in the original draft of the 2007
Sudden Incidents Response Law (RR$iT7~iI), and the state's effort to develop
new techniques to control and steer public discourse in the late 2000s ("public opinion
channelling"), discussed further in the next section. Indeed, while discussing mining
accidents and Shanxi's coal nationalizations, a senior manager of a major centrally-
owned SOE told me that he considered being good at managing public opinion during
sudden incidents like accidents to be one of the two most important skills required of a
leader in China today (Interview 51).58

Media coverage of mining accidents played a crucial role in turning mining accidents

(and other "sudden incidents") into a problem of social stability, because it transmitted
emotionally-charged, legitimacy-sapping information to large numbers of people and
could whip up public opinion. The essay by the senior SAWS official Wang Zhengmin
develops this connection very clearly. It also provides a good illustration of officials'
worries. It was published in Chinese Journalist, one of the main professional journals for
media workers, which is often used to transmit the "spirit" of the propaganda authorities
to the media (Qian 2005).

According to Wang, whenever a large accident occurred, "the public opinion space (Mit
t3j) is flooded with criticism from the people". This "public opinion of the masses" (2 X
fit) was unorganized, spontaneous, dynamic and sometimes extreme and blind, and
"its power must not be underestimated". Specifically with regard to industrial accidents,
Wang wrote, "public opinion" was often dominated by "negative, one-sided and even
mistaken" views. Media coverage was responsible for this: instead of reporting how state

58The other key skill, according to this interviewee, was getting targets implemented by managing
and supervising subordinates well.
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agencies and enterprises at all levels had successfully improved the accident situation,
the media preferred to "splash [news] of large and small car accidents, mining disasters
and fires across entire front pages" (KkJ)JQ/d" h, M - wEi -i A4
L'r91l). This misled people into believing that the situation was getting worse, when

actually it was getting better. Some media focused their reporting on the gruesomeness
of the accident sites, made casual claims about the causes [of the accident] and published
unverified death numbers. Other media outlets lacked a "rational recognition" (f_%ilK
iR) of the complexities of improving the safety situation and expressed unreasonable
viewpoints, such as that "reducing fatalities is no achievement, rather no deaths is a
must" (I T E hT , T tEA7-8i3). All of this "created social instability" (I
)A T I TPR5). Instead of exacerbating this, the media was urgently required to
conduct "correct guidance of public opinion" and "dissolve extreme emotions" ({0f-s
M'm ) (Wang 2007).

3.5.2 State Efforts to Contain Coverage of "Sudden Incidents"

The rapid spread of internet and mobile communications technologies, the growth of
commercial media and watchdog journalism, and the frequent occurrence of large indus-
trial accidents and other disasters (e.g. earthquakes, fires, stampedes) over the 2000s
thus posed a significant challenge to the state. One of its responses was to tighten
controls and develop ways to better manage coverage and public opinion when "sudden
incidents" occurred. There were several means available to the state for this - clamp-
ing down on watchdog journalism in general, restricting coverage of specific "sudden
incidents", and seeking to proactively set the news agenda when a "sudden incident"
occurred - and at different times the state resorted to all three. How successful these
efforts were, how extensively the Center really wanted to muzzle the media, and when
and why it chose which approach remain unclear and deserves further study. Of interest
here is mainly that these efforts were made, because this further demonstrates that the
state considered "sudden incidents", including industrial accidents like mining disasters,
a threat to social stability on account of the public attention and emotion they could
attract and generate.

3.5.2.1 General Tightening of Media Controls and Clamp Downs on Watch-
dog Journalism

Since 2013, the administration of Xi Jinping has launched one of the harshest crack-
downs on civil society of the Reform era, including on independent-minded journalism
(Bandurski 2015). Under Hu and Wen there was significantly greater tolerance for
watchdog journalism and other forms of contentious behavior, but under their adminis-
tration, too, repeated clamp-downs on the media occurred and the 2000s saw a gradual
tightening of the level of censorship. From 2004 onwards authorities worked to close
some of the loopholes that had facilitated independent and critical-minded coverage by
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the web portals. However, it took the state until until 2007 to build up an effective
system for monitoring and censoring portals (Distelhorst 2013: pp. 43-53). Controls
and censorship of newspapers seem to have been stepped up, too. Senior editors at
several outspoken newspapers were fired in the 2000s and in one case even jailed on
embezzlement charges that looked very much like retaliation from a local government.
In a marked departure from existing practices, pre-publication censors were installed
at Southern Weekend in 2008 (Bandurski 2013). In 2004, in response to requests from
provincial governments, the Central Propaganda Department banned newspapers from
conducting "cross-regional supervision" (t-t K, W); i.e. conducting watchdog journal-
ism outside their home province to exploit some of the gaps in the censorship system
discussed in Section 3.3.1.3. The volume of daily censorship instructions seems to have
grown substantially, too. One editor stated that while in 2003/2004 he would receive
two or three censorship instructions a day from the Propaganda Department, by the
late 2000s he was receiving 20 or more each day (Interview), something reported also
by a web portal editor interviewed by Distelhorst (2013: p. 45). -

This tightening did not eliminate all space for independent-minded journalism. Through
to the early 2010s, media continued to break and investigate major stories. It is unclear
whether the overall volume of critical reporting fell over the Hu-Wen years. 59 Indeed,
investigative reporting has to some extent continued even under Xi (Han 2015). One
reason for this was probably that the Center - or groups within the Center - continued
to find "public opinion supervision" useful. Moreover, not all of the repeated tightening
the media experienced was driven by the Center, or rigorously enforced by it. For
instance, the ban on "cross-regional supervision" was only weakly enforced (Wagner-
Givens and Repnikova 2011: p. 18; Hassid and Stern 2012: p. 1236). Similarly, as
we will see in a few paragraphs, the most restrictive clauses of the original draft of the
Sudden Incidents Response Law were dropped from the final version. Both of these
would have primarily benefited local governments, at the (informational) expense of
the Center.60 It seems likely - though this awaits further verification - that the Center
was less concerned with limiting watchdog journalism per se (because it benefited from
local authorities living in fear of media uncovering local scandals and abuses) than with
preventing such revelations from sparking major public-opinion crises. This is where
efforts to restrict coverage of sudden incidents come in.

59 The veteran investigative journalist Wang Keqin - who was twice fired from newspapers over his

stories - concluded in mid-2011 that watchdog journalism was in fact on the rise in China, with ever

more journalists and outlets writing and publishing investigative stories of ever greater quality, and

enjoying increasing societal respect (Wang 2011). Unfortunately, there is no empirical research on this

very interesting question.
6 0Several cases where individual newspapers or media workers were punished, too, seem to have

been primarily or entirely a matter of local-government initiative.
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3.5.2.2 Controlling Coverage of Sudden Incidents

The easiest way for the state to limit coverage of an accident was to prohibit it. Leaked
censorship instructions show that the state repeatedly restricted how newspapers or
web portals could cover accidents. According to interviewed editors, these instructions
normally did not prohibit all coverage; rather, they might restrict outlets to using
Xinhua copy, order them to refrain from questioning official claims about causes and
fatality numbers, or refrain from covering it in a prominent way. For example, in
December 2005, portals were ordered only to report a major accident in Hebei (108
fatalities) by using Xinhua copy. Furthermore, they were instructed "not [to] make large
headlines, not to issue it at the top of the important news sections, not to publish it on
the front page of websites, not to open news trackers, land] not to make it into a special
topic." Web forums were not to discuss it, and commentaries not to be published.61 In
April and June 2006, August 2007, December 2010, and November 2012 very similar
instructions were issued to web portals with regard to accidents in Shanxi, Liaoning,
Shandong, Henan and Guizhou respectively.62

The state did not always censor accident coverage in this way. For example, investiga-
tions by the HKU China Media Project revealed that no instructions at all were issued
about a major accident in Shanxi in 2006, in which 56 workers died (Bandurski 2006a).
The above-cited instructions about the Hebei accident came at the end of a year (2005)
which had seen very high levels of accident coverage (cf. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 above).

That instructions were issued sometimes, but not always, reflected the continual tug of
war between the state's competing priorities of public opinion supervision and guidance
of public opinion. The fate of the Sudden Incidents Response Law reflects this push
and pull. A draft version of the law was first presented in 2006 and would have given
local governments extensive control over information flows when "sudden incidents"
occurred: they were to be empowered to conduct "unified leadership" (i-4!-) over
media reporting the event and to be permitted to withhold information from the media
if it was "not conducive to the management of the emergency" (
Media that reported on the event "contrary to regulation and without authorization" (i1

'tjiMH . ... u) or spread false information would be liable to fines up to RMB
100,000 (Caijing 2006). This sparked uproar among journalists and scholars, and was
withdrawn. There are indications that some leaders or groups within the Center, too,

61The leaked instruction can be viewed at China Digital Times,
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2012/11/censorship-vault-beijing-internet-instructions-series-7/

62See http://chinadigitaltimes.net/chinese/2010/12/M #T J : faJ A} A t P ffi ir
f; http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2012/11/censorship-vault-beijing-internet-instructions-

series-13/; http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2012/11/ministry-of-truth-vulgar-video-explosions-
and-more/; http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2013/01/censorship-vault-throwing-beggars/;
http://chinadigitatimes.net/2012/11/censorship-vault-beijing-internet-instructions-series-21/
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were unhappy about it.6 3 A revised version became law in 2007, but dropped the most
offending clauses. Media could only be fined for disseminating "fake" information (&-i
VUf A) (Hassid 2008). That the original draft included strong media control clauses is
indicative of the concern felt at least within parts of the state over unrestricted coverage
of sudden incidents; that it ultimately did not pass indicates that, as of 2006/2007 at
least, senior leaders also were reluctant to completely foresake watchdog journalism as
a tool to keep local authorities in line.

3.5.2.3 "Public Opinion Channelling"

Instructions of the type discussed above sought to deal with the occurrence of "sudden
incidents" by playing them down and pushing them off the news agenda. However, by
the late 2000s the propaganda system and other state bureaucracies were also exper-
imenting with more subtle ways of gaining control of coverage of accidents and other
"sudden incidents" while permitting them to remain on the news agenda. Media work-
ers dubbed this strategy "grabbing the megaphone" (fA ); the state spoke of "public
opinion channelling" (-i I Ir). This approach was first outlined in a 2008 speech by
Hu Jintao. The basic thrust was to place a much stronger emphasis on proactively set-
ting the news agenda and the dominant interpretation of "sudden incidents", by getting
the state's version of events out fast and in a format that was attractive to readers and
journalists alike. Rather than trying to hush things ups, key central state media organs
like Xinhua News Agency, China Central Television, and the People's Daily and Peo-
ple's Daily Online would provide rapid, high-quality, realistic and even critical coverage
of key breaking-news events - albeit with criticisms directed away from the Center and
the party-state as an institution, though not necessarily away from local authorities -
while near real-time analysis of (online) opinion flows would enable the state to fur-
ther hone messages to respond quickly and persuasively to developing opinion trends
and calm down "extreme" public emotions. This does not mean that traditional media
controls (e.g. content restrictions, orders to use Xinhua copy, etc.) grew less. On the
contrary, ostensibly very open reporting by state media like Xinhua was sometimes
combined with tight restrictions on the commercial media. But the focus was less on
direct suppression of information than on setting and dominating the narrative.64

This communications strategy can also be glimpsed in propaganda-work documents
from SAWS and the State Council Work Safety Committee (SCWSC). SAWS sought
to build up a system of trained press spokesmen. Beyond publicizing the agency's activ-
ities and work safety-related regulations and experiences, they were to engage the media
and public opinion when "major incidents" (-1I-C'#, i.e. large accidents) occurred.
Authoritative information was to be released speedily - especially to the central-state

6 3For a blow-by-blow account and analysis of the fracas over the law see the postings at HKU China
Media Project, especially Bandurski 2006b, 2006c, 2006d.

6 4The commentary and analysis produced by the HKU China Media Project is once again the best
guide to this development. See in particular Bandurski 2008a, 2009a, 2010c, and Qian 2009
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party media - and "the opinion initiative grasped", according to the principles of "appro-
priately handling the incident, maintaining social stability and tranquil popular feelings,
quietening the incident and resolving problems" (1IWMTJf'9I+ M2 ,Q4-i@

%, $) (SAWS 2008, similarly SAWS 2007a, 2007b, 2010a). In the same
vein, SCWSC called for strengthening capacities to monitor and analyze "online public
emotions" (AI "r) and to "positively channel" these (IEiPI-, i.e. dispel negative
and anti-regime sentiment). Online commentator teams (c if H iTLiin IPi)
were to be established. These would "rapidly detect and guide major online opinion
movements as these develop, and provide online responses [commentary] at the earliest
possible time when very large accidents happen." (XtHLItX rEfi l-Yi2Ij5!

=~, 4']FJMN P I'tt}#Ni $5 1 N) ~ (SCWSC 2009,
cf. SAWS 2006a, SAWS 2011).

By 2010 this strategy was being implemented with at least some major coal-mine ac-
cidents. One case where this can be documented relatively well is the March 2010
accident at the state-owned Wangjialing mine (- ) in Shanxi, in which 38
miners died. Coming just as Shanxi's - very controversial - nationalization of private
mines was being completed, the accident was intensely embarrassing to the state, and
attracted substantial attention from liberal media outlets (which had largely opposed
mine nationalization). The state's response was to permit extensive coverage - with
extensive restraints. Leaked CPD orders show that all media except for Xinhua (and
probably CCTV and People's Daily) were ordered to withdraw any journalists they
had sent to the scene of the disaster. Coverage was to be positive (i.e., outlets were not
to conduct watchdog journalism or publish critical commentary), orient itself by the
Xinhua reports, and "highlight moving achievements of the Party and the government
in rescuing the miners" ()A ). Media were forbid-
den to "seize on [the accident] to advance own agendas, like criticizing [nationalizations]
in the mining industry" (T M fl41tiF " ii").65 Meanwhile, Xinhua
provided extensive coverage of the accident.

It is striking what kind of orders seem to have not been issued: orders of the kind we
saw above, to not "make large headlines" or special-topic pages and to generally play
down the accident. In fact, the Sohu portal created a large special-subject page about
the accident (Sohu 2010). However, unlike the Sohu special pages from 2006 discussed
in Section 3.2.3 that had sought to attract readers by provoking them to anger about
corrupt officials and heartless bosses, this special focused on the rescue operations, the
technical causes of the accident (and not the political-economic ones previous Sohu
specials had investigated), as well as - albeit to a lesser extent - how the individuals
responsible for the accident were being held to account. Most of the material was drawn
from Xinhua and other party media. While 9 of the 49 photos on the page featured

6 5The leaked instruction can be viewed at China Digital Times,
http://chinadigitatimes.net/chinese/2010/05/2010 4)AJ AM'-1
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negative scenes (mainly distraught relatives of the miners), these were buried at the
bottom of the page. Most images - and all images at the top - featured positive or
neutral scenes (relief as survivors meet their relatives, rescue operations, rescued miners
undergoing hospital treatment).

3.5.2.4 Growing Coverage Restrictions over Time?

Did restrictions on covering mining accidents become more pronounced over time? The
evidence is inconclusive. On the one hand, as we saw in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 above,
coverage grew steadily until 2005, when it reached an all-time high after which it fell
quite steeply until 2010 when a second, albeit smaller, high point was reached. Cover-
age again dropped in 2011. This would be consistent with the story frequently heard
from media workers and domestic and foreign observers of Chinese politics, that from
about 2008 onwards a general tightening of control over the media and other forms of
contentious behavior set in as social and political conflicts intensified (e.g. Sun 2013).
The effort to develop "public-opinion channelling" techniques is consistent with this.
Indeed, in early 2011 the CPD seems for the first time to have issued blanket restric-
tions on coverage of "accident disasters and extreme incidents" $
4): Accidents with less than 10 deaths were to be covered exclusively by local media;
larger accidents would be covered only by central-state party media. There was to be
no cross-regional investigation of accidents, and no live coverage or on-going (regularly
updated) reporting. These restrictions were reportedly justified with the intensifying
social conflicts and the looming leadership transition.66

On the other hand, while coverage was lower in 2011 than in 2010, it did not in fact
drop precipitously: it was still higher than in 2008 and on about the same level as in
2009. Moreover, while 2010 saw six accidents with more 30 fatalities, 2011 saw only
one accident of this size. In other words, there was less to write about.67 Accident
occurrence at least partly explains why 2005 saw so much more coverage than the other
years: five coal-mine accidents with more than 100 dead happened in 2005, as well as
numerous further accidents with 30 to 70 fatalities. (cf. Wright 2012: p. 159). No other
year saw such a series of truly large accidents. In short, while it is widely believed (and
probably true) that political and social conflicts in China sharpened in over the 2000s
and the state increasingly sought to clamp down on all kinds of contentious behavior,
it is not clear to what extent that really narrowed the space to report on coal-mining
accidents, at least until 2011.

However, in two other areas we do see signs for the state taking increasingly radi-
cal action over time in response to mining accidents and the intensive coverage they

66 The leaked instructions can be viewed at China Digital Times,
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2011/01/2011-general-notice-from-the-central-propaganda-bureau/
and http://chinadigitaltimes.net /chinese/2011/01/+ -Lf f2011,fr Ig M iiffi- Q/ (Chinese).

67Indeed, this suggests that on an articles-per-accident basis 2011 may well have seen more coverage
than previous years.
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attracted: the use of the formal disciplinary apparatus to punish local officials over
accidents (Section 3.6), and the restructuring of provincial coal industries (Chapters 4
and 5).

3.6 "Holding Accountable": Accidents, Deaths and the Disciplinary

Apparatus

This section discusses how the state's formal processes for evaluating and disciplining
officials responded to mining accidents and the media coverage they attracted. Chinese
officials are subject to two main disciplinary processes that are relevant to accidents;
the Cadre Evaluation System (CES), under which officials are given work targets and
assessed on their completion (discussed in Section 3.6.1), and after-the-fact investiga-
tions to establish the causes of "bad" events like accidents and punish those responsible
for their occurrence, including senior local officials with overall "leadership responsibil-
ity" ( RA A'fE) for events in their locality (Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). Both practices
were used to encourage officials to improve mining safety in their localities.

Little is known about how these processes for evaluating and disciplining officials really
operate, as data are hard to come by. With respect to mining and other work- and
public-safety accidents, the evidence suggests that in practice they tend to punish of-
ficials particularly severely for the occurrence of large accidents, especially when these
attract significant public/media attention, while disciplining officials only weakly, if at
all, for high aggregate death tolls and poor work safety, provided these deaths accrue
through many small accidents. Officials do have positive incentives to improve safety
and bring overall death numbers down, but they seem not to face significant negative
incentives (punishments) for failing to do so. Large accidents, especially ones that at-
tract heavy public attention, can trigger quite harsh sanctions, however. This means
that officials in provinces with many large or well-publicized accidents seem to come
under greater disciplinary pressure over work-safety than officials in provinces with,
objectively, significantly worse safety records but few large accidents: the system is
focused on highly visible incidents, not on quiet disaster zones.

That the disciplinary processes operates in this fashion partly reflects deliberate choices
by the state. These are explicable in terms of a concern to prevent major sudden inci-
dents and public-opinion crises, and firmly incentivize local officials to avoid these above
all. But it also reflects unintended elements: how the Cadre Evaluation System (CES)
works in practice (as opposed to intention), and the need to respond to (perceived)
"popular fury" (It) over accidents. I next try to document these claims.
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3.6.1 Treatment of Mining Accidents in the Cadre Evaluation System

Of the two disciplinary practices, the CES has received most attention from scholars. 68

Under the CES, each level of government signs a yearly performance contract with the
next-higher level of government. At the township level, these contracts can run to over
100 pages in length (Ong 2012: p. 79). The contract sets specific, often quantitative,
targets for the lower level for all major (and many minor) policy objectives, e.g. number
of births, level of economic growth, fiscal remittances, etc. The targets derive ultimately
from the province or even the Center, though lower levels can enter own targets. The
targets are then divided up among ever-lower levels of government (i.e., a city receives
a target from the province, then divides up this target among its subordinate counties,
who further divide it up among their villages /townships). At year end, each level is
evaluated on its success in meeting the targets by the next-higher level. Cadres receive
points for each target, depending on how well they met it. Targets are ranked, with
"soft" targets commanding the lowest level of priority and "veto" targets the highest -
failure to achieve them will, at least in theory, cancel out all other achievements and
make the cadre ineligible for promotion that year. Minimum numbers of points are
necessary for the cadre to be assessed as "excellent" (ItA, necessary for a promotion)
or to at least get a pass (necessary for monetary bonuses). Failure to be passed can, in
theory, lead to sanctions such as removal from a position.

As early as 2000, some provinces had begun including work-safety targets in local lead-
ers' performance contracts, 69 but the practice was only rolled out on a consistent na-
tionwide basis in 2004, when the central government began setting work-safety targets
for all provinces, a practice it continues.70 There are three different types of targets;
"absolute targets" (#$4tW]t'), which set a number for maximum permissible deaths
in work-safety (and traffic) accidents; "relative targets" (tWi:1iiiN) which set a max-
imum permissible ratio of deaths for various indicators (per tons of coal mined, per

68 The most important analyses of the CES are Edin (2003), Heberer and Trappel (2013), Heilmann
and Melton (2013), Hon Chan and Jie Gao (2012), Jie Gao (2010), Ong (2012: pp. 76-84), Smith
(2009, 2013) and Whiting (2004). See also Wang (2013). Other analysts have used statistical analyses
to estimate whether superior performance on presumed CES targets indeed leads to promotion. (The
findings are contradictory, but tend to suggest that generating tax revenues matters more for promotion
than generating growth, though factional ties may trump all else: see Li and Zhou 2005; Guo 2007, 2009;
Shih et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2013). The general features of the system (as described in this paragraph)
are quite well-understood; the main open questions - which have proved hard to answer, given data
problems - are under what circumstances the system successfully structures local leaders' incentives
as intended and when it generates perverse outcomes (e.g. gaming), how significant performance
evaluations really are for promotion, and which (if any) of the numerous and sometimes contradictory
"hard" and "veto" targets that cadres must, supposedly, meet for promotion really count.

69 Guizhou set some form of work-safety target for local leaders as early as 2000, and made its
achievement a veto time, though I have been unable to ascertain the exact nature of the target. See
Guizhou (2000) and (2001).

70This paragraph is based on Chan and Gao (2012).
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100,000 people, per RMB 100 million in GDP, etc.), and targets for the maximum per-
missible number of accidents of different size classes (3-9 deaths, 10-30 deaths, etc.).
The targets for absolute fatality and accident numbers are further divided up among
different industries (maximum permissible number of coal-mining fatalities, etc.). In
total, there seem to be 27 separate targets (cf. Shanxi 2007a), and their achievement
has generally been made a veto item for local governments. The precise numerical
targets for each province are calculated by the State Council Work Safety Commission
according to a defined numerical formula, essentially the average fatality number of
the locality (or industrial sector) over the past three years, reduced by a certain fixed
percentage (3.5% in the case of coal-mining in 2006), which seems to be the same for
all localities nationwide (see Wang 2006).

Both work-safety in general and coal-mining safety in particular improved significantly
over the 2000s (see Figures 3.12 and 3.14 above). The inclusion of work-safety targets
and their ranking as priority/veto items in local leaders' performance evaluations almost
certainly contributed to this by encouraging them to devote more attention and political
capital to safety issues (Chan and Gao 2012). What this thesis seeks to explain, how-
ever, is not why accident fatalities fell, but why some provinces ultimately implemented
radical, rent-destroying coal-industry restructuring policies (i.e., large-scale closure and
nationalization of private mines) while others did not. The overall argument of the the-
sis is that some provinces came under much greater pressure than others over mining
accidents, because of the way varying accident patterns stimulated different levels of
media coverage and, as we shall see in the next section, disciplinary punishments. But
the foregoing paragraphs raise the question of whether the inclusion of safety targets in
cadre evaluations might not have played a significant role in generating such pressure
on provinces as well.

This question cannot be answered definitively, due to the lack of data: systematic
information about provinces' work-safety targets is almost never published, making it
impossible to assess whether some provinces were consistently much worse at hitting
their targets than others.7 ' However, what (fragmentary) data are available and what
we know about the operation of the CES in general, both suggest strongly that it is very
unlikely that the inclusion of work-safety targets in the CES would have generated the
level of pressure necessary to persuade provinces to undertake these very controversial
and costly policies.

Regarding the success with which provinces hit the targets, the available data present
a mixed picture. We know that in 2008 Shanxi missed six work-safety targets, three
of which were mining-related (Shanxi Youth Daily 2009). On the other hand, in 2004

71I am indebted to Chan and Gao (2012) for this reference. It is not clear how the percentage by
which fatalities are to be decreased by is arrived at.

72Since the targets required the same margin of improvement for each province relative to its average
past safety performance (e.g. 3.5% fewer deaths by year X) it does not seem as though some provinces
faced much more exacting targets than others.
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Shanxi hit its target for aggregate deaths in coal mines, 73 and as early as 2007 Shanxi
hit the target set for 2010 for reducing the number of deaths per tons of coal mined. 74 It
should be noted that the nationalization decisions in Shanxi were taken before it would
have become clear that several 2008 targets were being missed. 75 The one year for which
comparative data for all provinces are available is 2009 (SAWS 2010?, with data for 11
safety indicators). A single year is too little to falsify an alternative hypothesis, but
it certainly does not support it, since the only two of the case-study provinces to miss
mining-related targets, IMAR and Guizhou, are provinces that conspicuously failed to
implement the kind of large-scale rent-destroying industry restructuring of interest to
this thesis. Indeed, only a single province (Xinjiang) hit all of the safety targets for
which we have data in 2009. Most provinces missed multiple targets, sometimes by up
to 200%.

More generally, it is unclear what the incentives and pressures created by the CES in
regard to work safety really are. As long as work safety could be improved without
significantly interfering with production (i.e., tax, rent, and job creation), local leaders
should have had strong or even very strong incentives to emphasize strengthening work
safety. The question for this thesis is whether the incentives created by the CES would
have been strong enough to encourage leaders to emphasize occupational safety also at
the expense of production. Here there are reasons to be skeptical. One of the main
weaknesses of the CES is that it has little scope for adjudicating between competing
priority targets (Gao 2010: p. 69). Yet seriously curtailing production by local pri-
vate mines, as closures or nationalization entailed, clashed directly with at least three
other objectives that, the literature has found, both the CES and more informal politi-
cal norms have very consistently emphasized as overriding priorities and important for
promotion: fiscal revenue, economic growth, and social stability" (CCP Central Orga-

"Reportedly, Shanxi was given a target of no more than 495 deaths in coal mines in 2004 (Southern
Weekend 2007a). Actual deaths came to 485 (CCIYB 2005: p. 557).

74Shanxi's Eleventh Five- Year Plan for the Coal Industry set a target of reducing the number of
deaths per million tons of coal to "below 0.8" by 2010 (Shanxi 2007b). It can be presumed that this
target closely reflected the target given to the province by the central government. Already in 2007
the rate had come down to 0.75, and in 2008 it fell further, to 0.47 (cf. Chan and Gao 2012: p. 370,
Table 2).

75The mining-related targets Shanxi missed were those for 1) total deaths in accidents in industry,
mining, and commercial enterprises, 2) for the total number of fatalities in "especially large" accidents
(!Rt41J7k, defined as 30 or more deaths), and 3) for the number of "relatively large" coal-mine
accidents (Wk~k, defined as 3-9 deaths). The first two target were missed mainly on account of the
unprecedentedly large "kuiba" accident mentioned earlier in this chapter, where the dam of a tailings
pond collapsed and inundated a village; if this accident is excluded, Shanxi would have met both
targets easily (see the numbers reported in Shanxi Youth Daily 2009). The third target was missed
very narrowly - by a single accident. The kuiba accident occurred on 8 September 2008; coal-mine
nationalization was officially announced on 2 September.

76The smaller-scale private mines generated large numbers of jobs, which fell away when they were
closed. Many mining regions in Shanxi and elsewhere experienced significant employment problems
after nationalization. (Interview 39 [official from a municipal coal industry bureau in Shanxi], Interview
3 [journalist specialized on energy issues]).
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nization Department 2014; Heilmann and Melton 2012: p. 35; Ong 2012, Smith 2009,
2013; Wu et al. 2013; Kung and Chen 2014). In other words, even if achieving CES
priority targets matters for career advancement - something about which the evidence
is ambiguous 77 - by itself this tells us little about how cadres prioritize competing veto
targets. Indeed, there is suggestive evidence that other things equal, they will usually
prioritize tax-revenue and growth targets, even at the cost of missing other targets. 78

The point is not that local and provincial leaders did not come to give great importance
to coal-mine safety, to the point of undertaking costly, rent-destroying changes. Rather,
my argument is that it seems implausible that the inclusion of safety targets in the CES
should have been the decisive factor leading to this. A further important reason for
this view is that, in practice, the CES seems almost never to work as a sanctioning
mechanism. While success at meeting targets may help one achieve promotion, failure to
meet targets seems basically never to lead to punishments. The best research on this is
by Heberer and Trappel (2013), who interviewed leading local cadres and Organization
Department staff in 14 counties across 8 provinces. They conclude that "only in extreme
cases of misbehavior, usually those that have gained regional or national media attention,
does [the CES] work as a sanctioning mechanism." (Heberer and Trappel 2013: p. 1055,
my emphasis). Based on interviews in a county in Shaanxi, Gao similarly concludes
that higher level authorities are reluctant to harshly penalize subordinates for failing

77Interviews and observations suggest that leading cadres who seek promotion feel under strong
pressure to hit targets (Heberer and Trappel 2013: p. 1054; Smith 2013: p. 1035; Ong 2012).
Statistical correlations have been demonstrated between promotions and GDP and, especially, tax-
revenue growth and delivering political prestige projects, particularly big infrastructure projects - all
things commonly understood to be prioritized by the CES (Li and Zhou 2005; Guo 2007, 2009; Wu
et al. 2013; Kung and Chen 2014). But there is also strong evidence, including very good statistical
work, suggesting that factional and patronage ties and corruption (sale of offices) play a large, even
dominant role in determining promotion (Gao 2010; Hillman 2014; Pei 2004, Shih et al. 2012; Smith
2009, 2013). This is supported also by Chinese ethnographic studies (see Hillman and Smith for
citations), and by surveys of the CCP Organization Department, which found that the local leader
(-TE-f, usually the party secretary) has the dominant say over promotions (PD 2014). Hillman
finds that cases of extreme incompetence aside, "well-connected officials could advance ... even while
leaving a trail of administrative disasters behind" (2014: 109-110). The issue is further complicated
by the fact that economic and tax-revenue growth and big construction are not only important CES
targets, but also among the main channels through which local official self-enrichment occurs. Hence
their correlation with promotions may simply reflect the operation of patronage networks and corrupt
exchange relations.

78 Heilmann and Melton (2013: p. 35) discuss this in the context of energy-efficiency targets, which
confronted local cadres with a similar conflict as work-safety targets. Energy efficiency targets were
made priority (veto) targets in the Eleventh Five-Year Plan and given extreme political importance by
Wen Jiabao personally, yet their rigorous pursuit could undercut local growth. Provincial-level "plan
evaluators" Heilmann interviewed felt that local cadres had taken the targets seriously, but "also made it
clear that ... economic and revenue growth remained de facto the most important performance criteria
for local cadres." A 2013 survey of local and provincial cadres by the CCP Organization Department
found that in practice economic targets continued to make up 60-70% of evaluations and "social and
welfare" targets (I ffI, which includes things like work-safety and environmental protection) only
25-30%, even though in principle (Ni't') the ratio was to be the opposite (PD 2014).
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"[to] meet some targets as a result of making efforts to accomplish the others", going as
far as to "purposely evade" specifying the exact circumstances that determine whether
subordinates actually failed to meet a priority target (2010: p. 70).

The purpose of the evaluations, according to Organization-Department directors inter-
viewed by Heberer and Trappel, is "not to punish officials but to bring them in line
with the policy and developmental requirements and to identify their problem-solving
capacity." It is a communication device, through which higher levels make their priori-
ties known to lower levels and receive feedback about problems (2013: pp. 1054, 1060).
The CES does formally include a sanctioning component - officials twice consecutively
rated as incompetent are to be removed from office - but in practice this appears hardly
ever to happen. Data are again scarce, but Burns and Wang (2010: p. 73) find that in
their field sites well over 99% of officials were rated as "outstanding" or "competent",
making them eligible for promotions or at least bonuses and pay rises, and suggest that
the national situation was similar.79

My research tends to support this. As the next section discusses, while disciplinary
sanctions were meted out to hundreds of officials over accidents, this took place in the
context of investigating responsibility for specific, individual accidents - an entirely
different process to the Cadre Evaluation System. I know of no case where a cadre was
disciplined for failing to meet CES work-safety targets.

3.6.2 Post-Accident Investigation and "Holding Accountable"

When mining accidents (or other "bad events") occur, the Chinese state requires these
to be formally investigated and responsible parties to be held accountable. Depending
on the outcome, private companies and their owners and managers can be fined, pros-
ecuted, forced to pay compensation, or closed down. Civil-service regulations threaten
officials with administrative punishments from warnings to permanent expulsion from
the civil service if the accident is attributable to official negligence, malfeasance or
dereliction of duty, and with criminal prosecutions if they are found to have violated
laws. Formal regulations to this effect have existed since 1957 and were reaffirmed in
1989 and 1993 (State Council 1957, 1989, 1993). Documented cases where major indus-
trial accidents, including mining accidents, were investigated and officials disciplined
go back at least to 1979 (see Shan et al. 2004). However, from 2001 on the Center
and provincial authorities issued a flurry of documents that specified more precisely lo-
cal leaders' work-safety responsibilities, how mining accidents were to be investigated,
and in some cases defined minimum punishments for certain offenses and events. They
also defined new accountability measures besides the traditional menu of disciplinary
punishments for contraventions of bureaucratic rules and procedures, namely forced

79An official they interviewed from the Ministry of Personnel claimed that in 2002, only 0.3% of
officials were rated "incompetent". I am indebted to Heberer and Trappel for the reference to Burns
and Wang's work.
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resignations (9 I A and removals (tgR), through which leaders who
bore overall political responsibility for an event without being directly implicated in it
or having breached rules could be "held accountable".

Two features stand out about both the formal structure of the disciplinary regime thus
created, and the way it was actually implemented: firstly, a strong focus on the size of
accidents. As per regulation, larger accidents attracted sanctions that are more severe
and target higher-level officials than sanctions for even large numbers of small accidents.
Secondly, de facto responsiveness to public opinion and media coverage, with accidents
that attracted public attention seeming to attract more severe sanctions than those
that did not.

3.6.2.1 Focusing on Size

The focus on size takes two forms: investigative procedures and stipulated punish-
ments. Accidents are investigated by ad-hoc committees formed after the accident
and comprising leading officials from the Work Safety Inspectorate, Public Security,
the Coal-Industry Bureau, Discipline Inspection ( I'~), the Labour Union, the
Procuracy, and government leaders (e.g. provincial governor, county head, etc.). The
investigatory committee also issues "recommendations" (iL; which are to be followed)
for disciplinary sanctions. The crucial issue is the administrative level from which this
committee is staffed, which depends on the accident's size: accidents with 30 or more
deaths are investigated by central-level departments (i.e., national-level Work Safety
Agency, etc.); accidents of 10 to 29 fatalities by provincial-level authorities; and 3 to
9 and 1 to 3 fatalities by city and county authorities (State Council 2007b; cf. State
Council 1989, Shanxi 2001a, Huang 2001). The higher the level of government from
which the committee drawn, the more removed from local influence it is and the stricter
the investigation and possible sanctions can be expected to be. Which level of govern-
ment performs the investigation also determines de facto who the highest officials are
who can be sanctioned, since it will only issue sanctions to officials who rank below the
committee members.

The delegation of investigative responsibility is probably partly a matter of practicality
- there are thousands of accidents in China every year - but given that the phenomenon
of stricter central and more lenient provincial and local authorities is well-understood
in China, it also expresses a political prioritization. The Center is effectively signaling
that smaller accidents are politically sufficiently non-sensitive as to be left to local and
provincial authorities. 80

Central and provincial documents explicitly gradate punishments and the rank of pun-
ished officials by accident size. The most important regulation in this regard was the

80It is interesting to note that the cut-off line for central investigation, 30 deaths, is also the rough
cut-off line below which journalists suggested that media interests begins to diminish (cf. Section 3.4).
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State Council's 2001 "Regulation on Investigating Administrative Responsibility for
Major Accidents". This stipulated that the "main leaders" (ii-M X) of county and
municipal governments could be given disciplinary sanctions if "major" (Mi) accidents
occurred due to official negligence or dereliction of duty, or if they. held "leadership re-
sponsibility" for the accident (fq9f f,) with criminal
prosecutions if they had committed crimes (Article 2). What a "major" accident was
was not further defined, but probably refers to accidents with 10 or more fatalities.81 In
other words, accidents below this size would not, in general, lead to sanctions for gov-
ernment leaders above the village. The document instructed local governments to carry
out numerous tasks to improve industrial safety (e.g. regular inspections for risks) and
reiterated that operating licenses for mines and plants could only be issued to qualified
individuals and firms. If local authorities failed to carry out these tasks as stipulated
and "major" accidents occurred, then, "depending on the severity of the situation" (Ai
1m) they were to be demoted or dismissed (WR M0 ), (Article 14). If
the accident had "especially vile societal impacts or its nature was particularly serious"
( ! the provincial governor too could be sanctioned
(Article 15).

The 2001 regulation was followed up by a document in 2004, which specified that party
and government leaders at the county level and above could be requested to resign
(T1 @iJ) if "large" (17 K), "major" (1'Y)K) or "extremely large" (1 'Jiik) acci-
dents occurred once or multiple times and they bore "major" or "important" "leadership
responsibility" (- - for these (CCP Central Committee and State
Council 2004). Further central documents making local leaders liable to be disciplined
or forced to resign for large accidents were issued in 2007 and 2009 (State Council 2007c,
CCP Central Committee and State Council 2009). Throughout these years, very similar
regulations was issued by provinces, with the central-state documents generally cited as
providing the enabling authority (see e.g. Shanxi 2001b, 2004a; Guizhou 2001a, 2001b
2004, 2006a).

Several aspects of these documents deserve comment. Firstly, while they singled out
large accidents as calling for specific disciplinary measures, these documents rarely
threaten comparable sanctions for high aggregate death tolls or poor safety situations
as measured by statistical ratios like fatalities to output. The only ones to do so were
two regulations from Guizhou (2001b, 2006), which included missing aggregate death
targets in catalogues of safety-related offenses that may result in disciplinary sanctions.
All other offenses in these catalogues, however, concerned the occurrence, cover-up or

8 1Article 3 stated that "concrete definitions" ( of "major accidents" were to be specified
in "relevant state regulation" ( I have not been able to find any such regulation before
2007 (when the terminology used to classify accidents was in any case altered and the classification
"1@t" dropped). However, in 2001 provincial regulation in Guizhou defined "major" (tV) accidents
as 10 or more deaths (Guizhou 2001a), and the same year regulation in Shanxi stated that this State
Council document was to be used for handling accidents with 10 or more deaths (Shanxi 2001b).
Shanxi regulation from 2004 also defined "t~7" as 10 or more deaths (Shanxi 2004b).
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mishandling of large accidents. Despite going through hundreds of newspaper articles
and other documents reporting disciplinary sanctions, I know of not a single case where
municipal, county or village leaders were in fact disciplined over poor aggregate death
tolls or safety situations. It is thus unclear how seriously this was ever meant. Indeed,
another order by the Guizhou government from 2004 actually formalizes the unequal
treatment of deaths depending on accident size, stipulating that responsible officials
would be held accountable if either one accident with 10 or more fatalities or five
accidents with 3 to 9 fatalities occurred within three months of each other (Guizhou
2004). In other words, at the limit, 45 deaths weighed as much as, say, 20 or 25 deaths,
provided the latter occurred in a single incident and the former in multiple ones.

This focus on accident size is unusual. Contemporary Western safety-performance
management systems generally do not treat accident size as such as a significant safety
indicator.8 2 The reason for this is that, as Andrew Hopkins (2007), a specialist on
occupational safety, notes, major accidents are too rare to yield meaningful information
about the safety management of a plant or a mine. The frequency of minor accidents is
a much better indicator of the likelihood of a future major accident. However, the focus
on large accidents is understandable in light of the CCP's concern over "sudden events"
discussed above. From the perspective of regime stability, it matters whether fatalities
occur in large or in small accidents, and putting in place disciplinary structures to
encourage officials to avoid large accidents above all is rational, albeit perhaps ethically
questionable.

The second feature of these documents worth noting is that behind an outward appear-
ance of precision, they are in fact quite vague and thus give decision makers substantial
scope for flexibility (and arbitrariness) in deciding over whether and how severely to
discipline which officials. Key terms such as the "severity" of the accident (, ~ 92),
"negligence" (NU , ME), "serious errors" (i"2%#i), "criminal dereliction of duty"
(2 _") or "vile societal impacts" are never defined. The "main leaders" (-
A) of a locality (e.g. a county) in principle include the county head, the deputy county
heads responsible for work safety or industry, and the party secretary, but documents
usually refrain from identifying any specific position as the one holding final responsi-
ble for work safety. Discussions of the administrative accountability and disciplinary
procedures by Chinese legal scholars frequently criticize this vagueness and the scope
it gives for arbitrariness (Ri-At) and selectivity (Aigt) (e.g. Gao 2014, Legal Daily
2008, Beijing Youth Daily 2009, The Beijing News 2008, People's Daily Online 2011).
Overall, this flexibility probably tends to work to the benefit of officials as, without
external pressure, investigators - especially those staffed from local and provincial bod-
ies - are more likely to err on the side of leniency than of severity. However, external
pressure can alter this, which brings us to the way media coverage and public attention
seem to influence the disciplinary system.

82For example, the official Queensland Mines and Quarries Safety Performance and Health Report
features no such indicator. See Queensland (2013).
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3.6.2.2 Responsiveness to Media Coverage and Public Attention

Because many factors will influence disciplinary decisions over any individual accident,
it is difficult to demonstrate conclusively that media coverage and levels of public at-
tention influenced disciplinary outcomes significantly. As discussed in the next section,
the available data on officials disciplined over mining accidents, however, are consistent
with this hypothesis. Further evidence supporting this hypothesis comes from inter-
views and commentary by Chinese officials and scholars, who frequently argue that
media coverage and public attention significantly influenced disciplinary practices.

Among the published materials I know of, the connection is drawn in most detail by the
deputy chief justice of the Guizhou provincial court, Li Hanyu ( In Septem-
ber 2008 Li was commissioned to undertake a detailed study of the administrative
accountability system ( for the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference.83 The report has not, to my knowledge, been made publicly available,
but Li disclosed some of the main conclusions in an interview with the Beijing Youth
Daily. The report was written in consultation with senior legal scholars and a member
of the Supreme Court, with primary data collected through interviews with officials in
Shanxi and possibly other provinces.85 Speaking specifically about accidents in Shanxi,
Li stated that his research had found that disciplinary measures were often implemented
hastily and without detailed investigation, "especially if [the accident] drew high levels
of public attention" ( LL ~isi). The extent and/or severity of punish-
ments also varied with the degree of public attention: "if an incident or accident attracts
extensive attention from public opinion", he had found, "it can easily unleash a storm
of disciplinary sanctions. But if it does not draw an intense societal reaction, even large
incidents are made molehills of and small ones entirely swept under the carpet." (':

)A o I AN A, R ZAf T L ,' , /jN${L T o ) (Beijing Youth Daily
2009).

A year earlier, Yu Yukai (-EJM), a professor at the National School of Administration
(1Mv'fAdr) made much the same point. Up to what rank officials were sanctioned
after an accident would depend on "how terrible" (7'ThNf!) the accident was and the
"degree of public attention" (MA Qt)d ) (The Beijing News 2008).86 The already-
cited senior manager of a major centrally-owned SOE agreed: according to him, senior

83A sort of consultative "Upper House" that sits in parallel with the National People's Congress.
84The report is entitled "Research and Recommendations On Completing and Perfecting the Ad-

ministrative Accountability System" ( ) and was completed
in early 2009 or late 2008.

85Field research definitely took place in Shanxi, but the formulation in the interview (Y'1 LU i
Vi7ii)9 )-M is ambiguous as to whether research was conducted elsewhere as well.

86For further discussions of these issues by Chinese scholars, who often were quite critical of the
tendency for disciplinary practices to become a "theatrical performance put on to calm popular anger
and curry favor with public opinion" (r -W $ MZ i9 N - I) see China Comment
(2009).
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officials feared negative news stories and sudden incidents - including negative news
about incidents for which they bore no direct personal responsibility - because if these
garnered substantial public attention that could generate an unstoppable momentum
forcing the Center or the province to sanction them, as a way of managing public
opinion and irrespective of their direct personal responsibility. Significantly for this
thesis, he himself brought up the case of senior Shanxi leaders forced to resign over
mining accidents as an example to illustrate this dynamic (Interview 49). A senior
municipal official in a coal-mining province who in the recent past had held work-
safety responsibilities agreed: while all accidents would be investigated and responsible
individuals disciplined, if there was substantial media coverage this was likely to lead
to a wider range of officials being disciplined and the punishments being more severe
( (Interview 69).

The political logic behind this behavior was explicated by an official from a township
Organization Department and a professor from a major Beijing public-policy school.
They both argued that when major negative events occur that attract much attention
from public opinion, the state had to hold someone accountable to demonstrate re-
sponsiveness and appease public opinion. Strikingly, both again brought up the case
of officials resigning or being dismissed over mining accidents in Shanxi as examples of
this dynamic (Interviews 89, 63). The bigger the incident and the greater the level of
public attention, the higher-ranking the disciplined officials would have to be: recall
the stipulation in the above-quoted State Council regulation that if accidents had "es-
pecially vile societal impacts" or were "particularly serious" officials up to the provincial
governor could be sanctioned (State Council 2001). One can glimpse this dynamic also
in the way criminal trials of bosses and officials responsible for mining accidents were
sometimes conducted. The sentencing of the individuals responsible for the 5 December
2007 mine blast that killed 105 workers in Linfen City (Ir}), Shanxi, took place in
the Linfen sports stadium and was reportedly attended by over 10,000 people (CCTV
2008).

This section has provided evidence from state disciplinary regulation and comments
from Chinese scholars and officials suggesting that disciplinary punishments meted out
to local and provincial officials over accidents varied with the size of the accidents and
the level of media attention they attracted. But is there empirical support for this
hypothesis? Were officials in provinces with many large, intensively-covered accidents
sanctioned more severely than officials in provinces with high death tolls but few large
accidents and/or little media coverage? The next section tries to answer this question.
The answer matters, because it can help explain why officials in some provinces but
not others ultimately opted for radical industrial restructuring.
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Figure 3.15: Public Sentencing of Convicted Bosses and Officials in Linfen
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3.6.3 Varying Disciplinary Patterns: Comparing Shanxi and Guizhou

Obtaining the necessary data to compare disciplinary practices in different provinces
proved difficult, as Chinese state units rarely report this information in the kind of
consistent and comprehensive format needed for rigorous comparisons. Performing
responsiveness and accountability to the public requires some information about sanc-
tions to be disclosed in the aftermath of accidents; unfortunately, it does not require the
disclosure of comprehensive, precise and consistent information. Through large-scale
searches of newspaper data bases, scouring yearbooks, searching the internet for reports
about disciplinary measures taken after specific known accidents, and "snow-balling"87 ,
I was able, however, to build a data set that suffices for some basic comparisons. Due
to the very large amount of labour involved, I limited myself to a comparison between
two provinces; Shanxi and Guizhou. These represent extreme cases : a province with
many large and very large, intensively-covered accidents and a relatively high absolute
death toll in aggregate albeit a low relative death toll (normalized for the size of its coal
industry) and one of the best relative safety performances as measured in deaths per
tons of output (Shanxi); and a province (Guizhou) with few very large accidents and
little media coverage, but with the highest absolute death toll of all provinces and one
of worst safety performances. As luck would have it, they are also the only case-study
provinces for which I was able to find a small set of apparently-comprehensive and di-
rectly comparable official data on disciplinary sanctions for eight years in the mid-2000s.
Shanxi and Guizhou are, of course, also central the overall question this thesis seeks
to answer, since it was Shanxi which pioneered nationalization while Guizhou refrained
from it, despite its much worse safety record.

The comparison is not perfect, because Guizhou had both far fewer large accidents and
much less media coverage than Shanxi, making it impossible to isolate the separate
effects of each of the two variables. Unfortunately, no provinces exist that manifest
these variables in combinations that would allow testing the separate effects of each.
However, the comparison does permit us to test a more basic hypothesis: that China's
disciplinary system is much more punitive towards officialdom responsible for accidents
and negative events that are big and thus attract or are likely to attract substantial
public attention, than towards officialdom responsible for work-safety or other situations
that may be objectively worse (more deaths, more dangerous work environments, etc.)
but do not attract attention or are less likely to do so.

8 7lnternet searches for information about sanctions handed out after accident A often turned up
additional information about known accident B, and unknown accident C.
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3.6.3.1 Types of Punishment

Officials and mine owners are subject to four different types of punishments: 88 criminal
prosecution, administrative disciplinary sanctions, party disciplinary sanctions, and
administrative fines. Administrative fines (ITIRM ) mainly affect mine owners, not
officials; criminal prosecution both. Administrative disciplinary sanctions (tidt&)
are given to officials who hold government (state) offices; party sanctions (r LNJLi)
to officials who hold party positions. There are six levels of formal administrative
sanction - administrative warning (FAW '), demerit (1tIii), offense ('fhgtE
Xit), demotion ( dismissal (I45), and expulsion (f M) - and four levels
of party sanctions; party warning (5 N ) serious party warning ( N jM- 1 * ),
suspension from party membership, and permanent expulsion (YF R). Cadres who serve
simultaneously in government and party posts can simultaneously be issued party and
administrative sanctions. Expulsions - i.e., permanent loss of party membership and
civil-servant status including pension and healthcare rights - seem only to be given
to cadres found guilty of crimes who are handed over to the judiciary for prosecution.
The next most serious disciplinary sanction is dismissal. Contrary to appearances,
this does not generally involve permanent expulsion from the civil service. Rather,
the official is removed from their post, automatically demoted by one or more ranks,
becomes ineligible for reappointment to another post for 24 months, and may not be
reappointed to their previous post. The main effect of the other sanctions is to make the
official ineligible for promotion or salary increase for a defined period, from 6 months

(warning) to 24 months (demotion). Party sanctions have the same consequences. In
addition to these sanctions, officials can also be removed ( EC) or obliged to resign (M
fR). Resignation and removal are not formally part of the traditional civil-service and
party disciplinary framework, but have in recent years come to function as an extension
of it. They seem to be used especially to "hold accountable" officials deemed to have
overall "leadership responsibility" (political responsibility) for an event, without being
directly culpable, though. Officials who are removed or resigned may not be reappointed
to new positions before at least one year has gone by.

How serious a threat are these sanctions for officials? Interviewees gave different answers
to this question. One interviewee - a senior municipal official (tlR) in a coal province
who in the recent past had been responsible for the work-safety portfolio - felt that
officials certainly took them very seriously and were highly concerned to avoid them
(Interview 69). By contrast, a provincial official (tfL) - who did not work in a coal
province - felt that if the sanction was due to an event essentially beyond the official's
control, such as an accident, the impact might be limited (Interview 90). There are also
claims - whose accuracy I have been unable to verify - that by the late 2000s Shanxi

88This paragraph is based on two interviews with division-level (t L) cadres who worked in a
provincial and a municipal administration, respectively (Interview 90, Interview 69), explanations of
the disciplinary regime by Chinese academics (Ren 2007; The Beijing News 2008), and relevant state
documents (State Council 2007c, CCP Central Committee and State Council 2004, 2009).
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officials were becoming increasingly wary of taking up posts in local government that
could expose them to the risk of being sanctioned over mining accidents (BBC 2009,
China Newsweek 2008, Southern Metropolis Daily 2009a, Tan 2009).

Why would this be so, since the effect of even a dismissal will be voided after two years?
This is not fully clear. One reason may be that while they may ultimately return to
a position of equal rank it is by no means certain that they will also be reappointed
to a position of equal value for advancing their further career. As Smith (2009) notes,
offices of equal rank can vary greatly in terms of their real power and revenue-generating
potential. For example, Xia Zhengui (Ai1JOf), the party secretary of Linfen City in
Shanxi, who was dismissed after the 2008 kuiba accident, and Meng Xuenong, who was
obliged to resign as governor for the same accident, were both ultimately appointed to
new positions in 2010 (Meng) and 2013 (Xia), but in both cases to what appear to be
significantly less powerful positions, and neither career has since advanced further. 89

(Others however were luckier: Li Tiantai (2$EC ), the Mayor of Linfen who was
removed and demoted after a major mining accident in 2007 was made deputy director
of the provincial State Assets Commission in 2009; an important and probably lucrative
position.)

A further reason for why officials may fear sanctions is that they face strict age limits
after which they become ineligible for promotion and career progression is relatively
slow even when it proceeds without interruption.90 Moreover, the number of available
posts that constitute a promotion is quite limited (Kostka and Yu 2015). As Landry
(2008) has shown, the age limits are adhered to quite strictly. Receiving a sanction at
the wrong moment may thus do longer term damage to one's career if it causes one
to miss crucial windows. For example, the head of the Yaodou District in Linfen (%
S[X), a county-level position, Su Qingping (T W T), was about to be promoted to
district party secretary in 2002, when a major accident struck, earning him a demerit.
This forced the promotion, which had already been announced, to be rescinded. Five
years later he had still not moved beyond district head (Shanxi Youth Daily 2007).

89 Meng was made Deputy Party Secretary of the Work Committee on Departments under the CCP
Center Committee. In 2012, he became head of a party school belonging to this Work Committee. In
terms of power, patronage opportunities, and scope for subsequent promotion these posts are almost
certainly substantially less attractive than that of provincial governor. It is notable that of all the
individuals to hold this deputy secretary post during the 2000s, Meng was the only one who had
previously held a governorship. Ordinarily when their term is up, governors are either rotated to serve
as governors in other provinces, or appointed minister, or promoted to provincial party secretary. Xia
was made the deputy head of the provincial United Front Office - a position that also almost certainly
was less powerful and offered fewer opportunities for patronage, enrichment and promotion than the
Linfen Party Secretaryship.

90As a central-government official explained, a cadre usually enters the civil service aged 24. It will
take him or her at least 10 years to reach the rank of section/village head; making county/division
head can easily take a further 15. By that point, the cadre is in his late 40s - but once he passes 55,
he will no longer be eligible for further promotion (Interview 44, division-level official).
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3.6.3.2 Data Collection

I sought three types of data: the total number of disciplined officials in different years,
data on the ranks held by those punished, and on the severity of the punishments.
The first were obtained from the chapters on coal-mine safety in individual provinces
published in the China Work Safety Yearbook. These chapters seem to be written
by the provincial authorities themselves, and sometimes contain information on the
number of coal-mine accidents investigated, how many individuals were punished for
these accidents, as well as the number of sanctions of different types (criminal pros-
ecutions, party and administrative disciplinary sanctions, administrative fines) given.
Fortunately, Shanxi and Guizhou reported these data on a more consistent basis than
most other provinces, with data available for both provinces for eight years (2003 and
2005-2011). The other data had to be obtained through a much more laborious pro-
cess; namely searching for reports on sanctions given out for individual accidents. The
official reports from the inspection committees are sometimes published in newspapers,
on government websites, and in the Work Safety Yearbooks. Newspapers also inde-
pendently report on sanctions given to officials over accidents. To access this material
I searched the national and local papers from Shanxi and Guizhou contained in the
WiseNews Database. The articles were hand read to extract the information about the
sanctioned cadres. Where the information was incomplete, I followed up with Google
and Baidu searches to see whether additional information could be obtained. Finally,
throughout my research I had compiled a list of all accidents with more than 10 deaths
in Shanxi and Guizhou that I came across, and ran Google searches for information
about sanctions for all accidents I had not already seen reports on.

3.6.3.3 Accident Patterns and Variation in Disciplinary Sanctions in Guizhou
and Shanxi

To set up the analysis, it is helpful to revisit Guizhou and Shanxi's fatality records
and accident patterns. Figure 3.16 compares the cumulative number of fatalities in
coal-mine accidents and coal output in Shanxi and Guizhou from 1999 to 2011. Table
3.5 further reports the number of deaths and fatal coal-mining accidents in the two
provinces in 2003 and 2005 to 2011, as we will use these numbers for the calculations
presented in Table 3.6. As is readily apparent, the total number of deaths in Guizhou
exceeded that in Shanxi by more than two-thirds, even while cumulative coal production
in Shanxi was more than 5 times as much as in Guizhou. However, as Figure 3.17 shows,
the accident profile of the two provinces was very different. Guizhou had significantly
fewer accidents with more than 19 fatalities than Shanxi (14 versus 52), but more
accidents in the 10-19 deaths range (67 versus 48) and significantly more accidents
with less than 10 deaths (not shown in the Figure).
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Province Fatalities Accidents

Shanxi 2585 883

Guizhou 4623 2759

Table 3.5: Deaths and Accidents in Coal Mines in Guizhou and Shanxi, 2003
and 2005 - 2011
Sources: CCIYB, 2003, 2005-2011; CWSYB, 2005-2011

to 2011. In total, in Shanxi 8473 individuals were punished over coal-mine accidents.
In Guizhou it was around 5740, or 32% less.91 These figures include large numbers
of private-sector actors on whom fines were levied - something authorities in both
provinces were probably quite eager to do, since they profited from this. More revealing,
therefore, is the number of officials sanctioned. The provinces did not report this
directly, but they did report the numbers of individuals who received administrative
and party disciplinary sanctions ('L$ % , R h L3#), the very large majority of
whom can be expected to be civil servants.92 Both provinces reported this information
in the years 2003, 2005 to 2008 and 2010. In these years, in Shanxi approximately 4217
officials were disciplined9 3; in Guizhou only 1578 - 63% fewer. As the table shows, four

9 1Guizhou did not report a figure for the total number of individuals sanctioned in 2007, but it did
report figures for the number of coal-mine accidents investigated (312) and the number of individuals
who received criminal, party and administrative sanctions (TidLH) (respectively, 83, 222 and 16),
but not the number given administrative fines ( To impute numbers for the missing values
(i.e. for total number of individuals sanctioned and number of individuals given administrative fines),
I took the average number of individuals given administrative fines per accident in 2006 and 2008 and
multiplied this average with the number of accidents Guizhou reported in 2007. These calculations
suggest that about 411 individuals received administrative fines in 2007. Adding these numbers to-
gether I arrived at an estimated total number of individuals sanctioned in Guizhou in 2007 (732). This
figure is close to the average total number sanctioned in 2006 and 2008 (778) and the average yearly
number sanctioned from 2005 to 2011 (765). The "Individuals Punished per Accident and per Fatality"
ratios reported in Table 3.6 remained unchanged irrespective of which of these numbers (732, 765 or
778) I used for 2007. To further check the reliability of these ratios, I also recalculated them using
only the years where Guizhou reported a figure for the total number of individuals sanctioned (i.e.,
2005, 2006 and 2008-2011); again they remained unchanged.

9 2Administrative fines are basically not given to officials, and the number of officials who were
prosecuted was small in both provinces. In 2005 officials were forbidden to own mines. Officials
continued to own shares surreptitiously, but it is very unlikely that many full-time mine operator
continued to simultaneously hold a government or party position after 2005.

9 31n 2005, Shanxi disaggregated the total number of individuals sanctioned (1461) into only two
figures; administrative fines (551 individuals), and criminal, administrative and party sanctions (910
individuals). To net out the approximate number of criminal sanctions from the latter, I calculated the
average percentage that criminal sanctions had made up of the total sanctions in 2006 and 2003 (there
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and a half times as many officials were punished in Shanxi per fatality as in Guizhou,
and almost 50% more individuals overall.

All Indi-
viduals

Punished*

Officials
Disci-

plined**

Individuals
Punished

per
Accident

Individuals
Punished

per
Fatality

Officials
Disci-

plined per
Fatality**

Shanxi

8473 c. 4217 9.6 3.3 1.8

Guizhou

c. 5740 1578 2.1 1.2 0.4

Table 3.6: Sanctions for Coal-mine Accidents in Guizhou and Shanxi, 2003
and 2005 to 2011
*Including criminal punishments, administrative and party disciplinary sanctions,

and administrative fines. The numbers rely on an approximation for Guizhou for
2007; see Footnote 99 for details.
**Officials were identified as individuals who received administrative or party

sanctions (I!RtLf , !MJtL&t); comparative data were only available for the years
2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2010. The numbers rely on an approximation for
Shanxi for 2005; see Footnote 101 for details.
Source: CWSYB, 2005-2011, Guizhou Provincial Coalmine Safety Inspectorate
(2004), China Mining News (2004). "Sanctions per Fatality" and "per Accident" ratios
were calculated using fatality data from CCIYB 2003, 2005-2011

The available data also suggest strongly that not only more officials were sanctioned in
Shanxi, but that more officials of relatively high rank were punished in Shanxi than in

were no data for 2004), and then used this percentage to calculate an approximate number of criminal
sanctions for 2005 (117), and subtracted this from the overall number for criminal, administrative and
party sanctions (the 910). To check the reliability of the result, I repeated this operation, but with
calculating criminal sanctions as a percentage of total sanctions for all years for which I have data for
Shanxi (2003 and 2006-2010). The result was similar (this approach suggested 97 criminal sanctions
in 2005); to be conservative I went with the higher number.
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Guizhou (Table 3.7), and that punishments tended to be more severe (Table 3.8). In
total, I was able to identify 428 Shanxi officials and 220 Guizhou officials who worked
in party or government posts (i.e., excluding SOE managers) and held at least the rank
of deputy section head/deputy village head (NJf49' ) who were sanctioned over
mining accidents between 2000 and 2011. In Shanxi, 44% of these (186 individuals)
held the rank of deputy division/deputy county chief (NiJeAfM) or higher, and 8% (33
individuals) held at least the rank of deputy director-general/deputy mayor (AlitFjd
A). In Guizhou, only 57 (26%) held a rank equal or higher to that of deputy county

chief and only 3 (1.4%) a rank equal or higher than deputy mayor. In Shanxi, one
governor and two vice-governors were sanctioned; in Guizhou, none. Of the Shanxi
officials 52% received relatively severe punishments (demotion, dismissal, removal, res-
ignation or prosecution); of the Guizhou officials, only 35% did so. Rather than give
officials a formal disciplinary sanction - which is entered into the person's file and
can impact their career in the fashion described above - Guizhou seems to have often
just "admonished" (APMitiii) officials. In particular, admonitions tended to be used
for higher-ranked individuals (county and deputy county leaders). Conversely, Shanxi
seems to have basically not used admonitions. 94 Admonitions are not a punishment (AL
*$) and thus do not bar the individual from promotion. Whether the aggregate figures
for sanctioned individuals that Guizhou reported (Table 3.6) include admonitions is
unclear. Technically they should not, but statistical sleigh of hand of this kind would
be hardly unknown in China.

In short, the data presented above suggest strongly that with respect to industrial
safety, Guizhou officialdom faced a significantly more lenient disciplinary environment
than Shanxi. Documentary materials and interviews also support this. In June 2003
the Guizhou Coalmine Safety Inspectorate itself complained, in a report to the national
State Agency for Work Safety, that in Guizhou sanctions for mining accidents were lax.
"A few areas" the report stated,

94I identified 20 officials in Guizhou who were "admonished", or 8.3% of the total (240, when the
admonitions are counted). In Shanxi, I could identify only 3 cases, or 0.7% (of 431). The point is not
that Shanxi admonished so few (quite possibly it admonished more), but that Guizhou felt compelled
to publicly report admonitions, while Shanxi did not. A likely explanation for that is that Shanxi had
plenty of other cases of officials being given "real" sanctions to report, while Guizhou, it seems, did
not.
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Identified Deputy Deputy Deputy
Officials County Mayor or
(Deputy or Higher
Section

Higher
Governor

or
Governor

or
Higher)

Shanxi 428 186 (44%) 33 (8%) 3

Guizhou 220 57 (26%) 3 (1.4%) 0

Table 3.7: Ranks of Identified Officials Sanctioned over Mining Accidents in
Shanxi and Guizhou

Province Officials Demoted,
Dismissed,

Removed or
Prosecuted

Shanxi 224 (52%)

Guizhou 77 (35%)

Table 3.8: Officials Demoted, Dismissed, Removed or Prosecuted in Shanxi
and Guizhou
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do not aggressively investigate major accidents. ... Some local leaders think
that the investigations into leaders' administrative responsibilities [foreseen
by the official regulations] are too broad and the punishments too severe,
and [excessively damage] cadres' promotions. Therefore, when accidents are
investigated, [senior cadres'] managerial and leadership responsibilities [for
the accidents] are often pushed onto the [low-level staff] with operational
responsibility for the accident, or even onto the dead. (Guizhou Provincial
Coalmine Safety Inspectorate 2003).

Local coal bosses, too, were let off lightly, and investigations dragged out (ibid.). A
report from a State Council Work Safety Inspection Group that year was more diplo-
matic and did not comment directly on the issue of disciplinary sanctions, but it too
noted that while provincial leaders in Guizhou took safety very seriously, in the locali-
ties this was often not the case: safety measures and policies went ignored, illegal mines
continued to produce, and no system of responsibility and accountability for safety (

was implemented (Li and Liu 2003?).

While two officials from a county-level Coal Industry Bureau ( in Guizhou
claimed that local leaders felt under real pressure over safety and risked being dismissed
if accidents occurred (Interview 60), other interviewees took a different view. A Guizhou
journalist claimed that very few local leaders had in fact been disciplined over mining
accidents in the provinces (Interview 58). Two Guizhou scholars who work on mining
industry-related topics - and in one case had also owned shares in a local mine - also
supported this. While pressure on local officials over safety had increased compared
to the past, they felt that few had actually been seriously punished over accidents. In
comparison with Shanxi, they argued, the pressure over safety was still much lower in
Guizhou, because there were few big accidents that attracted public attention (Interview
59). All of these interviewees argued that because Guizhou was still so poor, the main
political imperative continued to be development, rather than safety.

By contrast, Shanxi interviewees felt that the pressure over safety on local officials was
very real. An official from a municipal Coal Industry Bureau in Shanxi argued that
especially after Meng Xuenong was forced to resign as governor because of the kuiba
accident, leaders felt under great pressure to solve the safety problem, fearing that
major accidents could result in severe sanctions for them, too (Interview 39). A current
and a former SOE manager said much the same: pressure over accidents had risen very
substantially in the 2000s, and that changed cadres' incentives: while in the past they
had been very unwilling to see the private mines closed down or taken over by SOEs,
because they earnt large amounts of money from them, the growing risk that accidents
posed to their careers had changed this. Now local leaders were much more willing
to see this happen (Interviews 37, 38). Strikingly, the already quoted presentation
by the Shanxi Coalmine Safety Inspectorate listed "protecting cadres from being held
accountable for coalmine accidents" (17WfTFT , V f i) as one of the
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objectives behind nationalizing the coalmines (Huang 2011). (Primary responsibility -
including political and leadership responsibility - for accidents in SOEs lay with the
SOE leadership, not with the local or even provincial cadres.)

3.6.3.4 Growing Severity over Time?

To what extent does the empirical evidence bear out these interviewees' claim that
punishments for mining accidents became more severe over time? Paired comparisons
between similarly-sized accidents that occurred in township and village mines in Shanxi
in the 1990s and the late 2000s, respectively, do suggest that by the late 2000s sanctions
had become stricter, and, perhaps more significantly, that the ranks of those sanctioned
had risen. The 1990s saw two accidents with more than 100 deaths in Shanxi; one in
Hongdong County (AURNA) in Linfen City in 1991 (147 deaths) and one in Xinrong
District (#frM[) of Datong City (* WI) in 1996 (110 deaths). I also have data for an
accident costing 65 lives, which occurred in Liliang (r 9 ) in 1992. In all three cases,
the highest-ranked officials to be sanctioned were county leaders; a deputy county head
(Linfen), a county party secretary (Datong), and a county head (Lilliang). They were
given fairly low or even very low sanctions: the Linfen and the Datong man were each
given warnings; the Liliang cadre an administrative offense (Shan 2004: pp. 189, 195,
250f.). The most directly comparable accident to the Linfen and Datong accidents was
one that also occurred in a private mine in Hongdong County in Linfen in 2007, with
105 fatalities. This resulted in the Shanxi Vice-Governor being given a warning and the
Mayor of Linfen City - a full administrative level above the county - being removed and
demoted (Xinhua 2009a). Treatment of smaller accidents also seems to have become
stricter. The six accidents costing 40 to 72 lives that occurred in the 2000s that I have
sanctions data for - which are roughly comparable to the 1992 Lilliang accident - all
saw deputy mayors, mayors or municipal party secretaries being sanctioned, not just
county leaders.

To what extent sanctions became stricter over the duration of the 2000s is harder to say.
The forced resignation of the Shanxi governor and vice-governor after the 2008 kuiba
accident was unprecedented; but so was the accident.95 The sanctions for the 2007
Linfen accident were similar to those for a 2005 accident in a private mine in Guangdong,
which killed 121. In Guangdong too, the Vice-governor was sanctioned (administrative
offense) and the mayor of the municipality demoted (albeit not removed). However, the
yearbook data on the total number of officials sanctioned in Shanxi and Guizhou that I
have already discussed above suggest that irrespective of whether punishments became
harsher between the early and the late 2000s, the number of individuals sanctioned per

95At 281 deaths, it was the largest mining accident by far in the 2000s (and 1990s); moreover, most of
the dead were not mine workers, who could be said to have taken a conscious and minimally-informed
decision to enter a dangerous industry, but ordinary villagers.
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accident and per death grew, especially in Guizhou. Table 3.9 compares the average
number of individuals sanctioned in Shanxi and Guizhou, respectively, per accident and
per fatality in the early 2000s (the first three years for which I have data; 2003, 2005,
2006) and the late 2000s (the late three years; 2009, 2010, and 2011). In Guizhou the
number of individuals sanctioned increased markedly, by about three times. In Shanxi
the increase was less marked, but the number of individuals sanctioned per fatality still
grew by 60% (from 3 to 4.8).

Individuals per Death

Early 2000s* Late 2000s**

Individuals per Accident

Early 2000s* Late 2000s**

Shanxi 3 4.8 9.3 10.5

Guizhou 0.8 2.3 1.3 4.2

Table 3.9: Individuals Sanctioned per Accident and per Fatality in the early

and the late 2000s (average)

*Early 2000s: the first three years for which I have data; viz. 2003, 2005, 2006
**Late 2000s: the last three years for which I have data; viz. 2009, 2010, 2011

Source: CWSYB, 2005-2011, Guizhou Provincial Coalmine Safety Inspectorate
(2004), China Mining News (2004). "Sanctions per Fatality" and "per Accident" ratios
were calculated using fatality data from CCIYB 2003, 2005-2011

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter has sought to show that media coverage of mining accidents rose substan-
tially in the 2000s, and that this put substantial political pressures on the state and on
provincial and local officials: high levels of public attention and sensationalist reporting
turned accidents into stability-threatening "sudden incidents". The state responded to
this in multiple ways: it sought to tighten its control over reporting and its capacity
to "channel" public-opinion movements, and it also increased disciplinary sanctions for
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officials when accidents occurred - both to encourage them to take occupational safety
seriously, and to demonstrate responsiveness to the public. That in turn increased the
pressure on local and provincial officials. However, as we have also seen, these pressures
did not affect all provinces equally, but above all Shanxi, on account of, it seems, its
many large accidents and the intensive media coverage these attracted.

Aside from tightening controls and increasing disciplinary sanctions, provincial and
national policy makers also responded in a third way, namely by pushing forward ad-
ministrative changes and policy measures that, it was hoped, would lead to a safer coal
industry. At the national level, this involved building up an increasingly comprehensive
regulatory structure for occupational safety. Most importantly, the bureaucratic power
of the State Agency for Work Safety was built up by raising its bureaucratic rank,
first, in 2003, to an agency directly under the State Council, then to full ministerial
status in 2005. Credible reports connect these elevations directly to the continued oc-
currence of large accidents; indeed, the final decision over elevation to ministerial rank
was apparently taken two days after a major mining accident (21 CBH 2005a).

At the provincial level, improving coal-mine safety involved a mix of tightened reg-
ulatory oversight and increasingly radical efforts to restructure and consolidate local
coal industries, leading ultimately to nationalization in Shanxi and Henan, but not
elsewhere. However, even in Shanxi and Henan nationalization was no foregone conclu-
sion. Local governments fiercely resisted any form of restructuring that threatened to
eliminate the private sector. Thus, provincial authorities first tried to solve the safety
crisis through less radical measures that would largely leave the private sector, and
the interests tied to it, in place. Only when these failed did they opt for nationaliza-
tion. Throughout, large, intensively-covered accidents and the disciplinary sanctions
they triggered served as policy catalysts, enabling the adoption of radical measures that
would probabely not have come about absent this pressure. This is the topic of the
next chapters.
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CHAPTER 4. COAL-INDUSTRY CHANGE IN FIVE PROVINCES, C. 1995 - 2007.
POLITICAL ECONOMY AND POLICY

4.1 Summary of the Argument and Chapter Outline

This chapter traces how coal-industry structures and provincial policy evolved in the
five case-study provinces through to 2007. The main point the chapter makes is that
although all provinces adopted measures to restructure, consolidate and improve the
safety performance of their coal industries in the early and mid-2000s, in none of the
provinces studied did the measures taken involve a serious effort to eliminate the private
mining sector. Rather, they sought to meet core central-government demands and
improve the safety situation while preserving the private mines. Indeed, some of the
policies adopted even sought to strengthen the private mines' property rights. The
chapter relates this to the substantial benefits that the private mines provided local
governments with, in form of significantly greater rent-collecting opportunities, tax
revenues, employment, and easier governance than SOE ownership of the mines afforded
them.

The chapter is divided into three Parts. Part I sets up the analysis contained in the
rest of this and the following chapter by describing quantitatively how the industrial
structure of coal mining in the five provinces evolved in the 2000s. It shows that by
the mid-2000s a large private coal-mining sector developed in all five provinces. After
2008, however, this sector was largely eliminated in Shanxi and Henan, though not in
the other provinces.

Part II analyzes the relationship between the private mine owners, the local govern-
ments, and the large provincial and central SOEs. It is crucial to understand this
political economy, for otherwise it becomes impossible to explain why coal-industry re-
structuring played out as it did, with all provinces at first trying to solve the accident
problem while simultaneously preserving the private sector, and only those provinces
adopting nationalization where the initial private sector-preserving measures failed to
stop the frequent occurrence of big, intensively covered accidents that triggered ever-
sharper disciplinary sanctions. Aside from the mine owners themselves, the constituency
most vehemently opposed to SOEs taking over the private coal mines were local (sub-
provincial) officials. Part II explains why. Local officials could siphon off large amounts
of rent from the private mines, but they could not do so from the provincial and central
SOEs. Besides providing a large flow of semi-legal and illegal "fees", "donations", bribes
and dividends (via illegal shareholding by officials) that I collectively refer to as "rent",
quirks of the tax system meant that privates also tended to pay substantially more tax
locally than the SOEs. Local governments also found privates easier to control than
SOEs (which made local governance easier, for instance when mining operations led to
conflicts with residents), and they tended to generate more employment locally.

Part II analyzes the reasons for this. Local governments held overwhelming de facto
power over the private sector. Furthermore, the peculiar pattern of private-sector de-
velopment in China's coal industry had systematically forced privates into opaque and
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informal ownership structures. Therefore, their hold over their mines was structurally
insecure and they were dependent on cultivating clientalistic ties with local officials to
secure their ownership of their mines. Conversely, the power balance between local
governments and the provincial and central SOEs was more equal, or even slanted in
favor of the SOEs, reducing officials' scope to siphon off rent and generally boss the
SOEs about.

Part II also comments on the consequences that private owners' lack of investment
security had for how they operated mines, for this helps to explain why the provinces
adopted some of the policy measures discussed in Part III. It appears that to maximize
their gains and minimize their risks, they tended to pursue short-term, speculative and
investment-light strategies. It is likely that this was one of the reasons for the severity
of the safety, pollution and coal-reserve-destruction problems in the private sector, and
it helps account for the perception widespread in Chinese officialdom at the central and
provincial levels that the private sector was of "low quality" (A AM~) and could not be
trusted to operate coal mines.

Part III turns to the policies that the case-study provinces adopted towards the coal in-
dustry in the years up to 2008. From about 2003 onwards, all the case-study provinces
began tightening governmental control over the industry. The position of the large,
provincially-owned state mines in the provincial coal industries was strengthened, the
regulatory regime that the private mines were subject to was tightened but also re-
formed to increase their security of property rights, and an initial round of structural
adjustment (consolidation of the TVM sector) was forced on the industry. This was
a response both to the growing safety crisis and the publication, in 2005 and 2006,
of a more detailed industrial policy for the coal industry by the Center (cf. Chapter
2), which was itself at least in part a response to the growing political salience of the
accident problem. However, beyond occasional calls for provincial SOEs to take over
private mines - which were mostly not acted upon - no serious steps were taken in
these years to nationalize, close or otherwise eliminate the private sector. In other
words, the measures adopted basically respected local governments' extractive interests
vis-A-vis the local private coal industries. I therefore speak of rent-preserving change,
in contradistinction to the rent-destroying change (nationalization) that took place in
Shanxi and Henan after 2008.
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Part I Changing Industrial Structures in Five Provincial Coal Industries

4.2 Shifting Ownership Structures

4.2.1 Shifting Ownership Structure

Figures 4.1 to 4.5 show coal pro(luctionl from mines of different ownersili) types in
each of the five provinces. China has traditionally reporte(l coal J)rodclntionl in teris of
otl)ut from three selarate categories of imines: Key State Mines ( WFVJ15f: the
large provincially- an(l (Centrally-owned euterprises), Local State MiNies (mul 714T .
which are mainly county- and mnunicipaly-owned) and Township and Village Mines ('

M,4Gr). The latter sector was originally supposed to be mainly collectively owied,
but by the 1990s had become near-wholly private. In the late 2000s. provinccs began
switching to a twofold classification system of Key State Mines and -Local Mines"

')7Ml). The latter category re)orte(d. as a single , the sum of TVM and local-state
mine production. making that category systematically intransparent wit hi resl)ect to
ownership. This opacity was almost certainly oiie reason for its adoption.
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Figure 4.1: Coal Production in Shanxi, 1995 - 2012
Source: CCIYB. 1996 - 2012
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Figure 4.2: Coal Production in Henan, 1995 - 2012
Source: CCIYB. 1996 - 2012

China's coal statistics are notoriously unreliable. 1 In the past decade, the National
Bureau of Statistics has repeatedly recalculated the s for total production al(l coin-

2slnmption, without however disaggregating the recalculated national s to the provincial

level. This means that for our purposes the data from the official China Coal Industry
Ye arbooks - which disaggregate output by province and ownership and are pro(lced by
the State Coal-mine [Work] Safety Inspectorate ) - are usually
the best available. For Inner Mongolia and for Shauxi I have been able to obtain some

'For detailed discussion of the problems of data distortion see Appendix.
2 \Iost recently (Fall 2015). NBS statisticians estimated that total consumption since 2005 had been

about 17% higher than originally reported (New York Times 2015). Since imports are the part of the
coal system where data are most reliable. it is likely that much or all of this additional consumption
was met with domestic )roduction.
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Figure 4.5: Coal Production in Inner Mongolia, 1995 - 2011 (Coal Industry
Yearbook Data)
Source: CCIYB. 1996 - 2011. No data for IMAR was reported in the 2012 Yearbook.

additional data from their piovincial coal-mine safety inspectorates. While the Shanxi
inspectorate's data track different categories than the yearbook data, the two are ba-

sically consistent. In the ease of Inner Mongolia, however. the inconsistencies between

the two data soinces are fairly substantial. As I have no lasis on which to judge which

is the more acc)uate, I present both." Crucially however, despite their inconsistencies.

both data sources still tell broadly the same story about Inner Mongolia (namely that a

substantial private sector remained in existence), and it are these broad trends - nation-

alization in Shanxi and Henan, preservation of slb)stantial private sectors in the other

provinces - that one should focus on in the data. especially as these also correspond to

how industry change was described in other sources (interviews, media reports, state

dociuments).

As explained in Chapter 2. China began liberalizing coal production and sales in 1983.

prompting mass entry by rural entrepreneurs. farmers and village collectives. As we

3The Inner Mongolian safety inspectorate was presumably closer to the ground to events in IMAR.
However, it always published its data about 12 months before the yearbook produced by the national-

level safety inspectorate was released. meaning that the compilers of the yearbook should have had

full access to the provincial insI)ectorate's data. But evidently they discounted or recalculated it. It
is notable that the picture presented by the yearbook (i.e. by the national inspectorate) was at least

potentially more politically probleiatic (for Inner Mongolia) than the data and picture presented by
the Inner Mongolians themselves, since the latter rei)orted a far sinaller private TVNI sector than the

yearbook data did.
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can see in the figures, by 1995 a large TVM (private) sector existed in each province,
producing between 75% (Guizhou) and 40% (Henan) of total output. The 1998 to 2001
closure campaign temporarily led to a big drop in reported4 TVM production. This
can be seen in all five provinces, but is most clearly visible in the figures for Guizhou,
Shanxi, and Henan. After 2002 TVM output soared again in all provinces. Output
from Key State Mines also grew steeply in the 2000s, especially in Shanxi, Henan, and
Inner Mongolia, while output growth from Local State Mines was more restrained.5

But by 2011 significant structural divergences had come about. In Shanxi and Henan
TVM output collapsed after 2009 as most privates were taken over by state mines and
no TVM production whatsoever was reported after 2010. In fact, as we will see, private
ownership and production did not disappear completely in these provinces, but it was
dramatically reduced. Here, the "local mine" production reported in 2010 and 2012
largely reflects output from local state mines. Conversely, in the other provinces the
private sector persisted and even continued to grow in absolute and/or relative terms.

According to the yearbook data, in 2011 the private (TVM) sector in Guizhou, Inner
Mongolia and Shaanxi accounted for 75%, 85% and 52% of production in 2011, respec-
tively. The very large "local mine" production reported in the yearbooks for Guizhou
and Shaanxi in 2012 (and for in Inner Mongolia in 2007 and 2009) also reflected ba-
sically private production, as can be seen from the fact that the size of "local mine"
output in these years is roughly the same as TVM output in the foregoing and follow-
ing years in these provinces. According to the Inner Mongolian Coal-mine Work-Safety
Inspectorate, the private (TVM) sector was smaller, but nevertheless accounted for a
still sizeable 45% in 2011 and 42% in 2012.

As will be discussed in Chapter 5, there are indications that from 2013 on - and
gathering speed in 2014 and 2015 - industry structure may have begun to change
rather dramatically also in Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia (probably less so in Guizhou) -
but as a result of falling coal prices, not government policy. Coal prices began declining
in the autumn of 2011 and by summer 2012 they were in free fall, a collapse that has
continued through to the present day (cf. Figure 4.12 below). Of all the case-study
provinces this hit Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia hardest, because the centers of their coal
industry - northern Shaanxi and western Inner Mongolia - were the furthest away from
the major coal/power-consuming areas in eastern and southern China, meaning that
they faced the highest transport costs. In Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi, this in turn
hit private mines harder than state mines, because they depended heavily on trucking
to transport their coal to market, having least access to the (lower-cost, but centrally-
and provincially-controlled) railway system. Media reports indicate that by fall/winter

4The drop in TVM output in the years 1998 to 2001 probably mainly reflects underreporting of
output, not any real decrease (Wright 2007, Tu 2011).

'It is unclear why output from local state mines grew so slowly. One possibility is that local
officials realized that a private mining sector allowed them benefit from industry profitability via rent
extraction, without exposing them to downside risks. The slow growth may however also be an artifact
of - probably extensive - privatizations of local state mines in the 1990s.
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2012 private Shaanxi and Inner Mongolian producers had therefore begun to shutter
production en masse, something indicated also by the drop in private coal output in
2013 recorded in the data from the Inner Mongolian safety inspectorate. As coal prices
have only dropped further since then, it is likely that this trend has only continued.

The nationalizations in Shanxi and Henan attracted considerable public interest, exten-
sive media coverage, and voluble protests from expropriated businessmen and liberal
intellectuals and journalists. This makes it very unlikely that the nationalization and
disappearance of TVM production from the statistics simply reflects data falsification
by local authorities, in the way the reported drop in TVM production in 1998-2001 did.
The central state moreover evidently accepted the claims of Shanxi and Henan, since
in 2013 and 2014 NDRC documents setting out targets for the closure of small mines in
other provinces recorded that Shanxi and Henan had "basically completed the elimina-
tion of backward small mines" (State Energy Bureau 2013, 2014)6. By contrast, already
in the early 2000s state authorities openly admitted that the 1998-2001 campaign had
failed.

While the output data capture the basic trend relatively clearly, the numbers published
after 2010 are increasingly politicized, especially for Shanxi. Shanxi had initially re-
sponded to the protests about nationalization by simply denying that it was happening
at all. What was taking place in Shanxi, provincial officials claimed, was not "the state
advancing and the private sector retreating" ( as critics alleged, but "the ex-
cellent advancing and the inferior retreating" (}ii@i). Shanxi officials claimed that
far from nationalizing the industry, the restructuring they were implementing would re-
sult in only 19% of the industry being state-owned while 28% would remain in private
ownership, with the remaining 53% under "mixed ownership mostly based on the share-
holding system" (U)f3$9%A%%4 % A n, (e.g. Ren 2010, Ji 2010)7 As a
senior individual close to the Shanxi Development and Reform Commission admitted
to me, this claim was entirely bogus (Interview 33), something confirmed by data from
an internal Power Point presentation by the Shanxi Work Safety Inspectorate discussed
in the next paragraph but one.8

6 The TVM/private mine sector was largely coterminous with the "backward" small-mine sector Cf.
Chapter 2.

7 Note that these claims never specified what these percentages referred to - output, registered
capacity, mine or firm numbers, revenue/market share, or something else.

8 The Power Point presentation repeats the claim that the ownership structure after the indus-
try's "merger and reorganization" (V41fi, the phrase commonly used to describe the restructur-
ing/nationalization that took place in 2009-2010) was 3 : 2 : 5 private : state-owned : mixed. (Huang
2011: Slide 14). At first sight this is bizarre because the numbers reported in the presentation bear
no relation to this ratio. It is slightly less bizarre when we realize that within the Chinese statistical
system the category "state-owned" (W4) often refers only to a specific kind of state-ownership (tra-
ditional SOEs) not to all forms of state ownership. A company can be majority state-owned or even
entirely state-owned (in the sense that all its shareholders are state units), but, depending on how this
state ownership is structured, still end up being classified as, for instance, a "shareholding company".
(Cf. Huang 2008: pp. 13-19).
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Probably because of the controversy the nationalizations had triggered (and perhaps
because of the unsupportable but widely publicized claim by Shanxi officials that pri-
vates continued to make up 30% of the coal industry) Shanxi in the 2010 and 2012
yearbooks began reporting output only in terms of production from Key State and
from "Local" Mines. The latter category had already been used by Inner Mongolia in
2007 and 2009, probably also for political reasons.9 For reasons that are unclear, Shanxi
and Inner Mongolia briefly switched back to the old threefold classification in the 2010
and 2011 yearbooks, but by 2014 (when the 2012 yearbook was published) the "local
mines" category began being adopted by other provinces as well.

The Shanxi Work Safety Inspectorate PowerPoint slides provide the most detailed and
probably reliable data on the changing composition of the province's coal industry. As
can be seen in Table 4.1, once the nationalization and restructuring had been completed
in 2011, 1053 mines remained, down from 2598 in 2008. Of these, 188 were in private
ownership, down from about 2300 in 2008. The number of firms fell from 2200 (of which
about 2000 were private firms) to 130, of which 59 were private.

Year Mines Firms

Total Private Total Private

2008 2598 c. 2300* 2200 c. 2000*

2011 1053 188 130 59

Table 4.1: Number of Coal Mines and Coal Companies in Shanxi,
2008 and 2011
*Author estimates
Source: Huang 2011

The slides also provide data on registered mining capacity. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 compares
the 2011 data from the slides to data from 2006, which is the last pre-nationalization

9 According to one Chinese scholar,the China National Coal Association (a quasi-state institution
that together with the Work Safety Inspectorate is responsible for collecting most of China's coal
statistics) had for a long time wanted to get rid of the old ownership-based classification system for
describing coal output, on the grounds that these categories were increasingly outdated. However,
according to this interviewee, the fundamental reason was that ownership-based categories were po-
litically inconvenient and always liable to create controversy of some kind. Given the TVM sector's
connotations of backward, corrupt and chaotic mining practices and the Center's longstanding desire
to get rid of it, no province was keen to declare massive TVM production, and this explained why Inner
Mongolia had begun reporting this as "local mine" output. Conversely, in the context of Shanxi's in-
dustry reorganization, the abrupt reduction of TVM output was inconvenient given the media polemics
about "the advance of the state and the retreat of the private sector" (Interview 8).
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year for which I could obtain information on mining capacity for Shanxi. In 2006,
private (township and village) mines accounted for 47% of Shanxi's registered mining

capacity, and state mines for 53%. By 2011, state mines made up 84%, with the

large provincially- and centrally-owned Key State Mines accounting for the bulk of the

increase. Privates only still controlled 16% of Shanxi's coal-mining capacity. Total

private and local-state mining capacity came to 35%, which is close to the share of

actual production Shanxi's "local mines" accounted for in 2010 and 2012.10

Production Capacity of Each Sector

36%
* Key State Mines

47%
0 Local State Mines

E . Private Mines

17%

Fignre 4.7: Structure of Shanxi's Coal Industry by Production Ca-
pacity, 2006
Source: CCIYB, 2006

I was unable to come by equally precise data for Henan, but the output data combined

with contextual information (presented in the next Chapter) tell a fairly clear story: the

private sector essentially vanished, as most firms were forcibly taken over by provincial

and local SOEs." Conversely, contextual information leaves little doubt that the "local

mine" output reported by Guizhou and Shaanxi in 2012 was iii fact productioni from

private mines. (No output data were published for Inner Mongolia for 2012.)

1'It is also close to the share of production logged as -local state mine" production in 2011. suggesting

that that number may (in 2011) in fact include both local-state and private output. Confusion of this
kind would not be unusual in China's coal statistics.

"It is unclear what caused the drop in local-state local mine production in 2012 relative to 2011 in
Henan: one possibility is that it reflects a reaction to coal demand, which had begiu falling sharply
by 2012.
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Production Capacity of Each Sector

U Key State Mines

9 Local State Mines

65U Private Mines

Figure 4.8: Structure of Shanxi's Coal Industry by Production Ca-
pacity, 2011
Source: Huang 2011

4.3 Increasing Consolidation

While ownership structures between provinces thus diverged. industrial structure in

other respects underwent similar changes. Specifically, in all case-study provinces sig-

nificant industry consolidation took place as large numbers of mines were closed or

merged during the 2000s. Figure 4.9 captures this process by providing information on

the (rough) number of mines in each province.

Data on iniie numbers are only published irregularly and had to be pieced together from

disparate sources. The numbers are also prone to error and distortions as many pri-

vate mines were repeatedly "closed"' during the 2000s only to reopen later, and tracking

the precise number of small and micro-scale mines was difficult even for local author-

ities. For instance, while Shanxi reported about 6500 mines in 1997, a local scholar

estimated that there were at least 10,000 mines operating in the province in the late

1990s (Interview 35).12 Moreover, the reported numbers do not necessarily capture

"illegal" (dM) mines that lacked permits. For instance, Shanxi governor Yu Youjun

claimed that in 2005, in addition to the roughly 5000 legal mines, there were a further

4800-odd mines operating illegally in Shanxi (21 CBH 2006a). Despite these problems,
the available nunibers do suggest a common trend which, as we will see. is moreover in

line with the evidence from the "qualitative" sources: in all provinces. mine numbers

fell steadily. from usually several thousand in the 1990s and early 2000s to mostly just

several hundred by the late 2000s. The available sources also show that these reductions
2Economists from the Shanxi Academy of Social Sciences
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Figure 4.9: Declining Mine Numbers in the Case-Study Provinces, 1995 -
2012
Note: The number for Guizhou for the year 2000 is an estimate from an interviewee

(see Sources), and includes artisanal mines. which accounted for about 70 to 80% of the
total. The munbers for Guizhou for all other years do not inclide the artisanal sector,
which in any case seems to have been largely closed down in the mid-2000s (cf. Section

4.9).
Sources: CCIYB, SAWS (2006). Interview 56 (senior engineer fron Guizhou coal re-
search institution). Cao 2010, Chen (2012). Guizhou (2006b). Guizhou (2011), Guizhou
Province Land and Resources Bureau (2011), IMAR (2011). When different, sources
gave different mine mnlbers for the sane year I used the latest, published source be-
cause it seems more likely that the numbers became more rather than less accutrate
over time. When sources from the same year gave different numbers, I used the higher
numtlber, since the sources - all of which are official - are more likely to have an incentive
to underreport rather than exaggerate mine numbers.
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came about almost exclusively through the closure of private mines/TVMs (cf. CCIYB
2002-2008). The partial exception to this trend is Guizhou, which did radically reduce
the number of artisanal micro-scale mines (see next paragraph), but otherwise seems
to have done relatively little to reduce TVM numbers: excluding the artisanal sector,
state and township and village mines in the province numbered about 1650 in 2001,
and about 1800 in 2011.

Up to the early 2000s artisanal mines operated by peasants in the off-season to produce
coal for local use (F)f) probably existed in most locales where coal seams were shallow
enough to make mining with basic hand tools feasible. This was the case especially in
Guizhou, and probably also in parts of northern and southern Shaanxi and Western
Inner Mongolia. Guizhou in particular encouraged this sector in the 1980s and 1990s
to alleviate poverty (Donaldson 2011). One engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining re-
search institute estimated that in 2000 around 10,000 such mines were operating in the
province, though reliable numbers are hard to come by as these mines - which rarely
produced more than a few thousand tons of coal - were almost never entered into the
statistical tables (Interview 56).13 From the early to mid-2000s on, however, Guizhou
began closing these mines aggressively, as did the other provinces, something we turn
to further in Section 4.9.

13Contemporary newspaper reports support this picture of thousands of artisanal mines operating
across the province. For example Guiyang Metropolitan Daily (2003) claimed that in 1999, 2700 mines
were closed in Liupanshui (/7\ 7t[I- OI) prefecture alone, and Southern Metropolis Daily (2006)
reported that in 2004 Xingren County (fl) dynamited 1133 small mines.
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Part II The Political Economy of Private Coal Mining in China in the 1990s
and 2000s

This Part begins by analyzing local officials' scope to extract rent from the private
mines. I show that while systematic data are scarce, the available evidence very strongly
suggests that local officials were able to siphon off very large sums from the private mines
(Section 4.4.1), and examine why this was so. One reason was the raw power they held
over all but the most connected mine owners: because most day-to-day regulation as well
as the implementation of larger state policies (e.g. consolidation) was handled by local
officials, they both could shut mines down at will, and practice generous forbearance
towards operators, allowing them to mine in lucrative but illegal ways (Section 4.4.2).

Officials' power was further reinforced by the weak legal-institutional foundations on
which owners' control of their mines often rested, which was a result of the way that
the private mining sector had developed historically. Up to the mid-2000s, mining li-
censes and concessions seem to have often been issued in informal ways that provided
only limited legal clarity and security (Section 4.5.1). Furthermore, prior to institu-
tional reforms in the mid-2000s, the political-legal status and permissibility of private
ownership and exploitation of coal reserves remained thoroughly uncertain. Therefore,
formal ownership rights appear to have often been structured in deliberately ambigu-
ous and opaque ways (Section 4.5.2). This insecurity had several consequences (Section
4.5.3). For one, it reinforced clientalism, as the absence of secure property rights further
encouraged mine owners to cultivate protective exchange relations with officials, since
legal claims could not be depended on. Secondly, it incentivized investors to operate
their mines in short-term and speculative ways that minimized fixed-asset investment.
This reduced their risks, but it also probably exacerbated the problems of the sector,
like accidents.

Section 4.6 analyzes the relationship between local governments and the provincially
and centrally-owned SOEs. I show that while SOE ownership of the coal industry also
held some advantages for local authorities, like better mine safety (Section 4.6.2), overall
local governments seem to have felt that these were outweighed by the disadvantages
created by SOE ownership of the local coal industry (less control over mining operations,
lower employment effects, and above all lower tax and rent flows) (Section 4.6.1). The
section relates this to the more equal power balance between the SOEs and the local
governments, and aspects of the tax system.
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4.4 State Power and Local Government Rent Extraction

4.4.1 Modes and Scale of Rent Extraction

I use the term "rent extraction" to refer to the ability of local-state entities (e.g. govern-
ment bureaus) and individual officials to siphon off large sums of money from the coal
mines through channels other than the formal taxation system, in return for permitting
them to operate and without providing a legitimate service in return (e.g. inputs like
water or electricity). Not all of the mechanisms by which this proceeded were illegal -
some were implicitly sanctioned by the Center - but they all took place through institu-
tions and processes defined and controlled by local officials, not central (or provincial)
state regulation, and rested ultimately on the threat of closure or some other retaliation
if owners did not pay up.

The most common processes through which extraction by state entities seems to have
proceeded was levying "fees" (i) and "fines" (TNt(), and soliciting "charitable dona-
tions" ( As Eun Kyong Choi has noted, fees (and fines) in China are a kind
of "quasi-tax", not a user-charge. Unlike taxes (A), whose height and division between
levels of government is precisely stipulated, local-state authorities have wide discretion
to set (invent) fees and fee schedules. What makes them particularly attractive is that
revenue from fees generally does not need to be shared with higher levels of government.
While fees in theory must be approved by central or provincial authorities, in practice
this requirement is widely ignored (Choi 2009: pp. 80, 84f.; Interview 58, 8814). As
a senior tax-bureau official noted, while firms could in principal sue if they had been
coerced into paying, in practice they had few incentives to do so, and without action
by the firm there was little the Center could do (Interview 61). "Charitable donations"
functioned in much the same way as fees: local authorities would simply set a fundrais-
ing target or define a purpose for which moneys were to be raised, and then "invite"
local firms to contribute. While "donations" and "fees" were to some extent "universal"
payments (i.e., they were charged of most or all firms active at given time and place),
individual payments by single firms to a particular office of course also occurred. For
example, coal boss Meng Zhaokang (i78J), a former local official who owned mines
in Xiaoyi (W), a county-level city in Shanxi, and was for a time the richest man in
the area, gave large sums of money to various bureaus in Xiaoyi and Lilliang Prefecture
(PI) by purchasing old buildings from them at inflated prices (Caijing 2003).

For obvious reasons little systematic information is available on the true amount of
money extracted through these channels. Anecdotal information though consistently
suggests that it was on a grand scale. The just-mentioned case of Meng Zhaokan
seems to have involved payments of up to RMB 35 million. In Datong (klI), Shanxi,

"Guizhou journalist with close links to the coal trade (58); Shanxi journalist (88). Interviewee 88
claimed that fees did not even require provincial approval, but only that of the local People's Congress.
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mining enterprises paid around 40 separate fees (Interview 88"). Not all fees had even
a nominal link to the coal business. In some locales in Guizhou, coal firms paid an
"education fee" (fft14) (Interview 5816). One Guizhou coal boss estimated that he
spent at least 10% of profits every month on fees and "building relationships" (TfHT Z v

T N (Southern Weekend 2007b). In 2009/2010, the government of Xinmi
County (,Ji ) in Henan ordered local mines pay an additional ad-hoc "contribution"
(IV) of RMB 20 million on top of their regular tax burden (Caijing 2010d). In
2011, Shenmu (4t) county in northern Shaanxi county obtained commitments from
local enterprises to donate RMB 3.8 billion over the Twelfth Five-Year Plan period
(Caijing 2011), while neighboring Fugu county (Wf# ) raised at least RMB 1.3 billion
in donations from 2007 to 2010 (Chinese Business View 2011, EO 2012b). In the
counties of one Shanxi municipality, the TVMs were expected to provide the local
governments with between RMB 5 and 30 million annually over and above the regular
taxation (J) to fund "public projects" (S&'ik) (Zhao and Chen 2013). Testimony
of this kind about the scale of informal extraction from the private mines could easily
be multiplied, and we will encounter further evidence for it at later points in this thesis.

In part, these moneys were used to fund legitimate state activities. Shenmu and Fugu
in particular ploughed large sums raised through "donations" into providing free health
care and education for local residents as well as social security payments. But it seems
that often these ad-hoc levies on mine owners were used for what may be best described
as conspicuous government consumption. When the Linfen City Public Security Bureau
wanted to construct a new administrative building, it sent its staff out to collect "fines"
from coal bosses. Everyone was given a collection target, including staff from offices en-
tirely unrelated to mining. Over RMB 100 million was thus raised. Fine collecting was
only reigned in after someone deposited a package of explosives in the Bureau's court-
yard (Oriental Outlook 2008). In 2003 in Xingren County () ), Guizhou, the county
head financed a large cultural festival with "voluntary" donations from mines (Southern
Metropolis Daily 2006), while back in Linfen Prefecture, a county head obliged local
mines to "donate" (IM) up to several million yuan each to finance the construction of a
replica of Tian'anmen as well as what is apparently the world's tallest ceremonial gate
complex (Sun 2004?) (Figure 4.10).

Extraction by individual officials proceeded in similar ways. Much probably took place
through bribes, especially when licenses had to be obtained or renewed, or in the context
of "handling" (tHT) accidents. Thus the former Head of the Henan Coal Mine Safety
Inspectorate amassed at least RMB 19 million in bribes over an eight-year period in the
mid-2000s (Caixin Online 2010). But probably even more prevalent was stockholding
by officials and their relatives in mines. In 2005 this was made illegal and cadres

1 5Shanxi journalist
1 6Guizhou journalist with close links to the coal trade
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Figure 4.10: Conspicuous Government Consumption:
Gate And Tian'anmen Replica in a Linfen County
Source: Boxun (2007)
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were required to declare and divest their holdings. However, the amounts ultimately
disclosed were minute. Nationwide, officials only declared RMB 650 million in coal-mine
investments (21 CBH 2005b). In Shanxi, officials declared only RMB 23 million (CYD
2005b). For comparison, by the late 2000s medium-sized mines in Shanxi and Shaanxi
sold for up to several hundred million RMB (21 CBH 2009, China Newsweek 2010,
Interview 31). While the low figures for divestment reported could reflect coverage
restrictions from propaganda authorities concerned about disclosing the true scale of
official enrichment, it is more likely that they simply reflect a failure to declare full
holdings. Indeed, in December 2008 Henan felt obliged to reiterate the ban (Caijing
2008), and in 2010 local officials' continued holdings were one factor prompting them
to try to resist provincial nationalization orders (EO 2010a).

Numerous cases of officials' owning stock in private mines via proxies or via their families
were also disclosed in Shanxi in the course of several anti-corruption campaigns begun
after 2008. Most dramatically, allegations emerged in 2015 that a former Shanxi Party
Secretary held shares in a company that owned one of the province's most valuable coal
concessions (Caijing 2015). But much more lowly officials, too, could profit handsomely
from the coal boom. Thus the head of the Coal Bureau of Pu county (MAe), also in
Shanxi, and his family amassed assets and cash worth several hundred million yuan
(PD 2010). In Guizhou, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia, too, interviewees claimed that it
was very common for officials to hold coal-mine shares via their families or friends, and
several cases were disclosed during anti-corruption campaigns (e.g. The Beijing News
2013, Economic Information 2014; cf. CCP Guizhou Party Committee and People's
Government 2005, CYD 2011c). In an interview in 2007, the head of the State Work
Safety Agency, Li Yizhong, spoke of cadres and their relatives owning shares or running
mines and extorting bribes as common across the country (PD 2007a).

4.4.2 Powers Enabling Extraction

High levels of extraction were possible because local officials held great power to close
or obstruct privately-owned businesses. This is not particular to coal mining: prop-
erty rights are weak across China's private sector (Clarke et al. 2008). However, the
economic and political characteristics of the coal industry probably exacerbated mine
owners' relative weakness, especially in the 2000s.

On the economic side, coal's status as a valuable but entirely commoditized product
involving large sunk investments meant that mine owners had only limited bargaining
power with officials, and probably less than owners in more complex, internationally-
traded manufacturing industries enjoyed. Selling coal was not difficult in itself - the
main obstacles revolved around obtaining the necessary relationships (Interviews 36,
5818). Nor was finding investors for mines, as capital poured into the industry. I

"Journalist who writes mainly on energy and environmental topics.
18 Shanxi coal trader (36), Guizhou journalist whose family is in the coal trade (58)
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am not aware of any systematic data about who the coal bosses were, but anecdotal
information suggests that mine owners were more likely to be individuals who possessed
some combination of capital and connections than technical knowledge about mining
or coal markets (e.g. The Beijing News 2004; EO 2011d, 2011c; World Vision 2009), a
point corroborated by interviewees (Interviews 73, 80, 8119). Technical expertise seems
to have resided more with the engineering staff than with the owners themselves, and in
any case could be hired in if necessary. In short, from the local governments' perspective,
individual mine owners were probably replaceable. Evidence on the comparative level
of fees paid in different industries supports this. Using survey data, Choi (2009: pp.
94, 96) finds that businesses which "rely heavily on resources under local government
control" - such as mining - pay on average 33% higher fees than firms in more complex
and competitive sectors, such as manufacturing.

If the economic dimension meant that mine owners' bargaining power was weak, coal
mining's political position as a heavily regulated industry under severe policy pressure
provided local governments with powerful levers vis-a-vis mine owners. While actual
policies were formulated by provincial and central authorities, key implementational
decisions - i.e., which mine would be affected how by a measure - were made at the
county and municipal level. Local authorities were also responsible for day-to-day
supervision and enforcement of mining regulation. Both gave them substantial power
to negatively affect the mines' operations.

One example of the potential impact of day-to-day supervision was orders to "stop pro-
duction and undertake rectification" (fWJMi{k). As the name implies, this involved
mines having to stop producing and undergo inspections for safety risks. Only after
passing these were they allowed to resume production. After major accidents, both
Shanxi and Henan repeatedly decreed province-wide stoppages, and local authorities
did so more frequently on a more geographically limited basis. For mine owners such
stoppages could be very costly, especially as their timing and duration was unforesee-
able. One boss from Zuoyun County (722) in Shanxi claimed to have lost RMB 9
million in 2007, because the repeated county-wide stoppages after accidents in other
mines in Zuoyun meant he had only been able to produce for 3 months that year (21
CBH 2008a).

Counties and municipalities were responsible for actually undertaking the inspections
and permitting the individual mines to return to production. In other words, they could
shut mines down if they wished - but also tacitly permit them to ignore the order and
continue producing "illegally". In turn, this power enabled officials to extract money
from the mine owners. As one boss explained why he donated money to "meaningless"
(Ali V;TN-R A) government projects like building a Tian'anmen replica, "not donating
is not an option. If you don't donate, next time your mine is inspected, it won't be

19Energy economist from northern Shaanxi (73), former coalmine owner B from Inner Mongolia (80,
81)
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passed." (TT TI, TIM9iti)%Q0%Mr K EiATil) (quoted in Sun 2004?).
Another Shanxi boss put it in similar terms: "[Without offering bribes to the local
regulators], my coal mine would not be able to remain in operation for a day." (alf

OtT N, )WA-T f T,:k0) (EO 2009). Henanese bosses and retired cadres
said much the same: orders to "stop production and undertake rectification" often went
unenforced, but in turn the mines had to provide the local authorities with a steady
stream of money (China Times 2010, Economy & Nation Weekly 2010a). In Shenmu,
Shaanxi, too, mine owners told journalists that their large donations were not always
voluntary, but that they had little choice (Caijing 2011). More bluntly, explaining why
he had forsaken business to become a low-level civil servant, the son of a coal boss in
Fugu, Shaanxi, summarized the relationship between bosses and officialdom as follows:
"Don't the rich still have to follow the leaders?" (quoted in EO 2012b).2 0

The policies to consolidate the private coal sector adopted by the provinces after 2004
also increased coal bosses' vulnerability. As I describe in Section 4.9, the consolida-
tion measures initially adopted were to promote mergers among private mines ("local
consolidation"), as a way of achieving central targets for industry consolidation and
reductions in mine numbers while preserving the private sector. However, although
they afforded a measure of protection to the sector, they afforded much less protection
to individual mines and bosses. On the contrary: consolidation in practice involved
county and municipal leaders drawing up plans for how the local coal industry was to
be restructured (which mines were to merge with each other) so as to meet targets for
mine numbers handed down from the province. Consolidation appears to have often
been riven with conflicts as bosses fought over valuations of mines and concessions,
were forced into mergers that made little economic sense or involved partners they did
not trust, or sought to use the policy as an opportunity to take over other people's
mines. Often local officials seem to have left it up to the mine owners themselves to
decide how consolidation was to proceed. However, they retained veto power over the
final outcomes because they had to draw up (and gain provincial approval for) the final
consolidation plans and closure lists, meaning they could force mines to close or merge.

Strong relationships were crucial for surviving this process unscathed because bosses
had few other bargaining tools. As one coal mine owner explained, "small mines have
no alternative and no escape, whatever [the government] demands of you, you must
unconditionally obey ... if you lack relationships, you might as well just close, as you
have nothing" (/J,)Xi)WJWVJ, J-f4RTM, ... T

MM~dtSRAT , WV1W) (21 CBH 2008a).

While local officials thus seem to have often treated the private mines as, in effect, a
piggy bank (/J4J) the flipside of this was that they also offered this sector a degree

'Formally very low-ranking positions, such as the post of driver, which this individual apparently
initially occupied, can still be valuable - and thus in high demand - if they involve substantial direct
contact with local leaders. Drivers are a classic case of this (Smith 2009).
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of protection from higher-level policy initiatives aimed at curtailing it. As we saw in
Chapter 2, already in 1998-2001 the Center launched a large-scale campaign to close
private mines. In the 2000s Center and provinces worked to consolidate the industry
by closing mines that did not meet standards or lacked papers and clamping down
on dangerous and illegal practices such as mining above capacity or mining across the
borders of different mining concessions (cf. Sections 4.8 and 4.9). Local officials could
not stymie all of these measures - the consolidation and later nationalization orders in
particular seem to have been implemented relatively effectively - but as we will see, they
did have some scope to benefit firms through regulatory forbearance. As the Fugu party
secretary put it, expressing the basic quid pro quo involved in collecting "donations"
from firms, "the government resolves problems for the firms, and the firms share in
the government's burdens" (iFA t # , i RJ t, ! 34ft) (China Comment
2011). Provincial and central inspectors as well as journalists complained about local
governments tolerating or even facilitating all manner of illegal or unsafe practices,
such as mining beyond capacity or across concessions, mining even after licenses had
expired, unauthorized transfers of licenses, lowering capacity requirements or faking
expansions to meet them, and fake mergers and closures to hit targets for reductions
in mine numbers. The price of this forbearance was that the mines provided a steady
stream of revenue to the local governments from taxes and, especially, informal fees and
"donations".

Local governments' political power over the private mines was further increased by
the weak legal-institutional foundations on which owners' control of their mines often
rested. This weakness was a direct result of the process by which the private mining
sector had developed. I turn to this next.

4.5 Development, Regulatory Flexibility and Weak Property Rights

When economic development became the dominant political objective in China after
1978, local officials came under considerable pressure to grow their economies and "at-
tract business and investment" (M-0 i1 T) (Ong 2012, Smith 2009, Whiting 2001).
The opportunities this offered for self-enrichment provided a powerful additional incen-
tive. Yet local authorities and businesses often also faced considerable regulatory and
ideological restrictions on the range of permissible activities as the burgeoning private
economy bumped up against the political and ideological constraints of a nominally
communist state. Rigidly enforced, these constraints would have stifled growth. In
practice, therefore, they were rarely cast in stone, and the result has been a develop-
mental style in which businesses and local authorities enjoyed substantial - albeit not
absolute - leeway to interpret rules "flexibly", as long as this served the larger goals of
the party-state (i.e., economic development).

The result has been a proliferation of what Peter Ho (2005) calls "intentional insti-
tutional ambiguity". The state tacitly allowed actors to design opaque institutional
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halfway houses so that their growth-generating economic activities could be accommo-
dated while overt ideological conflict was sidestepped. Throughout the Reform era this
has resulted in a situation where large areas of economic activity exist in legal grey
zones - structures and practices whose legal status (political acceptability) is uncertain
and which therefore adopt the mask, albeit not the substance, of other institutional
forms that are more politically acceptable. The best known example of this (of which
the case of the private mines' opaque property rights was an instance) was the pro-
liferation of "red hat"-firms among the township and village enterprises of the 1980s
and 1990s: companies that were nominally collectively-owned, but really owned and
controlled by privates (Chen 2007). But similar arrangements existed in many other
sectors, for instance land holding (Ho 2005) and informal finance (Tsai 2002). When
these heterodox structures have produced positive outcomes, they have been gradually
accorded retrospective legality and political legitimacy; when not, they were eventually
abandoned, with occasionally harsh consequences for the individuals involved (Heil-
mann 2008, Steinfeld 2004: p. 645).

The development of the private coal-mining sector over the 1990s and 2000s is in some
respects typical of this development style. Until the eruption of the safety crisis as a
major political concern began to complicate incentives, the main policy priority with
respect to coal mining in all case-study provinces was encouraging investment and
growth. As a consequence, what were formally quite restrictive rules on granting mining
rights were handled flexibly and extensive de facto private ownership of mines was
accommodated, even though its legality and political acceptability remained unclear.

4.5.1 Regulatory Flexibility

To operate legally, a coal mine in China needs to obtain a concession (i.e., a coal de-
posit), for which it is expected to pay a fee, and six different licenses (four prior to
2004).21 Formally, the authority to issue these seems to have always remained with
the central and provincial-level Coal, Land and Resources, Safety, and Industry and
Commerce Bureaus, though some scope existed for delegating these powers to the mu-
nicipal level.22 In practice, however, until the 2000s county and even village officials
were able to issue mining rights - at least on an informal basis - without needing to
pay much attention to higher levels, or simply disregarded the requirement for mines
to possess permits altogether. One lawyer from northern Shaanxi who specialized in

2"These are the mining licenses (#i'_f iETi), the coal production license (9 tfiTTil), the
business license ( 1AM), as well as a mining certificate for the chief operational executive (Wt-K
tMII@). After 2004, mines were further required to obtain a production safety license (7I T
ti) and a safety certificate for the chief operational executive (

22The Coal Law (1996: Article 24) permitted the power to issue the coal-production license to be
delegated to municipalities. Guizhou and possibly other provinces authorized counties to approve
artisanal mines producing coal for local and home use by farmers - but not to approve commercial
mining enterprises (Li and Liu 2003?).
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disputes related to coal mining recalled how, in the 1980s and 1990s, village party sec-
retaries would roam the land looking for potential investors, with mining concessions
drawn up informally on little more than scraps of paper with an official stamp (China
Newsweek 2010). This description is supported by other media reports and interviews
(CYD 2003b, 2005; Interviews 24, 72, 7523). The situation was similar elsewhere. In
Shanxi, for example, there were apparently several thousand TVMs in operation in the
mid-2000s that lacked complete or-up-to date licenses, a result in part of the highly
informal licensing and concession-granting practices that had prevailed up to the turn
of the century (21 CBH 2004a, 2006; China Comment 2007; The Beijing News 2008).
The same was true of Guizhou, Inner Mongolia, and Henan (CYD 2001; Li and Liu
2003?; Southern Metropolis Daily 2006; Interviews 57, 58, 67, 71, 8024). In other words,
a substantial portion of the private sector was technically illegal (in the sense that it
lacked complete licenses), making it particularly vulnerable to rent extraction by local
officials.

From 1996 to 2000 coal prices slumped and mining profits were low in most or all
provinces. As Figure 4.11 shows, the price for Shanxi coal at the benchmark Qin-
huangdao port fell by almost 30% and local price declines were probably even larger
(Wright (2012: p. 80). This further encouraged regulatory flexibility as investment
now had to be actively solicited. While miner owners were supposed to pay a usage
and compensation fee for the concessions they mined (V 7vv-, , $ M) , under
these circumstances concessions were often given away for purely nominal sums or even
for free. These years also saw the privatization of many smaller local state mines, as
county and municipal governments sold off loss-making concerns. Inner Mongolia in
particular seems to have taken a lead here, selling off not only almost all local state
mines, but even those owned by the provincial government (China Business Journal
2014, Qianjiang Evening Post 2012, Interviews 10, 64, 78.25 ). When prices recov-
ered after 2001 and mine owners reaped large windfall profits this would lead to much
conflict as privates contested each other's rights to the now suddenly-valuable mining
concessions, and local and provincial authorities scrambled to institute new "fees" to
gain a share of the windfalls.
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Figure 4.11: Coal Prices at Qinhuangdao, 1994 - 2003
Source: Sxcoal.coi. Shown is the free-on-board price for Datong (Shanxi) premium-
blend coal. I am indebted to Tim Wright (2012) for alerting me to this data.
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Figure 4.12: Coal Prices at Qinhuangdao, 2003 - 2015
Source: finance.ifeng.com. Shown is the free-on-board price for Shanxi imixed-blend
coal. I am indebted to Tim Wright (2012) for alerting me to this data.
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As discussed in Part III, regulatory practices in the case-study provinces began to be
tightened significantly from about 2005 on. In all five, it became all but impossible to
obtain mining rights and licenses at the sub-provincial level, and access to concessions
and licenses was handled more restrictively in general. Especially small and/or poorly
connected firms now found it hard to obtain these (EO 2011a). The most important
reason for this was the increased political pressure over safety (Interviews 56, 57, 58,
70, 7226). A further reason was that by now coal prices had begun to soar (cf. Figure
4.12). As profits were high, private and public investment poured in and large mining
industries were developing in all five provinces. There was little further need for pref-
erential policy measures to encourage investment. Moreover, given the monetary value
that concessions and licenses had suddenly acquired, provincial authorities had strong
incentives to regain control over what were now lucrative approval powers. In Shanxi
in the mid-2000s, for example, obtaining all six licenses apparently cost up to RMB 3
million in under-the-table payments (EO 2011b).

Conversely, in regions like Xinjiang that were even more remote and undeveloped than
the case-study provinces, regulatory matters seem to have continued to be handled in
a more relaxed fashion well into the late 2000s, as these areas tried to make up for
their geographical disadvantages through regulatory arbitrage to attract investment
that increasingly found itself locked out of the more established coal regions, such as
Shanxi (China Weekly 2009, EO 2007).

4.5.2 Accommodating Private Entrepreneurship in a Legal Grey Zone

Until institutional reforms were made between 2004 and 2006 (discussed in Part III, Sec-
tion 4.8.2), the legal status of private investment in mining remained ambiguous. The
original political and legal basis for the TVM sector was the 1983 State Council Notice
and the accompanying People's Daily article discussed in Chapter 2. These documents

23Energy economist from northern Shaanxi (24), economists from Xi'an who consult for local and
provincial governments (72, 75)

24Guizhou businessman and former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou jour-
nalist (58), former provincial-level official from Inner Mongolia and Ordos real-estate developer (67,
joint interview), chief engineer at a Shaanxi coal-design institute (71), former coalmine owner B from
Inner Mongolia (80).

25Chinese economist who studies the coal industry (10), "consultant" who helps facilitate regulatory
approvals for energy investments (64), geologist who consults for local and provincial authorities on
mining development (78)

26 Senior engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining research institution (56), Guizhou businessman and
former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist (58), Economist from
Xi'an (72), Shaanxi correspondent of a major national paper (70).
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contained language that strongly welcomed what were in effect private enterprises, but
avoided any direct mention of private ownership, which was still a political taboo at
the time. Instead, they encouraged actors who were de facto private but could be more
readily subsumed into socialist categories than private firms could be, to set up and
invest in coal mines: "individual households" (i 4P , -V1kP) and "the masses" (#UX,
i.e. ordinary rural residents). 27 "Individual household-operated" establishments were
supposed to employ no more than seven individuals - a number chosen so that they
would not classify as private/capitalist enterprises in Chinese Marxist theory - while
mines invested in by "the masses" had no precise political-legal definition or status and
the term soon disappeared again.

In the context of the early 1980s endorsing de facto private economic activity even
in this convoluted manner was significant, and many of the smaller Township and
Village mines founded in the 1980s indeed seem to have been private (the larger TVMs
tended to be collectively-owned, at least in name) (Wright 2012). The overall signal
the documents sent was more important than their precise wording. What they were
saying, in effect, was that private economic activity in coal mining was acceptable, as
long as it continued to wear a socialist hat and refrain from openly calling itself private.

But subsequent government pronouncements subtly restricted the political and legal
space for legitimate private activity in mining. Neither the 1986 Mineral Resources
Law ( Ei)L) nor its 1996 amendment, nor the 1996 Coal Law (AAM), men-
tioned private enterprise. The only entities engaged in mining that these laws envisioned
were SOEs, collectives, and individually-operated mines, which were equated with the
artisanal sector. The Mineral Resources Law stipulated that mineral resources were
the property of the state and that SOEs were the "main entities that develop min-
eral resources" ( ff 3 f)% ,_:k) (NPC 1986 and 1996a: Articles 3, 4). Mean-
while, the legal operations of "individually-operated" mines were limited to mining
small amounts for personal use and "fragmentary and scattered" deposits ( 3tk
W)) whose small scale made them unsuitable for mining by enterprises. When the

law was amended in 1996, "individuals" were explicitly prohibited from mining deposits
suitable for enterprise-scale operations (idem. 1986: Article 34, 1996a: Article 35).28

27The documents also encouraged townships and villages (t4) to set up collectively-owned mines,
and always placed these before mines invested in by individual households or "the masses" in the
sentence structure, in order to indicate continued priority of the more socialist sectors of the industry.
For further discussion see Chapter 2.

28The ambiguity of these formulations should be noted: On the one hand the law operated within the
terms of the official definition of "individually-operated" mines and enterprises: small-scale, artisanal
establishments whose main purpose, in mining at least, was to provide for local rural households.
Within these terms, the restrictions described were not unreasonable. They sought to prevent large
fields from being carved up - and thereby destroyed - by wasteful and backward mini-mines. On the
other hand, "individually-operated enterprises" had since the 1980s been a euphemism for private firms.
The formal size restriction (no more than seven employees) seems to have never been enforced (Huang
2008: p. 100). By speaking only of state, collective and individual enterprises and explicitly limiting
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The Mineral Resources and Coal Laws furthermore restricted the scope for legally
transferring mining rights and licenses between enterprises and individuals. "Specu-
lative" selling, renting or leasing of mining rights or concessions for profit (fy m*
IJ) was forbidden. Legal transferals were limited to larger enterprise reorganizations

such as mergers or enterprise sales (idem. 1986: Articles 6, 22, 1996a: Articles 6, 42;
1996b: Articles 25, 68). This matters because mines and mining righting very often
were bought and sold in speculatory fashion. Both laws moreover forbade "chaotic and
wasteful" mining practices (KLKMA). Again, this was precisely what the TVMs were
often accused of, and which was encouraged by the legal insecurity they confronted.

Evidently these restrictions did not prevent the rise of large mining industries that were
private, in the sense that the real control rights and rights to the residual rested with
private individuals, who also supplied much or all of the investment capital. But it
did mean that prior to the institutional reforms of 2004-2006, when provinces began
formally selling mining concessions and issuing licenses to private individuals, privates
were systematically pushed into complex, opaque and insecure ownership structures.

Up to the mid-2000s, private investors seem to have mostly held mines through struc-
tures such as leases, entrusted management or rental agreements (7'J, 2 ,f , - ,
ThN). While the details of these arrangements no doubt varied tremendously, the basic
structure seems to have been as follows: the mine and the underlying coal concession
remained formally the property of the village (fl, ') or township, to which the min-
ing licenses, too, were made out. The private then leased the use of the mine from
the village for a fixed number of years, albeit often on a relatively short-term basis
(i.e., only for a few years). During this period the private was responsible for operating
the mine, paying all taxes, fees and wages as well as a rental fee to the village, while
keeping all residual profit (Interview 929, Oriental Outlook 2005). De facto, the mine
was privately controlled, but nominally it remained registered as collective property (A
{), owned by the village or the township. 0 For example, when Gao Naize (APAYI),
who was to become one of the richest coal bosses in Shaanxi, first got into coal mining
in 1995, he did so by purchasing the "management rights" (tWl$) of the Number 2
mine of Fugu township (NTN iif). He did not purchase the mine outright (Xingmao
Group 2011). Similarly, Meng Zhaokang (T0FOX), the Xiaoyi coal boss we encountered
in Section 4.4.1, was careful to bring in minority investment from a major Shanxi SOE
and also gave small amounts of stock to local villages (fl), in order to "camouflage
his mines as 'state-owned' or 'village-operated' pits" (t f E -a_ 0"1, I
4" " (Caijing 2003). In other words, to secure his control of the
mines, dividend flows to various state and community constituencies were arranged, in

the latter to non-enterprise scale operations, the law sent a clear message that private enterprise was
not welcome in mining.

29 Shanxi journalist who mainly covers energy and environmental topics.
30As discussed in Chapter 2, in China "collectively-owned" (Xf*) assets fall under totally different

political and regulatory regimes than "state-owned" (WI) assets.
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addition to the de facto bribes he provided (the buildings he purchased from county
and municipal bureaus at above-market prices.)

Structures of this kind seem to have been preferred to outright sales because the legal-
ity of private coal-mine ownership and of privatizing coal resources was unclear, and
because to be formally correct, sales and rights transfers would have required approvals
from higher levels. While care was presumably taken to avoid outright illegalities as
much as possible (e.g. by leaving the licenses and formal ownership in the name of the
village, rather than transferring them to the private), these structures operated at best
at the outer boundaries of formal legality. Because of this, the real (private) owners
often seem to have established multiple layers of (nominal) legal representatives and
leasees between themselves and the village or township from which they had obtained
the mine, making it difficult to establish who really owned the mine. Opaque and com-
plex legal structures of this kind also created obstacles for privates to raise new capital
or cooperate with other firms or institutions to upgrade their mines. (Caijing 2003,
China Comment 2007, China Economic Times 2007, Southern Weekend 2006b).

From 2004 to 2006 reforms were instituted to clarify ownership titles, give existing
privates more secure rights to their mines, and establish a more regularized and market-
based mechanism awarding coal concessions and mining rights (cf. Part III, Section
4.8.2). However, these seem to have made only a limited difference. Thus the semi-
official Blue Book of Shaanxi's Economy 2009 concluded that

the system for allocating mining rights via market [mechanisms] like inviting
tenders or auctioning remains imperfect. Primarily for historical reasons,
in many localities the identities of the investors and the property rights to
small mines remain insufficiently clear, and small and medium-sized mines
continue to be frequently resold. As a result, the property rights are ex-
tremely complex. (Li et al. 2009; cf. also Li et al. 2011).

While this assessment was written specifically about Shaanxi, there is little reason to
think that the situation was substantially different elsewhere, and indeed that is what
other materials also suggest (e.g. Oriental Outlook 2005).

4.5.3 Consequences of Insecure Licenses and Weak Property Rights: Weak

Legal Security, Clientalism, and Speculative Business Strategies

4.5.3.1 Legal Insecurity and Clientalism

Ambiguous legal titles, weak property rights and lack of legal security meant that
mine owners without sufficiently powerful protectors were at risk of having their mines
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stolen from them by better-connected individuals. Two cases from northern Shaanxi
illustrate this well. The first concerns a mine that was set up as a collective owned
by a natural village (t4)31 in Hengshan county (NN LIJ) around 1995. Lack of capital
forced the villagers to bring in a private investor from Shandong as a partner. When
the mining license came up for renewal in 2000, the investor had the new one issued in
his name, allegedly by falsifying deeds. Legal and political proceedings followed as the
villagers sued the investor and the provincial Land and Resources Bureau (which had
issued the license), and petitioned the provincial government. In 2007 the provincial
high court ruled in favor of the villagers - but the Land and Resources Bureau simply
refused to implement the decision. The Shandong man retained control of the mine. In
2010 serious violence broke out as over 100 villagers armed with field tools stormed the
company compound and the management mobilized mine workers to drive them off. 87
people were injured. This gained the case national attention, but further progress for
the villagers only came in late 2014, when the head of the provincial Land and Resources
Bureau was arrested on corruption charges, though what the ultimate outcome will be
remains unclear (CYD 2010c, Economic Information 2014, Xinhua 2010).

Cases such as the above were apparently quite frequent in northern Shaanxi (Yiilin
2007?, CYD 2011c), and very likely elsewhere, too, as were cases of serious violence be-
tween villagers and mining companies over mining rights and compensation for damages

(e.g. CYD 2011d, SCMP 2005). Of interest here is not which side was in the right in
the above case, but that ambiguous property rights naturally led to severe conflict once
the underlying resource became valuable, and that victory in these conflicts depended
mainly on political support and shifting local and national politics. That in turn pro-
vided mine owners with a strong motivation to cultivate close relations with cadres.
Indicatively, one of the largest "donors" to the government of Fugu county was himself
involved in a conflict much like that of the Hengshan villagers and the Shandong man.
He too was accused of falsifying documents to steal a mine (China Comment 2010,
Economic Information 2012).

The second case involved provincial and national political elites as predators. Here
again legal claims were worth little, and outcomes depended primarily on the relative
balance of political power. The case shows how legitimate concerns over loss of state
assets and deepening industrial development could be instrumentalized for the purposes
of theft.

A PLA veteran named Zhao Faqi (LMP) had signed a mining exploration and de-
velopment agreement with the Shaanxi Geology Bureau (A tti t) J). Zhao
probably had some connections of his own, for otherwise it is unlikely that he could

"Note that "natural villages" ($1) are not part of the Chinese state administration, and their leaders
(the elected village headmen) are not state cadres. In other words, the conflict over the mine discussed
here did not pit a private against an organ of the state administration (as it would have had the mine
been invested in by a township (#' M), but two private parties against each other - the villagers against
the investor.
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have obtained the exploration agreement. However, when he discovered a very large and
valuable coalfield the Bureau rescinded his license and cancelled the agreement. This
was justified with a provincial decision - taken, it seems, after Zhao had discovered
the field - that made issuing exploration licenses a prerogative of the provincial govern-
ment, not of its bureaus, and with the failure of the original agreement between Zhao
and the bureau to include a coal-refining project ($4-Lki% R) in the development plans,
something Shaanxi was eager to pursue as a way of raising the share of local value-
added." The rights to the field were then given to a joint venture between Sinochem,
a centrally-owned chemicals SOE, and a private company owned by the daughter of a
Shaanxi county chief who was apparently linked romantically to the minister for labor
and social security and former Shaanxi vice-governor. While this was at one point
justified with preventing "major losses of state assets" ( W P-11190 and pro-
moting the development of coal refining, Sinochem in fact never took more than a 10%
stake and soon returned even this to the private partner. Sinochem's involvement ap-
pears to have mainly served as a fig leaf to give plausibility to the new owners' claim
to be undertakeing coal refining, though no such plants were in fact ever constructed.
Like the Hengshan villagers, Zhao sued and won initial cases before the municipal and
provincial high court, but political intervention by the Shaanxi provincial government
led to a change of verdicts. Finally, Zhao was arrested on accusations of having falsified
documents (Garnaut 2010, 21 CBH 2011b).

4.5.3.2 Speculative Business Strategies

Besides cultivating clientalistic relationships, a second response of many mine owners to
the endemic insecurity they confronted seems to have been to minimize sunk investments
and pursue strategies with short time horizons. Very large private mining companies
that invested heavily and used advanced technology did develop, especially in Inner
Mongolia, though several such firms also existed in Shanxi. These companies usually
had very strong political connections that could provide significant, albeit not absolute,
security, enabling them to pursue longterm strategies.3  But these firms were not
representative of the wider private sector, which was predominantly composed of small
firms. Among these firms, short-term, speculative and investment-light strategies seem
to have predominated.

One phenomenon this expressed itself in was the extensive speculative buying and re-
selling of mines (J )MMM) , which is attested for all of the case-study provinces.
Investors would buy mines (or often rather mine leaseholds and operating rights) with
the primary aim of selling these on in a few years as valuations rose. While they

32 Refining projects such as coal-to-methanol, coal-to-liquid fuels and coal gasification rarely interest
private investors because profit margins are much lower than in just mining and selling raw coal.
Interview 18, coal-industry analyst at a Chinese securities company.

33 However, in 2009/2010 even some of the largest and best-connected Shanxi firms entered into
merger agreements with SOEs in order to acquire protective "umbrellas" ({J ).
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held them they would of course operate them, but had little incentive to undertake
larger investments (though this was sometimes forced on them by local authorities)
(CYD 2005a, EQ 2011c, NDRC 2008, Southern Weekend 2008a, Interviews 3, 9, 32 ").
As bosses told journalists, given the risks they confronted, making just the minimal
investment necessary was the only rational thing to do (Dahe Daily 2010, Oriental
Outlook 2005, World Vision 2009). However, underinvestment in turn increased safety
risks.

A further manifestation of this short-termism was operators' reported tendency to run
mines above their capacity (tffN). Mines are licensed for a maximum safe production
capacity, but it is usually physically possible to produce significantly more, though this
again magnifies safety risks. Especially in Shanxi and Henan, the frequent production
stops forced on mine bosses (see below) as well as the broader insecurity of the political
and regulatory environment encouraged this behavior, as owners tried to grab as much
value as possible while they could operate the mine, and naturally lacked all incentive
to invest (Oriental Outlook 2005, 2008; World Vision 2009). For instance, while total
registered production capacity in Henan was about 100 million tons in 2008, total
production was near 200 million tons (Henan Legal Daily 2009). Poor mining practices
also caused significant destruction of coal resources as bosses - unsure how long they
would still possess the mine - only took the most easily mined parts of the seams,
behavior dubbed "eating the heart of the cabbage [and discarding the rest]" (*12d)
(Interview 9, CYD 2004a).

4.6 The Limits of Local-State Power: State-owned Enterprises

While subprovincial authorities thus enjoyed considerable power to extract from and
generally control the activities of private mines, their powers vis-A-vis the large state
firms owned by the provinces and the Center were far more limited. As the production
statistics in Part I, Section 4.2 showed, the state coal sector largely consisted of these
firms (the Key State Mines). The local government-owned state mines only formed a
small part of the state sector and the coal industry overall.

There were three main reasons for this different balance of power between the large
SOEs and subprovincial governments. Firstly, these firms' activities were largely reg-
ulated by provincial or central authorities and generally met or exceeded all technical
standards. They also had few problems obtaining licenses, meaning their papers were
generally complete. Localities thus had little regulatory leverage over them. Secondly,
these firms possessed substantial political and bureaucratic power of their own: provin-
cial firms outranked villages and counties, and held the same rank as municipalities (t
fTfA); central firms had the rank of provinces and ministries (Wi'fR). They also pro-
vided provincial and central leaders with valuable patronage resources (jobs, investment

"Shaanxi (3) and Shanxi (9) journalists who write mainly on energy and environmental topics;
analyst from a Shanxi-based energy and heavy industries consultancy (32).
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projects), in turn giving them bargaining power and deep informal connections. In the
case of provincial firms, moreover, their principals (the provincial leaders) were simul-
taneously the principals of the local governments. Thirdly, they were also often able
to supply themselves with inputs like electricity, water, or transport capacity, making
them less dependent on locally-controlled resources. Indeed, they sometimes controlled
resources that the locality depended on. For example, Yiilin City (0$) in northern
Shaanxi depended on railways owned by the Shenhua Group (a centrally-owned SOE)
to ship coal produced by local privates to market (Interview 743, Yilin Daily 2008).

Ownership of the local mining industry by these firms had both advantages and disad-
vantages for local authorities. Overall, the latter seem to have outweighed the former,
and this explains why local authorities, as a collectivity, tended to be resistant to na-
tionalization. However, specifically for municipal leaders, SOE ownership of coal mines
could, by the late 2000s, also offer advantages, and that helps explain why nationaliza-
tion in Shanxi seems to have begun as a joint project of the provincial administration
and a reforming party secretary and mayor in Linfen and Datong. As we will see in
Part III, Section 4.7, SOE ownership also offered advantages for provincial leaders.

4.6.1 Disadvantages of SOE Ownership

For local governments, the main disadvantages of SOE control of the coal industry
were, firstly, the limited fiscal contribution these firms made locally and the low scope
they offered for informal extractions; secondly, their limited contributions to local em-
ployment; and thirdly the difficulty of controlling their sometimes destructive mining
activities.

4.6.1.1 Controlling Firm Activities

Mining is by nature destructive. Common consequences include cave-ins, which can lead
to structural damage to buildings and infrastructure, pollution and sinking groundwater
levels causing damage to residents' health, vegetation and agriculture, and even seismic
activity. All of these were widespread in the mining areas (see e.g. Caixin 2012,
Danwei 2009, Economist 2012, UNDP-World Bank 2004, Interview 783). For the local
governments, these phenomena were not only bad in themselves, but could also create
social conflicts and protests.

Given their more technologically advanced operations, the SOEs were probably less
destructive, at least in relative terms, than the private mines (cf. UNDP-World Bank
2004: p. 23). However, while local officials could control the privates' activities and

35Local Shaanxi journalist who writes mainly on energy topics
36Chinese academic (geologist) who does much consulting for the state and major firms on mining-

related topics, esp. post-mining reclamation and pollution control.
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intervene before conflicts got out of hand", they had no such power with the SOEs. As
one former mid-level manager of a central-state coal SOE who also had close links to
the municipal government where some of its main mines were located, put it, from the
city's perspective the SOE was an "independent kingdom" (43 .I) within the city's
territory. For instance, the city did not even know how much coal the company was
really mining, and suspected it might be as much as two-thirds more than it declared
(Interviews 37, 8431). An official from a municipal coal bureau made the same point:
the city had no real control over the large SOEs' activities in its vicinity (Interview

39).39

Yilin, where Shenhua operated large mines, provides a good example of the conflicts
this could lead to. As a remarkably candid document posted on the website of the
city's commerce department (iN ) reported, its mines had caused extensive damage
to residential buildings in several townships, forcing villagers to move. In some cases,
cave-ins were barely 30 meters away from their homes. However, the compensation
Shenhua paid was far below the actual costs, leaving villagers stranded in temporary
shelters. Discharge of untreated waste was polluting local ground water, and casual
post-mining land reclamation had left areas at risk of spontaneous coal fires. As a result
there had been a sharp increase in social conflicts, with villagers petitioning Shenhua,
the provincial government and even Beijing over 100 times (Yiilin 2006). However, local
officials stressed, they had "no power whatsoever" to influence [Shenhua's] behavior (t
)iFA T?+[5Ek] It RHI , a LiAitVJ) (Southern Weekend 2008a). There were
similar conflicts over SOEs' failing to pay compensation in Shanxi (Liiiiang People's
Congress 2012).

These claims of complete local-government powerlessness in the face of large SOEs
probably overstate the case. Rather, it seems that while local governments unambigu-
ously had the upper hand with private mines (unless these were very well connected)
and could thus exercise substantial influence over their operational decisions and freely
extract from them, in the case of SOEs, the balance of power between the two was at
all times much more equal, and thus the local governments' scope to influence their
operational decisions and extract from them was much smaller. Which side enjoyed the
marginal advantage in this game depended on the specific and varying local distribution
of political, economic and infrastructural resources.

As the former SOE manager explained, it was necessary for SOEs to maintain basic
working relations with the localities, for otherwise they could create trouble, especially

37The remarkable environmental destruction and low-level strife in the mining regions suggests that
local officials often either did not intervene or intervened on the side of the mine owners. However, in
these cases they could expect the privates to compensate them for their forbearance. With the SOEs,
they ended up with the damage but without the compensation.

38 Repeated interviews with the same individual.
39 Eric Thun (2004) finds a similar pattern in his study of China's auto industry. Municipalities had

little scope to influence, let alone control, the activities of centrally-owned firms.
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if they were able to affect the SOE's access to electricity or water, or if the firm was
trying to acquire new land or mines in the locality, which usually required the county's
and municipality's consent. In these situations, the locality had some hold-up power,
and could use it to extract fiscal benefits or other concessions. This could go as far as
inciting the local population to stage protests over the SOE's behavior, for instance in
regard to compensation payments (Interviews 37, 84).

The precise bureaucratic relations between the institution that owned and supervised
the SOE and the local authority where it operated mattered considerably to how, in
turn, SOE and local government related to each other. Centrally-owned SOEs (CSOEs)
were on the face of it more powerful than either provincially-owned SOEs (PSOEs) or
local governments, because they held a higher rank, controlled far greater resources,
and had strong relationships to central leaders. (PSOEs' and local governments' rela-
tionships mainly ran to the province.) However, according to both this ex-manager and
the senior central-government tax official I interviewed, localities would often use much
more confrontational tactics when confronting CSOEs than when confronting PSOEs
because while the principal of the PSOE (the provincial leaders) was also the principal
of the local leaders - able to give orders to them and decide over their advancement - the
institutions supervising the CSOEs (mainly the State-owned Assets Commission) had
no authority over local governments. Moreover, because PSOE and local-government
leaders belonged to the same provincial administration, they might swap places or come
to depend on each other in other ways in future. Accordingly, their incentives were to
refrain from confronting each other too aggressively. Conversely, with CSOEs, when
localities did have hold-up power, they would feel more free to use it to its full extent.
Concretely, this meant that provided they possessed the necessary hold-up power, the
localities could extract more payments from CSOEs than PSOEs (because making "ex-
cessive" demands on PSOEs might cause the provincial government to intervene, while
intervention by the State-owned Assets Commission was less of a concern) (Interviews
37, 84, 53).

4.6.1.2 Employment

Due to their labor-intensive mode of production, the small-scale private mines tended
to create relatively large amounts of jobs. While mine owners generally preferred em-
ploying migrant workers from other provinces as underground workers - because their
and their families' lack of local connections would facilitate "resolving" any accidents
that might occur - the large influx of comparatively well-paid workers seems to have
naturally created substantial additional employment for locals. By the middle and late
2000s, on the other hand, the mining operations of the large SOEs tended to be highly
mechanized and employ comparatively fewer workers. While that made them attrac-
tive to provincial governments concerned about accidents - fewer miners underground
meant less potential for large accidents - it also meant that they created fewer direct or
indirect employment opportunities. Indeed, after Shanxi nationalized the mines, unem-
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ployment seems to have spiked in major coal-producing areas (Caijing 2010c, Lilliang
People's Congress 2012, Interview 34).

4.6.1.3 SOEs' Fiscal Contributions to Local Governments and Informal
Extraction

Chinese companies pay taxes where they are registered as legal entities. Subsidiary units
can be structured either as "branch companies" (34 A) or as "subsidiary companies"
(F A1). Only the latter are independent legal-person and thus independent tax-paying
entities. In other words, a company with headquarters registered in Beijing and "branch
companies" strewn across the country will only pay taxes in Beijing, and can moreover
put the profits and losses of the different branch companies against each other, to
minimize the overall tax burden. Especially for mining groups, which might have several
highly profitable mines and numerous less profitable or loss-making units elsewhere,
organizing all these as branch companies is very attractive. However, this hurts local
governments because except for special taxes that are paid on local production activities,
like the Resource Tax (WMM), the branch companies will pay no taxes locally. (EO
2013a, Interview 6141).

One example of this phenomenon is the centrally-owned Shenhua Group, China's largest
coal company. Shenhua's largest and most important mines are located in Yiilin
(Shaanxi) and Ordos (NT /NW, Inner Mongolia). Shenhua structured these as branch
companies, causing intense local resentment (cf. Yiilin 2006, 21 CBH 2008b, 2008c,
2009b). In mid-2008, in response to many years of complaints and lobbying of the
central government by Yiilin, Shenhua finally promised to reorganize its Yiilin mines
into subsidiary companies (Yilin Daily 2008), but in Ordos - despite longstanding ne-
gotiations and lobbying by the Ordos city government - the mines remained branch
companies up to, at least, mid-2013 (EO 2013a)4 2 .

Organizing mines as branch companies hardly exhausted the large SOEs' options for
minimizing local tax payments. For instance, as the Yiilin government complained, the
breadth of the large SOEs' activities along the value chain and their geographic spread
meant that they could exploit transfer-pricing mechanisms to further reduce their tax
liabilities, or use political power to simply refuse to pay certain charges by claiming
exemptions that they were (in the city's view) not entitled to (Yiilin 2006). There were
similar complaints about SOEs' exploitation of transfer pricing to limit local tax bills
in Shanxi (Liiliang People's Congress 2012).

4 0Journalist who writes mainly on energy and environmental topics
41Senior central-government tax bureau official
4 2That year Ordos began a new lobbying campaign to push for reorganization of the mines as

subsidiary companies (EO 2013a). I do not know whether this was successful. It is worth noting
that interviewees in Shaanxi in 2013 claimed that tax-related conflicts between Yiilin and Shenhua
remained intense, despite the reorganization of its Yiilin mines as subsidiaries.
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The SOEs also lobbied effectively against changes to the tax code that would have dis-
advantaged them. Probably the most important instance of this - from the perspective
of the coal-producing localities - was the Resource Tax, which is paid locally. However,
until 2015 it was calculated on a per-quantity basis (i.e., RMB/units of output) rather
than as a percentage of the sales price. As a result, localities were unable to benefit
from the spectacular coal price rises in the 2000s. Despite periodic upward revisions,
the real tax rate actually fell: As one provincial tax official explained, when the Re-
source Tax was set at RMB 1.6 per ton in 2000, the average price of coal had been
RMB 35, yielding a tax rate of 4.6%. By 2010 the tax had been raised to RMB 3.2 per
ton, but coal prices now averaged RMB 400, meaning that the rate had fallen to 0.8%
(21 CBH 2010a). Throughout the 2000s, the localities had pressed for both revising
the levy upward and changing the Resource Tax to a percentage-based formula, but
this had been met with fierce and largely successful resistance from the large state firms
(Interviews 61, 75).4

Cumulatively, the above factors meant that provincial and central mining SOEs often
paid only limited amounts of taxes locally (Li et al. 2009). Adding injury to insult,
because the local governments had no regulatory and only limited hold-up powers over
the SOEs, they also had only limited scope to extract "grey" (i.e., tacitly tolerated)
informal payments like "fees", "donations" or other contributions to community projects
from them (Nik,1&,k). As a result, the effective tax-and-fee burden on local firms in
Yiilin in 2006 was, apparently, about RMB 63 per ton, but only RMB 28 for "outside"
(*t) firms like Shenhua (21 CBH 2006b). Officials in Shenmu (where Shenhua's main
Yiilin mines lay) claimed that while the county's 150-odd private mines contributed 70%
to county revenues, Shenhua contributed only 1% (China Times 2011a).

To be clear, it is not the case that county and municipal authorities - albeit proba-
bly not village and township officials - had no scope whatsoever to extract any grey
payments from SOEs, though several interviewees were emphatic that obtaining un-
ambiguously illegal "black" payments like bribes from SOEs was very hard for local
officials (Interviews 15, 20, 374). I know of one major CSOE that in the late 2000s was
providing a municipality where it was seeking to acquire new land with about RMB 300
million annually for "environmental protection".4 5 Similarly, in 2008 Shenhua promised
Yiilin municipality a one-off payment of RMB 150 million to support local education,
and also promised Fugu and Mizhi (*M( ) counties RMB 2 million for poverty relief
(Yilin Daily 2008).

"Senior central-government tax bureau official (61); economist at a university in Shaanxi (75). In
2011 -a percentage-based formula for the Resource Tax payable on oil and gas was introduced on an
experimental basis, but these changes were only expanded to coal in 2014/2015 - by which time the
coal price had collapsed.

4 4Chinese journalist (15), Chinese scholar (20), former SOE manager (37). Both interviewee 15 and
20 have done extensive work on coal and other energy industries.

4 5As far as I was able to learn, this was a disguised kickback. The city would hand in receipts for
"environmental protection work" and have these reimbursed with no further questions asked. I do not
know for how long the scheme continued.
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To put these donations in perspective, it should be recalled that during these same
years, Fugu county raised over RMB 1 billion from the local private mines, and that the
donation by Shenhua only came about after Yiilin went as far as to protest to the central
government. Sources consistently describe relations between the local governments and
the large SOEs in the coal-mining regions as poor, with their low tax contribution and
the difficulty of extracting "grey" or "black" income from them given as the main reason.
Local governments deeply resented seeing "outside" firms mining "their" coal.

The already-cited document from Yiilin expresses this anger openly: "The current tax
system and other policies and mechanisms for distributing the wealth from natural-
resource development", it fumed, "are irrational, unfair, unscientific, and neither con-
form to the scientific perspective on development nor are they suitable for building a
harmonious society." (T/r , T, '', f4 ) a
i%) (Yiilin 2006). This was written in 2006 - before Shenhua's above-mentioned dona-
tions and promise to restructure mining operations into locally-registered subsidiaries
- but according to local interviewees, relations remained poor and one vice-mayor had
even been removed from office ( LC) because he "complained too much" (C-i6 T tl;)
about the lopsided distribution of benefits (Interviews 70, 72, 74, 7546).

While the language just quoted was remarkable for its candidness, feelings appear to
have been similar elsewhere. In 2008, one vice-mayor of Ordos, Inner Mongolia's most
important coal region, argued that the distribution of fiscal revenues from mining had to
be revised: most of the SOEs active in Ordos were CSOEs; therefore their taxes largely
went to the Center, not to the localities (21 CBH 2008b). During the nationalizations in
Shanxi and Henan, their effect on local-government fiscal revenues emerged as a major
point of contention, and sources stressed that the real issue at stake were the informal
"grey" and "black" payments that officials had hitherto received (e.g. Economy & Nation
Weekly 2010a, 2010b). The narrow tax effects were fairly easy to resolve, because the
SOEs could (and, it seems, generally did) structure the acquired mines as locally-
registered subsidiaries, thus leaving the regular tax flows unchanged - though, as the
personal assistant to the head of one major Shanxi state coal company noted, the local
government had no guarantee that the firm might not alter the place of registration in
future (Interview 87). Conversely, informal payments and contributions to community
projects were greatly reduced, and because they anticipated this change, local officials
had little enthusiasm for nationalization. As one complained,

in the past, if we asked a [private] mine to build a school, [the boss] would
have to build it. If we asked him to repair a road, he would not dare
refuse. But now that the mines are controlled by the province, we can't
even get them to repair a toilet". (Southern People Weekly 2009; similarly
also Caijing 2010c).

46Shaanxi correspondent of a major national paper (70), local Shaanxi journalist who writes mainly
on energy topics (74), economists at universities in Xi'an (72, 75).
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Alluding more directly to the effect of nationalization on the flow of bribes local officials
had hitherto enjoyed, the head of a local work safety inspectorate told a journalist that
"the closure of the private mines has had a huge impact on us, though we cannot speak
about this openly as it involves certain unspoken rules." (R iT , itK

P NkOA {/,i). He went on to explain that, "when you possess veto
power, all kinds of benefits will flow your way. Even if you want to dodge them, you
won't be able to" ( T 1//YJ J- T -d 3 0, J 2_), -Axi T9f11i A A 2
*, VS9TN). With the large SOEs, however, his office held no such "veto power",
causing the stream of benefits to dry up (EO 2009). Similar complaints and concerns
were voiced in Henan (Caijing 2010d; EO 2010a, 2010b). Interviewees too stressed the
disapperance of grey and black earnings as a key reason for local officials' opposition to
nationalization (Interviews 15, 20, 37/84, 53, 81, 8847). After nationalization, counties
and villages (, fI) complained that they now face deep fiscal problems (Chinese
Business News 2009, Liiliang People's Congress 2012).

From the perspective of the provincial government, however, the disappearance of local
officials' access to "grey" and especially "black" income, however, seems to have been
as much a feature as a bug. Work-safety officials believed that local corruption played
a central role in the safety crisis (e.g. State Council 2005c, PD 2007a). One scholar
who had discussed the nationalizations directly with officials in Shanxi claimed that
ending the local governments' corrupt involvement in the industry was a key motive for
the Shanxi government because of the perceived link between corruption and accidents
(Interview 20). This is supported by the Shanxi Work Safety Agency's Power Point
presentation, which stated that one of the main purposes of the nationalization was
that it would "protect cadres, removing them ... from [the possibilities for] corruption
in the coal and coking sectors" (MiPtJTF, i TT...) (Huang 2011:
Slide 18).

4.6.2 Advantages of SOE Ownership of Coal

As several interviewees noted, having SOEs - in particular CSOEs - develop the local
coal resources also has advantages, however. The combination of their high techno-
logical capabilities, financial strength, and political clout that generally enables them
to obtain all necessary licenses and approvals, means that they can execute very big,
investment-heavy projects that spur local GDP growth and get local leaders noticed.
Best of all, not only does their high technological capacity mean that such projects are

"Chinese journalist (15), Chinese scholar (20), former coal CSOE mid-level manager (37, 84), se-
nior central-government tax bureau official (53), former coalmine owner B from Inner Mongolia (81),
Chinese journalist from Shanxi (88). The two journalists and the scholar have written extensively on
energy and environmental issues.
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unlikely to result in serious work or environmental accidents, but if they do, responsibil-
ity will mainly lie with the company executives, not with the local government leaders
(Interviews 57, 63, 68, 72, 84; cf. also 21 CBH 2011c).45

Subprovincial administration is not a monolith. Officials of different ranks and levels
of local government have distinct and often diverging interests (Kostka and Yu 2014,
Smith 2015). In particular, research suggests that county leaders and municipal leaders
enjoy very different further promotional prospects. Because they usually lack the neces-
sary age and educational qualifications and ties to provincial leaders, it is very difficult
for county leaders to rise much beyond the county. Conversely, municipal leaders are
often sent down from the provincial administration and seem to have more realistic
prospects of further high-powered promotions (Kostka and Yu 2014). In other words, it
appears that municipal leaders have relatively stronger incentives to orient themselves
according to the wishes and policy priorities of provincial and national leaders than
county leaders (not to mention heads of county bureaus) have. Of course, as Genia
Kostka points out, usually municipal leaders have strong incentives not to act against
the dominant local political and business interests and alliances because they depend
on these people's cooperation to effectively govern the locality, especially as their usu-
ally short tenures force them to seek rapid achievements (Kostka and Eaton 2012 and
personal communication from Kostka, Beijing May 2012). Moreover, given the primacy
the Chinese system places on achieving local GDP and fiscal-revenue growth, cooper-
ating closely with these interests is usually in line with provincial and national policy
priorities.

However, should crises emerge that pit local economic interests (and the local political
networks linked to them) against provincial or national policy priorities, then the in-
terests of municipal leaders looking for further promotion can diverge from those of the
other local officials with few such prospects. Arguably, this is what began to happen
with the work-safety crisis in Shanxi: safety emerged as a national and provincial prior-
ity, but to the extent that solving it required significant restructuring of the small-scale
private mining sector, it ran counter to local interests. Yet for ambitious municipal
leaders, solving the safety problem in their locality could be a way of distinguishing
themselves, and having large SOEs run the industry was a means to achieve this. Thus
it is not surprising that we see nationalization being initially pioneered in early 2008 in
Linfen and Datong municipality.

Of course, policy experiments of this kind will always be undertaken with some level
of support and agreement from the province or even the Center (Heilmann 2008). It is
hard to imagine that a municipal leader would embark on a policy as controversial and
conflict-ridden as forced nationalization of a lucrative local industry without assurances

48 Guizhou private invested in energy with an official background and a former official from the
Guizhou coal bureau (57, joint interview); division-level (LR ) provincial-government cadre (68);
economists from Xi'an who consult for provincial and local Shaanxi governments (63, 72); former
mid-level manager at a CSOE (84).
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of support from provincial leaders. Yet it nonetheless appears significant that these
experiments should first occur in Linfen and Datong. Both of course were centers of
Shanxi's coal industry, and Linfen also had a particularly severe accident problem. Yet
both cities also had ambitious leaders - Geng Yanbo (RrM9i) in Datong, Xia Zhengui
(]IV)iN) in Linfen - who enjoyed the special trust of the provincial leadership and had
apparently been appointed with a specific mandate to clean up the consequences of the
two cities' rapid and chaotic coal-industry development (Kostka and Eaton 2012, Tan
2009) - precisely the kinds of cadres most likely to orient themselves towards provincial
policy priorities, even at the cost of riding roughshod over local interests.
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Part III Provincial Coal-Industry Policies, 2001 to 2008: Rent-preserving
Industry Change

As discussed in Chapter 2, after having encouraged or at least tolerated TVM growth in
the 1980s and early 1990s, from 1998 onwards central policy swung decisively against the
TVM sector. That year, a nation-wide campaign to "close mines and reduce production"
(M1I~J") was launched, which ran until 2000. As Tim Wright (2007) and Kevin Tu
(2011) have shown, this campaign largely failed to achieve its objectives. Impressive
reductions in TVM numbers were duly reported and logged output from TVMs declined
substantially between 1998 and 2000, both nationally and in the case-study provinces
(cf. Figures 4.1 to 4.5 in Section 4.2.1 above). But this seems to have mainly been an
artifact of statistical manipulation by local authorities (Wright 2007, Tu 2011)49

The 1998-2001 closure campaign had been motivated less by concerns over work safety,
which had yet to emerge as a salient political and media issue (cf. Chapters 2 and 3)
than by concerns to shore up SOE profitability, which had been badly hit by falling coal
demand and "overproduction" from TVMs. The campaign sought to push the burden
of adjustment onto the TVMs, by closing them, in order to protect the SOEs. When
rapid growth and thus coal demand and prices recovered from 2001/2002 onwards,
the campaign was relaxed and TVMs were quietly allowed to resume legal production
(Wright 2007, cf. Xinhua 2001). Across the country TVM output rapidly bounced back
after 2000, and indeed was soon greater than ever before.

Chapter 2 has already chronicled the evolution of central-state policy in the 2000s.
Here, I trace how provincial policy and actions and industrial change on the ground in
the case-study provinces evolved from c. 2001 to 2008. While the coal boom of those
years ensured that SOE profitability and market competition between private and state
mines was no longer a critical issue, central officials continued to regard the unchecked
growth of poorly regulated small-scale private coal mines as a serious problem. In their
view, these mines destroyed coal resources, severely polluted the environment, and were
creating a publicly highly-visible safety crisis. Central-state policy therefore continued
to press for tightening regulatory oversight and curtailing and ideally eliminating this
sector by raising entry barriers and closing or at least consolidating the small mines,
preferably through SOE takeovers. Authoritative policy documents were issued by the
State Council demanding action (esp. State Council 2001, 2005a, 2005d, 2007d, SCWSC
2006a). A consistent vision was articulated for concentrating the industry under a small
number of very large, preferably state-owned enterprise groups that were to gradually
integrate the entire coal value chain, from mining to coal refining, transport, and power
generation (cf. Chapter 2).

While safety was not the only reason for the Center to push for restructuring and tight-
ening regulatory control over the industry, the safety crisis clearly played an important

49Su Fubing (2004) argues that the 1998 campaign was successful, but does not address the statistical
anomalies highlighted by Wright and Tu.
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role. This is evident from the sharp increase in the number of references to mining
safety in central-state policy documents (cf. Chapter 2), and from the timing of cen-
tral interventions: as we will see below, in several cases these can be linked to specific
accidents or series of accidents.

Provincial officials shared many of the Center's concerns over the negative consequences
of "chaotic" private coal-mine development, but they also had to deal with a complex and
recalcitrant reality, in which the TVMs provided local officials with large fiscal and rent
flows, and helped provide employment locally. As a result we see a pattern of change
that sought to both meet the Center's core policy demands (better safety performance,
reduction in the number of operating mines, concentration of coal production in larger
mines), while accommodating local interests. The private mining sector - and thus the
rents it supplied - would be preserved, albeit in a restructured form. The Chapter Part
traces this pattern in three issue areas; strengthening the state mining sector (Section
4.7); tightened regulation (Section 4.8); and closure and consolidation of mines (Section
4.9).

Section 4.7 shows that after 2000, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Henan and Guizhou all took mea-
sures to strengthen the position of their own provincial SOEs in the local coal industry.
Mainly this involved corporatizing and consolidating the state-sector firms, to create
large state-owned "provincial champions". Policy documents from all four provinces ar-
ticulated the same vision for the coal industry as we encountered in central-state policy
documents in Chapter 2: large SOEs that would integrate the entire coal value-chain
were to be created and come to dominate the industry. Yet while policy makers in all
four provinces repeatedly called on these provincial SOEs to acquire private mines in
order to solve the accident problem and "grow big and strong" in fact very
few such acquisitions happened in these years, as SOEs proved reluctant to pay the
prices privates demanded, and provincial authorities were as yet unwilling to enforce
nationalization (Section 4.7.1).

Section 4.7 also discusses the special case of Inner Mongolia. Like the other provinces,
IMAR in the 2000s, too, placed great emphasis on cultivating large-scale coal companies.
But unlike the other provinces, IMAR had no SOEs of its own and instead from a very
early date sought to develop and support large private companies in coal and other
heavy industries. Because IMAR's coal industry has quite a different structure to those
of the other provinces, and because these differences are of relevance to the further
story told in this chapter and in Chapter 5, Section 4.7.2 provides a brief overview of
the evolution of IMAR's coal industry.

Section 4.8 turns to regulatory changes. From the mid-2000s onwards, the regulatory
regime related to coal mining was tightened significantly, with the objective of clamping
down on small, unsafe or illegal TVMs. Central-state pressure and policy initiatives
played an important role in this, though actual execution - including scope for defining
specific standards - rested with the provinces and localities. This is discussed in Section
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4.8.1. But the regulatory initiatives of these years were not solely an effort to restrict
the TVMs. Reforms were also made to remedy the legal uncertainty many privates
confronted and give them a clear and dependable legal title to their mines - i.e., to
strengthen that sector. This is discussed in Section 4.8.2, primarily with reference to
Shanxi. The reason for the focus on Shanxi is that while these reforms were ultimately
rolled out nationwide, they were pioneered in Shanxi, and their development and im-
plementation is best documented for that province. That they were initiated in Shanxi
is important because it shows that even there, nationalization was never a foregone
conclusion, but was adopted only after other policy measures (such as this effort to
improve mine owners' incentives and thereby sector performance) had failed to stem
the flood of big accidents.

Section 4.9 looks at how, up to 2008, the provinces implemented what, as we saw in
Chapter 2, was the core central-government demand with regard to the TVM sector:
reducing the total number of mines, preferably through closures or consolidation under
SOEs. Yet even though the provinces had themselves called on their SOEs to acquire
TVMs, in practice this did not happen on a significant scale. The provinces proved
unwilling to force this on unwilling local governments and private owners, and reluctant
SOEs. Instead, they generally opted for "local consolidation", that is, enforcing mergers
between the private mines themselves. Thereby core central demands could be met
at least partially (fewer mines, improved safety), even while the private sector was
preserved and local-government interests thus accommodated.

4.7 Building Up Provincial Coal SOEs

Until 1998, all of China's large state mines (the "key state-owned mines") were owned
and supervised by the Ministry of the Coal Industry. That year, however, the industrial
line ministries were abolished as part of Zhu Rongji's administrative reforms, and own-
ership of all but two of the central-state mining companies was passed to the provinces.
As Tim Wright has noted, this was a two-edged gift, since most of the mines in question
were loss-making and burdened with heavy social-expenditure commitments. Few fore-
saw the coal boom of the 2000s, which would somewhat revive their fortunes. Having
received these mines, however, all case-study provinces - except for Inner Mongolia -
in the early 2000s began adopting measures to strengthen them, with a view to turning
them into provincial champions that could drive regional coal-industry development.

4.7.1 Building up Provincial SOEs in Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, and Guizhou

The state mines the provinces received in 1998 were not so much firms in a Western
sense, as production organizations geared to the requirements of the planned economy.
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This was even reflected in their name: they were traditionally referred to as "coal mining
bureaus" (Wf*9r). The first step towards strengthening these entities was therefore to
corporatize them - to turn them into firms, often with a view to eventually listing them
on the domestic stockmarkets. This commonly involved extensive restructuring and
consolidation within the provincial state coal sectors, as provinces sought to carve out
viable corporate groups from the diverse planned-era entities they had inherited and
minimize socio-political fall-out from bankruptcies or lay-offs. Thus in 2004 Shaanxi
merged all of the 10 coal-mining bureaus and specialized mining-service firms that
constituted the provincially-owned state coal sector in Shaanxi into a single provincially-
owned enterprise, the Shaanxi Coal and Chemicals Industry Group (P A i k tI
A I). In 2008, a subsidiary was listed on the Shanghai stock market. Similarly,
Henan in the mid-2000s restructured and merged its provincially-owned state mines and
related entities, eventually creating five large state coal groups with listed subsidiaries.
Shanxi, too, created seven provincial coal enterprises from the various provincial mining
bureaus, again with listed subsidiaries, and Guizhou created three, of which one has
sofar been listed.

These mergers often involved the coal SOEs acquiring additional capabilities in power
generation, coal refining/coal chemicals, or equipment production, as provinces sought
to extend the range of coal value-chain activities undertaken within their boundaries.
All case-study provinces (including Inner Mongolia) were highly concerned that their
coal industries graduate from resource extraction to higher value-added, more tech-
nologically advanced downstream activities, in particular power generation and coal
refining (coal chemicals), and that these activities be integrated within individual en-
terprise groups. As we saw in Chapter 2, central officials shared this desire, and like
the Center, the provinces too seem to have generally regarded the large SOEs as the
best actors to undertake these activities on account of their technological sophistication,
access to capital, and willingness to undertake what seem to have often been financially
risky projects.

These actions were in line with state-sector reforms carried out across the country after
the mid-1990s, as well as with the Tenth and Eleventh Five-Year Plans for the Coal
Industry, which had both called for consolidation within the state coal sector. 0 Of
interest here is that by the mid-2000s provincial policy makers in all four provinces -
Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, and Guizhou - seem to have viewed these firms as the key
drivers of coal-industry development and hoped that they would gradually expand the
role they played in the provincial coal industry. They all expressed the same devel-
opmental vision: each province's coal industry was to become dominated by a small
number of large, modern and state-owned coal firms, which would also integrate down-
stream activities, in addition to coal mining. This is important because it suggests that
Shaanxi and Guizhou's failure to follow Shanxi and Henan's eventual decision to re-

50 0n corporatization of Chinese energy SOEs generally see Lin (2006, 2008) and Steinfeld (2010:
pp. 257 - 267)
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nationalize the industry under these provincial SOEs was not due to any fundamental
philosophical or ideological differences in their approaches to economic development,
but to some other factor - such as, perhaps, the higher political pressures the former
faced over accidents.

Thus Shanxi's Eleventh Five-Year Plan for the Coal Industry called for creating two
"extra-large" and three to five "large" coal enterprise groups with, respectively, 100 mil-
lion and 50 million tons production capacity each (Shanxi 2007b), and Shanxi officials
told the People's Daily that since 2004, Shanxi had "energetically implemented a large
enterprise, large group strategy" to develop the province's coal industry (PD 2005a). In
2006, Shanxi governor Yu Youjun reiterated that building up "large-scale coal groups"
was a priority (Yu 2006). "Large-scale enterprises" can in this context be treated as a
synonym for the large provincial SOEs." Indeed, both the Eleventh Plan and other
documents issued by the Shanxi government in 2004 and 2005 explicitly "encouraged"
(AAM)i) the "large-scale coal SOEs" to use the government-promoted industry consolida-
tion as an "opportunity" (RAM3) to acquire local (i.e. private) mines in order to "grow
big and strong" (4AMKWI) (Shanxi Coal Industry Bureau 2004, Shanxi 2005a, 2006).

Henan's Eleventh Plan, too, called for constructing several 100 million ton-sized coal
groups and "rapidly creating a provincial coal production and development structure
in which the large-scale backbone enterprises play the main role" () JQIN f W ,
4kt, #011 iflAtL f f!6AU). The chief of the Henan Coal Industry Bureau
explicitly identified these "backbone" enterprises as being the (provincial) Key State-
owned Mines (Li 2008: p. 134). According to an internal report from the (central)
Work Safety Agency, the Henanese leadership had already in early 2004 begun calling
for these "provincial backbone enterprises" to acquire small mines. The ambition was
that ultimately they would control 80% or more of Henan's coal production (SAWS
2006b; cf. 21 CBH 2007a).

These statements could be read as suggesting that the nationalizations that began
in Shanxi and Henan in 2009 and 2010 were an inevitable outcome and their timing
perhaps no more than the gradual working-out of a carefully prepared plan. Yet as
shown in Sections 4.9 below as well as in the next chapter, prior to 2008 even in Shanxi
and Henan meaningful moves to have provincial SOEs take over the local private mines
either simply did not happen (Shanxi), or seem to have been attempted but made
only limited progress (Henan). Even though provincial governments had reasons to
prefer an SOE-dominated coal industry, under ordinary circumstances, it seems, the
practical obstacles and counterveiling forces were too great than to allow this to be
realized within the short or even the medium term. This would only change with the
extraordinary circumstances of the growing public-opinion crisis over accidents.

51These were the largest firms in the province, and indeed their number - seven - matches the
number of "large" and "extra-large" enterprise groups envisioned in the Shanxi's Eleventh Five-Year
Plan.
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This general preference for SOE ownership of coal was not limited to Shanxi and
Henan. We find very similar language extolling the role of large SOEs also in Shaanxi
and Guizhou's Eleventh Five- Year Plan. The "guiding principle" (;7 t) of Guizhou's
Eleventh Plan defined "cultivating (t 10) large-scale coal enterprises and enterprise
groups" as the "main line" (:#1). Swiftly establishing several backbone enterprises
and groups with more than 10 million tons production capacity that could serve as the
"main force" (tJ ) for "optimizing industry structure" was laid down as a key task
for the period through to 2020. These large enterprises were encouraged to acquire
local small mines to consolidate the industry (Guizhou 2007). Again the Plan made
clear that it was above all the provincial SOEs that were to serve as these "backbone
enterprises": the Panjiang ( E W f) and Shuicheng Groups (7J1(J III) were both
to reach 30 million tons production capacity; other key state mines were to reach 10
million tons (Guizhou 2006c: pp. 56, 62; Guizhou 2007). Shaanxi's Eleventh Plan, too,
defined "cultivating large-scale coal enterprise groups" as the "main line". In particular,
this required "making the [state-owned] Shaanxi Coal and Chemicals Group big and
strong". The firm was to acquire small mines for this purpose. Key state-owned coal
companies were to "act as the main force" (AtJit2P' ffl) for developing Shaanxi's
coal industry (China Coal Processing and Utilization Association 2007, Shaanxi Daily
2006, cf. Wang S. 2008). Both in Shaanxi and in Guizhou, interviewees argued that the
provincial governments generally preferred large SOEs - especially those they owned
themselves - to develop their coal industries (Interviews 57, 58, 63, 72).5

On one level, the above-quoted language from the Plans reflected central-government
priorities. As we saw in Chapter 2, from 1998 onwards national leaders and authorita-
tive central policy documents had consistently called for coal mining to be consolidated
under large, preferably state-owned, enterprises. Naturally, provincial policy documents
would conform to this. Yet having the large provincial SOEs dominate their coal indus-
tries also offered the provincial authorities advantages. Thus there is no reason to doubt
the sincerity of this expressed provincial policy preference, especially as the just-cited
interviewees also confirmed it.

Interviewees gave several reasons for why provincial authorities would prefer having
SOEs, especially their own SOEs, develop a profitable and for these provinces, strate-
gic industry like coal. Firstly, given their higher technological capacities and greater
access to capital than most privates, SOEs were viewed as better able to carry out
large projects that spur GDP, while also minimizing the risk of serious, career-derailing
accidents. They were also considered to be most able to carry out the very capital-
intensive coal value-chain integration (electricity production, coal refining) that policy
makers were eager to see. Secondly, as one central-government interviewee stressed,
SOEs provide their principals with an especially useful source of patronage, because

52Guizhou businessman and former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou jour-
nalist (58), economists from Xi'an who consult for provincial and local governments in Shaanxi (63,
72).
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they can legally give their employees very generous compensation and benefits packages
(Interview 44) .5 Thirdly, consolidation of the industry under provincially-controlled
companies was seen as a way to increase provincial influence over national coal prices
(21 CBH 2004b). Fourthly, in the words of several interviewees, the (provincial) SOEs
could be relied upon to be "obedient" (fTYit, &R) to the provincial government. In
particular, they would also undertake tasks that offered little profit, if the government
requested this of them. Interviewees referenced cases of major coal SOEs investing in
coal refining, tourism and culture industries, selling coal at below-market prices, and
retaining excess employees as examples of provincial governments using their SOEs to
carry out projects they thought politically or socially desirable that privates would not
have done (Interviews 44, 63, 70) .5 During the Financial Crisis, Shaanxi (like the na-
tional government) relied on its state firms - in particular its energy and mining SOEs
- for crisis-fighting measures, by ordering them to go on investment sprees. Shaanxi
officials apparently considered this to have been a considerable success, and concluded
that in future they ought to rely more, not less, on the SOEs to drive rapid industrial
development (EO 2012c).

4.7.2 The Inner Mongolian Exception: Large Private Enterprise Groups

IMAR's coal industry consists of two very different regions; Eastern Inner Mongolia,
where the coal reserves mainly consist of relative low-value lignite (brown coal), and the
Ordos basin in Western Inner Mongolia, which has one sixth of China's total reserves of
steam coal, much of which is of high quality and is deposited in large, shallow and fields
suitable for large-scale open-cast mining. There is also some coking coal (Fenwei 2009).
The region is however also one of the most remote parts of China, and thus the Ordos
basin coal remained largely untapped until the 2000s. By contrast, coal in eastern Inner
Mongolia was developed from the 1950s onwards, mainly by smaller provincially and
locally-owned state enterprises. Because of lignite's lower value, investment and indus-
try growth in the east slowed in the 1990s and 2000s. The region became increasingly
peripheral and instead Ordos and Wuhai in Western Inner Mongolia emerged as the
center of IMAR's coal industry in the 2000s. What state companies existed in the east
were privatized or sold off to central-state electricity companies. (Interviews 10, 62, 66,
67, 8155; 21 CBH 2009b; Northeast Securities 2010) .

53Official from the Ministry of Science and Technology who was closely involved with a large-scale
coal energy investment project. Provincial leaders can of course also provide their followers with jobs
in provincial or local government. But while these can enable graft, legal compensation is apparently
much more strictly controlled, and significantly lower, than in the SOEs, especially those in profitable
industries.

54 Official from Ministry of Science and Technology who was closely involved with a large-scale coal
energy investment project (44), Shaanxi economist (63), Shaanxi correspondent of a major national

paper (70).
55Economists from a Beijing university (10) and a university in Hohhot (66), former Inner Mongolian

provincial-government official (67), former coal-mine owners A and B from Inner Mongolia (62, 81)
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Until the coal. boom of the 2000s turned it almost overnight into one of the fastest
growing parts of the country (with a per capita GDP that temporarily surpassed
Hongkong's), Western Inner Mongolia was very poor with little industrial development
and, in particular, little state-owned industry. Ordos City and its subordinate counties
(M) had owned a small number of state industrial companies, including coal compa-
nies, but most of these were privatized in the 1990s. There were no provincially-owned
SOEs active in the area. Centrally-owned Shenhua was present in Ordos from an early
date, but until the late 2000s no other centrally-owned SOEs appear to have invested
in Western IMAR.

As a result, the region underwent a distinctive industrialization process in the 1980s and
1990s, focused on developing township and village enterprises (TVEs). Like in much
of the rest of China, these TVEs seem to have often been set up by local officials who
"jumped into the sea" (T4, i.e. turned private businessmen) or by their friends and
relatives. Financing probably often came from a mix of private and local-state sources,
but, as elsewhere, with controlling ownership gradually shifting to the private side in
the 1990s - if it was not located there from the start. Because there was little locally or
provincially-owned state industry to compete with them for patronage from the IMAR
authorities, these firms enjoyed extremely close and supportive relations with the local
and regional authorities. Together with the favorable resource and market environment
of the 2000s, this led to the development of very big private coal firms in Inner Mongolia
(Interviews 10, 62, 67, 8156; 21 CBH 2007b, China Times 2011b, Northeast Securities
2010). Similar to the other case-study provinces' emphasis on building up their SOEs
as provincial champions, IMAR in the 2000s placed great emphasis on cultivating these
large-scale albeit private coal companies, a theme emphasized in its own Eleventh Plan
(Wang W. 2008).

The annual All-China List of the Largest 500 Private Enterprises (PP M F 5 [k500k)
is suggestive of the distinctiveness of IMAR's coal industry.5 7 The list categorize firms
by business areas. I was unable to obtain the lists for 2008 and 2009 broken down by
business areas, but in the lists for 2007 and 2010 through to 2014, a total of 21 firms
appear in the coal-mining category. Of these, 14 (66%) were from Inner Mongolia.
Moreover, the Inner Mongolian firms show the greatest stability: none of the seven coal
firms from other provinces appear in the lists in more than one year, but all but two
of the Inner Mongolian firms appear at least in two years and most appear in several
(All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce 2008, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015).

Two pertinent examples of this evolution are Yitai (4#*) and Yidong (4#1F), China's
largest and second-largest private coal companies with around 50 and 34 million tons
production capacity in 2012. In the 1980s, Yitai's founder, Zhang Shuangwang (qm

56 Economist from a Beijing university (10), former Inner Mongolian provincial-government official
(67), former coal-mine owner B (81)

57The list is put together annually by the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, with
firms ranked according to operating revenue (W A/).
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0E), who continues to serve as chairman of the company, was a local official in Ordos. 58

In 1988, he received US$67,500 in loans and grants from the government (from which
level is unclear, but probably the municipality) to start what became Yitai (New York
Times 2010). In 1997 the firm was reorganized as a joint-stock company under the
control of Zhang and a group of 30 senior employees, who took 54.64% of the shares
(holding these via a wholly-owned investment vehicle, Yitai Investment Co., at least
nominally on behalf of a group of over 2000 employees of Yitai). 59  All remaining
government claims on the company were liquidated in 2001 (CYD 2007) and through
to 2015, Zhang and the group of 30 have retained around 54% of the total stock of Yitai
(Inner Mongolia Yitai 2009, 2012, 2014).

Despite the liquidation of the state share of ownership, Yitai has nevertheless retained
very close links to the government, including, probably, at the provincial and national
level, something indicated by its inclusion in IMAR's list of "Key Coal Enterprises" (see
below) as well as by its ability to obtain permits for constructing and operating its own
rail line and for a large coal-to-oil project (a restricted technology in China). It appears
that Yitai - like other large and well-connected Inner Mongolian privates - was also
one of the big winners from coal-mine consolidations in the mid- and late-2000s that
are the topic of Section 4.9 and of the next chapter, as local and provincial authorities
sought to build up viable local champions.

While Yitai seems to have been a private or at least collective (Af$) company from the
start, Yidong began life as a county-owned SOE, the Zhunge'er County Coal Industry
Company (f /N R IR Mi1-1), also located in Ordos. By 1998 it was making
losses of RMB 2 million a year (a substantial amount in those days, especially in an area
as poor Ordos) and the county government turned a portion of the stock over to the
firm's employees and management, which was then headed by Yang Erxi (I3ii11). Like
Yitai's Zhang, Yang had previously served as a local official, including as director of the
county coal-industry bureau. Due to the then-depressed coal market losses continued
to accumulate, and in 2000 the government handed the rest of the stock over to the
employees, with Yang and the other board members (I * /) assuming control of
the company (China Entrepreneur 2010, China Economic Weekly 2012). When coal
prices rebounded in the early 2000s, sales soared, and by 2007 Yidong had entered
the "All-China List of Largest 500 Private Enterprises", gradually rising to spot 131 in

58 According to his entry on Baike Baidu (China's Wikipedia), his last position prior to starting what
became Yitai was deputy head (AlitH) of the Ordos township and village enterprise bureau; speaking
to the New York Times in 2010 Zhang himself only spoke of having been a "low-level government
official".

59 The other 45.36% of the shares were sold on the Shanghai Stock Exchange as "B" shares, that is,
shares tradeable only in foreign currency by foreign investors. Why Yitai opted for selling B instead
of A shares (which are tradable in RMB, by PRC investors, and trade at a significant mark-up to B
shares) is unclear, but likely reflected an effort to obtain the politically-valuable status of a foreign-
invested enterprise (cf. Huang 2002, 2008). As of 2009, no entity or individual other than the group
around Zhang held more than a few percent of floating stock (cf. Inner Mongolia Yitai 2009, 2012,
2014).
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2012, from spot 407 in 2007 (All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce 2008,
2012, 2013). Again, the company maintained close relations with local and probably
provincial authorities, and in 2012 Yang told a journalist that even though coal prices
were falling fast, the company would neither reduce production, nor lay off workers or
cut salaries (except those of the top management) because

without government support, it would have been impossible for our company
to grow as large as it has ... [therefore], in the current crisis situation [in
the coal market], we must actively give the government face and take on
responsibility. I will act as an entrepreneur, and not as a coal boss.(Tt

'fMQ2&.) (China Economic Weekly 2012).

To the extent discipherable, the corporate histories and structures of other large coal
companies from Western Inner Mongolia show similar patterns. Thus the Manshi (M
to xxffl), Huanghe (WXffl), and Haishen Groups (4*AAR fl) be-
gan as small-scale private TVEs or even as "individually-operated" enterprises (4iAW
?) in the 1980s and early 1990s (Manshi Group n.d., 21 CBH 2012a, Inner Mongolia
Haishen 2008), while the Huineng Group (W'LNM q ) is apparently owned by some
800 individuals including "social elites, ordinary workers, herders, and laid-off workers"
(Qinhuangdao Coal Net 2009). The Yuanxing Group (i ) underwent a series
of complex stock transactions that saw formerly state-owned shares held by the Ordos
municipal government gradually transferred to the private Boyuan Group (t*rIl I)
(Inner Mongolia Yuanxing 2011). All of these firms had by the late 2000s made it into
the All-China Largest-500 or the All-Inner Mongolia Largest-100 Private Enterprises
lists, and were listed as Key Enterprises by Inner Mongolia (IMAR Science and Tech-
nology Bureau 2010). Though I have no direct evidence for this (beyond a local mine
owner's oblique remarks about the "complicated background" of Ordos' large private
firms quoted in 21 CBH 2012b), given the deep involvement of local and provincial of-
ficials as private shareholders in the coal-mining firms in the other provinces, it is very
likely that also in IMAR current or former local and provincial officials (or their rela-
tives) often held personal stakes in these firms, thus further deepening their connections
to the government.

With the coal boom, investment by central SOEs and key state firms owned by other
provinces increased rapidly in Western IMAR after c. 2005/2006, something visible in
the rapid rise in output from the key state mines (cf. Part I, Figures 4.5 and 4.6),
but the available untapped resources were so plentiful as to leave plenty for private
development. The sheer amount of coal resources available for development seems to
have made the local and the provincial government in Inner Mongolia more welcoming
than most other localities towards investment from "outside" SOEs owned by the Center
or other provinces. However, for the reasons discussed, they too wanted to have strong
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locally-owned firms and were concerned to avoid falling into dependence on the outside
SOEs. Without SOEs of their own, Inner Mongolian local and provincial authorities
therefore focused on building up the private companies as local champions.

There are two good indicators of this support. Firstly, local (and probably provincial)
authorities seem to have used the coal-mine consolidation campaigns of the 2000s to
systematically strengthen these companies by enabling them to acquire additional coal
mines and concessions and thus grow larger. Secondly, in 2008 Inner Mongolia desig-
nated 30 enterprises as "key coal-mine companies" (I9L !Nji k) which were to enjoy
special policy support. Of these firms, 14 were local private firms, 15 were central-
state SOEs. (I was unable to identify the ownership of one firm.)60 No other province,
to my knowledge, has ever given a significant number of private energy companies a
comparable designation as officially-favored enterprises.

4.8 Tightening and Modernizing Regulation

4.8.1 Regulatory Tightening

Figure 4.13 presents graphically the number of regulatory and policy ordinances (No-
tices, Opinions, Decisions; iM-p FE, & ) concerning mining safety, equipment
and mine-construction standards, inspections, industry structure (i.e., closures and con-
solidation), and licensing and qualifications for key workers that were issued annually
by the provincial governments and the State Council from 1990 to 2013.61 Table 4.2
presents the total and average annual number of ordinances issued in three time peri-
ods; 1990-1997 (i.e., prior to the Center's first turn against the TVMs), 1998-2004 (the
period of the late-1990s Closure Campaign and the subsequent industry revival), and
2005-2013 (the years from the release of the Hu-Wen administration's major coal-related
policy documents and the period when large-scale consolidation and nationalization was
carried out).

60For the full list of firms, see Appendix. Ownership structures were mainly identified via analyses of
company websites. Firms that belonged to centrally-owned enterprise groups like Shenhua or the power
producer Huaneng generally stated as much on their website and usually bore the name of the parent
group company in their name. Firms that were coded as private when they either self-described as
private (RW) or listed prizes and honors that they had won that were restricted to privates, e.g. "Top
100 Private Firms in Inner Mongolia" ( P-- ). Given the financial and bureaucratic
discrimination private firms face, it is very unlikely that a state firm would describe itself as private
in its publicity materials.

61The data were collected from the Peking University Law Info China database
(http://www.pkulaw.cn/) through title-only (# ) searches using the search terms "coal mine"
(WO, "coal industry" (MR T A), "coal resources" (I 1RA), "mineral resources" (VPT R X).
The results were then hand-coded to exclude hits unrelated to safety, inspections, equipment and
construction standards and upgrading, industry structure, and licensing and qualifications.
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Time Period Henan Shanxi Guizhou Shaanxi IMAR State Council

1990 - 1997 0.625 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.5 0.75

1998 - 2004 1 3.6 1.1 2.7 2.4 2

2005 - 2013 6.6 7.6 7 5.8 3.4 2.4

Total, 1990 - 2013 71 97 73 72 52 42

Table 4.2: Average Number of Ordinances Issued per Year in Different Time
Periods
Source: Law Info China (http://www.pkulaw.cn/)

As the Figure and Table show, the volume of regulation increased substantially over
the period, in particular from 2005 on. While the provinces had issued, on average, less
than one ordinance every year prior to 1998 and only two in the following seven-year
period, in the years from 2005 to 2013 they issued six a year on average. Shanxi issued
the most, with 92 documents in total, and IMAR the fewest, with 52. The other three
provinces issued almost the same number (71 to 73 each). The number of State Council
documents issued shows a similar if less dramatic increase.6 2

Underscoring the role of accidents in driving policy forward, almost half of the State
Council documents (18 out of 42) were issued between 2004 and 2006 - the three years
with the highest levels of media coverage of accidents. 2005 in particular both saw the
most State Council documents issued during the period, and more very big accidents
(50 or more fatalities) than any other year (cf. Wright 2012: p. 159) as well as the
highest annual level of media coverage (cf. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 in Chapter 3).

These broad patterns in the data are consistent with the evidence from interviews. Inter-
viewees in Guizhou and Shaanxi claimed that from 2005/2006 onwards, both provinces
had significantly tightened regulatory controls over the industry. Inspections of mines
were stepped up, new mining licenses and concessions could almost only still be ob-
tained from provincial (and central) authorities, and it became increasingly hard for
small firms to get new concessions, though large private mining companies could still
do so. Interviewees linked this tightening to growing political pressure from the central
government over accidents and, to a lesser extent, environmental destruction (Interviews

62The greater total number of documents issued by the provinces compared to the State Council is
explained by the fact that State Council documents are rarely concerned with detailed - and document-
intensive - implementation (the job of the provinces and the ministries), focusing instead on setting
out the overall strategy.
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56, 57, 58, 70, 72).63 Strikingly, two interviewees suggested that the many accidents in
Shanxi led to pressure also on other provinces to tidy up their mining industries, too
(Interviews 79, 81).64

As suggested by the high number of ordinances issued by Shanxi already from 2002
on (cf. Figure 4.13 and Table 4.2), in Shanxi regulatory oversight seems to have been
tightened earlier than elsewhere. The first major round of inspections and closures of
sub-standard TVMs was launched in August 2003 - indicatively, after a string of large
accidents had occurred about which the then-governor, Liu Zhenhua (3iJI) ), was
ordered to give the State Council a personal report. Indeed, consistent with this early
tightening and the higher total number of ordinances issued in Shanxi than elsewhere,
interviewees repeatedly claimed that the regulatory regime in Shanxi was especially
strict. It is easy to see the likely link to the province's particularly severe accident and
publicity/media-coverage problem.

Conversely - and again consistent with the lower total number of ordinances issued - the
regulatory regime of IMAR was repeatedly described as particularly relaxed (Interviews
20, 71 79, 81, China Newsweek 2010).65 One former mine owner went so far as to claim
that in IMAR local authorities - and thus local business people - could often all but
ignore national regulation, both in mining and in other economic sectors (Interview
80).66 Interviewees attributed this to Inner Mongolia's status as a minority region,
claiming that provided it did not jeapordize national security, Beijing routinely tolerated
significant regulatory "flexibility" in minority regions, especially if this helped develop
their economies. Nevertheless, interviewees emphasized that, also in Inner Mongolia,
oversight was tightened substantially after about 2005 and especially after 2011, when
simmering conflict between ethnic Mongolian herders and the mostly Han-owned coal
industry over environmental destruction exploded into open protests (cf. Economist
2012). At this point it became increasingly hard for ordinary people and companies -
i.e. those that had not already grown very large and/or had very strong connections -
to get new mining concessions (Interviews 62, 67).67 Moreover, as we will see in Section
4.9.2, there are indications that from 2005 on, Inner Mongolia's subprovincial authorities
implemented particularly aggressive local-level consolidation, using this policy measure

63Senior engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining research institution (56), Guizhou businessman and
former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist (58), Economist from
Xi'an (72), Shaanxi correspondent of a major national paper (70).

64 Journalist from northern Shaanxi specialized on energy topics (79); former coal-mine owner from
Inner Mongolia B (81)

65Chinese scholar who has worked extensively on the coal industry (20), chief engineer at a Shaanxi
coal-design institute (71), Journalist from northern Shaanxi specialized on energy topics (79), Former
coalmine owner B from Inner Mongolia (81)

66Specifically, he referred to authorities being more tolerant of mines that did not have all their
papers in order than was common elsewhere, and to the region's very large - but technically illegal -
informal financial industry, which had played a large role in IMAR's coal boom and was also tolerated.

67Former coal-mine owner from Inner Mongolia A (62), former provincial-level official from Inner
Mongolia and Ordos real-estate developer (67, joint interview)
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to build up very large local firms, a point stressed also by interviewees (Interviews 62,
67, 79, 81).

I was unable to interview people with expertise about Henan's coal industry about the
specific issue of regulatory tightening, but the relative number of ordinances issued in
the three time periods in Henan strongly suggests that patterns in Henan were not
materially different to those in the other provinces: in the time periods 1990 to 1997
and 1998 to 2004, the province issued a total of five and seven regulatory documents,
respectively, but in the years from 2005 to 2013, it issued 59.

Shanxi's 2003/2004 province-wide campaign to "halt production and carry out rectifi-
cation" provides a good flavor of the content of the regulatory tightening carried out
across the country in the mid- and late 2000s. All TVMs in Shanxi were ordered to halt
production and undergo inspections and "rectification". Production was only permitted
to resume once they met standards, something county and municipal leaders had to
guarantee on pain of being held responsible for any accident that occurred within one
year. Mines that lacked gas detectors, whose managers failed to attend safety training
or failed to provide training to their workers, that had not posted safety supervisors,
failed to earnestly implement "rectification", or were smaller than 30,000 tons produc-
tion capacity were to be permanently closed unless they could make the necessary
changes by year end. While most inspection was carried out by municipal and county
authorities, provincial teams made spot checks. (Shanxi 2003a, 2003b, 2004c).

Further province-wide inspections of this type were carried out in subsequent years, with
particular attention now also given to whether mines had current permits. Some 4000 to
5000 "illegal" mines (i.e., those that lacked papers) were claimed to have been shut down
in 2005 and 2006 (21 CBH 2006a, Interview 3568). (Whether these production facilities
really were permanently closed is less clear: it would not be surprising if many were
in fact simply merged with other mines during consolidation [see below] or reopened
once the missing papers or other requirements were obtained - or once the inspectors
had left.) In 2004 and 2005 Shanxi also further raised minimum size requirements.
New mines now had to have a production capacity of at least 300,000 tons and were
ordered to "mechanize mining techniques" (KWlft Ff ) (Shanxi 2004c). In the major
coal-producing counties all existing mines with less than 90,000 tons capacity were to
be closed (Shanxi 2005a). Mines had to have multiple safety exits as well as pressurized
ventilation systems, and longwall mining was increasingly made obligatory (Shanxi
2006). The province also adopted other measures to encourage safer mining practices,
such as increasing the amount of compensation owners had to pay the bereaved in the
event of fatal accidents, obliging mine operators to lodge a safety deposit (J xG
TRIT&) that they would lose in the event of fatal accidents, and ordering senior mine
leaders to accompany workers underground on a regular basis.

68 Economists from the Shanxi Academy of Social Sciences
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From 2005 onwards, the other provinces carried out similar initiatives: inspections be-
came far more frequent, efforts to close (or merge) illegal or substandard mines were
stepped up, mine operators and workers were asked to undergo further training, safety
deposits and higher compensation payments were instituted, and minimum-size require-
ments were set and repeatedly raised.

The timing of this regulatory tightening is significant, because it indicates that change
was being driven not simply by the Center, but by the interplay of accidents, media
coverage and resultant central pressure. As discussed in Chapter 2, as early as 1994
central authorities had pushed for stronger regulation and supervision of the township
and village mine sector, and the Tenth Five- Year Plan, published in 2001, had amplified
this. Yet as we just saw, it was only in the second half of 2003 that Shanxi actually
launched a serious campaign to inspect and close substandard mines - indicatively, after
three major accidents had occurred within one week, prompting high levels of media
coverage and central intervention (cf. Shanxi 2003a) - and in the other provinces
oversight seems to have only begun to be seriously tightened from about 2005 onwards
- four years after the Tenth Plan had urged tighter regulation, but the very year that
saw more big accidents and more media coverage than any other, and a renewed flurry
of central-government documents pressing for getting accidents and general chaos in
the coal industry under control.

Thus, in the summer of 2005 the Center decreed a national campaign to "resolve the
small-scale coal-mine problem (/JNiJ'fJ]t) within about three years" (i.e. by mid-
2008), via a mix of clamping down on illegal and unsafe practices, closing or consol-
idating small mines, and strengthening safety management and inspections (SCWSC
2006a; cf. State Council 2005d, NDRC 2005). Only at this point, it seems, did Henan,
Shaanxi, Guizhou, and Inner Mongolia follow Shanxi's lead and also launch province-
wide inspection campaigns targeting mines that were substandard, illegal, or did not
have their licenses in order (Shaanxi 2005a, Henan 2005, Guizhou 2006b, IMAR 2006).
More localized but otherwise similar inspection drives took place in subsequent years,
often in response to major accidents.

While the 2005-2008 campaign was directed by the Center - with provinces obliged to
submit rectification plans and progress reports and follow-up inspections of provincial
efforts by central-government investigation teams - the bulk of the inspection work was
carried out by the counties and municipalities. Moreover, while national standards were
set, in practice provincial and even municipal authorities retained substantial discretion
to adapt these to local circumstances. For example, a State Council investigation team
complained that even though national regulations required coal mines in Shaanxi to
be no smaller than 300,000 tons production capacity after consolidation, the provincial
government had refrained from clearly stipulating this in its consolidation plan, and
many cities and counties were already working with minimum-size requirements of
90,000 tons. Yiilin had even relaxed this to just 60,000 tons. (SCWSC 2006b). Despite
this complaint from the investigation team, Shaanxi kept the minimum-size requirement
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for mines in Yiilin at 60,000 tons (cf. Shaanxi 2007a, Yiilin 2008), though the province
promised that by June 2008, the "average" size of mines in Shaanxi was to reach 300,000
tons (Shaanxi 2006). Increasing the size of mines required significant investment, and
thus keeping the size requirement lower directly favored the private mines because they
were smaller and their owners had less easy access to capital than SOEs.

As discussed further in Section 4.9, ultimately the Center's control over what precisely
provinces did with their coal industries was quite limited and restricted largely to
defining broad strategic goals and priorities, monitoring mine numbers - which were
self-reported by the provinces - and remonstrating when inspection teams discovered
irregular practices.

4.8.2 Regulatory Modernization: Selling Mining Rights to Privates

The tightening of the regulatory regime worked to restrict the activities of the TVMs.
However, especially in Shanxi significant regulatory changes were also made with the
express purpose of giving mine owners clearer and more secure property rights to their
mines, in order to encourage them to adopt longer-term strategies for mine operations
and investment. This is important because it indicates that also in Shanxi, obligatory
nationalization was never a foregone conclusion. Other strategies with (somewhat) less
potential for conflict were tried first as a means of getting accidents under control.

As discussed in Part II, Section 4.5.2, until the reforms of the mid-2000s most private
mine operators seem to have lacked a clear legal title to their mines. Rather, the mine
and the underlying coal was formally owned by a village or township - in whose name the
licenses, too, were made out - from whom the private then "leased" the right to operate
the mine. As the debates over Shanxi's reform experiment make clear, Chinese officials
and researchers understood the incentive problems flowing from operators' insecure
ownership rights well (see e.g. China Economic Times 2007, Oriental Outlook 2005).

Reforms pioneered in the mid-2000s in Shanxi sought to change this. Appropriately
enough, they were dubbed "clarifying property rights" (R)WHtiR). Operators who pre-
viously had only leased the operating rights to their mines would now obtain a legal
mining right (PiU$i), as well as all the relevant licenses, made out in their name. In
turn, they would have to pay a "resource compensation and usage fee" for the coal to
be mined (Efrf 'f*ThR), calculated on an RMB per ton-of-mineable-coal basis,
that was supposed to reflect the market value of the underlying resources contained in
the concession. They would thereby obtain an unambiguous legal right to mine and
to dispose of all the coal in the concession, in perpetuity.69 The hope was that this

69 This structure was adopted because it left the state's claim to ultimate ownership of all natural
resources unaltered, while still giving privates a clear, legally-defendable right to the coal. As a
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would disincentivize short-termist and speculative behavior, and encourage operators
to mine responsibly and invest in upgrading their mines. (China Comment 2007, China
Economic Times 2007, Southern Weekend 2006b cf. Shanxi 2006).

This reform was pioneered in Shanxi, by the then-governor Zhang Baoshun, who was
to serve as Shanxi Party Secretary until 2011. It was first trialed in Linfen in 2004,
and rolled out across the province in 2005 and early 2006. In September 2006 the
reform was extended to eight further provinces, including all the case-study provinces
(State Council 2006b). In practice, the reform proved contentious in Shanxi and seems
not to have been much welcomed by the local coal bosses because the resource usage
and compensation fee was levied retrospectively (i.e., mine operators were forced to
pay large amounts of money for resources that they were already mining). (It appears
that in the other provinces operators were not generally forced to make retrospective
payments for concessions they already held.)

Multiple motives seem to have lain behind this reform. For provincial policy makers in
Shanxi, it presented a plausible strategy to get accidents under control by improving op-
erators' incentives while respecting local governments' interests. For central-government
policy makers, it was part of advancing the larger strategic aim of marketizing the allo-
cation of mineral resources, to raise the efficiency of extraction and allocation. 70 For all
parties, of course, it was also a way to increase fiscal revenues. The Shanxi Academy of
Social Sciences expected the measure to raise about RMB 90 billion (c. US$ 13 billion),
of which Shanxi was to retain 80%, with 20% passed on to the Center. Around 60%
was to remain directly with the municipalities and counties. This was a large amount
of money, and officials justified it both with the windfall gains bosses had reaped as the
value of their mines appreciated dramatically in the 2000s, and with the costs localities
would have to shoulder in future to clean up the pollution unchecked mining had caused
(Southern Weekend 2006b, China Economic Times 2007).

Of interest here is, firstly, that provincial officials in Shanxi invoked a logic of property
rights in order to explain the reform measure, and secondly the apparent role accidents
played in prompting its adoption. Officials argued that a key cause for the frequent

journalist put it, likening the coal to coffee and the mining rights to a mug, while the state would not
formally sell you the coffee in your mug, it would sell you the mug - with the coffee in it, for you to
drink.

70Hitherto, mining concessions had been allocated to firms (of all ownership types) by state agencies
in return for a negotiated compensation fee, which in the past had usually been low or even zero.
Central-government officials had for a long time wanted to move away from this, towards a system
where mining concessions would be allocated to firms via market-based mechanisms like competitive
tendering or bidding (cf. e.g. State Council 2005d). The reforms advanced this agenda, as they
encouraged the use of market mechanisms for allocating concessions, though they did not mandate it.
Interviewees claimed that in practice genuine competitive tendering was rare.

7 1Journalists suggested that creating this new income stream for local governments may have also
been intended as compensation for the income lost due to closures of illegal mines (Southern Weekend
2006a)
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accidents, low investment in equipment and low coal recovery rates in Shanxi's private
mines lay in operators' rational response to their insecure and ambiguous ownership
of the mines. Given their lack of security, it only made sense for them to avoid large
investments and run the mines in unsafe ways if this maximized short-term coal produc-
tion. Conversely, once their long-term control of the mine was guaranteed and they had
made up-front payments for the full value of the mineable coal, operators would seek to
mine all coal (i.e., not just the most-easily recovered portions), thus reducing resource
wastage. Because accidents or substandard equipment would however threaten their
longterm possession of the mine and thus risk their investment (the compensation and
usage fees paid) becoming stranded, they would have strong incentives to undertake
the necessary investments in equipment and avoid unsafe practices like mining above
capacity. (Interviews 9, 35)7". This logic was consistently invoked by senior Shanxi
officials - including Governor Zhang and his successor Yu Youjun - as well as by re-
searchers from the State Council Development Research Center to justify the reform (21
CBH 2005c; Southern Weekend 2006b, 2006b; Oriental Outlook 2005, China Economic
Times 2007). It was also encapsulated by the leading slogan (IVA) Shanxi put forward
to sum up the reform idea, "Owners of Assets have the Perseverance [to Develop the
Assets]", ( W~f* fi CVV ).)

Accidents seem to have played an important role in prompting this reform initiative.
The initial experiment with the measure in Linfen in 2004 was launched in response
to a major accident in the city, in which complicated ownership relations were said to
have played a role.73 Media reports portrayed the reform experiment as an on-the-
spot decision by Governor Zhang, taken at the accident site in Linfen. The reality was
likely more complex. Upon coming into office in January 2004, Zhang had solicited
proposals for resolving the problems in the TVM sector, and this particular accident
appears to have acted more as a tie-breaker in the debate over whether to experiment
with property-rights reform of some kind (21 CBH 2006c, Southern Weekend 2010)."
The larger point, however, is that it was the occurrence of large accidents which drove
policy initiatives forward.

"Shanxi journalist who mainly covers energy and environmental topics (9); economists from Shanxi
Academy of Social Sciences (35)

73This accident happened on 30 April 2004, and killed 36 miners. The mine in question apparently
had four separate shafts, each of which had been leased out to a different boss. The leasees had
then further leased their leases out to other people, apparently multiple times. Identifying responsible
parties thus became very difficult. (The Beijing News 2008).

74Unfortunately I have been unable to excavate the details of these debates, and what the competing
positions were. At least one major concern appears to have been about the permissibility of selling of
state assets (which is what outright privatization of the coal itself, as opposed to the right to mine it,
would have amounted to) and the question of how to value concessions. Officials seem to have been
intensely concerned that any future appreciation in the value of concessions after the rights to mine
them had been sold by the state would leave them open to accusation of causing the "loss of state
assets" (WTTM'AiA). See the references cited in the main text, especially China Economic Times
2007.
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Ultimately, the reform disappointed, at least with respect to altering privates' incen-
tives and behavior. (The broader goal of marketizing the allocation of mining rights
continues to be seen as highly desirable, though it also remains a work in progress.)
Substantial revenues were raised - RMB 1 billion in Linfen in the first year alone - and
mining safety steadily improved (though it is likely that this was primarily due to the
tightened inspection regime and growing investment in safety equipment) but numerous
spectacular accidents continued to occur, not least in Linfen. In 2007 the city saw six
accidents with a total of 176 deaths. The reform was also unable to put a stop to the
specific practices it had been most intended to discourage; viz. frequent transferrals,
speculative buying and selling of mines, and mining above capacity (The Beijing News
2008, China Economic Times 2007, Oriental Outlook 2008, Caijing 2010a, cf. Li et
al. 2009). At least in Linfen (but almost certainly elsewhere too), the process through
which private operators obtained their mining rights also proved a breeding ground for
corruption, and by 2008 the experiment was discredited (Oriental Outlook 2008).

The reason for the apparent failure of property rights reform to alter bosses' behavior
is straightforward. At the heart of mine owners' insecurity lay not just tangled own-
ership claims, but state authorities' power to arbitrarily shut them down, and their
track record of doing so. Any mine owner operating in 2005 or 2006, when "property
rights clarification" was extended across Shanxi, will have been highly aware of the
Center's 1998 TVM closure campaign and its continued hostility towards the sector,
of Guangdong's abrupt decision to end all coal mining in 2005 7, of Shaanxi's obliga-
tory nationalization of private oil wells in 2003,. and of the continued practice of many
provinces and localities of ordering "production stoppage and rectification" for all mines
in a locality whenever accidents happened. Across the country, moreover, Center and
provinces steadily raised the required minimum scale of mines throughout the 2000s,
threatening all who were unable to meet the requirements with closure or obligatory
consolidation. "Clarifying property rights" by itself did not alter these realities, and
thus did not change mine owners' basic incentives. 76

Nevertheless, this experiment with property-rights reforms as a way of resolving the
problems in the private coal-mining sector is very significant for the argument of this

75 Guangdong had up to then had a small coal industry entirely made up of private or collective (X
{4) TVMs. In August 2005 a major and very intensively covered accident killing over 100 workers
occurred. Thereupon, the provincial government permanently closed all coal mines in the province
(Wright 2012: pp. 120, 123)

76 0fficials and scholars from Shanxi quoted in the Chinese press almost never discussed this aspect
of owners' insecurity. Instead, they focused on the prevalence of tangled and ambiguous ownership
relations (hence the label appended to the reform: clarifying property rights). Arguably, though,
tangled property rights were as much a symptom as a cause of owners' insecurity, which derived
ultimately from unaccountable state power. Since this was broached quite openly in the Chinese press,
it is hard to believe that Shanxi officials and academics were simply not aware of it. So why did
they not seek to address it? The most likely explanation, it seems to me, is that addressing it would
have required fundamental changes in Chinese state-society relations and ultimately the distribution
of political power.
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thesis. Like the later move to nationalization, this experiment with property rights
reform seems to have been actively promoted and designed by provincial policy makers.
While there evidently was some support for it at the Center - especially, it seems, in the
Development Research Center of the State Council - this experiment does not appear
to have been an order from the Center. Moreover, the key provincial policy maker in
question, Zhang Baoshun, remained the highest ranking official in Shanxi through to
2011, i.e., through the period of renationalization (2008-2010).

This strongly suggests that nationalization was never a foregone conclusion. As we saw
in Chapter 2, influential individuals and bureaucracies at the Center wanted to see the
state share of the coal industry increased substantially and the private sector squeezed
out as much as possible, though even at the Center this was never a universally-shared
position and other groups favored continued private participation in the industry. As we
have seen in Section 4.7 above, all case-study provinces except Inner Mongolia sought
to develop and strengthen the large state coal companies they owned, encouraged these
to acquire the private mines, and at least espoused a vision in which these firms would
gradually come to dominate the provincial coal industry. Yet Shanxi's initial response to
rising pressure over accidents and disorderly private mining was not to try to eliminate
the privates as a sector - whether through obligatory nationalization, obligatory closure,
or some other means - but to try to improve the institutional environment in which the
privates operated and thus the incentives they faced, through a mix of clamping down
on dangerous and illegal behavior, and - trying to - provide more secure property rights.
Politically and economically, this approach had obvious advantages over nationalization:
it preserved local rent and fiscal flows, and avoided major economic disruptions and
social conflicts.

4.9 "Local Consolidation", 2004/2005 to 2008

Between 2004/2005 and 2008, all the case-study provinces began enforcing some mea-
sure of obligatory consolidation in their coal industries. The available numbers for mines
are probably not very reliable, but they should capture the basic trend, and this shows
clear falls in the number of mines in the different provinces in the years 2005 to 2008
(cf. Table 4.3 below and Figure 4.9 in Part I, Section 4.3). In Shanxi reported mine
numbers fell from almost 5000 in 2005 to just under 2600 in 2008; in Shaanxi from 834
to 454, in Henan from just under 1700 to 556, in Inner Mongolia from about 900 to 525,
and in Guizhou from 2150 to 1738. (These numbers understate the change in Guizhou,
as the province closed down thousands of micro-scale artisanal mines that had never
appeared in the coal statistics [Interview 56"7]). In other words, in all provinces the
number of mines seems to have been cut by between about a half and two-thirds. These
falls in the total number of mines were achieved almost entirely through reductions in

77Senior Engineer at a Guizhou coal research institute
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the number of private (township and village) mines. Total TVM output, though, re-
mained constant or even grew during these years in all case-study provinces.78 Together
with the qualitative evidence presented in this section, this suggests that most of the
reduction in mine numbers was achieved via consolidation rather than closure alone.

As we will see below, implementation probably saw much manipulation and distortion

(e.g. companies formally merging and consolidating their operations in a single mine,
but really remaining separate entities - with most of their original mines left in operation
and not closed). The numbers very probably do accurately capture a basic trend
(significant falls in mine numbers) but whether e.g. Henan really reduced the number
of operating mines by two-thirds and not just by, say, 20-40% must remain open.

Shanxi Henan Guizhou Shaanxi IMAR

2005 4924 1686* 2149 834 1378

2008 2598 556 1738 454 535

Table 4.3: Mine Numbers in the Case-Study Provinces in 2005 and 2008
*Number is from 2004
Sources: See Figure 4.9

Section 4.9.1 describes the consolidation process and argues that consolidation is best
understood as a compromise solution between central demands for closing down much
of the small-scale private coal industry, and local and provincial reluctance to do so.
Section 4.9.2 turns to the role the large SOEs played in this round of consolidation.
Although both central and provincial policy makers were keen to see the SOEs acquire
small mines, in practice this did not happen on any significant scale in these years.

4.9.1 Consolidation as an Alternative to Closure

Like many other policy measures, consolidation as a solution to the problem of unsafe
and "chaotic" mining seems to have first been proposed in Shanxi and Henan, in 2004.
As noted above, in summer 2005, the Center then began orchestrating a nation-wide
campaign to close or consolidate the small mines (cf. State Council 2005d, SCWSC
2006a). Through negotiations with central-government bureaucracies (chiefly, it ap-
pears, the NDRC and the Work Safety Agency) each province agreed a target number
by which, by 2008, the total count of mines active in the province was to be reduced.

78 Henan is a partial exception to this: TVM output began declining slightly already in 2008.
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The provinces then set targets for each municipality, which then instructed their coun-
ties to produce plans (7iM) listing the mines to be closed or consolidated within their
borders. The plans had to be approved by the provincial government. In each province,
both at the provincial and the local level, the work was overseen and coordinated by a
Leading Small Group (4@@/JN4) comprising a deputy governor (at the local level: the
mayor or county head), and the heads of the relevant provincial (municipal, county)
bureaus (industry, mining, land and resources, work safety, etc.).

Several aspects of this deserve comment. Firstly, central and even provincial control
over what really happened on the ground was limited and seems to have been largely
confined to monitoring that the reported numbers for mine reductions matched the
agreed targets, as well as dispatching investigation teams to carry out spot-checks in
the localities in order to both learn what was in fact being done and disincentivize local
officials from engaging in blatant policy violations. That the numerical targets were
met, at least nominally, does seem to have been monitored quite aggressively, and there
appears to have been little scope for openly deviating from targets, e.g. by submitting
plans that failed to reduce local mine numbers by the stipulated amount. In Shanxi,
provincial authorities rejected Linfen City's draft consolidation plan because it would
have preserved too many mines (Southern Weekend 2006b). In Guizhou an official from
the provincial coal bureau described the provincial - and thus the municipal - targets as
"very tense" (1q%), noting that it was impermissible for localities to deviate from the
agreed numbers for mine reductions (CYD 2008b). However, the Center in particular
does not seem to have exercised much control beyond this.

What happened in essence in these years was that the Center strongly reaffirmed its
concern that the various ills bedeviling the coal industry - accidents, pollution, low
recovery rates - be brought under control, and stipulated that it wanted the number of
small-scale, private mines - which were at the heart of these problems - to be greatly
reduced. How exactly this was to be achieved, however, was largely left up to the
provinces. According to interviewees familiar with policy making in China, this is
fairly typical: central authorities mostly confine themselves to setting broad strategic
objectives and are reluctant to give provinces detailed orders about how they should go
about achieving these. (Interviews 12, 40, 48, 55, 61)"9. This is all the more so if the
policy problem in question is, like coal mining accidents, rather unique and locals can
be expected to have greater knowledge and understanding of the issues than central
officials (Interview 61). This reluctance to give detailed orders to provinces is probably
also an effect of the formal hierarchies. As a junior researcher from the NDRC Energy
Research Institute noted, central ministries and commissions - including the NDRC -
hold the same rank as provinces, meaning they are not generally able to give binding
orders to a province. Conversely, while the State Council and the Politburo can in

7 9Senior (12) and junior (40) researcher from the NDRC Energy Research Institute; senior (al)Y)
manager from a major SOE (48); NDRC official (55); senior official (A[l'RK) from the tax bureaucracy
(61).
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principle give orders to provinces, political considerations are likely to dissuade them,
since provincial governors and party secretaries are themselves members of the political
elite (Interview 40).

In this context, consolidation - whereby companies that mined the same coal fields
would merge or acquire each other, close their surplus mines (shafts) and retain only a
single, now enlarged, mine to exploit each coal field - seems to have emerged as a po-
litically and practically more feasible alternative to closing mines outright. Especially
if it was combined with setting and enforcing minimum-size (minimum production ca-
pacity) requirements for mines (thus forcing the smallest shafts to close), it would still
achieve the core central-government policy aims of reducing the total number of mines
- thereby making the industry easier to regulate and control - and concentrating coal
production in larger, more mechanized and capital-intensive and thus safer mines, with
higher coal-recovery rates. Provided that the mergers mainly took place among the pri-
vate mines, consolidation would furthermore preserve rent flows and local employment,
something outright closures, too, could not.

That consolidation as a policy measure was indeed brought into play as an alternative
to closure emerges fairly clearly from the documentary evidence. Thus Shanxi, in the
first provincial policy document mentioning consolidation that I am aware of, stipu-
lated in 2004 that small mines whose licenses were complete but which would have to
close on account of their small scale could instead also merge, to thereby achieve the
stipulated minimum scale (Shanxi Coal Industry Bureau 2004). In Guizhou in 2005
the province told the localities that, as per central-government orders, at least 300
mines had to be closed, but went on to permit them to merge these mines with oth-
ers, provided they had been closed first (Guizhou Party Committee and Government
2005). More generally, from the mid-2000s onwards, provincial policy documents regu-
larly discuss consolidation (1)% ) as the main method for solving the problem of
accidents, pollution, low coal recovery rates and "irrational industry structure" (g+J

_ meaning fragmented small-scale production and backward technology) in the
coal industry - the very problems that one had previously sought to address through
closure (see e.g. Shaanxi 2005a, 2005b; SAWS 2006b). Provincial officials admitted
fairly openly that they preferred mergers to closures because this was less contentious
and had fewer social and economic repercussions. Thus an official from the Guizhou
coal bureau explained to journalists that the province preferred to merge mines rather
than force them to close because although "forcing [the mines] to close is very easy, this
would lead to sharp contradictions. We are not willing to countenance that" (ITzHiJ

Mid fiW, E WAM--ib~db itWUTEW ]Q~he)(CYD 2008b).

Especially officials from the Work-Safety bureaucracy seem to have been less than fully
pleased with this substitution of inergers for mine closures. In 2006 the head of the
Work Safety Agency, Li Yizhong, chided local governments for "using consolidation to
protect mines that ought to be closed" ( iN)1 29
T T *) (PD 2006b). Inspection teams from the central and provincial Work-Safety
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authorities found such substitution to be widespread (PD 2005b, 2007b; Guizhou Work
Safety Bureau 2007). Investigations by the State Council Work Safety Commission in
Shaanxi found that of 80 mines scheduled for "closure consolidation" (M I5 ) (sic)
in 2006, only 11 had in fact been closed. The rest were to undergo some form of merger.
Even the mines that had been closed, the inspectors criticized, "are rarely truly and
comprehensively closed" (AIEJlJif i 0 A). Regulations stipulated that the
power supply of closed mines was to be cut, the shafts filled, sealed and bulldozed,
and the original landforms restored, but this was rarely done. It was therefore easy
to reopen "closed" mines (SCWSC 2006b). Yet even these remonstrations from central
inspectors made little difference to practice on the ground in Shaanxi: Of the 216 mines
that Shaanxi listed for closure or consolidation in 2007, only 16 were ordered to close,
with the rest permitted to merge or even just undergo expansion and upgrading (cf.
Shaanxi 2007b, 2007c). Similarly in Henan, of the 1569 "small mines" only 111 (7%)
were closed: the rest underwent consolidation (SAWS 2006b).

Substituting closures with mergers hardly exhausted the range of protective actions lo-
cal governments took. The consequence of hard nominal targets for reductions in total
mine numbers combined with relatively weak monitoring of how targets were achieved
and often strong incentives for county and municipal officials to keep as many mines as
possible in business, meant that what state documents delicately referred to as "non-
standard" (TAM) practices were probably widespread. For example, an investigation
team from SAWS noted that in order to hit targets, local governments in Henan and
Shanxi sometimes orchestrated technically or geologically irrational mergers, for in-
stance between firms that mined different coal fields (SAWS 2006b). In one county in
Guizhou operators were obliged to purchase and "consolidate" largely-exhausted shafts
(CYD 2008b) and in Shanxi a case was discovered where a company had "merged"
several shafts of the same mine (PD 2005b). In Shaanxi, Henan and Guizhou it was
not unknown for companies to formally merge (in order to hit targets) while in fact
maintaining independent financial, management, marketing, and production (mining)
systems (Caijing 2010d, Interviews 57, 58, 70)80. While provinces formally forbade
companies to mine while undergoing consolidation - mines slated for consolidation
were supposed to close and have their licenses cancelled, with production only to re-
sume once the firm and the mine to emerge from the consolidation received its new
licenses - one former Inner Mongolian mine owner claimed that the local governments
in IMAR had, in his experienced, been very flexible about this: companies could, in
practice, simultaneous mine and consolidate (Interview 62). Provincial governments,
too, showed flexibility. In particular, they varied the minimum-size requirements for
mines in light of local conditions. In Shanxi, for example, the minimum size that mines
had to meet to avoid closure or consolidation was set to 90,000 tons in the major coal-
producing counties, but only to 30,000 tons elsewhere. There was similar flexibility in
Guizhou.

80Guizhou businessman and former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou jour-
nalist (58), Shaanxi correspondent of a national paper (70)
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Despite these flexibilities - and the prevalence of private-private mergers and acquisi-
tions, see below - it appears that consolidation was often ridden with conflicts. Accord-
ing to a coal-mine owner from north Shaanxi, "most [owners] did not like [consolidation]
and had to be motivated by the government" (Interview 77). In Guizhou, the chief en-
gineer from a county-level coal bureau admitted that the local government often had
to strong-arm mine owners into agreeing to mergers (Interview 60). In other areas of
Guizhou consolidation also proved highly contentious (CYD 2008b). The chief engineer
from the coal bureau of a county in Ordos in Inner Mongolia, too, told journalists that
consolidation had been contentious and the government had to put great pressure on
the local bosses to get them to undertake the mergers (21 CBH 2010c). Media reports
even claimed that grassroots officials in Ordos asked for body guards during the mid-
2000s consolidation (EO 2011f), though this may be an exaggeration: the two former
coal-mine owners from IMAR whom I interviewed both claimed that consolidation in
IMAR had, in their experience, been relatively free of conflict, because levels of trust
between local entrepreneurs were high. They too however described consolidation as
originating from government orders, backed up by the threat of closing or obstructing
resistant mine owners (Interviews 62, 81). In Guizhou, however, the consolidation cam-
paign does seem to have led to the murder of a county head and the abduction of a
county party secretary (Chinese Business News 2006, Southern Metropolis Daily 2006,
Southern Weekend 2007b).

Guizhou's mid-2000s consolidation involved the closure of several thousand artisanal
mines (Interview 5681), and this may have made it particularly contentious. These
micro-scale mines produced only a few hundred to a few thousand tons a year. They
were operated by peasants, sometimes on a part-time basis, and had played a major
role in poverty alleviation in Guizhou, but they were also by far the most dangerous
mines (Donaldson 2011). Given their role in helping local peasants earn a basic living,
intense opposition from the local population to their closure should not be surprising.

However, it is likely that elsewhere, too, obligatory consolidation often led to intense
conflicts. The parties to a merger or acquisition must reach agreement about the
current and future value of the production facilities and concessions in question, and/or
design trusted structures to share future revenues, profits and investment. This is never
easy, but the relative absence of trusted intermediary institutions in China8 2 and the
fact that owners were essentially forced into consolidation under threat of closure is
likely to have made this particularly difficult and contentious, and probably frequently
resulted in owners being forced into mergers with firms and individuals they would
never otherwise have merged with. Connected bosses could also potentially exploit

8 1Senior engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining research institution
82 The value of mines slated for consolidation was generally meant to be assessed by third-party

auditors. However, owners apparently often did not consider these to be particularly trustworthy (cf.
CYD 2008b).
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local and provincial authorities' veto power over consolidations to force others to let
themselves be consolidated by them on their terms. 83

4.9.2 SOE Takeovers and Rent Preservation

As we saw in Section 4.7, provincial authorities in Shanxi, Henan, Guizhou and Shaanxi
- as well as central officials - all expressed the hope that large provincial-owned SOEs
would come to dominate their coal industries. They also all urged their SOEs to use the
consolidation campaign as an opportunity to acquire mines. Yet little of this actually
happened.

Henan seems to have gone furthest with actually implementing SOE acquisitions. Ac-
cording to a report from the State Agency for Work Safety, in 2004, the provincial
leading small group for coal-mine consolidation had made increasing the share of coal
resources controlled by the "provincial backbone coal enterprises" (W)a'WFL 4k,
meaning the large provincial SOEs) an aim of consolidation, and by end-2005 some 161
small mines had duly been acquired by SOEs. But that amounted to only 10% of the
1569 mines scheduled for closure or consolidation. Among the remainder, 1297 (83%
of the total) were merged among each other, meaning that they remained largely or
wholly privately owned (the other 7% were closed) (SAWS 2006b).

The limited scale of the acquisitions undertaken by the Henanese SOEs in these years
is underscored by a report from the Zhengzhou Coal Industry Group (WMMMIC
XfIl), one of Henan's five (then still seven) provincial state mining groups. In 2005
Zhengzhou Coal acquired 45 small mines within its periphery (Ji ) - but complained
that in mid-2007 there still were independent small mines active within the area of
its own large shafts (Zhengzhou 2007; cf. NDRC 2008). This is remarkable, because
while there is some evidence that the SOEs were not particularly enthusiastic about
acquiring small mines in general (see below), they did greatly object to the continued
existence of small mines within the areas of their shafts because, as Zhengzhou Coal
complained, this created serious safety risks for their own workers, and destroyed their
coal reserves. In other words, if there were any small mines that Zhengzhou Coal should
have been eager to acquire or get closed down, it should have been these, yet it was
not, apparently, able to do so for all of them.

In the other provinces, even less by way of SOE acquisitions seems to have happened.
The just-cited SAWS investigation report describes the consolidations in both Henan
and Shanxi in some detail, but unlike in Henan, in Shanxi no SOE acquisitions are
mentioned. Both an official from a municipal coal bureau (Interview 39) and managers
from two Shanxi SOEs (Interviews 38, 86) told me that prior to 2009, there had been
only very few acquisitions of private mines by SOEs in Shanxi. This is also consistent

83The municipal coal bureau official from Shanxi recounted such a case to me, but also claimed that
such cases had probably been rare (Interview 39).
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with the general silence in the media, prior to 2009, about SOEs acquiring private
mines. Had large-scale acquisitions of private mines by SOEs taken place in the years
2005-2008, this would almost certainly have been reported on extensively, as indeed it
was when such acquisitions did happen in 2009 and 2010.84 Instead, according to the
coal-bureau official, the consolidations in Shanxi in these years mainly involved private
mines merging among each other (Interview 39). This is also the picture that emerges
from media reports on industry developments in Shanxi at the time, which tend to
describe or imply that consolidations took place mainly or wholly among the privates.

The same was the case in Shaanxi, Guizhou and Inner Mongolia: again, interviewees
consistently described the consolidations that took place in all of these provinces be-
tween 2005 and 2012 as mainly involving local privates acquiring each other (Interviews
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 67, 70, 71, 72; 74, 75; 77; 79, 8185). This is not to claim that
there were no acquisitions of private mines by SOEs. For example, in 2005 Yanzhou
Coal, a large coal SOE from Shandong bought a private mine in Guizhou (PD 2005c)
and later in the 2000s, several SOEs from other provinces acquired local private mines
in Zunyi City in Guizhou (Interview; cf. NDRC 2008). Shenhua apparently bought 10
local mines in Yiilin in the early or mid-2000s (Yiilin 2007). As we will see in the next
Chapter, in IMAR in 2010 to 2012, a certain number of private owners sold to CSOEs,
as the latter's deep financial pockets meant that they could offer better prices than
even the biggest local privates. Although I know of no case of Shanxi SOEs acquiring
private mines prior to 2009, it would be surprising if there were no such cases at all.
The larger point, however, is that in all the case-study provinces the large majority of
coal-mine mergers and acquisitions prior to 2009 seem to have involved either privates
acquiring privates, or SOEs merging with SOEs.

Why were there not more takeovers of privates by SOEs in these years? The SOE
managers and the municipal coal-bureau official I interviewed in Shanxi told me that
the main reasons were firstly cost - the prices that the privates demanded were mostly
beyond what the provincial SOEs could easily pay - and secondly the small scale and
poor equipment of the mines in question, which would have made substantial invest-
ments necessary in order to bring them up to state-mine safety standards (Interviews

8 4That the absence of media reports about (hypothetical) SOE acquisitions reflects the absence of
such acquisitions at the time rather than some other factor is also supported by the extensive coverage
that the obligatory nationalization of Shaanxi's private oil industry in 2003/2004 generated. For more
on that case, see The Economist (2003, 2012).

85 Senior engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining research institution (56); Guizhou businessman and
former Guizhou coal bureau official (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist (58); economists from a
major Guizhou university who work on mining-related issues and in one case had held shares in a
local mine (59, joint interview); chief engineer and junior staffer from a county-level coal bureau in
Guizhou (60, joint interview); former provincial-level official from Inner Mongolia and Ordos real-estate
developer (67, joint interview); chief engineer at a Shaanxi coal-design institute (71); economists from
Xi'an who consult for local or provincial governments (63, 72, 75); journalists from Shaanxi who mainly
cover energy topics (74, 79); Shaanxi correspondent of a major national newspaper (70); Shaanxi coal-
mine owners (77); former coalmine owners A and B from Inner Mongolia (62, 81)
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38, 39, 86). According to the personal assistant of the head of one major Shanxi SOE,
acquiring yet-unmined coal fields in Inner Mongolia or Xinjiang and then building large
opencast mines from scratch was much more attractive than acquiring the small mines
and partially-tapped fields available in Shanxi (Interview 87). These concerns on the
part of SOEs about acquiring the private mines were also expressed in press reports
about the nationalizations in Shanxi and Henan in 2009 and 2010 (21 CBH 2010b, Cai-
jing Online 2009, Southern People Weekly 2009, EO 2011e). Several other interviewees
also claimed that for the stated reasons, the large SOEs were not enthusiastic about
the nationalizations (Interviews 10, 12, 56, 58, 59).86

These claims must be treated with caution. When Shanxi and Henan enforced nation-
alization in 2009/2010, this triggered heated polemics in the media and online. In this
context, emphasizing that the SOEs themselves were unenthusiastic about the acqui-
sitions and were making them only as part of state efforts to raise safety (and not to
enrich themselves) had obvious political attractions. However, while some of the ex-
perts quoted in the press as well as the just-cited academic (Interview 10) may well have
been primarily concerned to give answers that were politically on-message rather than
entirely factually correct, there is other evidence in support of this position - that the
SOEs mostly really were less than wholly enthusiastic about acquiring small private
mines - that is more reliable. Among my interviewees, the senior NDRC researcher
(Interview 12), the personal assistant (87), the two Shanxi SOE managers (38, 86),
the Shanxi municipal coal-bureau official (39), and the Guizhou engineer, academics
and journalist (56, 58, 59) were either speaking in very private and thus "secret" en-
vironments or made other statements that were distinctly critical or damaging to the
state's larger claims to be providing good and just governance, that they would have
been unlikely to make had they been primarily concerned to avoid making politically
off-message remarks.

The basic accuracy of these statements is also supported by a 2008 NDRC research
report, which also found that the high costs involved in acquiring and upgrading small
mines and the higher risk of accidents occurring in them (which threatened the SOEs'
safety-performance statistics), "[negatively] affected the large coal companies' enthusi-
asm for acquiring [small mines]." (/]\)P -IX & L
*41fld0 )NWt). When such acquisitions had been made, the NDRC researchers
wrote, they had not proven easy, citing Zhengzhou Coal's 2005 acquisition of the 45
small mines as an example: "[the small mines'] production capacity was scattered, their
mining equipment backward, structural contradictions prominent ( LI),
there was insufficient capacity for development (&%)JT,), and some of the mines
had low quality personnel and poor management systems and practices." (Al R R
if, N19 ). Grafting Zhengzhou Coal's "advanced management concepts and

8 6Chinese economist who studies the coal industry (10), senior researcher from the NDRC Energy
Research Institute (12), senior engineer from a Guizhou coal-mining research institution (56); Guizhou
journalist (58); economists from a major Guizhou university (59, joint interview)
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culture" onto them would be a "relatively long process". Meanwhile, the acquisitions
stretched Zhengzhou Coal's own organizational and management capabilities (NDRC
2008).

The report made several recommendations to facilitate acquisitions: SOEs that acquired
small mines were to be offered subsidies, tax breaks and expedited project approvals,
and be given a three-year grace period before the acquired mines had to meet SOE safety
standards and performance targets. Furthermore, governments were to intervene in the
consolidation process "to ensure that the large enterprises can acquire the small and
medium-sized mines at rational prices, and prevent the private mines from demanding
exorbitant prices when they are acquired" (!ATMr *4 tL,

INC j #) (NDRC 2008).

In 2009 and 2010 Henan and Shanxi indeed structured the consolidation process in such
a way as to ensure that the state firms only had to pay what one SOE manager called
"fair" prices ( IT) (and which the privates denounced as robbery): They prohibited
most mines from selling to any acquirers other than the provincial SOEs, divided the
coal regions into several districts within which different SOEs seem to have had first
choice of mines (thus creating local monopsonies), aAd gave each provincial SOE a
target number of small mines that it had to acquire (see next chapter). In other words,
they forced the privates to sell to the SOEs, and forced the SOEs to buy them. But
in the years from 2005 to 2008, none of the case-study provinces seem to have enforced
anything of this kind, with the possible - and in any case at most only very partial -
exception of Henan. 7 The question is, why?

No definite answer can be given. But the most likely explanation is that this was the
course of least resistance, requiring the least expenditure of political capital. When
it did occur, nationalization was far from popular among Shanxi and Henanese local
governments. Without aggressive state intervention to cap mine prices, nationalization
would have been financially ruinous. One economist estimated that the private mines
in the province were worth some RMB 300 billion (21 CBH 2009). But uncompen-
sated nationalization could be expected to prompt a public outcry and damage the
local economy (as it would in 2009/2010). Conversely, permitting "local consolidation"
(privates acquiring each other while enforcing some basic standards for safety and mine
size) could materially improve the safety situation - as indeed it did, cf. Table 4.4
- and minimally satisfy central-government demands for reducing mine numbers and
increasing mine size, while doing relatively little damage to local economies and leaving
local rent flows intact. Until this moderate, politically cheaper approach had failed,
why opt for radical approaches?

87I have been unable to discover the precise circumstances of the acquisition of the 161 small mines
by Henan's provincial SOEs in 2005. In any case, as noted above, these only amounted to 10% of the
total population of small (private) mines slated for consolidation that year. In other words, even in
Henan at that point 90% of small mines were not acquired by SOEs.
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Shanxi Henan Guizhou Shaanxi IMAR

per per per per per
Total Total Total Total Total

Mio. Mio. Mio. Mio. Mio.
Deaths Deaths Deaths Deaths Deaths

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons

2004 485 0.98 380 2.5 894 9.2 299 2.3 99 0.5

2008 275 0.42 256 1.3 453 3.8 113 0.5 25 0.07

Table 4.4: Improving Safety Indicators in the Case-Study

Provinces: Coal Mining Deaths and Death Ratios

Source: CCIYB 2005, 2008 and calculations based thereupon.

The overall argument of this section has been that the consolidation measures provincial
governments took in the mid-2000s were, at least implicitly, designed so as to permit
much of the local private mining sectors to remain in existence, in order to protect
local economic, fiscal and rent-seeking interests, including a certain amount of implicit
tolerance for very "flexible" practices. Is there evidence for significant provincial vari-
ation on this dimension (i.e., for some provinces being more stringent about enforcing
genuine consolidation, and others more tolerant of "flexible" practices)? If so, how does
any such variation fit with the arguments of this section, and of the thesis generally?

In fact, there is very little evidence for regional variation either way: I simply do not
know whether some regions or provinces were more stringent and others more flexible.
However, there are a few hints in the sources: Guizhou does seem to have been quite
aggressive about eliminating the micro-scale artisanal mines. The engineer from the
Guizhou coal research institute said that while generally coal-mine consolidation had
been approached with considerable flexibility in Guizhou, the artisanal sector really
had been largely eliminated (Interview 56). Occasional press reports also support this

(e.g. Southern Metropolis Daily 2006), as does the dramatic improvement in mining
safety (cf. Table 4.4). Conversely, the Shaanxi coal-mine owner I could interview
claimed that in the mid-2000s Shaanxi had not had been very aggressive about enforcing
consolidation (Interview 77). There is also evidence that in the late 2000s and early
2010s Shaanxi permitted companies to expand and upgrade their mines, instead of
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enforcing mergers (cf. next Chapter). Finally, there are indications from interviews
and media reports that officials in Inner Mongolia were in some respects quite tolerant
of "flexible" practices - specifically, of mines continuing to produce while undergoing
mergers or upgrading - and quite aggressive about enforcing that real consolidation
ultimately did take place (even if one produced while doing it) (Chinese Business News
2011, Interviews with former coal mine owners A and B from Inner Mongolia).

It must be emphasized that these indications of variation are really no more than hints,
not firm evidence. But they are nevertheless worth reflecting on as a means to test
the general claims of this thesis - that accidents and media coverage accidents played
a central role in driving coal-industry restructuring, and that this restructuring was
heavily shaped by efforts to preserve rents flowing from the private sector. Assuming
for the sake of argument that the variation hinted at was indeed the case, where does
that leave the general argument? In fact, the (hypothetical) variation fits it quite well.

In Guizhou, the micro-scale artisanal mines seem to have made little contribution to
local GDP growth, taxes and rent flows, precisely because they were so small. They
were however an important cause of Guizhou's particularly severe accident problem, and
they also damaged local coal resources. Concentrating mining in enterprise-scale TVMs
would have been better both for work safety, and for increasing local growth, taxes, and
rents. In other words, from local governments' perspective, closing the artisanal mines
- not the proper enterprise-scale TVMS - was quite compatible with preserving rents;
indeed, by preserving coal resources for the TVMs, it might even have increased them.

As discussed in Chapter 3, for geological reasons accidents and media coverage were
a relatively less severe problem for Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia than for Shanxi and
Henan: they had fewer accidents and deaths overall, and few very large accidents in par-
ticular. Thus, we should not be surprised if they were particularly tolerant of "flexible",
rent-preserving practices such as permitting simultaneous mining and upgrading or con-
solidation. That Inner Mongolia should have, apparently, been particularly energetic
about enforcing that real consolidation ultimately did take place does not logically fol-
low from my general argument, but it does not contradict it, either. Recall that by 2005
IMAR had no SOEs of its own. The consolidations apparently so energetically effected
were between private local firms, and served to build up very large and competitive local
private firms - the very firms that paid taxes locally, generated local employment, and
were most amenable to rent-extraction from local officials. Aggressively strengthening
these firms made complete sense from the perspective of rent preservation. If this char-
acterization of consolidation in Inner Mongolia really is accurate, then real questions
remain about why local officials in IMAR showed such initiative (building up local firms
as local and provincial champions) while elsewhere local officials apparently did not.
Trying to answer these questions is beyond the scope of this thesis.88 The point here is
more simple: variation of this kind does not contradict my general argument.

8 8The most plausible explanations are, I believe, some combination of leadership, regulatory benefits
due to minority-area status, and geology and historical industry development. Chinese discussions of the
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4.10 Conclusion

This chapter has sought to make two main points. Firstly, that the private mines af-
forded local officials much greater opportunities for rent extraction than the SOEs did,
as well as other governance benefits, and that they therefore opposed nationalization.
As we will see in the next chapter, when Shanxi and Henan mooted nationalization
in 2008 and 2010, they indeed ran into concerted resistance from local officials. Sec-
ondly, this chapter analyzed the policies adopted in the case-study provinces towards
the industry in the early and mid-2000s. The point this analysis has sought to make
is that up to the end of 2007, none of the case-study provinces had made any serious
moves towards eliminating the private sector, whether through closure or nationaliza-
tion. Even though all case-study provinces (except the special case of Inner Mongolia)
sought to develop and strengthen the large state coal companies they owned, their
actual policies vis-A-vis the private sector sought to preserve and in some cases even
strengthen it. Thus they responded to the Center's 2005 push for reducing the number
of small-scale TVMs with what I have termed "local consolidation", merging the pri-
vates among each other - not with closing or nationalizing them. Shanxi in particular
pioneered an innovative program of institutional reform ("property rights clarification")
- subsequently adopted in the other provinces, too - that was supposed to improve the
institutional environment in which the privates operated and thus the incentives they
faced, by clamping down on dangerous and illegal behavior and providing more secure
property rights. Politically and economically, this approach had obvious advantages
over nationalization or closure: it preserved local rent and fiscal flows, and avoided
major economic disruptions and social conflicts. The larger point is that this behav-
ior on the part of the provinces indicates that nationalization was never a foregone
conclusion. After 2007, however, Shanxi and Henan did nationalize, while the others
provinces did not and instead continued the policies of the pre-2008 period. The next
chapter examines how and why this was so.

question of why Inner Mongolia, and Ordos in particular, developed so many very large and competitive
local private firms tend to focus on cultural and leadership attributes. Thus it is often claimed that
local and provincial leaders in Inner Mongolia were particularly "open" (fWR) and "liberated in their
thinking", characteristics attributed to the - supposedly - open-minded, entrepreneurial Steppe culture
that developed outside the confines of the Great Wall (M N), in contrast to the - supposedly -
bureaucratic and hide-bound culture characteristic of officialdom on the Chinese side of the Wall (M
N). This is approach is unlikely to yield many insights. More promising is focusing on the degree
to which minority-area status may have permitted significant policy flexibility unavailable elsewhere

(especially as regards tolerance of informal finance, and early SOE reform), and geology and historical
development: Very large untapped coalfields that had not yet allocated to others existed in Inner
Mongolia, fields which moreover suited the development of very large open-cast mines and thus large
mining companies. This may well have made developing large local mining firms feasible in a way
that it was not in provinces like Shanxi where many fields had already been extensively mined, the
impossibility of open-cast mining dramatically pushed up capital costs, and there were fewer unclaimed
coalfields.
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5.1 Summary and Chapter Outline

This chapter traces how coal-industry policies evolved in the case-study provinces after
2007. Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show how, in response to the continued occurrence of
large accidents that were intensively covered in the media, Shanxi began to adopt and
implement a radical rent-destroying policy of nationalizing or closing most private coal
mines. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 turn to Henan, Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia and Guizhou. In
Henan (Section 5.5) we see a very similar process as in Shanxi, with large accidents
again prompting nationalization. Conversely, in the other case-study provinces (Section
5.6) there was no forced nationalization. While renewed pressure from the Center for
industry restructuring did lead to new rounds of coal-mine consolidation also in these
provinces after 2008, the policies they adopted essentially constituted a continuation
of the rent-preserving "local consolidation" discussed in the previous chapter. Rather
than enforce nationalization, Shaanxi, Guizhou and Inner Mongolia sought to preserve
the (rent-creating) private coal sector. Superficially ambitious targets for industry
consolidation were set, but these were complemented with regulatory loopholes and
sometimes simply lax enforcement in order to enable the small-scale private mines to
merge among each other (instead of forcing buy-outs by large state concerns, as in
Shanxi and Henan). Thus, large privately-owned coal industries remained in place in
these provinces - at least initially. This very different policy choice by Shaanxi, Guizhou
and Inner Mongolia is explained with the absence of large, intensively-covered accidents
in these provinces.

Beginning in 2012 and gathering speed in 2013, the coal market in China entered a
downward spiral, from which it has yet to recover. As of December 2015, prices have
fallen by 55% or more. The precise ramifications of the market's collapse vary by
region and clear data have yet to emerge. However, there is evidence that in Shaanxi
and Inner Mongolia at least, the price declines have hit private firms particularly badly,
due to these areas' remoteness from the main sites of coal consumption and their private
producers' dependence on trucking to carry coal to market. Thus it is likely that in the
coming years in these regions too the industry share of the large state corporations will
grow significantly.

5.2 Accidents, Media Coverage and Nationalization in Shanxi: The

Impact of "Sudden Incidents"

The adoption and implementation of nationalization in Shanxi occurred not as a single
decision, but as a somewhat torturous and halting process that ran from December
2007, when Shanxi first began to seriously explore nationalization as a policy option, to
spring 2009, when the final decision to press ahead was taken (Actual implementation
dragged on into 2011.) This process was marked by resistance from local governments
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and mine owners, and public outcries over nationalization and "reform reversal". Yet
large mining accidents continued to occur, and that drove the process forward - despite
the resistance - not least by prompting repeated central intervention.

The section presents three main findings. First, large, intensively covered accidents were
the main causal force prompting nationalization and driving this policy forward even
in the face of resistance. Second, although several individual municipal leaders seem to
have played an important role in the adoption of nationalization first as a local and then
subsequently as a provincial policy, resistance from local governments, "coal bosses", and
parts of the media and the liberal intelligentsia was substantial. There are indications
that Shanxi at several points hesitated to continue with nationalization, on account of
the intensity of the opposition to it. Third, individual municipal leaders, the provincial
government, and central leaders were all involved in the nationalization process. While
the lack of data makes it hard to be certain about the details of the respective roles
of these different actors and about where precisely decisions originated, it appears that
the key decisions were taken at the provincial level, though central support for these
decisions played a decisive role in enabling provincial leaders to override the intense
resistance to nationalization that they faced. Moreover, while provincial decisions were
crucial for rolling out the nationalization policy province-wide, there are indications
that the personal initiative of at least one municipal leader - the party secretary of
Linfen - too was important, possibly even crucial, for getting nationalization started.
Put another way, nationalization was not so much a case of the Center forcing its policy
preferences down the throat of a reluctant province, as central, provincial and certain
individual municipal leaders interacting to design a particular policy - and then force
this down the throats of very reluctant county, township and to a lesser extent municipal
governments.

5.2.1 Initial Policy Change in Linfen

5.2.1.1 Event Narrative

Figure 5.1 tracks the number of articles and multimedia products (slide-shows, videos,
etc.) that mention mining accidents in Shanxi and were published each month between
January 2007 and December 2009 and linked to online by the Sina.com portal1 . During
these years, four especially large accidents occurred in Shanxi: on 5 December 2007, 105

'The search strings used were "Shanxi" AND "Mining Accident" (iNANDif-4), "Shanxi" AND
"Coal Mine" AND "Accident" AND NOT "Mining Accident" (L UNAND WrAND*-4 AND NOTf
V), and "Shanxi" AND "Dam Collapse" (W tANDAJ91). To corroborate that the spikes were indeed
driven by the accidents noted in the Figure and not by spurious correlations of the search terms with
something else, I also conducted searches that replaced "Shanxi" in the search strings with "Linfen"
(IIk) and, for the 2009 Tunlan accident, with "Tunlan" (-MM). This produced the same spikes, of
a similar size (597 hits for the December 2007 accident in Linfen, 607 hits for the September 2008
accident in Linfen, and 577 hits for the Tunlan accident in February 2009.
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workers were killed at an accident in a private coal mine in Linfen's Hongdong county

("Hongdong accident"); on 13 June 2008, 34 were killed at a private coal mine in Lilliang;
on 8 September 2008, the dam of a mine-tailings pond at a private iron ore mine in
Linfen collapsed, inundating a village and killing 277 people ("Kuiba accident" 2 ); and
on 21 February 2009 an accident at the state-owned Tunlan coal mine killed 74 workers

("Tunlan accident"). In March and May 2007 and in January 2008 Linfen also saw three
smaller accidents at private coal mines, killing 26, 28 and 20 miners, respectively.

As can easily be seen, each of these accidents led to an explosion of coverage. This was
precisely the type of "sudden incident" discussed in Chapter 3 that so worried political
leaders: major disasters whose shocking nature would trigger extensive media coverage
and commentary and on- and offline chatter that could whip up public emotion. This
was especially the case with the December 2007 Hongdong and September 2008 Kuiba
accidents in Linfen, since both took place in mines whose operations were soon found
to have violated numerous laws and regulations (cf. Xinhua 2007, Xinhua 2008a) -
meaning that regulatory failure and, as was subsequently found, corruption of local
and provincial officials played an important role in these accidents.

Events of this kind tend to prompt the Center to respond with "disciplinary storms"
( that is, harshly punish local officials in order to incentivize better future
performance and demonstrate concern and responsiveness to the public at large and
"pacify popular outrage" (- EdIRM6) (Chapter 3). This is exactly what happened in
Linfen: after the December 2007 accident, the mayor of Linfen municipality (m fiii)
was rapidly removed from office (MR) and subsequently also demoted (W)A) (PD
2007c). In total, 39 individuals were given jail sentences, including a vice-mayor who
was sentenced to 14 years. A further 39 individuals received administrative and party
sanctions, including the Linfen party secretary and the Shanxi vice-governor responsi-
ble for work safety (Xinhua 2009a). The Linfen party secretary was also exchanged,
though this was not registered as a formal disciplinary sanction. A new party secre-
tary, Xia Zhengui (9-191A), was installed within two weeks of the accident. A new
mayor was soon appointed, too (Southern Weekend 2009). In terms of both the ranks
of those affected and the severity of the punishments, these were the harshest sanctions
administered to Shanxi officialdom over accidents up to that point.

The punishments that the Center administered to Shanxi officials for the September
2008 accident were even more severe. Within days, governor Meng Xuenong was forced
to publicly "take responsibility and resign" ( HIMW/r) (Xinhua 2008b). Linfen's party
secretary and mayor - who had both been appointed only nine months before, after
the December 2007 Hongdong accident - were first suspended and investigated (fNRY
$]E) and then dismissed (MR). The vice-governor responsible for safety was removed

2 From the Chinese word for dam burst; kuiba (&i9n1).
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from office, too. In total, 62 individuals received party and administrative sanctions. 52
individuals were prosecuted. Numerous senior municipal and county officials received
lengthy jail sentences (Beijing Youth Daily 2010, Changsha Evening Post 2009, Legal
Daily 2009, Southern Metro Daily 2009b, Xinhua 2009a). These were some of the
harshest accident-related sanctions ever administered in China. In no other case do the
governor, vice-governor, or municipal party secretary seem to have lost their jobs.

The December 2007 accident in Linfen proved a watershed moment for coal policy in
Shanxi. It prompted a re-evaluation of the rent-preserving policies discussed in Chapter
4; viz. "clarifying property rights" (RA f7Ti) and what I called "local consolidation".
These policies had sought to improve industry development - and thus work safety
- by giving private owners clearer and more secure property rights and thus stronger
incentives for longterm investment in mining equipment and safety technology, and by
closing the smallest and least safe mines and consolidating the remaining privates among
each other locally. They had attempted to solve (or at least significantly ameliorate) the
safety crisis while still preserving a large private and thus local government-controlled
coal sector. Property rights clarification, in particular, had been first pioneered in
Linfen, in 2004/2005.

But from November 2006 to January 2008 the city suffered five coal-mining accidents
with, respectively, 24, 26, 28, 105, and 20 fatalities. Evidently, neither "property rights
clarification" nor local consolidation had stopped the occurrence of spectacular acci-
dents. In 2007, Linfen suffered more large accidents than in any other year in the
2000s. 3 Post-accident investigations moreover revealed that these policies had created
breeding grounds for corruption (as bosses paid off local officials to avoid mergers or
closures, or to underreport reserves and thus minimize compensation payments to the
state), and not to have stopped the phenomenon of mine owners frequently re-leasing
mines among each other on a short-term and speculative basis ( M $9%), thereby
creating the complex and intransparent ownership structures that "property rights clar-
ification" had sought to end because they were seen as contributing to accidents. Thus,
"property rights clarification" was discredited (Oriental Outlook 2008; Southern Week-
end 2008b, 2008c; Caijing 2010a). As the People's Daily (2009) noted, "the aims [of
property rights clarification] had simply not been realized" ([AWi4M ]tJ H
fjI). Instead, policy makers now began looking to nationalization. By having large
SOEs consolidate most of the private and small mines - thus reducing mine numbers
and increasing the size of the mines - it was hoped that safety could be improved.

Once again, the initial policy experiments were launched in Linfen, though Datong city,
too, proved an early policy adopter. In January 2008 the newly-installed party secretary

3 Between 2000 and end-2007 there were nine coal-mine accidents with 20 or more fatalities in Linfen.
Of these, three occurred in 2007. In no other year did more than one accident of this size happen
in the city. The December 2007 accident, moreover, was the worst accident in Linfen since the early
1990s that I know of. (Source: Own compilation of data on accidents from Safehoo.com and media
reports, and Shan 2004.)
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of Linfen, Xia Zhengui, began informal talks with 10 major SOEs from across the nation
about having them take over the local mines (Caijing 2010a, China Economic Weekly
2008a). Policy decisions were announced in March and April (Linfen 2008a, 2008b).
All mines with production capacities smaller than 300,000 tons per annum - meaning,
70% of the city's 385 private mines4 - as well as any larger mines that did -not meet
safety standards would have to let themselves be acquired by authorized firms, or close.
The acquirers would then merge and upgrade the acquired mines, thus reducing the
total number of mines in the municipality from 392 to 260.

The city largely restricted the right to acquire the small mines to "large-scale" state
coal groups and large-scale state-owned firms in coal-related sectors like electricity gen-
eration or coking (W N RIJ A R X M , ) 361 W R). As we will see, in
practice "large-scale" meant provincially or centrally-owned. Local state-owned coal
companies and large local private companies5 were permitted to acquire mines in the
imminent vicinity of their existing mining operations (Mri) in order to integrate them
into these, but were forbidden from acquiring mines elsewhere in Linfen (Linfen 2008a,
2008b; cf. China Coal Industry 2008).

In 2009 and 2010 the obligatory nationalization of the private coal mines would unleash
a storm of public criticism, prompting the Shanxi government to deny that it was
undertaking nationalization at all, and to try to obfuscate the nature of the changes to
industrial structure that were taking place on the ground. But when nationalization
was first trialed in Linfen in 2008, the city and the state media were still very open
about what was being done. The Linfen government stated that the overall objective
(RH f;T-) of its policy was to "create a coal-mine ownership structure dominated by
large-scale state-owned coal enterprises" (Jf h-2 N4 IA NJ)I9 i' iI
$J) (Linfen 2008a, my emphasis). Both state and commercial media openly spoke of
Linfen's coal reforms as a case of renationalization (e.g. Economic Information 2008,
Southern Weekend 2008b), and some state outlets celebrated this (e.g. China Coal
Industry 2008).

5.2.1.2 Analysis: Accidents and Safety as Drivers of Policy

Section 5.4 marshals the evidence that Shanxi's and Linfen's moves to nationalization
was driven by accidents and by the growing toll that "accountability" (iAN ) was wreak-
ing on the careers of Shanxi officials. But two pieces of evidence should already be noted
here, for they pertain specifically to Linfen's decision. For one, there is the temporal
sequence: the policy switch to nationalization occurred after Linfen and Shanxi had

4Economic Information (2008) reports that of the city's 392 coal mines, 385 were private. China
Coal Industry (2008) reports that 275 mines were to be acquired by other firms as part of Linfen's
nationalization drive because they failed to make this minimum-size benchmark.

5Defined as firms with more than 20 million tons of allotted coal reserves and production capacity
above 450,000 tons per annum.
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once again suffered a large, intensively-covered accident (the December 2007 accident),
and after the existing policy approach to resolving the safety crisis (property-rights
clarification and local consolidation) had been discredited by the continued occurrence
of accidents. Nationalization was moreover introduced by a new city leader - party
secretary Xia - who was posted to Linfen within two weeks of the December accident
to take over from the existing city leaders, and appointed in a manner intended to signal
that he had the full support of the provincial leadership to take aggressive measures
(Southern Weekend 2009).

The second piece of evidence for the central role that mining accidents - and city
leaders' concern over the career risks that accidents posed to them personally - played
in the nationalization decision, lies in the criteria that the city used to define which
firms would be permitted to acquire small mines, and in the emphasis that the city's
policy documents placed on where responsibility for the safety of the mines would lie
after their acquisition.

Recall that Linfen only permitted "large-scale" state companies to undertake unre-
stricted acquisitions of small mines anywhere in the municipality. Private firms and
even "local" (i.e. municipally or county-owned) SOEs were only allowed to acquire
mines in special circumstances. Strikingly, the city defined "large-scale" state firms not
only in quantitative-economic but also in regulatory terms. To be considered "large-
scale" (0K), an SOE had to meet certain minimum-size requirements 6 and be under
"independent work-safety assessment" ( Mi 1 1 ), meaning that its work-
safety performance would not count towards the city's performance, and city leaders
would not be assessed or responsible for it (Linfen 2008a, 2008b). This regulatory
definition of what a "large-scale" SOE was, meant that generally these could only be
provincially or centrally-owned firms, for only these firms have independent work-safety
assessment. (The safety performance of locally-owned SOEs generally counts towards
the city's overall work-safety performance, and city leaders are responsible for these
firms' performance.)

The intensity of the city leaders' concern over this point is underscored by the fact that
they were not satisfied with leaving this shift of responsibility for mining safety and
safety regulation implicit in their peculiar regulatory definition of what a "large-scale"
SOE was. Rather, the policy documents explicitly recorded that the large-scale SOEs
would have full responsibility for the safety of the mines they acquired (7%4i I

KIMJ'f) and that "the local government departments will no longer be responsible for
safety supervision and safety management [of these mines]" (Linfen 2008a). In other
words, should regulatory or supervisory failures be found to have contributed to any
future accident, then the responsibility for this would not lie with Linfen officials, and
they would not be held accountable.

6 Quantitatively, a "large-scale" SOE had to have at least 5 million tons total production capacity
and at least one individual shaft with 1.8 million tons production capacity.
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These points about the site of responsibility in the event of accidents help explain why
Linfen's leaders specifically wanted large SOEs to take over the running of the coal
industry. These firms did have a substantially better safety record than either the
private mines or the local state mines (cf. Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2). Of the 43 coal-
mine accidents with 20 or more fatalities that occurred in Shanxi between 2000 and
end-2007, only 5 occurred in mines run by the large state companies - even though
these companies produced just under half of total provincial coal output. 7 The rest
occurred in private and local-state mines, with most occurring in private mines. Yet
at least some of the largest private mines also had excellent safety installations and
practices (Interview 218). But for city leaders, provincial and central SOEs had the
crucial advantage over privates of not falling under their regulatory authority, meaning
that they would not be held responsible for accidents in their mines. They remained
responsible for accidents in private firms, however. 9

5.2.1.3 Analysis: Site of the Policy Decision

It is unclear with which individuals and which level of government the decision to
nationalize the small mines in Linfen originated. Media articles generally portrayed
the decision as issuing mainly from Xia Zhengui, the new Linfen party secretary. Xia,
they point out, had served as mayor of Jincheng (- A) prior to his elevation to the
Linfen party secretaryship. While Linfen's coal industry consisted almost entirely of
private firms, several large provincial and municipally-owned SOEs accounted for a
substantial fraction of the industry in Jincheng and as a result, it was claimed, there
had been fewer accidents. Faced with the task of solving Linfen's safety crisis, Xia thus
supposedly resorted to the "Jincheng Model" that he knew and that seemed to work

(e.g. Caijing 2010a, Southern Weekend 2008c). 10

Yet it is hard to believe that Xia would have taken such a radical step without first
assuring himself of clear support from the provincial leadership. This he got: on the
occasion of his appointment, Xia was personally accompanied to Linfen by Shanxi's

'Source: Own compilation of data on accidents from Safehoo.com, media reports, and Shan 2004.
8Western mining safety consultant with long work experience in China.
91n 2010 Shanxi formally released local governments from all responsibility for safety at the mines

of the provincial SOEs and China Coal, the main central-state firm active in Shanxi (cf. Shanxi
2010). But this was just a formal ratification of existing practices. As discussed in Chapter 4, local
governments had no regulatory authority over provincial or central SOEs, wherefore it made little
sense to sanction them for accidents in these firms. Indeed, to the best of my knowledge they never
were: Of the seven accidents with 20 or more fatalities that occurred in mines run by provincial SOEs
in Shanxi between 2000 and 2011, I was able to obtain information about sanctions administered in
five: in none of these were local officials disciplined. Nor were local officials disciplined over the two
accidents with over 20 casualties that occurred in provincial SOEs in Guizhou in the 2000s, or for the
huge accident killing 166 in an SOE mine in Shaanxi in 2004.

1 0From 2000 to 2012 Jincheng indeed only suffered two accidents with 20 or more fatalities (21
and 23 deaths, respectively), which is much better than the toll in most other coal regions of Shanxi.
Whether this really was due to Jincheng's ownership structures I cannot assess.
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party secretary Zhang Baoshun, and Zhang introduced him to the local cadres. This
is apparently rarely seen, and was interpreted locally as a signal that Xia had Zhang's
full backing (Southern Weekend 2009). By spring 2008 the Shanxi government had
decided to explore province-wide nationalization as a solution to Shanxi's accident
problem (Section 5.2.2 below). This suggests that Linfen under Xia was being used
as an experimental site (isA), to undertake a trial run of nationalization before the
policy was rolled out province-wide, much like "property rights clarification" had also
been first trialed in Linfen.

This would be nothing unusual: as Sebastian Heilmann (2008a, 2008b) has shown, Chi-
nese policy makers routinely test out new policies in one or several locales before rolling
them out more widely. As Heilmann also shows, while formal or informal support from
higher-level patrons is crucial to enable local leaders to undertake policy experiments,
local initiative often plays an equally vital role and China's political process has tended
to accommodate bold local experimentation and reward local leaders for successful ex-
periments. Thus it is quite plausible that personal initiative by Xia played an important
role in the move to nationalization in Linfen.

5.2.2 The Move to Province-Wide Nationalization in Shanxi

5.2.2.1 Event Narrative and Policy Analysis

The Shanxi provincial government seems to have begun working on plans to national-
ize much of the province's private coal industry shortly after nationalization began in
Linfen. The sources generally ascribe this decision to Meng Xuenong, who had been
appointed governor of Shanxi in Autumn 2007. In spring or early summer 2008, the
Shanxi Coal Industry Bureau undertook a detailed investigation of the coal industry
in each city and county of the province, with particular attention given to Linfen and
Linfen's experiment with nationalization (Zhao and Chen 2013). By late April the first
rumors were being reported in the business press that Shanxi was about to announce
a policy of province-wide nationalization of coal mining (21 CBH 2008a, 2008d). Also
in April - i.e., even before there had been an official public statement of provincial
policy - Datong municipality began making preparations to have the Datong Coalmine
Group (7k Ar iffl; one of the large provincially-owned coal SOEs) take over and
consolidate most of the private mines in Datong. By early summer Datong had begun
implementation (21 CBH 2008a, Datong 2008, cf. Song 2012).

Shanxi finally announced nationalization on 2 September 2008, in what subsequently
became known as "Document Number 23" (23 Z#f). Document 23 stipulated that

"Because links have sometimes been drawn between Shanxi's coal nationalization and the worldwide
Financial Crisis (e.g. Yang and Jiang 2012), it is worth noting that Shanxi's policy announcement
preceded the collapse of Lehman Brothers by almost two weeks. While coal demand and coal prices
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by the end of 2010, all mining companies that did not produce at least 3 million tons of
coal would have to close. The total number of mines in the province was to be reduced
by 44%, from 2598 to 1500, via take-overs, mergers and closures (Shanxi 2008, Huang
2011). This represented a marked radicalization of the targets set only the year before,
in Shanxi's Eleventh Five- Year Plan for the Coal Industry published in July 2007. The
Eleventh Plan had only called for reducing mine numbers to 2500 by 2010, and had
set no minimum-scale requirement for coal companies. Now mine numbers were to be
reduced to just 60% of the Plan target.

While the province's Eleventh Plan had already signaled a preference for having large
SOEs take over private mines, consolidation by SOEs had not been obligatory (cf.
Shanxi 2007b), and had occurred only rarely hitherto. Now this changed. Document
23 specified that only provincially-owned key state coal mining companies (w fR} A M

S Wif ') ~ N 1) and centrally-owned coal SOEs already active in Shanxi (r E 4I
:qMJ 1LR ; meaning China Coal) could acquire mines without restrictions. Other
enterprises would need special approval from the provincial government both to remain
independent and to be allowed to acquire mines themselves (Shanxi 2008). The six
largest coal-mining SOEs active in Shanxi12 were singled out for special support. In
particular, Document 23 sought to create local monopsonies for them by dividing the
province's main 18 mining regions up among these six firms, so that each of these mining
regions would be consolidated mainly by just one of these SOEs.

These measures contained two alterations on the way Linfen had sought to carry out
nationalization. Firstly, while Linfen had made it clear that it much preferred the
SOEs to assume controlling ownership over the private mines (&J , 1 ) (China
United Business News 2008; cf. Linfen 2008b), it had also permitted them to instead
only rent the mines from the private owners (Thi ) or manage them in trust (4EI).
Under these latter structures, the SOE was supposed to have full operational control
and management rights over the leased or entrusted mine, but the private still retained
formal ownership. These options were not included in Document 23 (nor in subsequent
nationalization-related documents): only transfers of controlling ownership stakes from
the private to the SOE were envisioned in the provincial policy documents, not renting
or entrustment (Shanxi 2008, 2009). In other words, provincial policy was even less
accommodating to private owners than Linfen had been.

The second difference was that while Linfen had encouraged SOEs from across the
country to take part in coal-industry consolidation within the municipality, Shanxi

collapsed in the Fall and Winter of 2008, by the time nationalization began to be actually implemented
in summer 2009, prices and demand, too, had begun to recover much of their previous loss on the back
of China's huge stimulus packet (cf. Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4).

1 2These six firms were the Datong Coalmine Group (t MWVI), the Shanxi Coking Coal Group
(LiffItox i), Yangquan Coal Industry Group (F)AAMkAII), Lu'an Coal Group (M kfiI),
Jincheng Anthracite (-H JAEM4* R), and China Coal Energy Pingshuo Company (
SWA). The first five of these firms are provincially-owned SOEs; China Coal Pingshuo is the main
coal-producing subsidiary of the centrally-owned China Coal Group.
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sought to restrict participation as much as possible to Shanxi firms - above all, to the
six provincial and central key state coal groups listed in Footnote 11 - and to create
the just-mentioned local monopsonies for the key state coal groups (Caijing 2010c,
Zhao and Chen 2013, Interviews1 3 ). This appears to have been a direct response to the
experience in Linfen, where competition among the SOEs for mines to consolidate led to
sharp increases in the prices demanded by mine owners, as they played off competing
bids against each other (Southern Weekend 2008c). In response to resistance from
local officials this would ultimately be somewhat watered down, but only, it seems,
in ways that benefited local governments, not mine owners. While local governments
would ultimately be able to bargain with competing SOEs over which firm would get
to consolidate the mines in the locality, the mine owners themselves were generally
not given a choice over which SOE to sell to. The price-setting power this gave the
acquiring SOE lay at the root of much of the ensuing conflict between Shanxi and the
mine owners.

5.2.2.2 Initial Local-Government Resistance

In Chapter 4 we saw that subprovincial officials - in particular, officials at the sub-
municipal (county, township) level - tended to much prefer having private companies
run the local coal industry, rather than provincially or centrally-owned SOEs, and that
there is evidence that local governments would be very unhappy about the consequences
of nationalization for local rent extraction, fiscal revenue, and employment. Thus, we
should expect there to have been substantial resistance among local officials to na-
tionalization. Demonstrating that this was so, however, is somewhat harder because
China's political culture does not encourage the open expression of conflict between
different bureaucracies or levels of government. However, there are strong indications
in the source materials that resistance was in fact substantial. (As we will see in later
sections, there was also strong resistance and protests from mine owners and civil so-
ciety, as well as from the provincial government of Zhejiang, for Zhejiangites lost much
money due to the nationalizations.)

Even before province-wide nationalization plans were announced in September 2008,
the efforts by the municipal leaders in Linfen and Datong to consolidate the private
coal mines under SOEs appear to have run into opposition from local officials. A
report on nationalization in Linfen in Southern Weekend (2008c) provides some detail
on this. The article quotes a mine manager (lJ<K) from an SOE active in Linfen,
who explained that acquisitions were proceeding slowly because county and municipal
bureaus were unsupportive: since they would lose most regulatory powers over the mines
acquired by the SOEs (and thus most scope for extracting rents from them), they were
unenthusiastic about seeing the mines consolidated under the SOEs. The electric-power

1
3 Interviews 9 (Shanxi journalist specialized on energy and environmental topics), 10 (Chinese

scholar who works mainly on the coal industry).
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bureau had even capped power supplies to acquired mines. An individual from Linfen's
Xiangning county (t' 5') coal industry bureau told the journalist that

The mine bosses don't want the current coal-mine consolidation, the big
enterprise groups don't want it, and some government departments don't
want it either. For instance in Xiangning county, they [the government bu-
reaus] would much prefer consolidation to be undertaken within the county
boundaries [i.e., by local firms], and do not want to rely on the help of out-
siders [i.e. the large SOEs] [to implement consolidation]. (frl ]

Similarly, a Linfen coal-mine owner averred that "only the top government leaders really
want the consolidations [of the local mines under the SOEs], because thereby they
can transfer responsibility for safety to the provincial authorities" (Southern Weekend
2008c).

There seems to have been similar opposition in Datong. Just as in Linfen, advocates
of consolidating the mines under SOEs pointed out that after Datong Coalmine Group
assumed ownership of the mines, Datong Coal would be responsible for safety and "even
if accidents happen, local officials will be under less pressure" (-,t OC 1>

i-" S R , PI 5 h T-/-J4!J J7 ,) (21 CBH

2008a, quoting a deputy county head). However, even advocates had to admit that
once the SOE controlled the mines, "local administrative power [over the mines] will
weaken, which is certainly not as convenient [for the local government] as when they
held direct administrative power [over the mines]" (J'f AE R-LT,
AN [ 81 i}Tf% ) (21 CBH 2008a, quoting the head of the Datong Municipal
Finance Bureau).

Datong and later Shanxi both decreed that when the SOEs acquired mines, they would
have to register them locally as subsidiary companies (:F 1) rather than as branch
companies (3# 1P), to ensure that consolidation would not alter the existing flow of
taxes (21 CBH 2008a, Shanxi 2008). However, what was really at issue was not so
much local officials' access to regular tax revenues, as their ability to extract informal
"grey" and "black" payments as well as their scope to control local mining activities,
all of which depended on preserving their administrative power over them (cf. Chapter
4). Accordingly, resistance and foot dragging seems to have been rife in Datong, too.
Speaking specifically about Datong, one "industry insider" (AW N A ) told the 21st
Century Business Herald that

while the Shanxi leadership wants to consolidate coal mining in the large
mines, the lower levels are resisting fiercely. The local governments and
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small mine [owners] absolutely do not want to give up [the mines they
control].- (L -ffi6 h l *, EA , M-,4 f 4, filT IffiRZ 14 /- , it)

S.(21 CBH 2008a).

Even Yang Ruiqin (if), an official from Datong's State Assets Commission who was
responsible for drawing up nationalization-related policy, had to admit as much. He
told journalists that

Resistance to [having Datong Coal take over the mines] is very great. No
one wants to give up the benefits they control. Thus, at the grass roots the
attitude is to drag out [mine consolidation by Datong Coal]. Every day you
that can drag it out is an additional day that you can collect profits and
benefits. (J9a A,$ 9a @ ik ii9 dt
1f, - (21 CBH 2008a).

Resistance did not end when governor Meng Xuenong announced the province-wide
consolidation of small mines by the large SOEs in September 2008. On the contrary:
Based on an interview with a senior individual from the Shanxi coal sector,14 Zhao
and Chen (2013: p. 94) report that at mobilization meetings (A01)) conducted in
Changzhi and Datong in early September, the policy ran into "intense opposition" (i
H &Wt) from the local governments. The strongest opposition came from the major
coal-producing counties. 21st Century Business Herald similarly reported that Meng
faced "contradictions and intense resistance from the localities" ( i
t)i), which he was unable to break (21 CBH 2008e).

Shortly thereafter, Meng was forced to resign due to the September 2008 "Kuiba" ac-
cident. With the main provincial leader pushing nationalization removed, the policy
"became deadlocked" (tN) (Zhao and Chen 2013: p. 94). While it is fairly clear
that the new governor, Wang Jun, was chosen for his coal and mining safety-related
expertise15 and while Wang had previously headed the State Agency for Work Safety,
which advocated for nationalization (cf. Chapter 2), initially he tread carefully. Instead
of directly continuing Meng's nationalization initiative, during Fall and Winter 2008 he
seems to have restricted himself to convening study meetings to ascertain the feasibility
of pursuing Meng's initiative (Zhao and Chen 2013: p. 94). By November 2008 doubts

14The information is attributed to "LI Hl-R kfR ", which could refer to either an owner or
senior manager of a coal company, or to a senior official from the coal bureaucracy. I understand that
the authors have close personal connections to Shanxi political circles.

15Wang Jun began his working life as a coal miner in Datong, ultimately rising to become first head
of the Datong Coal-mine Bureau () JKHf*,Mi; today, the Datong Coal Mine Group )KMr]MrvfI)
and then Deputy Minister for the Coal Industry. Immediately prior to his appointment to the Shanxi
governorship he was serving as director of the State Work Safety Agency. See China Vitae (n.d.).
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were being expressed among Shanxi SOE managers about whether he would be willing
to force through nationalization (Southern Weekend 2008c).

What got nationalization started again, it appears, was a further major mining ac-
cident. Before turning to this, however, we should consider the paradox that, while
local-government resistance appears to have been substantial, nationalization was also
initiated and proactively pursued by the top municipal leaders of Linfen and Datong.

To resolve this paradox we must recall the discussion in Chapter 4 concerning the
divisions within local government: while local leaders and their subordinate officials at
all levels generally share a common interest in high economic growth, growing tax/fee
revenue, and maintaining "stability" (which includes maintaining working relations with
the main local political and business interests), officials and leaders at different levels
have very different career prospects (Kostka and Yu 2014, Smith 2015). Municipal
party secretaries and mayors have realistic chances of promotion to senior positions in
the provincial government; township and county leaders and ordinary municipal officials
do not. County leaders have little chance of even becoming municipal leaders (Kostka
and Yu 2014). Accordingly, we should expect municipal leaders to be much more willing
to obediently implement provincial policies damaging to the local economy and to local
authorities' grey and black income streams than the rest of municipal and sub-municipal
officialdom will be: the municipal leaders will likely soon leave the locality16 and may
go higher; the others will not.

The very substantial influence that age limitations and personal relations to higher-level
leaders have on prospects for promotion (Landry 2008: pp. 87-88, Mei 2009: pp. 44-45,
70; Kostka and Yu 2014) suggests that even among municipal leaders, eagerness to carry
out provincial policies may vary, with younger and better-connected cadres likely to be
more eager to do so than municipal leaders nearing retirement age or lacking the strong
relations to the provincial leadership that can facilitate career advancement.

These considerations provide plausible reasons for the eagerness of the top leaders in
Linfen and Datong, Xia Zhengui and Geng Yanbo (MkiMA), to pioneer nationalization.
Recall that Xia was parachuted into Linfen in the aftermath of the December 2007
accident with, it appears, a clear mandate from the provincial leadership to boldly
experiment with nationalization in order to get accidents under control. Success in
this mission would advance his career; failure would stall it (indeed, the September
2008 "Kuiba" accident effectively finished it"), and at 52 years of age he was then still

16Average tenure of municipal leaders is only about 2 years (Kostka and Eaton 2012).
"After his dismissal, Xia did not receive another appointment for five years. In 2013 he was made

deputy head of the Shanxi United Front Department - a position beneath the Linfen Party Secretariship
both in formal rank and substantive power. Born in 1956, he was now 57 years of age and thus
effectively out of the race for significant further promotion, since cadres beneath the provincial level
become ineligible after they pass 59. Indeed, no further promotion appears to have been forthcoming
for Xia.
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young enough to be able to make the jump to the provincial level. Geng Yanbo too
had strong relations to the provincial leadership, which backed his agenda of aggressive
urban renewal and industrial clean-up (Kostka and Eaton 2012). Moreover, being just
50 years old in 2008 he was still young enough for significant career progression, provided
he impressed his superiors.18 In short, Xia and Geng match the profiles of cadres whom
we would most expect to aggressively push through provincial policy priorities - and
whom we would expect to be most sensitive to the career risks posed by large accidents.

5.2.2.3 Tunlan, Central Intervention and the Resumption of Nationaliza-
tion

On 21 February 2009 an explosion at the state-owned Tunlan mine killed 74 workers.
As Figure 5.1 shows, this again prompted a surge of media coverage. Based on their
interviews, Zhao and Chen (2013) claim that the Tunlan accident was decisive for
pushing Wang Jun to resume nationalization: the accident meant that he "had no choice
but to speed up coal-industry restructuring" (T 34'ifl ) He
duly held numerous work conferences (]f'ai9) to plan how to go about it (2013: p.
94). At this point, top-level leaders seem to have made an authoritative intervention into
the Shanxi policy deliberations: According to a speech by the vice-mayor of Changzhi
city (-KM), in early March 2009 (i.e. just a few weeks after Tunlan) Xi Jinping - at
that point the sixth-ranked member of the Politburo Standing Committee - visited the
Shanxi delegation at the National People's Congress and "instructed" (Th J) Shanxi to
"speed up coal-mine mergers and restructuring, and aggressively reduce the number of
mines in the province to about 1000." (Shang 2010).

It appears that Tunlan, this central intervention and/or Wang Jun's own forcefulness
were decisive for bringing resistance from local government and/or other parts of the
Shanxi administration to an end. While there are reports of foot-dragging and covert
attempts to weaken closure and nationalization requirements after spring 2009 (e.g. 21
CBH 2010a), outright resistance from local governments to nationalization seems to
have ended at this point. Indeed, while not referring explicitly to Xi's intervention,
one interviewee thought that central approval of the Shanxi leadership's plan had been
important for bringing debates within Shanxi officialdom about whether nationalization
was feasible and affordable to a close (Interview 85).19

The final policy decision was published on 15 April 2009. Shanxi issued a Notice, dubbed
"Document No. 10" (10 '7 -t), announcing that coal-industry consolidation would
recommence and be sped up. While the Notice never explicitly spoke of nationalization

18Indeed, Geng has been much luckier than Xia. No major accidents occurred on his watch, and in
2013 he was made mayor of Taiyuan, the provincial capital and Shanxi's most important city.

19 Former manager at a Shanxi coal and heavy industries consulting company.
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- preferring the term "coal-mine enterprise mergers and restructuring" (wi- kL9+
W|fi) - the stipulations of the Notice meant that its implementation would necessarily
result in the nationalization of most of Shanxi's private mines. Indeed, in crucial
respects the measure and targets in the Notice further radicalized those announced
by Meng Xuenong in Document 23 from September 2008.

Before analyzing Document 10 and its implementation further, we should address the
curious fact that an accident in the state-owned Tunlan mine apparently served as the
decisive spur to nationalizing most of Shanxi's private mines in order to improve min-
ing safety. This paradox can be resolved with reference to the relatively better safety
performance of the large provincial and central SOEs. The Tunlan accident did not ma-
terially change the fact that most of the large mining accidents, in particular, occurred
in the private and county or municipally-owned mines.2 ' The significant improvement
in safety performance in Shanxi's mines after nationalization tends to support the gov-
ernment's decision: From the completion of nationalization at the end of 2010 and
October 2015, the province suffered only one mining accident with 20 or more acci-
dents, and the total number of coal mine-related fatalities continued to decline swiftly
and steeply (cf. Table 5.1).

What the Tunlan accident did however do, was to once again place Shanxi in the media
headlines over mining accidents (cf. Figure 5.1). For a provincial leadership under great
pressure to rapidly improve safety performance and end large mining accidents it thus
made sense to focus on the small-scale private mines, where the accident problem was
largely concentrated.

5.2.2.4 Document 10 and Concessions to Local Governments

Document 10 radicalized key measures of Document 28 from September 2008, but also
offered several concessions to local governments. The total number of mines was now to
be reduced to just 1000, not to 1500 as had still been the target in Document 23. Each
municipality was given a target for post-consolidation mine numbers. Minimum-size
requirements were raised: while Linfen had still set a minimum-size requirement of just
300,000 tons production capacity, Document No. 10 decreed that all mines smaller
than 900,000 tons were "in principle" (RILLJ) to be either acquired and enlarged or

20Between 2000 and the completion of nationalization in Shanxi at the end of 2010, the province
suffered 48 accidents with 20 or more fatalities. Only seven of these took place in the mines run by
the large SOEs, even though these produced about 50% of provincial coal output.

21The accident in question occurred in April 2015 at a mine operated by the Datong Group, and
killed 21 people (Safehoo.com 2015).
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Indicator Annual Average 2000-2007 2009 2014

Total Fatalities 483 202 35

Fatalities per Mio. Tons Coal 1.2 0.33 0.036

Table 5.1: Safety Performance in Shanxi Before and After Nation-

alization

Sources: CCIYB 2001-2012, Safehoo.com, Shanxi Daily 2014b

merged with others, or closed. The mines were to be mainly consolidated by provincial
and central SOEs, though a small number of very large privates were permitted to do
so, too. In the event, only 59 of the previously roughly 2000 private mining companies
in Shanxi survived (cf. Huang 2011). Strikingly, even some of Shanxi's largest and
best-connected private companies seem to have felt compelled to allow large SOEs to
take majority stakes in them. This behavior was dubbed "putting on red hats" (Wli
-) to acquire "protective umbrellas" (MP*); i.e. acceding to partial state ownership
in order to obtain political coverage for continued operation.22

In what was probably a response to the previous resistance from local governments, the
stipulations of Document 10 and the way it was subsequently implemented contained
several apparent concessions to them. For one, the minimum-scale requirements were
handled with some flexibility in order to enable county governments to retain some
mines under their own direct control. Document 10 stipulated that only those enter-
prises would be permitted to buy up other mines that had a total annual production
capacity of at least 3 million tons and one fully-mechanized mine of 1.2 million tons
capacity, though exceptions could be made should the shaft be smaller than 1.2 million
but larger than 900,000 tons (Shanxi 2009).

22The clearest case of this is the Liansheng Group (R*IfI) owned by Xing Libin (5J'IR). Xing
was one of the richest individuals in Shanxi and had deep connections to provincial and local leading
officials. Liansheng was also one of the largest private coal companies in the province (Caixin Online
2014). Nonetheless, Xing let China Resources Group, one of the large centrally-owned electricity SOEs,
take a majority stake (JR) in Liansheng (Caijing 2010c), though Xing remained in operative control
of the company and continued to own 42% of the stock (Qianzhang Evening News 2012, Caixin Online
2014). While lack of detailed information about the deal and Liansheng's business situation mean
that we cannot be certain, the timing suggests that its likely purpose was to "put on a red hat". The
Jinhaiyang Energy Company ( W J) - another very large private that arranged for itself
to be acquired by China Coal in 2009 - seems to have been a similar case of "putting on a red hat"
(Interview).
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Enforced literally, this would have prohibited not only most private but also most
local-state mines from acting as consolidators (Atf4; i.e., the firms that acquired
other) .21 In practice, counties without enterprises or mines that met these conditions
bargained (iffti6ff) with the province, or got special permits (V'1It) to merge local
enterprises to create an authorized, usually local government-owned consolidator, so
that not all of the local mines would fall under the control of the large SOEs (Zhao and
Chen 2013: pp. 94, 101-102).

While minimum-scale requirements seem to have been enforced strictly for mines under
continued private ownership, local governments and large SOEs were able to continue
operating mines smaller than 900,000 tons.2 4 The aim of reducing total mine numbers
to just 1000 was slightly diluted, too: most municipalities were able to preserve 5% to
10% more mines than had originally been allotted to them, and ultimately 1053 mines
survived (Huang 2011, cf. Shanxi 2009).

In short, as the level of government mainly responsible for implementing nationalization
on the ground, the counties seem to have enjoyed some scope for structuring it in their
favor. Yet this flexibility had limits. According to Zhao and Chen's (2013) county-level
interviewees, they were under considerable pressure to allow the large SOEs to take
over a substantial share of the local mines, and likewise each of the seven provincial
coal SOEs was ordered to acquire at least 100 of the local mines (2013: pp. 100-102,
106). Ultimately the provincial and central firms got about half of the mines subject
to consolidation, while county and municipally-owned firms took about 30%. 20%
remained under private ownership (Huang 2011).

The second concession of Document 10 was to quietly drop Document 23's stipulation
that consolidation in each mining district was to be led by just one of the large SOEs.
Instead, the SOEs could - and did - acquire mines across the entire province (Caijing
2010c; Zhao and Chen 2013). In practice, acquisitions of private mines by the SOEs
involved extensive and sometimes acrimonious negotiations between the local county
and municipal governments and the SOEs about which mines they would acquire on
what conditions and about who would be responsible for compensating owners (Inter-
view 86, Caijing 2010c). Having more acquirers competing for mines gave the local

23 1n 2008, prior to nationalization, only 197 of Shanxi's mines were larger than 900,000 tons (Huang
2011), and most of these will have belonged to the 140 mines owned by the provincial and central
SOEs (cf. CCIYB 2008: p. 407)

21The Powerpoint Presentation from the Shanxi Coalmine Work Safety Agency (Huang 2011) reports
that after consolidation, the average size of the mines acquired by the provincial SOEs was 820,000
tons, while the average size of the mines controlled by local state companies ranged from 750,000 to
850,000 tons. Conversely, the average size of mines that had remained private was 1 million tons.
While we cannot be certain, it is unlikely that these averages are driven by outliers because of the
large number of the mines involved (even the smallest category, privately-owned mines, still contains
188 mines) and the effective maximum possible mine size (few mines in Shanxi are larger than several
million tons). In short, the numbers show that state firms definitely enjoyed some leeway to preserve
mines that were smaller than officially required, and strongly, but not definitively, suggest that private
firms enjoyed no such leeway.
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governments greater leverage when negotiating terms. For instance, Linfen made its
consent to the acquisition of several valuable coking-coal mines by the Yangquan Group
conditional upon Yangquan also taking over and continuing to operate a number of -
much less valuable - steam-coal mines, which the Group had little desire to acquire be-
cause of the cost of upgrading them (Caijing 2010c). SOE managers told similar stories
about negotiations and bargaining with the local governments about mine acquisitions
(Interviews 38, 86).25

Document 10 also added two provincial coal-trading companies 26 to the group of now
eight provincial and central coal SOEs that were to act as the primary consolidators.
For the local governments this not only had the advantage of further increasing the pool
of competing SOEs, but also apparently helped maintain employment levels: lacking
trained mining personnel, the trading companies were obliged to retain more of the
existing staff than the traditional coal-mining SOEs commonly did (Caijing 2010c,
Zhao and Chen 2013).

5.2.2.5 Implementation and Continued Resistance

Despite these concessions, the nationalization process remained conflict-ridden. Com-
petition among the SOEs for high-value mines seems to have provided only limited
scope for local governments to extract concessions, because ultimately mines would
have to be either acquired or closed. Commenting on the efforts of local governments
to play SOEs off against each other, one SOE manager involved in such negotiations
told Caijing Magazine (2010b) that

The local governments are fickle in their affection and always believe that
'foreign monks know the scriptures better'. But in fact the large SOEs
are all the same; no one is willing to just casually give local governments
spending money.

As we saw in Chapter 4, the outcome from nationalizations ultimately left many local
governments very dissatisfied. Yet while negotiations between the local governments
and the large SOEs seem to have often been complicated and conflict-ridden, amidst
local accusations that the SOEs "insufficiently supported local-government work [fi-
nancially]" (7k It t11 I 01% )IJ A TV) (Caijing 2010c, cf. also Economy
& Nation Weekly 2010a), ultimately, the local authorities had little choice. As noted
above, approval from central leaders (or at least from Xi) seems to have helped end the
policy debate (and thus any scope for legitimate resistance) within Shanxi officialdom.
The province also ran a large-scale campaign targeting corruption in the coal and coking

25Mid-level manager from provincial SOE 1 (38), senior manager from provincial SOE 2 (86)
26 Shanxi Coal Transport (LU~iME S) and Shanxi Coal Export Import Group (Lb)M
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sectors in parallel with nationalization, and reportedly used this to threaten dissident
cadres (EO 2011d, World Vision 2009, Interview 20 ).27

Yet while serious resistance from local governments in Shanxi seems to have died down
after spring 2009, Shanxi now ran into resistance from a powerful coalition of angry
mine owners, liberal media outlets and intellectuals worried about "reform reversal",
and the Zhejiang provincial government.

Central to the mine owners' protests were the prices paid by the SOEs for their mines.
These were calculated on the basis of the value of the equipment and of the resource-
usage and compensation fees ( 'fkr 'fiJ ) that the state had originally obliged
the mine owner to pay in return for granting them a mining right (71I ). However,
this seems to have often been substantially below what the mine would have fetched
if sold at current market prices. Moreover, during the "Property Rights Clarification"
movement (when coal bosses were forced to buy new mining rights), many had under-
stated their reserves to reduce fees. Owners however had little choice: if they refused
to sell, they would simply be closed down. A flurry of tax inspections was also used to
coerce hold-outs (World Vision 2009, Zhao and Chen 2013). By all accounts, this forced
mine owners to often sell at prices significantly below market value (Garnet 2009; CYD
2009, 2010; Chinese Business View 2010; EO 2011c; People's Daily 2009; Economy &
Nation Weekly 2010a; Interviews 3, 12, 38, 3928). This was admitted even by some SOE
managers, who argued, however, that it was not the SOEs' responsibility to foot the
bill for the government's policy decisions (Chinese Business News 2009), and that they
could not afford to pay the mine owners' asking prices if they were still to have money
left over to operate and invest in the new mines (Economy & Nation Weekly 2010a).
Other state managers and officials however argued that the prices paid were "fair" or
"rational", and that it was unreasonable to expect the state to compensate bosses for
"irrational" prices that they might have paid for mines during speculative market fevers
(Shang 2010, Interview 3829).

Unsurprisingly, this left the owners incensed. Investors from Zhejiang - who reportedly
had owned or invested in around 600 mines in Shanxi - were said to have lost between
RMB 25 and 50 billion in total (Caixin 2012, CYD 2010b). The hardest hit bosses
were those who had only bought their mines one or two years before, since they had
often paid very high prices for the mines but been unable to produce much due to the
frequent "production stop and rectification" orders (iN794) issued in 2007 and 2008
in the aftermath of accidents and during the Olympics. Many of these people made net
losses on their coal-mine investments, with sometimes grievous financial consequences

2 7Chinese scholar who works on the coal industry and was able to discuss Shanxi's coal consolidation
with provincial officials.

28 Journalist specialized on energy issues (3), senior scholar from the NDRC Energy Research Institute
(12), mid-level manager of a provincial SOE (38), official from a municipal coal industry bureau in
Shanxi (39).

29 Mid-level manager of provincial SOE 1.
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(Southern People Weekly 2009, Chinese Business News 2009, EO 2011c). To add insult
to injury, the SOEs often proved slow about paying the moneys owed (21 CBH 2010a,
CYD 2010b, Caijing Online 2009, Caijing 2010c, Interview 930).

Protests by the mine owners seem to have taken two main forms: Government lobbying
through official channels, and soliciting favorable coverage from liberal media outlets in
order to generate public pressure. Tacit support from the Zhejiang government seems
to have played an important role in this. Officials from the Zhejiang government con-
ducted field investigations (i)Jf) in several cities of Shanxi in summer 2009, visiting
coal companies owned by Zhejiangites. It is likely - though I have no direct evidence for
this - that Zhejiang first sought to resolve points of conflict through quiet negotiations.
If so, however, this did not bear fruit, and in Fall 2009 the Zhejiang Commercial Invest-
ment Promotion Association (M M 44VT*T i ') - an entity operating under the
auspices of the Zhejiang Government's Economy and Digitization Commission (NJDiEK
t;fiM ) - took the remarkable step of semi-publicly petitioning the National People's
Congress, the State Council and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
to investigate the "legality" ('di) and "rationality" (At) of Shanxi's policies. Of-
ficials and lawyers from Investment Promotion Associations alleged that Documents 23
and 10 egregiously violated national laws and the "spirit" (010) of central-government
coal policy (21 CBH 2009c, Caijing 2010b).

Concurrently, mine owners also went to the media. The Investment Promotion Asso-
ciation promptly passed the content of the above-mentioned petition on to journalists,
and spokespersons gave media interviews (Oriental Outlook 2010, 21 CBH 2009c). In
order to generate additional attention and further stir up media discussion, the Associ-
ations also organized a conference in Hangzhou, Zhejiang, to coincide with its petition,
on "Consistency in Local Industrial Policy and Investor Confidence" (1-l R T LH
8 4 LitQiThL'). Shanxi was invited to send delegates to participate - something
Shanxi officials apparently reacted to with consternation (EO 2011c) - but refrained
from doing so. In response, the Zhejiangites placed empty chairs marked as "reserved
for the representatives of the Shanxi Provincial Government, Shanxi Development and
Reform Commission, and Shanxi Coal Industry Department" on the conference panels
(21 CBH 2009c, China Energy News 2009, Oriental Outlook 2010).

' 0Shanxi journalist specialized on energy and environmental topics.
3 1The claim about legal violations may well be true; but the claim about violating the spirit of central-

government policy is questionable. Association lawyers argued that while national coal policy as set
out in the State Council's 2005 Opinion on Promoting the Healthy Development of the Coal Industry
had merely provided "administrative guidance and encouragement" (Fi 4 I -PT- 91irM T) for large
enterprises to acquire small mines, Shanxi had transformed this into an "obligatory local administrative
order" (A ) 187th 4 9 $1). This was true, but it is questionable whether this "seriously deviated"
(?"MW~) from central policy as opposed to just radicalizing it. Increasing the state share of the
coal industry had strong support both from at least some top leaders and from the key bureaucracies
responsible for coal-related policy (NDRC, SAWS), and this found expression in key coal-related policy
documents, including the Opinion. Indeed, as we will see below, after Zhejiang's protests the NDRC
also came out in support of Shanxi's policy.
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The mine owners' plight received relatively extensive and not unsympathetic treatment
in the media, especially in liberal commercial outlets like Caijing, Caixin, Economic Ob-
server, and 21st Century Business Herald and other commercial outlets of the Southern
Media Group. There are rumors that mine owners sometimes paid journalists for sym-
pathetic coverage. While I was unable to confirm these, it would be surprising, given
the level of corruption within China's media (cf. Zhao 2008: pp. 82ff.), if paid arti-
cles had not been solicited. However, it would be wrong to reduce the media uproar
triggered by coal nationalization just to the influence of owners' money. Rather, the
spectacle of large-scale, state-orchestrated nationalization of private industry appears
to have tapped into wider concerns among liberal intellectuals and journalists about
economic and political reforms having become bogged down or suffering reversal (0-
$9) in the Hu/Wen years, as a resurgent state sector played an increasingly active role
in the economy, policy came more and more to rely on massive state-led investment
projects to drive growth, and a powerful domestic security ("stability preservation")
apparatus was constructed.

These concerns tended to be expressed with the phrase Guo Jin, Min Tui; "the state
advances and the private sector retreats" (IMJi ), which was widely used to de-
scribe both Shanxi's policy as well as the broader resurgence of the state sector in
the late Hu/Wen years. The phrase was an ironic inversion of the slogan "the private
sector advances and the state retreats" (Guo Tui, Min Jin) which had been used to
characterize SOE reform in the 1990s (Anderson 2010). It seems to have first become
current in 2004 in the context of Wen's policy of "macro-economic recontrol" (54JAI)
r ) (Naughton 2004), but its usage only really took off in 2009 (cf. Figure 5.2).

Interestingly, initially the phrase appears to have had no clear political-ideological con-
notation. In 2008, the magazine China Coal Industry, which is published by the State
Agency for Work Safety, had still praised Linfen for carrying out "Guo Jin, Min Tui".
But by 2009/2010 the phrase had acquired a distinctly critical flavor. The clearest ev-
idence for this are censorship instructions issued in 2010, which prohibited media from
"seizing on" the accident at the state-owned Wangjialing mine to "criticize 'Guo Jin Min
Tui' in the mining industry" (T FAIM [T.*'r7 &] Mf iTr ")
(China Digital Times 2010), as well as the fact that central and central and provincial
officials sought to energetically refute the allegation that "Guo Jin Min Tui" (GJMT)
was taking place at all, either in Shanxi or in the wider economy (e.g. Ji 2010).

Usage of the phrase GJMT in media articles and online commentary can thus serve as a
rough indicator for the amount of critical commentary. As Figure 5.2 shows, the number

"During my stay in China in 2012-2013 the theme of "reform reversal" (FIM*) frequently came
up in conversations with liberal intellectuals, and Shanxi's coal nationalization was often mentioned as
an example. For some high-profile examples of this discourse see the writings of Tsinghua sociologist
Sun Liping (2012, 2013) and the work produced by the Unirule Institute of Economics (09iTMFIiF
)W), esp. Shen et al. 2011.
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Figure 5.2: Use of the Phrase "Guo Jin, Min Tui" in the Media
Source: Sina.com

of articles containing both the phrase GJMT and the word "Shanxi" exploded in 2009
and 2010. There are several further pieces of evidence to support the view that Shanxi
really did find itself facing extensive public criticism over its coal-mine nationalizations.
One is the decision by Prosecutorial Daily ($, H N), one of the main newspapers of
China's legal establishment, to include the "Shanxi Coal Mine Consolidation Events"
(LU 9WiMFV-$4-) within its list of the "Top Ten Events Touching on the Constitution
in 2009" (2009wT!f f vPlI ftfM$4). That censors promptly stepped in to demand
the removal of this particular event from the list (Clarke 2009) indicates how sensitive
at least parts of the state were to these criticisms. 33

A further piece of evidence is that Shanxi and senior central officials who supported
Shanxi's policies felt obliged to engage this discourse, to try to win the battle for public
opinion. Thus Shanxi responded to the Zhejiang conference by organizing its own
counter-conference of scholars and "experts" ( *) who publicly endorsed Shanxi's
policy (Southern People Weekly 2009). Officials from the State Assets Commission
(SASAC) and the NDRC published pieces to refute the allegation of GJMT (e.g. Ji
2010) and to express support for Shanxi's policy. Most prominently, the head of the
National Energy Administration (qIp1) and Deputy Director of the NDRC,
Zhang Guobao ( HE), wrote an op-ed for the People's Daily stating that while Shanxi
had come in for criticism from "public opinion" ($_dMi), he "personally" supported
Shanxi's actions. While Shanxi's measures amounted to "poking a hornet's nest" (Th
4 0) of economic interests and legal questions, Zhang wrote, consolidating mining

33 Amusingly, Prosecutorial Daily responded by removing the offending item from the online version
of the list, but kept the list's title and simply left the (numbered) slot for the third event (where Shanxi
had been placed) blank. Cf. Clarke (2009), Prosecutorial Daily (2009).
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under big (state) enterprises was crucial for improving safety. Shanxi's willingness to
take bold and resolute action (i Jd) was therefore to be praised (Zhang
2010).

In fact it appears as though the societal uproar was sufficient as to force Shanxi leaders
to consider abandoning or at least modifying nationalization. According to an individual
"close to the Shanxi government" quoted in the Economic Observer newspaper, by Fall
2009 the level of disapproval for Shanxi's policy expressed by "public opinion" was such
that a fundamental decision about whether or not to proceed with the coal-industry
reforms had to be taken, which could only be done by the Center (EO 2011c).

In response, in December 2009 the State Council sent an investigation team (ArJ|Jt.)
to Shanxi staffed by officials from the NDRC Department for System Reform ( If~k
* =j) and the Coal Department (aA1), to examine what was happening (Caijing
2010b). It should be noted that the NDRC - and the NDRC energy bureaucracy, to
which the Coal Department belonged, in particular - seem to have been strongly in favor
of Shanxi's measures (witness NDRC Deputy Director Zhang's public support). Given
its expertise in both macro and sectoral-level industrial planning and policy, the NDRC
probably was the obvious agency to which to depute the task of investigating Shanxi's
policies. But in light of NDRC leaders' apparent policy preferences, this choice also
suggests that the team was being structured so as to deliver a preconceived conclusion.
The fact that, once in Shanxi, the team only conducted field research in single city
(Changzhi) and duly gave this city a very positive appraisal (iAi)Bi-tift) (Shang 2010),
increases this suspicion. According to a speech by the deputy mayor of Changzhi (who
fulsomely praised his city for "winning glory for Shanxi" [1+n Mi M J W T 3']
by impressing the investigation team), once the team had reported back, five Standing
Committee members and two further Politburo members wrote a memo (1f LB T iTh),
"fully approving" (IbA N3 ) Shanxi's nationalization and closure policy (Shang 2010).

This memo and endorsement of Shanxi's policies by Standing Committee and Politburo
members seems never to have been made public. While there are scattered references
in some newspaper articles to high-level support for Shanxi's actions (Caixin 2012,
Caijing 2010b), the only explicit mention of it that I found was in the (cited) speech
of a deputy mayor of Changzhi, which was buried on the city's website." Instead
of a public declaration of support by the very highest leadership, it was left to the
NDRC and the National Energy Administration (NEA) to announce central approval
for Shanxi's actions. It should also be noted that this memo was authored by only five
of the Standing Committee's nine members. Below, I will return to the significance of
these issues.

34 This source is nevertheless very reliable. The speech is an official document. It is hard to imagine
that the vice mayor would gratuitously invent claims of such gravity or repeat hearsay in a document
of this kind.
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On 5 January 2010, the NDRC, NEA and the Shanxi provincial government gave a
joint press conference in Beijing to announce that Shanxi's coal-industry restructuring
had been a great success, with over 98% of the merger and consolidation agreements
having already been signed. NEA deputy director Wu Yin (# 4) declared that the
coal-industry consolidation Shanxi had implemented was "appropriate to the industry's
development trend" and should be "spread to the entire country" (M A M it r)
(Caijing 2010a, 2010c). Two weeks later, the head of the NDRC, Zhang Ping ( I-T) also
visited Shanxi and declared that Shanxi's industry consolidation had been "extremely
necessary" (1J6') (Caijing 2010b). From this point on, implementation in Shanxi
seems to have proceeded fairly smoothly, and by May 2011 the Shanxi Coal Bureau
could declare coal consolidation to be "basically complete" (Caixin 2012).

5.3 The Role of the Center in Shanxi's Coal Nationalization

I next address the issue of how to understand the Center's role in the decisions about
whether to nationalize the coal industry in Shanxi and, by extension, the other provinces.
The question is, was nationalization the result of an authoritative order from the top
leadership (Standing Committee, Politburo or State Council) or some other central-
government body that Shanxi then simply implemented, or was the decision taken by
the provincial leadership entirely independently of the Center, or was it in some sense
a joint decision, to which both provincial and central leadership contributed? To facili-
tate the discussion of these issues here, I next briefly summarize the various instances of
central-state intervention (Section 5.3.1), and then provide a more analytical discussion
of them (5.3.2).

5.3.1 Instances of Central Intervention

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Tenth and Eleventh Five Year Plans for the Coal Industry
(2001, 2007) as well as the 2005 State Council Opinion on Promoting the Healthy
Development of the Coal Industry all contained language signaling a clear preference for
the coal industry to be consolidated under large state-owned firms. Even more forthright
was a 2006 State Council Opinion which stipulated that "absolute state control" was to
be retained over "lifeline industries" touching on national or economic security (State
Council 2006a). While that document failed to specify which industries were "lifeline"
ones, in an interview accompanying the document, SASAC Director Li Rongrong said
that seven industries fell into this category, including coal (Xinhua 2006a). The Eleventh

(and in 2012, the Twelfth) Five Year Plan took up this phraseology, and pointedly
defined coal as a "lifeline industry" - a term that had not yet been used in the Tenth
Plan, and whose appearance was a clear nod to the 2006 Opinion. In media interviews
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and op-eds, senior central-level officials also repeatedly voiced support for increasing
state control over the coal industry, especially via direct ownership.

The first intervention known to me that was specific to Shanxi came in February 2008
- i.e., about one month after Xia Zhengui had started discussions with SOEs about
nationalizing Linfen's coal mines, meaning after the Shanxi government had at least
decided to explore this policy option. According to a Shanxi scholar, in February 2008,
the Center, impressed by the coal SOEs' performance during the late-January/early
February Snow Disaster of that year, informally called on Shanxi to strengthen state
control over the coal industry. However, the scholar emphasized that this communica-
tion was not a command instructing the province to take specific actions, but a case
of communicating the Center's "spirit" (rho), or general strategic guidance (Interview
83).3

The next Shanxi-specific intervention came on 15 April 2008, when Linfen formally
announced nationalization. An official from the State Agency for Work Safety - speak-
ing, it appears, for the Agency - expressed "complete support" for Linfen's "reform
measures" (M3 T iM 4f) (China Economic Weekly 2008a). The Center
also provided material support for Shanxi's September 2008 decision on nationalization,
such as tax breaks for SOEs that consolidated coal mines (Shanxi 2008). Finally, there
are the various interventions discussed in the narrative above; viz. Xi Jinping's March
2009 "instruction" to speed up "mergers and restructuring" and reduce mine numbers to
1000; the winter 2009 inspection of Shanxi by the NDRC and subsequent support memo
from Standing Committee members; and the January 2010 press conference and decla-
rations of support from top NDRC and NEA officials. In 2012, the Twelfth Five Year
Plan would exhort provinces to "draw lessons" from Shanxi and Henan's experience
with consolidating their coal industries under large enterprises.

Yet there were also countervailing signals (cf. Chapter 2). In 2005, the State Coun-
cil Opinion known as the "36 Articles" stipulated that "qualified" private and state
enterprises were to receive equal treatment in the coal industry. The exclusion of Li
Rongrong's list of seven industries from both the 2006 Opinion and the People's Daily
version of the interview with Li were strong hints that not all influential groups at the
Center saw SOE control of "lifeline" industries as desirable or necessary. In May and
October 2010 further State Council Opinions were published that contained language
which, while vague, could be interpreted as asserting a space for continued private
ownership in coal and oblique criticism of Shanxi and Henan. That only five of the
Standing Committee's nine members signed the memo supporting Shanxi suggests dis-
agreements among the highest leaders, and indeed in 2012 the joint World Bank-State
Council Development Research Center China 2030 report written under the auspices of
Li Keqiang questioned the rationale for state ownership of several "lifeline industries",

35The scholar claimed that he had been told this directly by a senior member of the Shanxi govern-
ment. The individual is well-connected in Shanxi policy making circles.
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including coal. When Wen Jiabao toured Shanxi in summer 2009, he refrained from
making any public comment about the coal nationalizations then sweeping the province
(State Council Office 2009).

5.3.2 Analysis

The interventions listed above show several patterns. Firstly, as was discussed in Chap-
ter 2, while influential constituencies at the Center and in the top leadership strongly
supported nationalization of the coal industry in general and in Shanxi in particular,
there was no policy consensus on this, resulting in equally authoritative but subtly
contradictory documents.

Secondly, the statements of support for Shanxi from the highest level of the party-
state - the Standing Committee - were never made public and appear not even to
have been circulated very widely within the state's internal channels. For instance, the
official report on Xi's visit to the Shanxi NPC delegation in 2009 made no mention
of his comments on the coal industry (Xinhua 2009b). While (some) State Council
documents called for increasing state ownership and control of coal in general, none
expressed direct and specific support or instructions for nationalization in Shanxi. The
only explicit public support specifically for Shanxi came from ministry-level agencies
(NDRC, SAWS), which have the same bureaucratic standing as a province and rank
below the State Council, let alone the Politburo or Standing Committee.

Thirdly, most of these interventions were retrospective more than prospective - extend-
ing support to actions that had already begun to be taken on the ground, rather than
preceding these actions - or were vague with regard to what exactly they demanded
or encouraged. The February 2008 dissemination of "spirit" encouraging state control
came after Linfen had already begun organizing nationalization; the winter 2009 inspec-
tion and support memo and the subsequent NDRC press conference all followed and
retrospectively endorsed Shanxi's actions. The 2006 Opinion, Li Rongrong's interview,
and the 2001 and 2007 Five- Year Plans and the 2005 Opinion on Promoting the Healthy
Development of the Coal Industry did precede Shanxi's nationalization, but they did so
by between one and seven years. In other words, it is hard to draw very direct causal
connections between them and Shanxi's ultimate nationalization of the industry, not
least since they were addressed to the other coal provinces as much as to Shanxi. (It is
worth noting that in other "lifeline" industries from Li's list with private participation,
like aviation and electric power, the interview and the 2006 Opinion also appears to
have had no direct impact.3 6 ) Moreover, none of these documents - nor, apparently, the

361n the 2009 and 2010 several private airlines -- their balance sheets ravaged by the Financial Crisis -
were taken over by state carriers; sometimes in murky circumstances (Eaton 2013). The mid-2000s also
saw several private power companies forced under the umbrella of state companies (Cunningham 2009;
cf. Lin and Purra 2011). However, the 2006 State Council document (and Li's personal intervention)
appear to have had no direct influence on this, and indeed none of the cited authors mention it.
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February 2008 "spirit" - contained specific operational instructions for how to increase
or establish greater state control and ownership in coal (or other "lifeline" industries),
let alone a timeline by when this was to be accomplished.

Xi Jinping's March 2009 intervention did precede Shanxi's resumption of nationaliza-
tion under Wang Jun - but it post-dated Meng Xuenong's initial announcement of
nationalization in September 2008. Moreover, it may have constituted slightly less
than meets the eye. Note that the source (Shang 2010) does not quote Xi as making
any comments that explicitly refer to nationalization, but speaking only about "merg-
ers and restructuring" ( t U). Now, "mergers and restructuring" was the official
term that Shanxi had adopted in 2008 for the policies adopted that year that de facto
amounted to nationalization. In other words, at least in Shanxi's usage, the term was,
in effect, code for nationalization. For instance, Documents 23 and 10, which launched
and relaunched nationalization, were entitled, respectively, "Implementing Opinion on"
and "Notice Regarding Some Problems to do with Speeding Up and Pushing Forward
Mergers and Restructuring of Coal-Mine Enterprises" (my emphasis). Thus, no one
should have been under any illusions about what was being communicated. And yet,
in its reported form the "instruction" contains no detail about how "restructuring" was
to be done (e.g. which enterprises were to act as consolidators). In other words, Xi
was not, it appears, unequivocally committing himself (or the wider central leadership)
to personally backing nationalization: if necessary, "mergers and restructuring" could
mean many things. Indeed, later, non-nationalizing provinces too would claim to be
undertaking "mergers and restructuring" in their coal industries.

The point is not that these various interventions - and Xi's in particular - did not extend
real support to Shanxi's leaders for nationalization or put real pressure on them to
get the problem of chaotic and accident-prone mining by small-scale private enterprises
under control. Rather, the point is that support was extended in informal and imprecise
ways, that left ultimate ownership of the policy - and thus responsibility for concrete
decisions - with Shanxi.

Indeed, the level of critical media coverage that Shanxi's actions encountered and specif-
ically the role played by the Zhejiang Investment Promotion Association - an entity
operating under the auspices of the Zhejiang provincial administration - in galvanizing
resistance suggests that even within the state's internal channels no very authoritative
statement in support of Shanxi's actions was being circulated, at least prior to winter
2009. It is hard to image that the Association would have dared to act in the ways
it did, had a majority of Standing Committee members made their personal support
for Shanxi's coal nationalization clear. Nor would the Zhejiang authorities likely have
permitted the Association to do so. Indeed, after the public endorsement of Shanxi's
policy by the NDRC and NEA in 2010, the Association seems to have wound down its
protests.

In sum, the central interventions chronicled above look less like the transmission of
clear-cut orders mandating specific policy choices than retrospective endorsements for
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policy actions already taken, and broad general statements in favor of increasing state-
ownership in coal-mining and reducing mine numbers that stopped short, however,
of unequivocally instructing Shanxi to take specific policy actions - or of definitively
committing the top leadership to support Shanxi.

This interpretation is supported by the evidence from interviews and media reports. In-
terviewees familiar with China's policy-making process emphasized that it was rare for
the Center to stray beyond setting broad strategic objectives and priorities (e.g., reduce
accidents, increase state share and industry concentration) and give provinces detailed
orders about what to do. While provinces would of course communicate closely with
the Center and assure themselves that the Center basically supported their actions,
concrete policy decisions about how to achieve the centrally-set strategic objectives
would be taken at the provincial level. Thus, these interviewees believed that the deci-
sion to nationalize Shanxi's coal industry was, ultimately, Shanxi's; taken in response
to the pressing problems Shanxi confronted in its coal industry (especially the contin-
ued string of large accidents) (Interviews 30, 48, 50, 55, 61, 71)." Interviewees with
greater personal familiarity with Shanxi's policy and coal industry similarly consistently
claimed that the key decisions were taken by Shanxi, and were not simply orders from
the Center (Interviews 12, 33, 38, 69, 83, 85).

This is also the implication of the language used in media reports and by the Zhejiang
Investment Promotion Association's spokespeople. Very consistently, these all spoke of
coal-mine nationalization as the policy and decision of the Shanxi government. Cen-
sorship and strategic language usage cannot be precluded. Conceivably, propaganda
authorities might have mandated that the media describe the policy as Shanxi's in or-
der to deflect criticism from the Center, and for the Association it was obviously safer to
accuse Shanxi of constitutional violations than to accuse the Center thereof. However,
had the key decisions in fact been taken at the Center and Shanxi's nationalization
amounted to little more than the execution of a command, I would have expected to
come across at least some information pointing to this in the press coverage.

On balance, it thus seems most likely that the decision to nationalize most of Shanxi's
coal industry was taken by Shanxi's leadership. Yet this decision was taken in a context
shaped in crucial respects by the Center, and dependent on central support: it was the
Center which had imposed unprecedentedly harsh sanctions on Shanxi officials over the
2007 Hongdong and 2008 Kuiba accidents, and it was also the Center (or at least the

37Senior energy economist from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (30), senior manager [MlIffK]
from a major SOE (48), former editor at a major party newspaper (50), official from the NDRC energy
bureaucracy (55), senior official [ME!R] from the central tax administration (61), senior engineer at
a Shaanxi coal-industry research institute (71).

38 Senior researcher from the NDRC Energy Research Institute (12), scholar close to the Shanxi
Development and Reform Commission (33), manager from a Shanxi coal SOE (38), senior [t L]
municipal official in a coal-mining province who in the recent past had held work-safety responsibilities
(69), Shanxi scholar with close connections to Shanxi policy-making circles who studied Shanxi's coal
consolidation (83), former manager at a Shanxi coal and heavy-industry consultancy (85).
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dominant groups at the Center) which had communicated repeatedly that increasing
state control of coal mining was a desired objective. When nationalization ran into
intense resistance, the central support for the Shanxi leadership appears to have been
crucial for overcoming that resistance and enabling nationalization to be ultimately
pushed through successfully. In short, while Center and province contributed to this
policy in different ways, its success ultimately required both.

This finding is in line with Sebastian Heilmann's conclusions about the process of policy
experimentation in China.39 Studying the reform experience in several distinct domains
of economic policy, Heilmann (2008a: pp. 9-10) finds that while policy experiments
are mostly prompted by local (municipal or provincial) policy makers "[seeking] to
tackle pressing problems ... and ... pursue personal career ... incentives", they
generally depend on (often informal) encouragement and protection from senior leaders,
what Heilmann calls "policy hedging", since "unhedged individual initiative can be risky
careerwise or simply futile in China's polity."

5.4 The Role of Accidents in Shanxi's Coal Industry Nationalization

Central state officials responsible for coal and energy policy viewed the private coal
mines as creating a number of problems besides accidents; viz. destruction of coal
reserves through inefficient and wasteful mining practices, environmental pollution,
and (mainly in the 1990s) unstable coal markets marked by "excessive" competition
(cf. Chapter 2). They also regarded increasing state control over energy supplies as
a good in itself. Provincial officials shared these concerns to some extent, especially
those over environmental pollution and inefficient mining practices (Interviews 33, 3540;
Huang 2011). Having large state corporations take over most of the private mines thus
offered a solution to multiple problem. However, there are strong reasons for viewing
accidents as the fundamental driver of this policy decision. While the other issues were
certainly of concern to officials, including at the provincial level, it is unlikely that such
drastic action would have been taken, had it not been for the accident crisis. The
evidence for this is as follows.

Firstly, there is the timing and sequencing of policy decisions. As we have seen, Shanxi
began exploring nationalization in the direct aftermath of what was up to that point the
largest mining accident that the province had suffered since 2000 (the 2007 Hongdong
accident) and only after this and the foregoing series of accidents had demonstrated
that the measures hitherto adopted to improve mining safety (increased regulation,
local consolidation, granting of clearer property rights to mines) had failed to put an

39While Shanxi's mine nationalization ("mergers and restructuring") was never, to my knowledge,
officially declared a policy "experiment" (iA), this is precisely what it was: a bold attempt to solve
a pressing problem through new and unorthodox means.

"Scholar close to the Shanxi Development and Reform Commission (33); scholars from the Shanxi
Academy of Social Sciences.
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end to large accidents. Moreover, the subsequent Kuiba and Tunlan accidents generated
crucial further momentum for nationalization.

Secondly, there is the policy content. In particular Linfen's consolidation policies make
the link to accidents and the disciplinary sanctions they could generate very clear.
Indeed, Linfen's stipulation that only firms under independent safety assessment would
be permitted to acquire mines without further conditions and that the city government
would not be responsible for the safety of mines after acquisition is only comprehensible
in this context.

Thirdly, there is the evidence from disciplinary sanctions. As shown in Chapter 3,
particularly large numbers of Shanxi officials, including senior officials, were disciplined
over mining accidents, sometimes severely so, something explained by the particular
political dynamics unleashed by large, intensely covered accidents. As Linfen shows, the
threat that disciplinary sanctions could pose to official careers provided a clear motive
for nationalization, something emphasized also by several interviewees (see below) and
by media commentators (e.g. China Economic Weekly 2008b, Caixin 2012). "Protecting
cadres from being held accountable for coalmiie accidents" ({19* T 2 $, T i
M f 31 Fa]) was also listed as one of the objectives of nationalization in a Shanxi
Coalmine Safety Inspectorate Powerpoint presentation, besides protecting the people
from accidents, safeguarding coal reserves, and reducing pollution (Huang 2011). By
contrast, I am unaware of a single case of a provincial, municipal or even county leader
being disciplined over coal mining-related pollution or the destruction of coal reserves.
This is despite the fact that several of Shanxi's major cities, including Linfen and
Datong, ranked among the world's (!) most polluted cities.

Fourthly, comments from industry analysts quoted in the press as well as my own
interviewees treated accidents as the key causal factor prompting nationalization. For
instance, the Central Party School professor and mining-safety expert Zhou Hui (MI
9) told the 21st Century Business Herald that "accidents are the most important
factor driving forward coal-industry consolidation in Shanxi" (fta]hIi LII
ffl,/J8-$I2t) (21 CBH 2008a), and Li Jinmin (49IJJ%), the director (i
'E) of the Shanxi government's Development Research Center ( N Ff
L), told Caixin that "every [Shanxi] administration had undertaken reforms [to resolve

the coalmine safety crisis]; all [unsuccessfully] sought to find the solution. Resource
reorganization [i.e., nationalization] had not been tried yet, thus there was no alternative
but to [try it]." (ri # 4f1t5 4 , ' E2l
Vin)m f T) (Caixin 2012). Caijing (2009) quoted similar remarks from the CITIC
Securities (rP{VNE*) analyst Wang Ye (EEf), and Zhao and Chen (2013), too, treat
accidents as the key factor motivating Shanxi's leaders to carry out nationalization.

My own interviewees said much the same. For instance, a senior researcher from the
NDRC's Energy Research Institute told me that accidents were the key reason for
Shanxi's radical restructuring and nationalization of the coal mines. While destruction
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of coal reserves and pollution were major concerns, especially for Beijing policy makers,
and industry consolidation was seen as a solution to these problems, it was the contin-
uous eruption of major accidents and the public attention they generated that placed
Shanxi's leaders under the political pressure to take action (Interview 12). Much the
same was said by many other interviewees - again and again, they returned to mining
accidents as the key factor causing Shanxi policy makers to nationalize the industry
(Interviews 3, 15, 8, 10, 27, 30, 33, 37, 38, 39, 70, 71, 72, 73, 86, 87).

5.5 Coal Industry Restructuring in other Case-Study Provinces (I):

Nationalization in Henan

Among the other case-study provinces, only Henan nationalized its coal industry. Why?
Again, accidents and media coverage appear to have played a central role. Figure 5.3
tracks the monthly number of articles and multimedia products that mention mining
accidents in Henan, Guizhou, Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi that were linked to online
by the Sina.com portal between January 2007 to December 2013.4 Table 5.2 lists the
number of coalmining accidents with 20 or more fatalities that each province suffered
in these years. As is easy to see, Henan both suffered significantly more large and very
large accidents than the other provinces, and as a result attracted substantially more
media coverage.

The inability to peer into the minds of provincial decision makers makes it impossible
to obtain final certainty that it really was the accidents, and the media coverage they
sparked, that determined Henan's leaders to push through nationalization. However,
as we will see below, the available evidence does strongly encourage this interpretation:
Just as in Shanxi, Henan began exploring nationalization seriously in the aftermath of
a very large accident, and the continued occurrence of large accidents thereafter seems
to have been important for encouraging provincial leaders to face down resistance to
their plans. Likewise, we shall in Section 5.6 that there is good evidence that Shaanxi,

"Chinese journalists specialized on energy and environmental topics A (3, 15) and B (9); Shaanxi
correspondent of a major national paper (70); Chinese economists and energy researchers A (8), B
(10), C (30), D (72), E (73); scholar close to the Shanxi Development and Reform Commission (33);
current and former managers from three Shanxi coal SOEs A (37), B (38), C (86), D (87); senior
engineer at a Shaanxi coal-research institute (71) official from a municipal coal-industry bureau in
Shanxi (39); heavy industries analyst from a major Chinese investment bank (27).

12The search strings used were "[Province]" AND "Mining Accident" (Lfi KANDfP V) and
"[Province]" AND "Coal Mine" AND "Accident" AND NOT "Mining Accident" (1 NIAND M)rAND*
1!AND NOTif39).
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Province Acc. with 20+ Fatalities Of which: 30+ Fatal. Of which: 50+ Fatal.

Henan 10 6 4

Guizhou 5 1 0

Shaanxi 2 0 0

Inner Mongolia 1 0 0

Table 5.2: Large Coalmining Accidents in Henan, Guizhou,

Shaanxia, and Inner Mongolia, 2007 - 2013

Sources: Safehoo.com, own data compiled from media reports

Guizhou and Inner Mongolia's failure to nationalize was related to the absence, in these
provinces, of a safety/media crisis comparable to Shanxi and Henan's.

5.5.1 Policy Evolution and Resistance

On 8 September 2009 an underground gas explosion at a private mine in Pingdingshan
city ( FTJ LI), Henan, killed 76 mine workers. This was the second-largest mining ac-
cident Henan had suffered since 1998, and it seems to have prompted Henan's leaders
to explore nationalization as a solution. Official delegations were repeatedly sent to
Shanxi to study that province's experience with renationalization. By late October
initial plans for restructuring Henan's industry had been drafted and industry partici-
pants increasingly expected Henan to implement nationalization along the lines of what
had by now become known as the "Shanxi Model" ([i M1 ) (Caijing 2010d, 21 CBH
2010e, Economy & Nation Weekly 2010b).

However, no official policy announcement actually followed until February 2010, and
implementation only began in April or even May 2010 (China Economy and Informa-
tization 2011, Time Weekly 2010). Instead, policy became ensnared in fierce disputes
about what form industry restructuring was to take, with draft plans undergoing mul-
tiple revisions and key words being repeatedly added and removed (Caijing 2010d, EQ
2010a, China Economy and Informatization 2010). While the initial draft reportedly
advocated consolidating the industry under the large provincial SOEs (i.e., copying the
Shanxi Model), county and municipal governments pressed for consolidating the indus-
try on a local basis, under local companies. Their counter proposals envisioned creating
new, regionally-based companies owned by counties and municipalities or by privates,
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with each mining region (EX I) to be consolidated by one or several such local firms
(Caijing 2010d, EO 2010a). In other words, the local governments wanted to continue
with the policy of "local consolidation" that Henan, like the other case-study provinces,
had adopted in the mid-2000s. Just as in Shanxi, economic interests were central to this
dispute, as local officials feared that mine consolidation by the large provincial SOEs
would reduce fiscal revenue from taxes and, especially, fees, "donations" and other infor-
mal payments, and eliminate their scope for (illicit) personal income through bribes or
stockholding in mines (Caijing 2010d, China Times 2010, EQ 2010a, 2010b, Economy
& Nation Weekly 2010b).

At the end of February 2010, the provincial government finally published a document
setting out the restructuring to be implemented ("Document 32"). Reportedly, this
adhered closely to the original draft policy proposals prepared in October 2009 (EO
2010a). For certain, though, Document 32's content and implementation largely copied
Shanxi's policy and practice; it thus represented a broad defeat for the local govern-
ments.

All mines with production capacity between 150,000 and 300,000 tons would have to
let themselves be acquired by "large-scale coal companies" (11 X)LAL), with the
acquirer taking at least 51% of the stock and assuming full control over the acquired
mine's operations as well as responsibility for safety (Henan 2010). The policy objective
was defined as "creating an industry structure in which mines are mainly operated by
large-scale coal companies, [thus] raising the level of safety and the comprehensive
development level of the coal industry" (Henan 2010).

While Document 32 contained a brief reference to mergers between privates, it stipu-
lated that the "provincial backbone coal enterprises" (if T9i'L LR) were to act as
the main consolidators. Although it refrained from directly identifying which enterprises
these "backbone companies" were, a provincial official admitted in a newspaper inter-
view that the phrase indeed referred exclusively to the six large provincially-owned state
coal companies (Economy & Nation Weekly 2010b). Moreover, like Shanxi's Document
23, Henan's Document 32, too, divided the province's major mining areas up among
the six provincially-owned state companies. Companies other than the provincially-
owned Big Six were only permitted to acquire mines if they (the company) already
had a coal-production capacity above 1 million tons per year, and even then this right
was restricted to acquiring mines in the immediate vicinity of the company's existing
production operations (Henan 2010). Only the Big Six would be permitted to take over
mines province-wide. The provincially-owned key state coal companies thus came to
control most of Henan's coal industry (cf. Chapter 4). The total number of coal firms
was whittled down from 530 in 2008 to just 30 in 2011 (SAWS 2012).

The publication of Document 32 did not end resistance. In mid-March a prominent
mine owner in Xinmi city (MfiTiT), one of Henan's main coal areas, told a journalist
that so far nothing had been done locally about carrying out Document 32 (Economy &
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Nation 2010a). Implementation proper appears only to have begun in April and May.
As late as 12 May, Vice-Governor Shi Jichun ( felt obliged to publicly criticize
a municipality for "passivity" (f'fRJi) in implementing "mergers and restructuring"

(as the nationalization campaign was called). He also castigated the leaders of two
counties for maintaining excessively close relations with local coal bosses and "seek-
ing to thwart restructuring by all means possible" (9 litIHtitl) (EO 2010c).
Provincial-government cadres and executives from the SOEs also complained to journal-
ists about local officials' "negative attitude" (tif&J)) to industry restructuring (e.g.
China Times 2010). The Henan Provincial Government Department for Industry and
Informatization ( SAiT__Akfjf4RXF, HPGDII) even admitted in an official report
to the NDRC that "interference and obstruction" in the "mergers and restructuring"
campaign had been substantial (HTVNflJt77) (HPGDII 2011).

The intensity of local-government resistance is also indicated by the fact that, according
to the Henan Daily, the provincial leadership felt obliged to order the Party Discipline
Inspection Committee to supervise the "merger and restructuring" work "in order to
guarantee its smooth completion", with cadres who "failed to carry out orders" threat-
ened with investigation ( i Ti9... %'f1*1%). The Provincial
Party Organization Bureau (the Party's personnel management office) also made "the
performance and work results" of leading cadres an "important component of cadre
evaluations", with those whose work was lax to be "dealt with promptly" (4i1%4

4, RRIAdhtNjA ) (Henan Daily 2010).

Nor were Henan's mine owners any more enthusiastic about being nationalized than
Shanxi's had been. Coal prices in 2010 were high (cf. Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4) and
like in Shanxi, the SOE monopsonies that Henan created by dividing the mining ar-
eas up among the SOEs meant that the privates had little bargaining power and were
forced to accept whatever prices the SOEs offered (21 CBH 2010e). Media reports
thus consistently portray the owners as very unhappy about the restructuring, and
make it clear that it was forced on them (Caijing 2010d, Time Weekly 2010, Economy
& Nation Weekly 2010b). While there was no prominent, organized protest activity
(to my knowledge) of the kind organized by the Zhejiang Investment Promotion As-
sociation, both Vice-Governor Shi and the Deputy Head of the Henan Industry and
Informatization Department, Chen Dangyi (V21), accused coal bosses of trying to
evade nationalization and obstruct and drag out the takeover process, for instance by
refusing to furnish the government and SOEs with relevant documentation and being
slow to hand over operational control of their mines (EO 2010c, Orient Today 2010).

5.5.2 The Role of Accidents in Henan's Coal Industry Nationalization

The source materials for Henan are unfortunately less rich than those for Shanxi. How-
ever, those materials that I could obtain indicate that accidents very likely did play a
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key role in prompting and driving forward nationalization in Henan. Above, we saw
that the decision in Fall 2009 to explore nationalization was prompted by a major
accident. The ultimate publication of Document 32 on 26 February 2010 cannot be
readily linked to any particular accident and the publication of Document 32 did not
end resistance to nationalization. However, in spring and early summer Henan suffered
three major accidents in quick succession: on 15 March, an underground electrical fire
led to the death of 25 workers, on 31 March a gas explosion killed 50, and on 21 June a
further explosion killed 49. All three accidents occurred in private mines, and all three
triggered outpourings of media coverage (cf. Figure 5.3).

It appears that these accidents spurred on nationalization and strengthened the Henanese
leadership's determination to face down resistance and obstruction from local govern-
ments and coal bosses. Thus in June and July 2010, officials from the Henan Devel-
opment and Reform Commission, the Henan Coal Industry Bureau, and the Henan
Industry and Informatization Department as well as SOE executives separately told
journalists that the large accidents of the spring had "strengthened the determination
of Henan's leadership" and "sped up the pace" of industry restructuring ('y ~i4f@'
%, 3~pit 3f) (China Times 2010, China Energy News 2010a,
Time Weekly 2010; cf. also China Economy and Informatization 2011. The quote is
from China Times.). Specifically, while Document 32 had originally allotted an entire
year (until March 2011) for the mergers and restructuring to be completed, on 12 May
the provincial government decreed that basic framework agreements between all the
mines scheduled for acquisition and their acquirers would have to be signed already by
end-June 2010 (ibid.).

More broadly, officials from the Henan branch of the State Agency for Coal Mine Safety
(SACMS, a subunit of the State Agency for Work Safety) went on the record stating
that with respect to accidents, the private mines were the "main disaster zone" (25k
X ) in Henan due to a lethal combination of insufficient investment, "backward" (r)
management and equipment, and persistently lax supervision by county and municipal
governments (tnfid T ) -) (China Energy News 2010a). According to one
SACMS official, "if [the problem] of safety in the small mines is addressed, then the entire
province's coal-mine safety situation will improve" (Tf/ , Jf

IAMThRM7R) (China Industrial Economy News 2010). Government officials
stressed that improving safety was the central motive for the industry restructuring

(e.g. Time Weekly 2010, EO 2010c), and Document 32 also proclaimed this to be the
main objective.

5.5.3 The Role of the Center in Henan's Coal Industry Nationalization

It is hard to know for certain what role the Center played in the industry restructuring
in Henan. Several scholars have noted that bandwaggoning - whereby radical or con-
troversial policies are first pioneered by one or a few provinces that have particularly
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strong reasons for experimenting with these policies, and are only adopted by others
once the Center has clearly signaled its support - is a fairly common phenomenon in
Chinese politics (e.g. Chung 2000). That Henan's Document 32 was published after
the joint NDRC-NEA-Shanxi press conference (at which the NEA and NDRC endorsed
the Shanxi Model and called for spreading it to the entire country) had taken place and
largely copied the "Shanxi Model" would seem to fit arguments about the importance
of bandwaggoning. Indeed, several interviewees believed that the relative success of
Shanxi's industry restructuring put other provinces under pressure undertake similar
industry reforms and this claim was also occasionally made in the press.

However, beyond these relatively vague claims no more specific indications of central
interventions in Henan's policy debate over nationalization could be found. Arguably
as significant as the fact that Document 32 came after the press conference is that it
was only released almost two months afterwards: the press conference was on January
5, Document 32 was published on 26 February. Moreover, as we have seen, local gov-
ernment resistance to nationalization continued thereafter. Evidently, the statements
from NDRC and NEA leaders at the press conference by itself did not end Henan's
policy debates.

That is not to say that they were irrelevant. Henan was operating in a context where
the Center had made it clear that it wanted to see accidents brought under control and
coal mining consolidated, and influential groups at the Center had signaled that they
favored nationalization. At a minimum, the NDRC/NEA press conference restated
this, thus providing a supportive political context for nationalization in Henan. Yet
subsequent developments also indicate that by themselves, even proclamations by the
State Council might have only limited impact on provincial practice.

On 7 May 2010 the State Council published the Opinion on Encouraging and Guiding
the Healthy Development of Private Investment ("New 36 Articles"). This document
sought to restate the rights of private capital to enter various "monopoly" industries
that had first been proclaimed in the original "36 Articles" from 2005, and more broadly
sought to signal continued central support for the private sector (Naughton 2011).
Specifically with regard to mining, the "New 36 Articles" called for "supporting the
comprehensive opening of the market for mining rights to private capital" (M!,fr

[AJ ) (State Council 2010a). Because this phrase avoided
specifying whether "comprehensive opening" only referred to private minority ownership
or also included controlling ownership, it was somewhat more ambiguous than meets
the eye. These ambiguities provided space for interpretation and thus for maneuver and
policy choice, but the document also signaled, at a minimum, that some groups at the
Center with enough clout to get State Council documents written so as to reflect their
views, too, did not favor coal-industry nationalization. Yet this made no impact on
Henan - on the contrary, far from encouraging Henan to at least pause nationalization
and await clearer rulings from the Center, Henan sped up the pace of nationalization: On
12 May, five days after the publication of the "New 36 Articles", the province issued the
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above-noted missive instructing the localities to ensure that all mines signed framework
merger and acquisition agreements by the end of June.

5.6 Coal Industry Restructuring in Other Case-Study Provinces (II):

Private-Sector Preservation in Shaanxi, Guizhou, and Inner Mon-

golia

In 2010 and 2011 Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia and Guizhou also launched new campaigns
to restructure and consolidate their coal industries. There are some differences between
the policies each of these provinces adopted, but more important is what they share
in common, and what distinguishes them from Shanxi and Henan: while Shaanxi,
Guizhou and Inner Mongolia also saw individual cases of private mines being acquired
by state companies, overall, the restructuring policies adopted by these provinces were
much more solicitous of local political and business interests. Concretely, none enforced
nationalization and thus in each of these provinces large private coal industries were
preserved, at least initially. (Especially in Inner Mongolia and northern Shaanxi, the
collapse of the coal price does seem to have put privates under tremendous pressure and
from 2013 onwards appears to have caused many to exit the industry.) The individual
buy-outs of private owners by state firms that did take place during these provinces'
consolidation campaigns seem to have been mostly cases of privates selling to the highest
among several bidders, i.e. voluntarily choosing acquisition by a state firm because it
offered superior terms. Instead, the provinces largely continued the policies of "local
consolidation" discussed in Chapter 4; viz., encouraging private mines to merge among
each other.

5.6.1 Shaanxi

5.6.1.1 Policy Analysis

Shaanxi seems to have begun planning a renewed push to consolidate coal mining in
the province in March or April 2010 (China Energy News 2010b). In September targets
were announced: By July 2011, the number of coal-mining firms was to be cut to 120
from 522 at present, and by 2013 the number of mines (WfJ') was to be reduced to
450 from about 600 at present, with average size raised to 1 million tons production
capacity and 90% having fully mechanized mining processes (Shaanxi 2010). Counties
and municipalities were ordered to prepare consolidation and restructuring plans for
their locality, to be submitted to the province by December (Chinese Business View
2010). Implementation proper began in early 2011 and seems to have been completed
by the end of June that year (China Business 2011, Time Weekly 2014).
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The timing is significant for several reasons. Firstly, that Shaanxi began planning a
new restructuring campaign in spring 2010 indicates that Shanxi's successful implemen-
tation of coal-mine "mergers and restructuring" and Henan's initiation thereof - plus
the NDRC's and NEA's endorsement of their actions - placed the other major coal
provinces under pressure to carry out further consolidation of their own. As mentioned
in Chapter 2, in October 2010 the State Council published an Opinion calling for fur-
ther coal-industry consolidation4 3 and at the end of August a State Council meeting
was held to discuss that Opinion's basic content. This reportedly pushed Shaanxi to
step up its pace of preparations (Chinese Business View 2011a). Indeed, Shaanxi's
September announcement of consolidation targets fits this claim, coming as it did one
month after the State Council meeting and shortly before the release of the October
Opinion. As we will see, Guizhou and Inner Mongolia were not quite as quick, but they
too had announced new rounds of industry consolidation by spring 2011.

Yet the further statements from Shaanxi officials as well as the actual form that industry
restructuring in Shaanxi eventually took indicates that while the major coal provinces,
at least, were under pressure to implement some form of consolidation or, as it was
now commonly called, "mergers and restructuring" in their coal industries, they also
had very broad scope to decide about how to do this, especially if they promised some
impressive headline reductions in the number of operating mines and firms and if their
coal industries produced few large, attention-grabbing mining accidents. As early as
mid- or late April 2010, the Shaanxi Vice-Governor Jing Junhai (JAMM) stated publicly
that

The situation in Shaanxi is different from that in Shanxi. Although [our]
basic line of thought (NM) is similar, the concrete approach to coal-industry
reform ($ J fi) that we will take will be different.

This was widely read as intended to provide assurances to owners of private coal mines
that Shaanxi would not follow the examples of Shanxi and Henan, and enforce nation-
alization (Chinese Business View 2010). Local mine owners apparently also received
private assurances from the provincial government that Shaanxi would not nationalize
the industry.4 4 From early 2010 through to summer 2011 officials from the provincial
coal-industry bureau and the provincial coal-mine safety inspectorate in Shaanxi also
repeatedly briefed journalists that Shaanxi would not copy Shanxi's "indiscriminate" ap-
proach (71tlJ). Rather, they argued, Shaanxi's supposedly "special situation" (1MT

43 The Opinion on Speeding Up and Pushing Forward Consolidation and Restructuring among Coal-
Mining Enterprises ( tfiMf iJ jL ).

44 This was told to me by the Shaanxi correspondent of a major national newspaper (Interview 70).
A private mine-owner from northern Shaanxi also claimed that the local coal bosses were not worried
about nationalization because they "knew that [whether to nationalize or not] was decided by the
provincial level, and the Shaanxi government had a different attitude [to the Shanxi government]"
(Interview 77).
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IfRR; more on which below) required flexible policies attuned to the local particularities
of each mining area (P 'A) (China Energy News 2010b, 2011a; Chinese Business
View 2010; China Times 2011, 21 CBH 2011d). Provincial officials also pointed out
that

Shaanxi has already ... achieved one of the best coal-mine safety perfor-
mances in the country and ... [its safety management] has received high
praise from national authorities. (MiiMI'] Jifi)itF~k) (Zhang et al.
2010; my emphasis).

In other words, the safety performance of coal mining in Shaanxi was already good,
thus presumably obviating the need for radical changes.

It is striking that Shaanxi officials were speaking in these terms as early as April 2010 -
just months after the NDRC and NEA had praised Shanxi's approach and in the same
weeks as Henan was nationalizing its own coal industry. As discussed in Chapter 2, in
May and October 2010 the State Council issued Opinions that provided political cover
for preserving a private coal sector, and the Shaanxi authorities will have presumably
been aware that disagreements existed at the Center about nationalization. However,
that Shaanxi officials - and the Vice-Governor in particular - were willing to speak
in these terms even before the said State Council Opinions were issued, once again
indicates that key decisions about the scope and form of coal-mine consolidation and
restructuring - and especially about how to treat the private coal-mining sector - were
taken at the provincial level, and that the provinces enjoyed real choice in this regard.

As the output data presented in Chapter 4 indicate, the consolidation and restructuring
that Shaanxi ultimately implemented in 2011 largely preserved the private coal-mining
sector. In 2009, private (township and village) mines had accounted for 37% of total
coal output in Shaanxi. In 2011 they made up 52% of output. In 2012 (the last year for
which output data are available) most provinces bundled production from local state
mines and private (village and township) mines into a single statistical category, that
of "local mines" (52% of Shaanxi's coal output that year). While this category ob-
scures ownership structures, media reports and interviewees very consistently described
Shaanxi's consolidation as having proceeded without major changes to ownership struc-
ture (21 CBH 2015; Caijing 2011; China Business 2011, 2015; China Times 2011, 2012,
2013; EO 2011g; Time Weekly 2014; Xi'an Evening Post 2012; Interviews 70-75, 77,
79, 84 45). Given the substantial media interest and public debate that nationalization
in Shanxi and Henan had evoked, it can be assumed that had nationalization taken

4 5Private coal-mine owner from northern Shaanxi (77); former SOE manager (84); Shaanxi jour-
nalists specialized on energy topics, one of whom is from Yfilin (74, 79); Shaanxi correspondent of a
major national newspaper (70); Shaanxi economists, one of whom is specialized on energy topics and
from Yfilin (72, 73, 75), chief engineer at a Shaanxi coal-industry research institute (71).
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place on a significant scale in Shaanxi, the press would have reported on this." In
other words, while we cannot know what the exact relative share of private and local-
state production was that was logged as coal produced by "local mines" in 2012, we
can safely assume that most mines that were under private ownership in 2010 (before
consolidation) remained so in 2012 (after consolidation).

As we will see below, there were instances of private mines being bought up by SOEs
during consolidation, but with the partial exception of the areas around Hancheng and
Weinan - indicatively, the most accident-prone areas of Shaanxi - these were rare and
seem to have mostly resulted from SOEs offering mine owners better buy-out prices
than other privates did. In particular in northern Shaanxi (01L; Shaanbei, the region
around Yiilin municipality [1A1(), SOE take-overs seem to have been very rare. This
is significant, because by the 2000s the Shaanbei had become Shaanxi's main coal-
mining region and the center of Shaanxi's heavy industry (conversely, the coal seams
in Hancheng and Weinan were already largely exhausted).

This preservation of the private mines was possible because Shaanxi structured its
consolidation policy in ways that systematically facilitated this outcome by maximizing
the space for flexibility and discretion that municipal and county authorities enjoyed.
Indeed, Shaanxi officials described their approach to consolidation as being "bottom-up"
(A@ TiWI) and "grassroots-driven", and contrasted this to the "top-down approach" (
J7. T) of Shanxi and Henan (China Times 2011, EO 2011g).

This was done as follows. Unlike Shanxi and Henan, Shaanxi never published a pol-
icy document setting out how - and by implication, how not - consolidation was to
proceed. Instead, the province negotiated individual "responsibility contracts" (2 N
%-{9) separately with each municipality that set out agreed consolidation targets for
that locality. These contracts and targets were not made public. Crucially, Shaanxi
refrained from specifying minimum-scale or other requirements (e.g. mechanization
levels) that firms desiring to act as consolidators (*#_A_:) would have to meet. Nor
did the province pick the firms that were to act as consolidators, and the province also
refrained'from setting general, province-wide minimum-scale or mechanization require-
ments that mines would have to meet in order to avoid being closed or consolidated
(21 CBH 2011d). (Recall that Shanxi and Henan ensured that nationalization would
be the outcome of "merging and restructuring" their coal industries by picking SOEs as

46It is worth noting that the continued existence of a substantial private - and small-scale! - coal-
mining sector in Shaanxi and especially northern Shaanxi (Shaanbei) emerges clearly also from media
reports produced in 2013, 2014 and 2015 - several years after consolidation, when any conceivable -
hypothetical - incentive or propaganda order to lie or mislead about Shaanxi's consolidation should
have long-since faded away. Indeed, much of the coverage from 2013-2015 (which was concerned with
the dramatic fall in coal prices and the resultant collapse of the large informal and at best, semi-legal,
credit networks [LK0 QIMAR] that had financed much of the private coal industry in Northern Shaanxi
and Inner Mongolia) was quite critical of Shaanxi's 2010/2011 consolidation, noting that many of the
later financial troubles could be linked to the earlier consolidation, or showing that much consolidation
had been faked, with private mines merging in name but not in reality.
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consolidators and defining minimum-scale requirements that consolidators would have
to meet that effectively excluded most private mines from acting as consolidators).

Instead, Shaanxi officials told the media that minimum standards, and who consolidated
whom, had to be handled flexibly according to the local situation (Chinese Business
View 2010, 2011b; China Energy News 2010b; EQ 2011g). They also explicitly endorsed
the practice of small private mines merging among each other - what I call "local
consolidation" - rather than being acquired by large outside firms. The only general
condition imposed was that after consolidation, firms - not individual mines - would
have to have attained a certain minimum scale (3 million tons output capacity in
northern Shaanxi; less elsewhere) (21 CBH 2011d, China Times 2011, Chinese Business
View 2011a, 2011b). But this could be achieved by simply adding further, geologically
separate mines to the company without physically merging these mines. Combined with
willingness on part of the authorities to tolerate mergers between firms that were more
nominal than real, this meant that it would be relatively easy for local governments
and mine owners to preserve much of the extant private coal industry.

Minimum-scale requirements for mines were probably also set - though never, to my
knowledge, made public - and while mines that were smaller than the stipulated scale
would in theory have to be shut down at some point, it appears that in practice this was
treated as an aspiration to be achieved in the future, rather than as a hard condition
that would have to be met now. In other words, instead of being shut down, the mines
could simply merge (at least nominally) with others or enlarge their own operations -
become bigger - in order to meet the scale requirement."

Publicly, this flexibility tended to be justified with reference to the regional variation in
Shaanxi's coal industry, and particularly with the situation in southern Shaanxi (Pi i,
Shaannan). There the fields are mostly small and scattered, cannot easily be mined by
large establishments, and produce mostly low-quality coal, thus further reducing their
attractiveness as take-over targets for large firms. They do however provide cheap coal
for use by the local population. Officials argued that preserving the small-scale (and
mostly private) mines in the Shaannan was essential for supplying the local population
with coal and jobs since trucking coal in was not cost-effective, and that instituting
"indiscriminate", province-wide minimum-scale standards would threaten these mines
(Chinese Business View 2010, 2011b; China Energy News 2010b; EO 2011g).

There is no reason to doubt that provincial and especially local policy-makers felt
little enthusiasm for forcing take-overs or closures onto the Shaannan mines, given the

"Shaanxi published lists of mines scheduled for "closure" (fW) in 2010 and 2011, but in fact the
language used in the documents often implied that these mines were to be merged or expanded, instead
of being closed (cf. Shaanxi 2011a, 2011b). Of the 30 Shaanxi mines that appear in the 2013 and
2014 National Energy Administration lists of "backward capacity to be eliminated" (
tid), only 10 are in fact slated for closure; the rest are to be "upgraded" (Wiift0) or "merged and
restructured" (*Mf ) (cf. National Energy Administration 2013, 2014). As we saw in Chapter 4,
substituting consolidation or upgrading and enlargement for closures for small mines was nothing new.
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social and economic disturbance this would have been likely to create. But the same
policy flexibility - no clear specification of minimum-scale or other requirements, no
picking of consolidators by the state - was applied also to northern Shaanxi, where the
fields contain very high-quality coals, deposited in shallow and geologically-simple fields
that are suitable for large-scale, often open-cast mining. This suggests strongly that
while officials may have felt that the Shaannan provided the most convenient case for
justifying their "flexible" approach to industry consolidation, ultimately, this approach
was adopted due to a larger reluctance to enforce unwanted change on local political
and business constituencies across the province, and not just in southern Shaanxi. We
will return to this point below.

Shaanxi's coal-industry "mergers and restructuring" thus mainly took the form of private
mine owners merging their companies and mines among each other. Most commonly, it
seems, mine owners would set up a new Group company and inject their existing mines
and firms into this as subsidiaries (21 CBH 2011d, China Business 2011, EO 2011g,
Xi'an Evening News 2012, China Times 2011, Interviews 70, 74, 77, 7948). Often, it
seems, these "mergers" were nominal more than real. Interviewees repeatedly stressed
that in practice Shaanxi authorities had been quite flexible and "soft" (V) about how
mergers were achieved. For instance, in Zichang county (f4K), Yan'an municipality
( the 16 local mining companies set up a new company, the Zichang County
Coal Industry Group Company (-: K *AAX M I- ), with each company
paying in the same amount of capital (RMB 500,000) and obtaining an equal number
of seats on the board. The county government promptly announced that Zichang had
thereby transformed the formerly small-scale and technologically-backward mines that
made up its industry into efficient, large-scale mines that used mechanized equipment
instead of explosives to extract the coal. But in fact the Group was largely a shell,
with each of the subsidiary companies continuing to operate independently. No unified
management was established. As a result, the effort to merge (physically integrated)
and upgrade the Group's mines quickly bogged down, as it proved impossible to obtain
agreements among the owners (China Times 2012a). Cases like this were apparently
common across the province (China Times 2012a, Zijin Net 2013, Interviews 70, 71,
7949).

Indeed, far from reducing the amount of private investment, consolidation seems to
have actually led to further inflows of private capital into coal mining. When they
were real, mine mergers and acquisitions as well as upgrading and expansion of mines
required large amounts of investment. The large profits that had been earned in coal in
the 2000s and the very rapid appreciation of the prices paid for mines and mining rights
on the secondary market in turn attracted substantial inflows of private capital - at

48Shaanxi correspondent of a major national newspaper (70), Shaanxi journalists specialized on
energy topics, one of whom is from Yfllin (74, 79), private mine-owner from northern Shaanxi (77).

49 Shaanxi correspondent of a major national newspaper (70), chief engineer at a Shaanxi coal-
industry research institute (71), Shaanxi journalist specialized on energy topics whom is from Yiilin
(79).
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least until the coal market went into an abrupt and precipitous downturn in 2012 - and
meant that until about 2013 "coal bosses" in need of money to enlarge their operations
or acquire new mines did not lack for financing channels, and loaded up on credit from
informal, underground financing houses (NI'iffR) that pooled savings from the local
population or issued equity to them, a process the government legitimized - arguably
even encouraged - under the slogan of "all people become shareholders" (A 2 Ai9), in
order to spread the mining wealth more broadly locally (21 CBH 2013, Sina Finance
2014, EO 2013b, China Business 2015, China Times 2013, Chinese Business View
2011a, Xi'an Evening Post 2012).5

This is not to say that there were no cases of SOEs acquiring private mines whatsoever.
As one coal boss pointed out, the large SOEs - in particular, those owned by the central
government - possessed deep financial reserves and could make very attractive offers
for mines (21 CBH 2011d). Yet as discussed in Chapter 4, generally the SOEs had
only limited interest in acquiring small mines, given the high cost of upgrading and
enlarging their facilities. They preferred instead to acquire new, as yet unmined, coal
concessions and build large new mines from scratch. This was probably especially the
case in northern Shaanxi, as this region still contained large, valuable and unmined coal
reserves. Indeed, while northern Shaanxi had by the late 2000s become the province's
main coal-producing region, only a very few case of SOE buy-outs of privates were
reported there (China Business 2015, EO 2011g).

Rather, most takeovers of private mines by large SOEs seem to have occurred in central
Shaanxi, in the municipalities of Hancheng ($1A), Weinan (W A) and Tongchuan
(M)tI), and some of these were government-orchestrated. In 2011, Datang () *J

a large central government-owned electricity producer, and the Shaanxi Coal and
Chemicals Industry Group ( U ik t II), Shaanxi's provincially-owned coal
SOE, acquired nine of the 22 mines slated for consolidation in Hancheng. In 2012,
the provincial government ordered Shaanxi Coal Chemicals to take a further 37 mines
in Weinan, Tongchuan and Yan'an into "entrusted management" (f13). Under this
structure, the property rights to the entrusted mine would not change but remain with
the private owner, and the local governments also remained responsible for regulatory
oversight. However, actual production as well as decisions over safety and technology
would now be managed by Shaanxi Coal Chemicals (Shaanxi 2012). How profits were
to be divided up was not specified. Probably, they would either be split between the
private and the SOE, or flow entirely to the private - after the SOE had deducted a
"management fee" (1if).

That government-mandated SOE takeovers of this kind seem to have occurred exclu-
sively in central Shaanxi but not in Yillin is striking, since Yiilin was the center of the

"The collapse of the coal market seems to have turned this into a fiasco. By 2013 many Shaanxi
bosses were reportedly struggling with loan repayments, a problem that deepened in the subsequent
years (21 CBH 2013, China Business 2015, China Times 2013, EO 2013b, Sina Finance 2014).
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industry while mining in central Shaanxi was in rapid decline. However, it becomes
comprehensible when seen from the perspective of safety. The coal deposits in Yiilin are
shallow, have low gas content and low risk of flooding, and are sometimes even suitable
for open-cast mining. Thus, they are relatively safe. The mines in central Shaanxi are
gassy, deep underground mines. Hence, they are far more dangerous. Indeed, of the
16 coal-mine accidents known to me with 10 deaths or more that occurred in Shaanxi
between 1997 and 2011, only one occurred in Yiilin. All others occurred in Tongchuan,
Hancheng, Weinan and Yan'an, including the worst accident in Shaanxi in this period;
a gas explosion in Tongchuan in the autumn of 2004 that killed 166.

While a modest number of obligatory tie-ups between state and private mines thus
occurred in central Shaanxi, in northern Shaanxi the few take-overs of private mines
by SOEs that did occur seem to have been entirely voluntary. Shaanxi did however to
some extent encourage state and private firms in northern Shaanxi to set up new joint
ventures - i.e., new projects jointly invested in by state and private firms - both in
mining and, especially, in downstream industries (e.g. coal refining, power generation).
The provincial authorities appear to have incentivized this by providing such ventures
with generous access to new coal reserves, and possibly other concessionary measures
(Xi'an Evening News 2012, EO 2011g).

According to several journalists as well as an interview that the deputy head of the
Shaanxi Development and Reform Commission gave to the 21st Century Business Her-
ald, the logic behind this was as follows. Encouraging joint investment projects between
local private and provincial and central-state firms served to "balance interests" between
the localities and the SOEs, thus making the locality more supportive of investments by
higher-level SOEs, and would help to drive local industrial development and the growth
of local (private) businesses. Involvement of a local partner would make it easier for the
local government to tax the venture in question (cf. Chapter 4), absorb local private
investment capital and keep it in the locality (instead of seeing it flow off into e.g. Xi'an
or Beijing real estate), and open up new development possibilities for the private firms
by facilitating their participation often very large and capital- and technology intensive
downstream projects (coal refining, power generation, etc.) that they would have found
hard to get into by themselves (Interviews 70, 74"; 21 CBH 2011c).

5.6.1.2 Explaining Private-Sector Preservation in Shaanxi

Why did Shaanxi not nationalize its coal industry and instead opt for a mode of con-
solidation that was less disruptive to local interests? Lack of access to Shaanxi decision
makers means that this question cannot be answered definitively. However, the available

5 1Shaanxi journalist specialized on energy topics (74), Shaanxi correspondent of a major national
newspaper (70).
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information does allow us to formulate and provide support for one hypothesis: lack of
a major safety crisis meant that the Shaanxi leadership was under much less pressure to
take radical action to restructure the coal industry, while the serious disruption of local
interests that nationalization would have entailed would have provoked substantial and
politically-costly resistance and created costly economic problems. Had the pressure for
radical change been greater (i.e., had there been a serious safety crisis), the leadership
might have been prepared to face down the likely resistance and shoulder the costs, but
with pressure low it was not willing to do so. I next summarize the evidence supporting
this hypothesis.

Accidents and Media Coverage. As shown in Chapter 3, between 1998 and 2012, 1914
workers died in Shaanxi's mines, compared to 2860 in Henan's and 5052 in Shanxi's.
The province suffered four accidents with 30 or more deaths, while Henan suffered 12
and Shanxi 26. Moreover, all of these occurred before 2006. As a result, the province
faced much less negative accident-related media coverage (cf. Figure 5.3 above and
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 in Chapter 3).

Resistance. Had Shaanxi tried to enforce nationalization, this would almost certainly
have prompted intense resistance. In Shanxi and Henan, local governments and mine
owners had fiercely resisted nationalization, and liberal media outlets, academics and
intellectuals had also sharply and volubly criticized these provinces' actions. The early
assurances from Shaanxi officials that the province would not nationalize the mines
probably pre-empted the formation of resistance (at any rate, none seems to have
occurred), but there is no reason to believe that, had the province instead signaled
an intention to nationalize, resistance would have been any less fierce than in Shanxi
or Henan. Indeed, when Shaanxi nationalized its private oil industry in 2003, there
was substantial resistance from the expropriated "oil bosses" (Wi'Ef), as well as an
outcry from liberal media and scholars much like that which greeted Shanxi's coal
nationalization (The Economist 2003, 2012; Interviews 6, 6552).

Economic Damage. Even without overt resistance, expropriating a large sector of a
major provincial industry that generated large amounts of tax receipts and employ-
ment would have been economically very damaging. As officials' remarks regarding the
importance of preserving coal mining in the Shaannan cited above demonstrate, the
provincial government was well-aware of these issues, and will have also had the cau-
tionary example of Shanxi, where growth fell to 5.4% in 2009, the year of nationalization
- far below that recorded by all other provinces (China Data Online).

Interviewees with whom I was able to discuss possible reasons for why Shaanxi had
refrained from nationalization also emphasized the lack of a serious safety problem, and
the concern over protests and resistance. Local journalists and academics believed that

5 2Chinese journalist (6), Chinese academic who had studied the events surrounding the oil nation-
alization (65)
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the fairly good safety performance overall and, as one emphasized, the relative lack of
large and spectacular accidents in particular, meant that the province was under much
less pressure, thus reducing incentives to take radical, disruptive action like national-
ization (Interviews 70, 71, 72, 73, 7951). Indeed, one of the journalists I interviewed
claimed that a provincial official had explicitly told him that the province did not intend
to nationalize the industry because there was no serious safety problem. The fact that
those obligatory state-private tie-ups that did occur happened in the central Shaanxi
mining districts (the most accident-prone part of the industry), but not elsewhere, is
consistent with this.

Interviewees also repeatedly mentioned concerns over the likely resistance and protests
that nationalization would occasion, and referenced the cautionary experience of the
conflict over oil nationalization (Interviews 72, 75, 7954). Of course, while severe, the
resistance Shanxi faced did not ultimately stop nationalization there, and nor did the
protests prompted by Shanxi's nationalization dissuade Henan. Both provinces should
also have been aware of the events surrounding Shaanxi's oil nationalization, and evi-
dently this did not stop them, either. Fears about resistance (much like concerns over
economic damage) should thus probably not be seen as definitively ruling out radical,
disruptive provincial-government action, and more as a sort of opportunity cost - which
the government will, however, only be willing to pay if the incentives and the benefits
to be gained from doing so (e.g. resolution of a safety crisis) outweigh these costs. In
Shaanxi, it appears, this was not the case.

5.6.1.3 Economic Dislocations and Industry Change after 2012

As will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.6.3 on Inner Mongolia, in 2012 the coal
market abruptly turned. Prices began a steep descent - falling by as much as 55%
over the following several years - and have yet to recover, as demand evaporated with
the end of China's decade-long investment boom and very substantial new coal mining
capacity simultaneously came on stream. Northern Shaanxi seems to have been one
of the harder-hit regions of the country - albeit not as hard hit as Inner Mongolia -
due to the great distances separating the coal regions of the province from the main
coal-consuming sites in eastern and southern China, which pushed up transport costs.
This affected private mines the most, as they had least access to the railway system
to transport coal, and relied on (more expensive) trucking to transport their coal to
market. While no production data are available to me for Shaanxi after 2012, media
reports paint a consistent picture of large numbers of private mines in Shaanxi halting
production or even closing in the years 2013, 2014 and 2015, as their earnings could

53Shaanxi correspondent of a major national newspaper (70), chief engineer at a Shaanxi coal-
industry research institute (71), Shaanxi economists, one of whom consults extensively for the gov-
ernment and one of whom is from Yulin and specialized on energy topics (72, 73), Shaanxi journalist
specialized on energy topics (79).

54Shaanxi economists (72, 75), Shaanxi journalist specialized on energy topics (79).
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no longer cover production costs. SOEs by contrast tended to continue producing,
both because of political imperatives to preserve employment and their softer budget
constraints, and because their greater scale economies and access to railing gave them
better cost structures (21 CBH 2013, Sina Finance 2014, EO 2013b, China Business
2015, China Times 2013). Technically, these now-closed private mines seem to have
generally remained privately owned (interest in acquiring new mines evaporated with
the coal price), but unless coal prices recover (which seems increasingly unlikely) they
may never return to production. Thus going forward we may well see a substantially
more consolidated coal industry, with a much greater share of state ownership, come
about in Shaanxi, too, albeit as a result of market shifts, not of government policy.

5.6.2 Guizhou

5.6.2.1 Policy Analysis and Outcomes of the Consolidation Campaign

Guizhou initiated a renewed push to consolidate its coal industry in April 2011, with
the publication of what became known as Document 47, entitled "Guiding Opinion
on Pushing Forward Mergers and Restructuring of Coal-Mining Enterprises" (Guizhou
2011). This push proceeded in two stages; from 2011 to 2013 and 2013 to 2015, and
overall it resembled Shaanxi's approach relatively closely. There was no systematic
effort to nationalize coal mining. Consolidation instead seems to have mainly involved
private firms merging among each other. While targets for large nominal reductions in
the number of firms and mines were set, these were complemented with loopholes that
facilitated the preservation of much of the extant ownership and production structure,
thus accommodating the existing local business and political interests.

Document 47 set a target of reducing the total number of coal-mining firms in the
province from around 1660 to 200 by consolidating the existing enterprises and their
mines in each locality into a number of "enterprise groups" (4Ua { XM) .55 The munic-
ipalities were to submit consolidation plans (3W#tW1V}5) for their locality by June
2011, with implementation to run through to 2013. Minimum production capacities
that the enterprise groups would have to meet after consolidation were defined for each
municipality, ranging from 2 million tons output in Liupanshui (t*7J) to 800,000
tons in Tongren (Wi41). Groups with 5 million tons output or more were to make up
60% of provincial output by 2014. No specific targets for the number or minimum-size
of mines (the physical sites of production) was set, but the document implied that,
except for areas with complex geologies, mines would in future have to be larger than

55Since the 1980s there has been a broad general effort underway in China, inspired by the example
of the Japanese Keiretsu, to organize businesses as "enterprise groups". (Essentially, a holding or
"group" company plus various subsidiary or branch companies and sometimes a financing arm. For
discussion see Keister 2000.) Guizhou's use of this term to describe its consolidation policy was thus
nothing particularly unusual or special.
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90,000 tons. 45% of small mines were to have mechanized their mining processes by
end-2013, and 55% by 2015 (Guizhou 2011). In December 2012, further, more ambi-
tious targets were set. The number of (group) enterprises was now to be reduced to
just 100 by spring 2014, with 1.5 million tons output the minimum size that enterprise
groups would have to meet. The number of mines was to be cut to about 1000 - from
currently about 1800 (cf. Guizhou Land and Resources Bureau 2011) - with all mines
smaller than 150,000 tons to be eliminated (AGJ&). All localities were ordered to reduce
their mine numbers by about 50%.56 By end-March 2013 the localities were to submit
further consolidation plans outlining which firms would consolidate which other firms
and mines in their locality to form enterprise groups, and which mines would be shut
down (Guizhou 2012, 2013).

What effects did this consolidation drive have on ownership and production structures,
and specifically on the relative share of the industry under state and private ownership?
The last available output data are for 2011 and 2012. This shows that in 2011, private

("township and village") mines accounted for 75% of total provincial output. In 2012,
Guizhou switched to reporting coal output only in terms of output from Key State
Mines and "Local Mines", and that year "local mines" accounted for 78.5% of total
provincial coal production. Throughout the 2000s, the local-state coal sector in Guizhou
was minuscule (cf. Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4), and for the reasons discussed in the
next paragraph, we can be confident that this "local-mine" production very largely
reflected output from private mines. In other words, after the first year and a half of
consolidation, ownership structures had changed very little.

What about possible changes that might have taken place in 2013 and 2014? Intervie-
wees I spoke with in Guizhou in May 2013 described the consolidation processes then
underway as largely involving private mining companies merging among each other,
and state miners merging with other state miners. Acquisitions of privates by state
enterprises did occasionally take place, but due to their small scale and Guizhou's
complex geology most of the private mines were of limited interest to the large state
groups, and the province was unwilling to force such tie-ups onto either the SOEs, or
on the privates and local governments (Interviews 56, 57, 58, 59, 60)." Media reports
also indicated a prevalence of private-private and state-state mergers: the coverage of
Guizhou's coal consolidation that I am aware of mostly describes mergers of this type
(21 CBH 2012c; Mining.com 2012; National Business Daily 2013a, 2013c; West Times
2013; Xinhua 2014; Zijin Net 2013). Given the wide public interest that the national-
izations in Shanxi and Henan had attracted, it is hard to believe that, had acquisitions

5 6That would cut total mine numbers to around 900, not 1000. These somewhat conflicting targets
were not reconciled.

"Chief engineer of a county coal-industry bureau and his assistant (60, joint interview), senior engi-
neer from a provincial coal-industry research institute (56), Former official from the Guizhou provincial
coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and businessman with interests in the Guizhou energy
sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose family is active in the coal trade (58), Guizhou
economists, one of whom was formerly invested in the local mining industry (59, joint interview).
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of privates by state firms predominated in Guizhou, this would not have attracted sus-
tained media attention and commentary, especially as such acquisitions would likely
have triggered substantial social conflict.58

As noted above, the consolidation process was structured in such a way as to create
loopholes that facilitated preservation of the existing ownership and production struc-
ture. These loopholes remained in place in 2013 and 2014 - indeed, they did so even
after critical press coverage had highlighted them, suggesting that their existence was
no oversight, but a deliberate effort to accommodate local interests - and this too sug-
gests that outcomes from the consolidation campaign after May 2013 should not have
been materially different to outcomes in the period May 2011 to May 2013.

What about the effects of the coal-market collapse? On this I have no data. However,
as will be discussed at the close of this section, there are several reasons to think that
Guizhou producers - including privates - might have been hit less severely than those
in Shaanxi or Inner Mongolia.

The consolidation rules defined in Document 47 (and reiterated in December 2012 and
March 2013; cf. Guizhou 2012, 2013) facilitated the preservation of private ownership
in several ways. Firstly, Document 47 was studiedly neutral with respect to ownership,
noting only that "both state and private coal-mining firms are to be supported to act as
consolidators, provided they meet conditions" (31 J&# 19I1 LMt i W
t, 4VAA_:) (Guizhou 2011). The permissibility of privates acting as consolidators
was also subsequently reiterated by officials in media interviews (e.g. West Times 2013).
At the same time, the document remained vague about what the "conditions" were that
consolidators were supposed to meet, calling only for "supporting firms that possess
economic, technological and managerial superiority to acquire backward enterprises"
(I%# 6 7 %#) without further defining
these terms.

The only precise numerical benchmark for consolidators defined in the document was
one that the enterprise groups would have to meet after consolidation (aggregate output
of between 1.5 and 2 million tons, depending on locale). In other words, this target did
not govern eligibility to act as consolidator. Rather, the consolidation plans submitted
by the local governments in June 2011 and March 2013 would have to prove that the
local enterprise groups earmarked as consolidators would be able to meet these targets,
whereupon they would receive a "consolidator's license" ( (Guizhou 2011,
2012).

58 Given the large role that seems to have been played by non-Shanxiite mine owners in organizing
the resistance to nationalization in Shanxi, it is worth noting that a large proportion of Guizhou's coal
mines, too, appear to have been owned by non-Guizhouites. The senior engineer from a Guizhou coal
industry research institute I interviewed estimated that some 60% of the mines were owned by private
investors from outside the province, especially from Guangdong, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu. Interview 56.
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It is worth comparing these stipulations to Shanxi. There, it will be recalled, firms
had to meet tough minimal-scale requirements prior to consolidation in order to be
permitted to act as consolidators and acquire other firms, a stipulation that ensured that
most acquirers would be SOEs. Moreover, Shanxi stipulated that only firms whose main
business was coal mining would be permitted to take controlling stakes in mines (rmR).
Firms from coal-related sectors like electricity or steel were invited to participate, but
only by taking non-controlling equity stakes (oR) (Shanxi 2008). By contrast - and
despite the vague language about consolidators having to "possess [presumably, mining-
related] technological superiority" - Guizhou was open to investment from any quarter.
Thus, a number of large private real estate (!) companies used the consolidation as an
opportunity to acquire coal mines in Guizhou. 59

In theory, enterprise groups that failed to meet the benchmark size and were refused the
"consolidator license" would not be permitted to form, and the mines and enterprises
they were to merge would have to find other acquirers (Guizhou 2013). However, there
are indications that this was handled rather flexibly in practice. In fall 2013, the deputy
head of the Guizhou Energy Bureau told journalists that if enterprise groups failed to
meet the minimum output requirements, they would be given additional time to acquire
further mines or enlarge existing ones to reach the required size (National Business Daily
2013c). In July 2015 (!) a note from Zunyi municipality (AJX), the third-largest coal
producing area of the province, reported that of the 18 coal-mining enterprise groups in
the municipality, only 13 had so far obtained the consolidator license (Zunyi 2015). In
other words, three and a half years after this round of consolidation had commenced,
almost a third of enterprise groups in Zunyi had not obtained official recognition by the
provincial authorities, but seem to have nevertheless remained in business.

A further important loophole was that the province avoided defining what degree of
transfer of property or control rights "consolidation" had to involve, and in practice
tolerated some extremely loose tie-ups among mining firms seeking to form "enterprise
groups". The best documented case of this involves Heilongjiang Tianlun Zhiye (-ro

a Heilongjiang and Shenzhen-based private real-estate developer. From
2008 onwards, Tianlun had acquired several mines in Guizhou. However, their combined
production capacity was not enough to meet the scale required to obtain a consolidator
license (National Business Daily 2013a) and so Tianlun began acquiring further mines
in order to make the scale. However, in most of the mines "acquired" it only took
between 1% and 5% of the equity and thus, the acquisition agreements specified, only
obtained 1% to 5% of the control rights and rights to the residual profit (National
Business Daily 2013b, Tianlun 2014b).

What makes the Tianlun case significant is that it was revealed in the media in sum-
mer 2013, with coverage highlighting the existence of this particular loophole (N, a;

59Cases include Heilongjiang Tianlun Zhiye (discussed further below in the main text), the Jilin
Chengcheng Group (-=f ffl), and the Zhejiang Xinhu Group (MIATr IA ) (West Times
2013).
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a term used in the coverage). This was distinctly embarrassing for the Guizhou au-
thorities. With evident amusement, journalists described how Guizhou Energy Bureau
spokespeople fumbled to explain how an acquisition of 1% of equity could constitute
consolidation, by arguing that this was "an internal matter for the enterprises land did
not concern the government]" ( i l A Q ) and that the provincial authorities
had not made any stipulations as to the levels of equity transferal required (National
Business Daily 2013). Yet despite these embarrassing revelations, the authorities did
not close this loophole: on the contrary, in 2014 Tianlun obtained its "consolidator
license" and "acquired" several further mines in the same fashion (again taking only 1%
to 5% of equity) (Shanghai Stock Information Services 2014, Tianlun 2014a, 2014b).

Tianlun appears to have by no means been the only company able to undertake such
loose mergers. Media reports repeatedly described as common the phenomenon of
private mining firms nominally merging their businesses in order to meet consolidation
requirements while really maintaining entirely separate production, sales, finance and
accounting systems; what one mine owner described as "putting on an integration hat"
() (National Business Daily 2013c, West Times 2013, Zijin Net
2013). This was also affirmed by several interviewees (Interviews 57, 5860). One coal-
sector analyst praised this flexibility as a case of industry reform by "crossing the river
by feeling for stones" that reconciled consolidation with the need to preserve local
(privately-owned) industrial structures for reasons of employment and fiscal revenue
(Zijin Net 2013). From a rather different perspective, China Coal News, an official
outlet of the State Agency for Work Safety (SAWS, the central-state agency pressing
most aggressively for the closure of small mines), complained that "a small number" of
enterprise groups formed during consolidation in Guizhou were "sham companies hastily
knocked together that lack the strength to implement the mine merger agreements
signed (> Wi -TE i'JE It"2 / " %)1 ti
iTt4MWn)R TcWft nN) (China Coal News 2013).

As this complaint from SAWS indicates, mergers and closures of mines (the physical
sites of coal production) seem to have been enforced equally "flexibly" as mergers of
mining companies (the superordinate business organizations) were. The fundamental
problem was that geologically, most coal fields in Guizhou are small and scattered, mak-
ing it difficult and expensive to integrate mines physically, or to expand their scale and
upgrade their production facilities. At the same time, mine owners, local governments
and the rural population depended on these mines for jobs, fiscal income, and profits.
Unsurprisingly, both media reports and interviews revealed much grumbling and dis-
content among local officials about closing down mines, and interviewees indicated that
through to May 2013, at least, only limited progress had been made with closures or

6 0Former official from the Guizhou provincial coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and
businessman with interests in the Guizhou energy sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose
family is active in the coal trade (58).
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mine-mergers (Interviews 56, 57, 58, 6061). Indeed, even just-closed mines were some-
times reopened when local coal markets became tight (China Newsweek 2012). As the
staff from a county coal-industry bureau argued, while safety was of course important
and small mines less safe than large ones, simply closing the former down meant wast-
ing coal resources that could not be mined economically by large establishments. That
however would hurt local economic development (Interview 60)62.

To what extent might this have changed after May 2013? Hard data are naturally scarce,
however, what numbers there are suggest that also thereafter probably only relatively
few government-enforced closures took place, with localities preferring instead to merge
mines. In early 2013 Guizhou set a target of reducing mine numbers to about 1000
by 2014, from currently roughly 1800, with each municipality tasked to close about
half (Guizhou 2013). Accordingly, in October 2013, Zunyi municipality ordered that
the number of mines in its administrative area was to be reduced to 133 by July 2014
(Zunyi 2013), from then about 246 (cf. Guizhou 2011). Yet in July 2015 we read that
Zunyi had so far only closed 53 mines in total since 2012. The rest were presumably
being merged, at least nominally (Zunyi 2015).63 Guizhou itself reported closures of
only 262 mines in the entire province in 2013 and 2014 (270 according to the NEA),
with a further 450 instead undergoing mergers or upgrading and capacity expansion
(Guizhou 2014, 2015; NEA 2013, 2014).

How real all of these mergers and upgrades or capacity expansions were is hard to
say, but skepticism may be appropriate. As discussed in Chapter 4 and the section on
Shaanxi above, it was hardly unknown for local governments and owners to fake mergers
or upgrades, especially if they made little physical-geological or business sense. The
interviewed Guizhou county coal-industry bureau staff told me that they had had great
problems motivating mine owners to undertake mergers or upgrading/expansion, but
that they would also not close them down for failing to do so (as they were required by
regulation). Instead, they would just levy a fine on the enterprise concerned (Interview
60)64. Failure by a wide margin to hit targets for mine closures would be nothing new.
In 2006 - reiterated in 2007 - Guizhou had already once set a target for bringing the
total number of mines in the province down to 1000 by 2010 (Guizhou 2006, 2007). Yet
in 2011, provincial investigators found that there were still 1794 mines in the province
(Guizhou Land and Resources Bureau 2011).

In summary, the available evidence suggests strongly that, like Shaanxi and unlike
Shanxi and Henan, Guizhou undertook a form of industry restructuring that largely

61 Senior engineer from a Guizhou coal industry research institute (56), former official from the
Guizhou provincial coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and businessman with interests in
the Guizhou energy sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose family is active in the coal
trade (58), Chief engineer of a county coal-industry bureau and his assistant (60, joint interview).

62Chief engineer of a county coal-industry bureau and his assistant (joint interview).
63 Confusingly, the city also reported that there were currently 270 mines in the municipality (Zunyi

2015). I have no way of harmonizing these conflicting figures with each other.
64 Chief engineer of a county coal-industry bureau and his assistant (joint interview).
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accommodated local business and political interests. There was no obligatory national-
ization of private mining companies, and the consolidation of firms and mines, too, was
handled in ways that seem to have often preserved the extant industrial and ownership
structures. Why?

5.6.2.2 Explaining Private-Sector Preservation in Guizhou

Interviewees in Guizhou attributed the reluctance of the provincial authorities to act
in more radical ways to the complexity of the interests involved in the private mining
sector, specifically, the extent to which local authorities depended on the sector for fiscal
revenue and the provision of local employment, and the extent to which cadres and their
families and friends were invested in the sector, which the provincial leaders, according
to the interviewees, were unwilling to disrupt too severely. They also stressed that
relatively few of the private mines in Guizhou constituted attractive take-over targets
for the SOEs, at least at the prevailing market prices (Interviews 57, 59, 58)65.

Yet these factors also existed in Shanxi and Henan. In both provinces there was strong
resistance from local officialdom and especially in Shanxi, also from the "coal bosses"
and wider parts of civil society. For the SOEs in Shanxi and Henan, many of the small
private mining companies do not seem to have constituted particularly attractive take-
over targets, either (cf. Chapter 4). As noted above, the economic dislocation created by
nationalization in Shanxi sharply hit economic growth in 2009. Arguably these problems
might have been even more severe in Guizhou than in Shanxi and Henan, since it is a
significantly poorer province. Yet Shanxi and Henan were ultimately willing to accept
significant costs in these domains as the price of ensuring nationalization. Guizhou was
not.

I argued above that Shanxi and Henan ultimately chose to restructure their coal indus-
tries in such radical and, to local interests, damaging ways because of the high pressure
they found themselves under over mining accidents. Pressure was high because acci-
dents in both provinces attracted substantial media coverage and because the Chinese
party-state's disciplinary system is systematically biased towards penalizing local and
provincial officials severely over accidents that are large and/or attract intensive media
coverage and public attention.

On these dimensions Guizhou seems to have been under much less pressure. As we have
seen, although Guizhou suffered significantly more fatalities than Shanxi or Henan and
had a far worse deaths-to-coal-output ratio, there was much less coverage of accidents
in Guizhou than there was of accidents in Shanxi and Henan, and compared at least
to Shanxi (we have no data for Henan) significantly fewer officials in Guizhou were

6 5Former official from the Guizhou provincial coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and
businessman with interests in the Guizhou energy sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose
family is active in the coal trade (58), Guizhou economists (59, joint interview).
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disciplined over accidents and those sanctioned tended to be of lower rank and receive
more lenient penalties. The lower level of media coverage seems to have been due
to the fact that there were few large accidents in Guizhou, as well as the province's
general remoteness, and the less severe disciplinary sanctions in turn were a consequence
both of the relative absence of large accidents and the lower levels of media coverage
(cf. Chapter 3). This in turn provides an explanation for why Guizhou refrained
from forcing through radical change in its coal industry: the apparently lower level of
pressure over accidents would have meant that the cost of not enforcing radical change
was relatively low while, conversely, the opportunity cost of doing so was high.

The evidence from interviews tends to support this explanation. Interviewees in Guizhou
repeatedly repeatedly argued that while mining safety was of course important and its
political significance had increased somewhat in the later 2000s, ultimately, in Guizhou,
the overriding priority was still development and safety was thus a somewhat lower pri-
ority (Interviews 57, 58, 59)66. Indeed, two interviewees related this directly to the
absence of large accidents that attracted the attention of "public opinion" ( i- )
in Guizhou, and contrasted this with the situation in Shanxi, where the frequent large
accidents did draw such attention, placing the government under pressure (Interview
59)67.

5.6.2.3 Economic Dislocations and Industry Change after 2012

While firm data are not yet available, there are several reasons to suspect that the
collapse of the national coal market after 2011 might have affected Guizhou - and
Guizhou's private producers in particular - less severely than those in Shaanxi and
Inner Mongolia. For one, there is evidence from silence. In the years 2013 to 2015,
large numbers of media articles were published describing how Shaanxi and Inner Mon-
golia's "coal bosses" were being forced out of business by the market downturn, thereby
precipitating local financial turmoil as the informal private lending networks of north-
ern Shaanxi and western Inner Mongolia (which the private mines had relied on for
financing) were overwhelmed with bad credits and non-performing loans. No compa-
rable stories seem to have been reported for Guizhou. This might well at least in part
reflect the general lack of press coverage of events in Guizhou. However, at least as
of May 2013 - when the industry crisis was already well-underway in Inner Mongolia
and Shaanxi - interviewees in Guizhou still described coal as profitable (Interviews 57,
58)68, and in early 2012 - when prices were beginning to slide in Shanxi and Inner Mon-
golia - Guizhou was still permitting just-closed mines to reopen because demand was

66Former official from the Guizhou provincial coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and
businessman with interests in the Guizhou energy sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose
family is active in the coal trade (58), Guizhou economists (59, joint interview).

67Guizhou economists.
68Former official from the Guizhou provincial coal-industry bureau who is now a coal trader, and

businessman with interests in the Guizhou energy sector (57, joint interview), Guizhou journalist whose
family is active in the coal trade (58).
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still exceeding supply in local coal markets (China Newsweek 2012). In other words,
what - sparse - evidence is available suggests that Guizhou might have been hit later
and perhaps less severely by the downturn than other province were. Two structural
features of Guizhou's coal market lend additional plausibility to this hypothesis.

First, Guizhou producers tend to face shorter transport distances than those in Shaanxi
or Inner Mongolia, as they sell mainly to the neighboring provinces of Guangxi, Guang-
dong and Hunan, or to power stations within Guizhou, which then export electricity to
Guangdong. In other words, access to railing is a less decisive competitive advantage.

Second, the predominance of small coal fields in Guizhou means that small-scale mines
do not have the same dis-economies of scale that small privates in northern Shaanxi
or western Inner Mongolia have to contend with. Western Inner Mongolia and north-
ern Shaanxi have large, shallow coalfields that suite large-scale opencast mining. Be-
cause these fields were only developed in the 2000s, the SOEs present there have been
able to build very large and modern opencast mines, granting them considerable scale
economies. These simply do not exist in Guizhou (which is why the large SOEs have
been less interested in buying or building mines there). Historically, under these con-
ditions, the small-scale, labor- rather than capital-intensive private mines have tended
to outperform the large SOEs. Thus, during the coal market downturn in the late
1990s - which was before northern Shaanxi and western Inner Mongolia had emerged
as significant coal-producing regions - the private mines had tended to beat the SOEs
(cf. Wright 2000a, 2007).

It remains to be seen how well Guizhou's privates have weathered the current downturn,
but the just-discussed factors do suggest that it is possible that they have done so rather
better than their counterparties elsewhere.

5.6.3 Inner Mongolia

Like Guizhou, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (IMAR) initiated a new round of
mergers and restructuring of coal-mining enterprises in spring 2011. The consolidation
policy measures IMAR designed bore some resemblance to Shanxi's, in that the au-
thorities sought to select certain firms as preferred consolidators. However, while in
Shanxi these measures had been put in service of provincial government-orchestrated
nationalization, in IMAR they were used to facilitate local-government support of the
private sector.

Due to the peculiar circumstances of industrial development in IMAR in the 1980s
and 1990s, by the 2000s the region possessed no provincially or subprovincially-owned
state coal sector to speak of (almost all state coal firms active in IMAR were centrally-
owned firms), but it did have a significant number of very large private industrial and
mining companies. Geographically, these firms were concentrated in western IMAR,
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the center of the province's coal industry. The consolidation policy adopted by the
localities and the provincial government sought above all to aggressively foster the
growth of these private "local champion" firms. To what extent outcomes corresponded
to this policy ambitions is harder to say. Certainly, no large-scale takeovers of private
mines by SOEs seems to have occurred (though individual, voluntary buy-outs certainly
happened). However, after 2011 the coal market all but collapsed. This obstructed
industry consolidation through mergers and acquisitions, but it does seem to have led
to growing industry consolidation under large SOEs after 2012, as price declines - not
government action - forced many of the privates to exit.

5.6.3.1 Policy Analysis

The plan for mergers and restructuring of coal-mining enterprises that IMAR released
in May 2011 set a target of reducing the number of "local coal-producing enterprises"
(ii ik) to between 80 and 100 firms by end-2013 through mergers and
restructuring, with all remaining enterprises to have production capacities of at least
1.2 million tons of coal. Implementation was to run from mid-2011 to end-2013, though
localities were free to set earlier dates for completion, something Ordos city (PIiT r7),
at least, did (IMAR 2011, Ordos 2011). (Ordos completed mergers and restructuring
by mid-summer 2012; cf. China Times 2012b.)

With regard to ownership, the plan trod a fine and ambiguous line. On the one hand,
it called on local authorities to "encourage" (516M) "qualified large-scale state enter-
prises situated in IMAR" (E Njh 4 -* #f 01 ) N I J1k) to "participate in mergers
and restructuring" (i.e. to acquire mines). On the other hand, it also called for using
consolidation to create 21 to 23 "local coal-producing enterprises" (ic %l y

1k) with between 10 and 100 million tons production capacity. While the term "local
coal-producing enterprise" has no established legal-administrative meaning that I am
aware of, it is generally used to refer to firms under the regulatory and administra-
tive control of local (subprovincial) governments. In other words, the plan in effect
also called for strengthening the "local" coal sector (meaning, given IMAR's industrial
structure, mainly the private coal sector), by making these local firms larger and thus,
it was hoped, stronger (IMAR 2011).

Even more importantly, the plan largely outsourced decision-making over which firms
would get to act as consolidators to the municipal governments. It stipulated that
the municipalities were to "determine" (W A-) which firms would be the consolidators
(though the province reserved to itself the right to give final approval [40t] to the
municipalities' choices). The provincial authorities did stipulate that preference was
to be given to firms with at least 5 million tons firm-level production capacity or one
underground mine of 1.2 million tons (3 million tons for open cast mines) to act as con-
solidators (iftYE-I_-t, (IMAR 2011) - but since this was only a statement
of preference, it de facto legitimized permitting smaller firms, too, to act as consol-
idators. As we will see, this indeed happened (probably often), and in practice the
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minimum-scales requirements seem to have served as much as targets to be obtained
through consolidation (i.e., to be achieved after consolidation) than as prerequisites to
being allowed to act as consolidator.

Given that the plan outsourced key decision-making powers to the municipalities, the
precise wording the plan had used with respect to SOEs - that they were to be "encour-
aged" to participate in consolidation - deserves further analysis. As Fan Xiaoqiang (x
dNN), a lawyer from a firm specialized on mining and energy law pointed out, this was
in fact a weak formulation: while it "paid tribute to the special status of the large SOEs"
(A rpf #T *MFT), it avoided any further commitments, and "to what
extent [the large SOEs will really be able to] participate in consolidation will have to be
settled by the SOEs themselves in negotiations between them and the municipalities",
who were generally hostile to the large SOEs (Fan 2012; for similar points made in
press commentary see China Times 2011b, China Energy News 2011b). Indeed, we will
see below that there is evidence for municipalities discriminating against SOEs (and
non-local firms in general) and trying to limit the extent to which SOEs would be able
to act as consolidators, something the provincial government seems to have tolerated.

Below, I will return to the question of why IMAR trod such a fine and ambiguous line
over SOE participation in consolidation. For now, the important thing to note is that
the provincial government effectively granted the municipalities significant power to
determine the course of consolidation: they would largely decide which firms got to act
as consolidators in their areas. While the province had expressed a preference for large
firms to act as consolidators and encouraged SOE participation, neither was formulated
as an unavoidable command, and the language about SOE participation was moreover
balanced by a commitment to build up strong local coal enterprises.69 Furthermore, the
provincial authorities tolerated the introduction of special rules by the municipalities
that discriminated against outside and/or state firms.

Unsurprisingly, the localities appear to have made full use of these powers to protect
local firms and limit the extent of mine takeovers by outside SOEs. Certainly, this is
very much in evidence in the two municipal consolidation plans I was able to obtain,
those of Ordos and Wuhai (Aik). The Ordos plan stipulated that eight firms were to
act as the primary consolidators in the municipality. Confusingly, though, it only listed
seven by name; Yitai (4#43), Huineng (ft), Yidong ({?%), Manshi (ft), Wulan
(A 5.), Mengtai (9N) and Tehong (1K). All of these are private companies.70 One

69 This concern with building up strong local coal firms was also emphasized in several other policy
documents IMAR issued around the same time, such as the List of 30 Key Coal-Mining Enterprises (at
least 14 of which were local privates; cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.7.2, and IMAR's 2012 Twelfth Five- Year
Plan for the Coal Industry, which singled out the 30 Key Coal Enterprises for special support.

700n Yitai, Yidong, Manshi and Huineng see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.2. Tehong and Wulan appear
in the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce's 2012 and 2013 lists of 500 largest private
companies (F M LR W 500k). On its website, Mengtai describes itself as a privatized SOE (V*
I] Eh P LANFA$Ilt and was listed as one of the 100 largest private companies in IMAR in
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newspaper report indicated that Shenhua was the eighth firm (China Times 2012b).
This is plausible, since the Shenhua operated large mines in Ordos and precluding all
SOE participation was hardly feasible. Subsequently, about 40 further companies were
added to the list of approved consolidators, of which half were reported to be private
firms (China Times 2012b, North News 2012). Similarly, of the 18 firms that Wuhai
municipality chose as consolidators (Wuhai 2011), 11 were definitely identifiable as
private (R5) firms and a further two are likely to have been private. Only one company
could be identified with certainty as an SOE. (No information could be obtained about
four companies). 7 1  In short, Wuhai too sought to ensure that consolidation would
strengthen, and not eliminate, key local private firms.

Ordos and Wuhai also took further steps to facilitate the preservation of the local
privately-owned coal-mining industry. Thus, Ordos included mergers or alliances be-
tween small firms (/iu4*d) as an acceptable way of achieving the goal of industry
consolidation (Ordos 2011). Small firms could merge or form an enterprise alliance,
registering this as a new company, which would now be classed as a consolidator (A

_- ) This was very important, because it meant that small firms had alternatives
to letting themselves be acquired by large firms - especially, as the Ordos government
seems to have tacitly allowed these small-firm alliances to be very loose, with the mem-
ber firms retaining independent control over all or most management decisions, or just
paying a recognized consolidator a "registration" or "management fee" (1a , 13M
R) in order to be listed as (nominally) belonging to the consolidator (China Business
2012, Northern Weekend 2012b).

Both municipalities also included regulations in their consolidation plans that actively
discriminated against outside firms. Ordos made it a "basic principle" (14*1fIJQ) of
its consolidation plan that "local firms" (ICtP)) were to get preference over "outside
firms" (hJA) to act as consolidators (Ordos 2011). While outside firms certainly did
acquire mines, this "principle" does not seem to have remained a dead letter, either.
Thus one manager from a - state-owned 72 - Shandong coal-mining company trying to
buy mines in Ordos complained to the Economic Observer newspaper about discrimi-
nation, noting that "Ordos ... is blocking outside firms from acquiring [mines], kicking
out firms from other provinces. They basically only permit their own companies to grow
big."7 (m /TN r ... . jiv1 *4, +eA ] W X Ih i T ]
2007 (cf. http://www.mengtaigroup.com). The website of the IMAR Coal Industry Bureau also lists
Mengtai as private (http://www.nmgmt.gov.cn/zdqylbshow1.aspx?id=46).

7 1For the list of companies see Appendix. Firms were coded as private if they appeared in "Largest-
100/Largest-500 Private Enterprises" lists, if they self-described as private (R f , fA t) on their
websites, or if information provided in stock market disclosures revealed private ownership structures.
When companies were reported as private ( LVQ) on commercial websites providing basic infor-
mation about mining companies (e.g. coal.joblool.com), this was treated as indicating that they were
probably private, but without providing certainty.

72The article only identified the company as "a Shandong coal corporation" (L)
but since there was no private sector to speak of in Shandong's coal industry, we can assume that the
company was an SOE.
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'.) (EO 2012d). Wuhai went even further, stipulating that SOEs (!) wishing to make
acquisitions would have to undergo a complex two-stage approval process. Their par-
ticipation in the consolidation process would have to first be "researched and approved"
by the city government, and then submitted to the province for further approval. Only
thereafter would they be allowed to acquire mines (j AkWE $ tJz_

91R I$1[iff 5 RAM,, 41 N t E -W ) (Wuhai 2011).

How "representative" is this behavior by Ordos and Wuhai likely to have been? Is it
probable that other municipalities acted similarly? While we cannot be certain without
access to their consolidation plans, it is very likely that they took similar steps to protect
local and private firms. As we have seen throughout this dissertation, except in extreme
circumstances like Linfen's accident crisis, local governments were much concerned to
avoid having all or most of the local firms taken over by powerful outside SOEs. There
is no obvious reason why this should have been any different in other parts of IMAR.
Conceivably, Ordos' status as the center of IMAR's coal industry (accounting for 60%
of provincial output) might have given the city particularly strong influence with the
provincial government, allowing it to insist on special conditions, but Wuhai - a much
more marginal coal producer - evidently could also take quite similar actions, suggesting
that Ordos was not in fact a special case.

5.6.3.2 Outcomes

Inner Mongolian authorities sought to structure consolidation so as to facilitate the
preservation of a substantial private, locally-controlled coal industry, and avoid large-
scale SOE takeovers. What exactly happened on the ground during consolidation in
2011 and 2012, however, is harder to say, for two reasons: Firstly, the announcement of
a new round of industry consolidation in spring 2011 seems to have triggered a rush by
state and private investors from across China to buy mines and lock in coal reserves in
IMAR. This caused prices for mines to spiral, thereby both incentivizing owners to sell
and obstructing consolidation (because mines became unaffordable). Secondly, there
are the effects of the abrupt and dramatic collapse of coal prices, which began in late
2011 and gathered speed in 2012 and 2013. This hit Inner Mongolia and its private
sector particularly hard, bringing the surge of investment interest to an abrupt end and
making post-2012 output data a much more uncertain indicator of ownership structures
than the output data are up to 2012. I begin by discussing the shift in the coal market
that took place in 2012/2013, and then turn to what the output data and the more
qualitative sources suggest happened during consolidation in 2011 and 2012.

Apart from a period of about six to ten months between the onset of the worldwide
Financial Crisis in 2008 and the boost to confidence, demand and prices delivered by
China's RMB 4 trillion stimulus package in spring and summer 2009, coal demand
and prices in China rose steadily throughout the 2000s. As a result, coal mining had
generally been profitable (often highly so), making it easy to use output data as a fairly
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reliable proxy for ownership structures: during the 2000s, anyone who owned mines
generally had a strong incentive to produce. This changed abruptly after 2011, as
slumping demand interacted with the very large new production capacity that had come
on stream in the 2000s and 2010s. Prices in Shanxi (a benchmark indicator) reached
their all-time post-2008 high in October 2011 and, but then began falling sharply. By
July 2012, they were down 34%, a decline that has since continued (cf. Figure 5.4).
In Inner Mongolia, prices reportedly only began falling in spring 2012, but by spring
2013 they had already slumped to lows last seen during the depths of Financial Crisis
in 2009 (IMAR? 2013). Inner Mongolian producers began reducing or even completely
stopping production as early as summer 2012. By 2013, two-thirds of Ordos mines had
apparently stopped production or closed down entirely as prices fell to cost levels or
even below (China Economic Weekly 2012; Securities Daily 2013a, 2013b; Economy &
Nation Weekly 2013).
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Figure 5.4: Shanxi Coal Prices, 2003 - 2015 (Datong Mixed Blend,
FOB)
Source: finance.ifeng.com

Inner Mongolia in general and its private mines in particular were among the hardest
hit in the entire country by the price decline, possibly the hardest hit. The reason
for this was transport costs. The key bottleneck in China's coal supply system is the
railway network, which remains particularly limited in IMAR. Even in 2013, around
68% of Ordos' coal had to be trucked to the main east coast ports and consumption sites
(Economy & Nation Weekly 2013) - a significantly more expensive form of transport
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than railing. Moreover, the distances to be covered were the largest in China: while coal
from northern Shaanxi "only" had to travel about 800 kilometers, and that from Shanxi
just 300-600 kilometers, Inner Mongolian producers faced distances of 1000 kilometers
to market. Accordingly, Inner Mongolian trucked coal was the most expensive in the
country (Cornot-Gandolphe 2014, Li 2013). Access to the railway system is controlled
by central and to a lesser extent provincial authorities, wherefore private firms had
especially poor access to it and depended mainly on road haulage. In IMAR, the
largest privates - especially those listed as "key coalmining enterprises" by the provincial
authorities - had some access to the railway system7 3 , but they had to share this access
with favored central-government producers like Shenhua, and the broad mass of smaller
producers enjoyed very little access to railing (Interviews 29, 66, 8174).

Coal output data reported that private/TVM output fell sharply in IMAR in 2013,
to 22% of total output, from 42% in 2012, with total private output cut in half (cf.
Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4). What the output data do not say is whether this abrupt
decrease in private production was a due to privates being taken over by state mines
(whose output continued to grow), or due to privates shuttering production because of
the price collapse. 75 Media coverage as well as the wider evidence however gives strong
reason to believe that it was the latter, and not the former, though some - voluntary -
buy-outs of privates by state firms certainly occurred, as did at least occasional buy-outs
of state firms by privates.

The coal market's collapse attracted a substantial amount of media coverage. While
the details of evolving industry structure were rarely the main topic of this coverage,
cumulative, it does indicate unambiguously that as of 2013 and 2014, a large number of
small and medium-sized private coal-mining companies still existed in Inner Mongolia.
Indeed, according to managers from the Ordos-based Inner Mongolia Coal Trading
Center (N -MIA' XTSjb) the privates still made up 85% of the mining companies
in Ordos, and Inner Mongolia's coal industry was still far from achieving the levels
of industry concentration that Shanxi's coal consolidation had achieved (Futures Daily
2014, Securities Daily 2014). The two former coalmine owners from IMAR I was able
to interview also stated that as of 2013, many private mining companies still existed in
western IMAR, and that many or even most of the mergers and acquisitions that did
take place had been between privates, though selling to state firms, especially centrally-
owned ones, could in fact be preferable because of the high prices these could afford

3 1n fact, Yitai even owned railing of its own, though it also depended on trucking for getting part
of its coal to market (Securities Daily 2013b).

"Coal-sector analyst at a Beijing investment bank (29), economist at a university in Hohhot, IMAR
(66), former IMAR coal-mine owner B (81).

"A further possibility is that the steepness of the decline in TVM production reported in this data
series has mainly to do with the vagaries of the IMAR safety inspectorate's data system. As discussed
in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1, for reasons unknown to me the IMAR safety inspectorate consistently
reported significantly lower private (TVM) output than the official Coal Industry Yearbooks (produced
by the national-level safety inspectorate) reported for IMAR, at least up to 2011 (The 2012 Yearbook
reported no data for IMAR and the 2013 Yearbook has not yet appeared.)
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to pay (Interviews 62, 80, 8176). Yet while they still existed, the small and medium-
sized privates had by 2013 also largely stopped producing, as prices often failed to
cover production costs, and many were now trying to sell their mines, but there were
few buyers (CYD 2014; Energy 2013a, 2013b; Futures Daily 2014, Economy & Nation
Weekly 2013, Li 2013, Securities Daily 2013a, 2013b, 2014; Reuters 2014; Interviews 80,
81"7). Only the very largest privates had the necessary scale economies and access to
railing and bank credit to have some hope of pulling through, and these firms suffered
badly, too.78

The continued growth of SOE output in 2013 is not inconsistent with privates withdraw-
ing for economic reasons. The SOEs' better access to railing, greater scale economies,
and more capital-intensive and therefore fixed-cost-heavy operations well as political
imperative to maintain employment, meant that SOEs would often keep producing
also after privates had exited the market (Cornot-Gandolphe 2014, CYD 2014, Energy
2013a, 2013b).

In short, the available information suggests that despite state efforts to orchestrate
consolidation in 2011 and 2012, only limited mergers and acquisitions actually took
place (otherwise there should no longer have been a significant number of small and
medium-scale mining companies around to suffer from the falling coal prices), but
significant consolidation and a marked increase in the state sector's share of the industry
did start to come about from 2013 on, as market gyrations began forcing many private
players to exit.

Why were state efforts to push through mergers and acquisitions (apparently) relatively
unsuccessful? What happened, it appears, is that the 2011 announcement by the IMAR
government of further policy efforts to consolidate the industry initially created a rush
to buy mines and lock in coal reserves, as Western IMAR offered some of China's
last large and relatively undeveloped coal fields (recall that coal prices were still rising
throughout most of 2011). Large numbers of state and private companies and investors
from across China thus poured into Inner Mongolia (especially into Ordos) seeking
mines (China Business 2012; China Times 2011b; EQ 2011e, 2012). Concurrently,
smaller local privates began to search for both attractive buy-out offers and sounded
out other smaller local firms about merging or forming alliances among each other, in
order to be recognized as "consolidators" and thus avoid shut-down requirements in case
no good buy-out deal came through (China Business 2012, Northern Weekend 2012b).

76 Former coal mine owners A (62) and B (80, 81) from Inner Mongolia.
77Former coal mine owner B (80, 81) from Inner Mongolia.
78 0ne indicator of this is the slipping position of the Inner Mongolian coal companies on the annual

list of the largest 500 Chinese private companies by revenue (lM KI t- 4L500k f4*), which is
compiled by the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce. In 2011, the list had still included
9 coal companies from Inner Mongolia, and their average ranking was place 275 on the list. In 2014,
only seven Inner Mongolian coal companies made the list, and their average ranking had fallen to place
332, with Yitai - in all years the highest-ranked coal company - tumbling from place 28 (2011) to
place 77 (2014) (All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce 2012, 2015).
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As a result, the prices at which mines were offered for sale shot up. Mines which only
a year earlier had still traded at RMB 100 million were now reportedly being sold for
RMB 300 or even 500 million (EO 2011e).

This in turn obstructed genuine consolidation, because potential acquirers seem to have
often been reluctant (or simply struggled) to pay the prices demanded (China Business
2012, Securities Daily 2014). This is not to say that no mines changed hands. Some
certainly did, and for those owners who could realize them, the very high prices mines
were trading at certainly provided incentives to sell (Interview 6279). For instance,
Jizhong Energy (XVPRU), a Hebei coal SOE, bought 51% of a medium-sized private
mine for RMB 861.9 mio (China Times 2012b), while Shuangxin Resources (RY..i)
vv), a large Inner Mongolian private, paid RMB 1.5 billion for two mid-sized coking
coal mines (Haotian 2012). Realized deals also included large privates buying mines
from SOEs. Thus private Ximeng, one of IMAR's key coal enterprises, took majority
stakes in mines previously owned by a Jiangsu SOE, which was reduced to a minority
shareholder (Inner Mongolia Ximeng 2012, Jiangsu Yueda 2013).

The rapidity of the downturn in the coal market in the first half of 2012 seems to have
only further dampened appetite for purchasing mines, as potential buyers stepped back
to wait for the market and mine prices to reach bottom, or lost interest altogether,
even as mine owners became increasingly eager - and in some cases desperate, to sell
(Securities Daily 2014, China Times 2012b, Interviews 80, 8180). In turn, the relative
disappearance of eager buyers seems to have encouraged smaller local private firms to
undertake nominal mergers, and the local authorities to turn a blind eye to them, as
this offered a way of accomplishing consolidation (at least on paper) without putting
significant financial burdens on the firms (China Business 2012; Northern Weekend
2012a, 2012b).

5.6.3.3 Policy, Outcomes, and Mining Accidents in Inner Mongolia

Why did IMAR not enforce nationalization? Again, lack of access to IMAR decision
makers precludes a definite answer, but the foregoing analysis provides a straightforward
and plausible explanation. The costs of doing so would have been high, while the cost
of not doing so was limited. Effecting nationalization would have been particularly
difficult in IMAR, since unlike the other four case-study provinces, IMAR owned no
coal SOEs of its own. Shanxi and Henan could order their own SOEs to take over the
local mines; IMAR would have had to either set up entirely new firms, or expropriate
the existing large local privates and turn them into state-owned entities, or rely on
outside SOEs to take over the industry. The former would have been complicated and
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likely expensive; the latter would have meant ceding most control over the industry and
losing a large portion of fiscal revenues. Either would have created considerable social
conflict and economic damage.

Conversely, the political cost of leaving a significant part of the industry under private
ownership should have been low. The easy geological conditions found in IMAR meant
that the province had one of the best safety performances nationally. Very few accidents
of any size in turn meant that the province suffered very little accident-related media
coverage. In short, unlike in Shanxi or Henan, in IMAR the private coal sector was
not creating any acute problems. Industry participants indeed seem to have perceived
these differences. Thus a coal-industry investor from Zhejiang, who had previously been
engaged in Shanxi, explained that he and fellow Zhejiangites had bought coal mines in
IMAR even after the mines they had owned in Shanxi had been nationalized, because
in IMAR industry policy had been more stable and they perceived lower political risk,
because geology meant that IMAR had much less of an accident problem (which they
saw as having motivated the expropriations in Shanxi) (21 CBH 2010f). The same
point was made by interviewees: the absence of a significant safety problem in IMAR
meant that the province was under much less political pressure than Shanxi and thus
had much less incentive no take radical policies like nationalization (Interviews 3, 9, 20,
62, 81).81

81Journalists specialized on energy and environmental topics A (3) and B (9), Chinese energy scholar
(20), former coalmine owners A (62) and B (81) from IMAR.
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This concluding chapter summarizes the argument put forward in this dissertation
(Section 6.1), and then discusses the larger implications of my findings for three areas
of scholarly inquiry; viz. research on policy making and implementation in China
(Section 6.2), on the scope for media and public opinion to influence politics (Section
6.3), and studies of China's "state capitalism" (Section 6.4).

6.1 Summary of the Argument

This study sought to explain the puzzle of rent-destroying change in coal mining in
China - why nationalization, which destroyed much of the rent flow that the coal
industry had provided to local officials, was implemented in some provinces, but not in
others. The answer my findings suggest is that nationalization came about primarily
as a response to the safety crisis, which in turn was - in its political dimension - to a
large extent generated by media coverage.

Mining safety had been poor throughout the history of the People's Republic, though
since at least 1978 safety had also continuously improved and in the 2000s, in fact,
death rates declined especially steeply (cf. Chapter 2, Figure 2.3). Yet even as mines
were becoming safer in the 2000s, the rise of commercial media outlets and a qualified
willingness of the state to permit coverage of "negative" news like accidents and the
associated corruption forced mining accidents onto the political agenda. In particu-
lar, they became an issue for that subset of provinces which suffered many large and
intensively-covered accidents: Shanxi and Henan.

Accidents of this type were perceived as threats to social stability, on account of their po-
tential to spark "extreme" emotions among the public, erode regime legitimacy and po-
tentially even trigger unrest (Chapter 3). Thus, they ceased to be purely local tragedies
but became "sudden incidents" of wider political significance, and mining safety and in-
dustrial structure (perceived as the underlying cause of the accidents) were converted
from a technical and economic problem into a political problem; that is, one affecting
overall regime stability. Provinces therefore came under substantial pressure to im-
prove mining safety and to eliminate the small-scale private coal mines that were at
the heart of the accident problem. The subset of provinces with many large accidents
received an especially large share of the coverage, and accordingly came under particu-
larly heavy political pressure. Thus it was Shanxi, the province with the greatest large
accident/media coverage problem that first adopted measures like tightened safety su-
pervision and "local consolidation" (Chapter 4), and pioneered experiments first with
"property rights clarification" (Chapter 4) and then with nationalization (Chapter 5).

This pressure stemming from media coverage of accidents was further reinforced by the
operation of the party-state's disciplinary practices (Chapter 3). Probably on account
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of their stability-threatening properties, officials tended to be sanctioned particularly
severely for the occurrence of large accidents, especially if these also drew high lev-
els of media coverage and public attention, a point substantiated empirically through
the comparison of disciplinary sanctions meted out to local and provincial officials in
Shanxi and Guizhou. Even though Shanxi's objective safety performance was much
better than Guizhou's, the prevalence of large, intensively-covered accidents in Shanxi
meant, firstly, that far more and far higher-ranking officials were disciplined in Shanxi
than in Guizhou (where accidents were smaller - albeit more frequent and thus cumula-
tively more deadly - and less reported on), and secondly, that the sanctions meted out
to the Shanxi officials were also tougher. While lack of comprehensive data means that
we cannot be certain, the evidence about how the disciplinary system operates makes
it a near certainty that Shanxi officialdom suffered the harshest sanctions of any in the
country over accidents. The prevalence of large accidents in Henan and the extensive
reporting they too attracted makes it likely that Henanese officials, too, suffered signif-
icant disciplinary sanctions over accidents, and probably more than those in any other
province except Shanxi.

Yet while escalating media coverage and disciplinary sanctions raised the costs of leaving
industry structure unchanged, provinces did not initially resort to nationalization. The
rents local officials captured from the private mines were very substantial, and the
private mines also supplied other benefits like employment and easier governance (or
at least greater local-government control over firm behavior). SOE takeover would
imperil this (Chapter 4). While the dominant groups at the Center had called for
consolidating the private mines under the large state corporations (Chapter 2), this is
not what the provinces initially did. Rather, they took measures that promised to meet
the Center's core demands - better mining safety, reduction in the number of small-
scale private mines - while preserving the private mining sector and the benefits that it
provided. Instead of nationalization, therefore, we see tightened regulatory oversight,
state-mandated mergers, upgrading and capacity expansions within the private sector,
and even regulatory reforms to improve mine owners' incentives by strengthening their
property rights (Chapter 4).

The recurrence of large, intensively-covered mining accidents ultimately tipped the bal-
ance towards nationalization in Shanxi and Henan, as provincial and municipal leaders
scrambled to find some way of resolving the accident problem (Chapter 5). National-
ization met with sharp resistance from local officials, mine owners, and liberal media
outlets and intellectuals. However, continued accidents and central-government support
pushed first Shanxi and then Henan to face down this resistance and insist on nation-
alization. Conversely, in the other case-study provinces the absence of a comparable
political crisis over accidents meant that the costs of leaving industry structure largely
unchanged were much lower. Unsurprisingly, therefore, no obligatory nationalization
was carried out here and the provinces instead continued promoting consolidation, up-
grading and capacity expansion among the privates.
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So far the tale told in this thesis. I next discuss its implications for several issue areas
in Chinese politics. Before diving into the discussion, though, it is important to note
that the events analyzed in this thesis largely took place during the Hu-Wen period
(2002-2012) and the last years of the Jiang Zemin administration (1989-2002). Under
Xi Jinping (in power since 2013) Chinese politics has shifted in dramatic ways that few
if any foresaw. The largest purge-cum-anti-corruption campaign since Mao's times is
ongoing and shows no signs of abating. Power has been concentrated with Xi personally
to a greater extent than under any post-Mao leader. The norms of collective leadership
and factional balancing that, many analysts believed, had been firmly established in
Chinese elite politics after 1989 appear to have been jettisoned. The harshest, most
comprehensive and sustained crackdown on independent-minded journalists, lawyers
and civil-rights activists since 1989 is currently taking place, and far exceeds anything
that took place under Jiang or Hu. Finally, the economy is in serious difficulties. How
applicable models of Chinese politics developed on the basis of data from the previous
25 years are to the Xi era is therefore quite uncertain.

6.2 Policy Implementation

As noted in Chapter 1, the level of "capacity" that China's state enjoys remains dis-
puted. While casual observers have often claimed that Chinese leaders "excel at imple-
mentation" (e.g. Roach 2014: p. 244), scholars have painted a more uneven picture,
in which policies that threaten the political-economic interests of local officials (what I
call "rent-destroying policies") frequently founder, though significant implementational
successes are also occasionally reported.

Much research has approached the puzzle of inconsistent policy implementation from
one of two perspectives. One is to look at the administrative technology available to the
Chinese state to enforce and incentivize implementation, especially the cadre assessment
system (e.g. O'Brien and Li 1996, Chan and Gao 2014, Edin 2003, Gao 2010, Mei
and Pearson 2014). This perspective explains inconsistent outcomes with the uneven
capacity of these systems to monitor the implementation of different kinds of targets
and the difficulty they have balancing competing goals. Another approach explains
uneven outcomes with the extent to which they overlap with officials' (pre-existing)
interests and incentives. The latter are usually derived from structural variables like
bureaucratic organization (Lieberthal and Ocksenberg 1988), economic circumstances
(Goebel 2011, Bernstein and Lii 2003), formative leaders' beliefs (Donaldson 2012), or
cadres' business interests (Smith 2009).

My findings have implications for both of these perspectives. The attention scholars
have given to the complex incentives that the cadre assessment system, in particular,
produces, is certainly merited. However, my findings suggest that inconsistent outcomes
may as often be a question of varying political will, as of the characteristics of the mon-
itoring and enforcement technology at leaders' disposal - whether leaders are willing to
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spend their political capital on enforcing some policy and use the powerful bureaucratic
tools at their disposal to push through change, not whether they possess adequate en-
forcement tools. After all, although Shanxi and Henan only moved to nationalization
when other measures had failed, once either province had made its determination to
insist on nationalization clear, the counties and municipalities had little choice but to
fall into line, despite their previously vehement protests. The fundamental reason for
this is probably the hierarchical personnel system. As Huang (1996) and Naughton and
Yang (2004) have noted, this gives higher levels tremendous power over lower levels at
every point in the system, as they can simply remove insubordinate officials. The anti-
corruption inspections that Shanxi and Henan launched in parallel to nationalization
are testimony to the fearsome panoply of disciplinary powers that higher levels enjoy
to bring subordinates to heel.

Yet how might we explain leaders' varying will to enforce policy? This brings us to lead-
ers' interests and incentives. Obviously factors like bureaucratic organization, economic
structure or private pecuniary interests will play an important role in shaping these.
But explanations focusing on these factors struggle to explain cases where the imple-
mented policy runs counter to the incentives one might reasonably deduce from them.
In the coal case, what was arguably the key economic factor shaping officials' interests
(private mines' generation of rents) disincentivized forceful policy implementation. Yet
ultimately it happened. Why?

My findings suggest that concerns over "social stability" ( 'Ti 2, meaning really po-
litical stability and regime security) may trump most other factors. In other words, the
likelihood that some policy will be implemented forcefully, even at the cost of destroying
rents, will rise dramatically if doing so comes to be seen as crucial for dissolving some
perceived threat to social (political) stability. This is what seems to have happened with
mining accidents and coal-industry restructuring. Since the 1990s central-government
policy makers had been eager to consolidate coal mining under the large SOEs for multi-
ple reasons, including stabilizing coal markets, ensuring orderly competition, increasing
state control over energy supplies, preventing destructive mining practices that wasted
precious coal reserves, and improving environmental protection. Yet none of those con-
cerns were apparently powerful enough to encourage provincial leaders to force such
changes onto unwilling local officials and mine owners, and lukewarm SOEs. That only
happened once the public and media attention large accidents commanded transformed
industry structure (seen as the source of the accidents) into a question of social stability.
In fact, a professor I interviewed invoked precisely this kind of framework to explain
why Shanxi nationalized the coal mines: mining accidents, he stated, were no longer
an "economic problem" but had become a "political problem" (IRi n AJ0A), meaning a
problem that affected political and regime stability, and in China political problems
weighed more heavily than economic problems, wherefore more radical measures would
be taken to solve them (Interview 72).1

1Xi'an economist.
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This putative centrality of considerations of social stability to policy making raises
several questions for future research. One is what exactly the regime considers to be
a serious threat to stability, and what not. Studies of how the state treats various
forms of hostile speech acts and online behavior suggest a remarkably differentiated
approach to potential threats (King et al. 2013), yet so far we know little about how
the state (and its many different constituent parts) think about these issues. A second
question is why the state sometimes responds to threats to social stability with action
to resolve the underlying problem (like in the coal case), but at other times responds
primarily with stepped-up repression. Is this driven primarily by the characteristics of
the underlying problem, the presence of elite allies in the state, or the degree to which
there are easy solutions to the problem? We do not know.

6.3 Media Coverage, Public Opinion, and Policy

A further implication of my findings is that the roles public opinion and media coverage
today play in Chinese politics and policy making deserve much more study. To date,
this has mostly received attention from analysts of Chinese foreign policy (e.g. Reilly
2012, Gries 2004, Chen Weiss 2014). Yet foreign policy is of limited concern to most
members of the public. Media coverage of foreign affairs is also usually dwarfed by
domestic affairs. If public opinion and sensationalist media coverage have been able to
affect Chinese foreign policy (as James Reilly and Peter Hayes Gries argue) then they
may have shaped more domestic policy domains than just coal-industry policy. Urban
air pollution is an obvious policy area in which to look for a role for public opinion
and media coverage, but there may well be many others. How for instance has policy
towards the construction and real estate industries as well as urban planning been
affected by the (widespread) complaints about unaffordable house prices and media
and online memes such as people being turned into "mortgage slaves" (MV)?

Beyond exploring the extent to which public opinion and media coverage have shaped
policy in the past, there are three further questions worth addressing in future research:
Firstly, through what mechanisms have they done so? Secondly, what consequences for
policy making and policy outcomes has a greater role for public opinion and the media
had? Thirdly, has the opening that appears to have enabled public opinion and the
media to begin influencing policy during the Jiang and especially the Hu-Wen eras come
to an end under Xi?

6.3.1 Mechanisms

In my case study, the main mechanism through which media coverage and public opinion
affected policy was creating a perception among political leaders that "social stability"
was threatened. But maybe there are other mechanisms - for instance, perceptions of
public support or even acclamation? Might ambitious politicians play to the public
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and the media, hoping that by garnering widespread popularity they can ensure their
own promotion or reduce their vulnerability to attacks from rivals? One case where
this appears to have happened is Bo Xilai. His high-profile and notably media-savvy
crackdown on organized crime - there were even plans for a cinema film starring Bo and
his police chief - his revival of Maoist nostalgia and well-publicized social-welfare policies
were widely interpreted as a public campaign for a seat on the Standing Committee (e.g.
Johnson 2012). In other words, his policies as provincial party secretary in Chongqing
appear to have been shaped by efforts to court popularity and get public attention.

6.3.2 Consequences and Crackdowns

What consequences has the (apparently) increased scope for media and public opinion
to influence policy making had? One possibility is that it is leading to better governance,
as a wider range of problems makes it onto the government agenda and policy makers
learn to use public opinion to overcome vested but destructive interests. In his study
of how coalitions of rural citizens, NGOs, journalists, and supportive officials blocked
several hydro-power projects, Andy Mertha (2008) argues for this benign scenario. Air
pollution may present another case of this kind. Van de Ven (2014) argues that celebrity
social-media commentators were instrumental in pushing urban air pollution onto the
government agenda.

But another possibility is that a growing scope for public opinion and the media to
influence policy has primarily served to make Chinese politics more volatile and un-
stable, and increased the degree to which the regime feels under threat, but without
leading to a meaningful increase in the number of cases where change running counter
to the dominant political and business interests actually takes place. The amorphous,
episodic and unorganized nature of public opinion, the forbidding political opportunity
structure that collective action faces, and the state's success at preventing the growth
of independent social institutions mean that it is very hard to generate the sustained
political pressure necessary to drive changes contrary to the dominant bureaucratic and
business interests. Arguably, in the two cases where public opinion and media cover-
age seem to have made the greatest difference to policy outcomes - mining accidents
and air pollution - the ultimate source of pressure was not organized efforts of activist
journalists or Weibo commentator working to keep these topics in the public eye, but
recalcitrant environmental circumstances - unsafe mines and industrial emissions - that
ensured that a problem which was fundamentally hard to overlook (big accidents, smog)
kept cropping up again and again. Yet cases like this are likely to be rare.

Instead of driving sustained improvements in governance, the main consequence of
greater scope for public opinion and media coverage to impact politics and policy may
therefore be to make Chinese politics and policy more volatile - more subject to abrupt
(albeit temporary) shifts as some event creates a sudden outpouring of media and social-
media commentary and mobilization by activists, and the state feels forced to quickly
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respond to quieten down popular feelings - but also free to return to its prior course
once public attention has moved on. Reilly (2012) in effect argues that this has hap-
pened with foreign policy, but takes an optimistic view of Chinese officials' ability to
manage episodic outbursts of public opinion while keeping policy on track. He believes
that officials have learnt to respond to outpourings of nationalist fervor in response to
some sudden event by temporarily permitting activists leeway to express their feelings
and indulging them with belligerent rhetoric, while patching up damaged diplomatic
relations behind the scenes and reigning activists in again once the first steam has been
let off. However, recent empirical work by Gries et al. (2016) has challenged Reilly's op-
timism about the state's ability to manage the expression of popular nationalist fervor,
arguing that it has repeatedly proven capable of driving policy, at least temporarily.
Thus in 2012/2013, Gries et al. claim, nationalist mobilization by Chinese internet
users pushed the state into diplomatic and military escalation vis-A-vis Japan that it
had had no intention of entering into.

The ferociousness of the Xi administration's crackdown on all forms of civil society
activism, including journalists and celebrity commentators on social media, also be-
lies the notion that this is a regime confident of its ability to neutralize the power of
unleashed public opinion movements through skillful manipulation as James Reilly be-
lieves. The crackdown suggests instead that the party elites currently in command are
deeply fearful about the consequences of continuing to tolerate the level of opening that
came about in the 1990s and 2000s. In the past, at least sections of the political elite
believed that a controlled opening to greater "public opinion supervision" by the media
and the public at large could strengthen the state by improving governance and policy.
Evidently, this view no longer holds sway in Beijing.

What the full consequences of this will be, though, is harder to say. It is possible that
the apparent entry of the media and public opinion into policy making in the 2000s
will prove a brief interlude. However, even during the most liberal periods of the 2000s,
critical journalism and media-enabled mobilization of public opinion depended as much
if not more on skillful issue framing, the exploitation of regulatory loopholes, and the
scope of technological and business innovations to outpace state control, as on deliberate
state toleration. The considerable skill at playing these games of "edge ball" (1lTi/2
3) that the large number of "advocacy professionals" (Hassid 2011) among China's
journalists and ordinary citizens pushed into contentious politics have developed, mean
that Xi's push to silence them may prove harder than expected. While 2015 saw
instances of deafening media silence during events that previously would have prompted
aggressive coverage, there were also instances of much bolder reporting. In June, the
Oriental Star cruise ship capsized during a storm on the Yangtze, killing 442 passengers,
most of whom were Chinese holiday-makers. This incident was similar to the 2011
Wenzhou train disaster, but while the latter triggered aggressive and "tumultuous"
coverage, in the case of the Oriental star disaster, the state was able to effectively
muzzle the media (Bandurski 2015). Yet when a logistics company's storage facility
with hazardous chemicals caused a massive explosion close to middle-class residential
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areas in Tianjin in August (173 fatalities) the media were able to circumvent state bans,
uncovering and reporting aggressively on the corruption and regulatory violations that
lay behind the accident, the company's ties to Tianjin officials and a major SOE,
and the way that the use of untrained irregular fire-fighters had resulted in numerous
unnecessary deaths (Han 2015). At least in some circumstances the media evidently
was still able and willing to play a watchdog role. While future technological innovation
may increasingly serve the state's effort to control expression, it may also continue to
open up new spaces for this. Whatever the final outcome, though, the evolving role of
the media and public opinion in policy making and implementation in China deserve
more attention going forward.

6.4 "State Capitalism" and Guo Jin Min Tui

In recent years, China's state-owned sector has received renewed attention. While it
was long assumed that these firms would either be privatized or simply outcompeted by
privates and gradually fade, it is now recognized that the dominant groups in China's
leadership never intended to let either of these things come to pass. Rather, they have
sought to preserve state ownership of key industries and firms. As a consequence, SOEs
continue to make up a substantial share of many industries in China, in particular of
many strategic upstream and manufacturing industries (e.g. mining, energy, metals,
autos, machinery) (Ernst and Naughton 2007, Naughton 2014, Li et al. 2015). The term
"state capitalism" has come into currency to describe this phenomenon (e.g. Naughton
and Tsai 2014, Eaton 2015, Lin and Milhaupt 2013, Liebman and Milhaupt 2015).
What larger insights about this can be gleaned from the coal case? I believe there are
two. The first concerns the Guo Jin Min Tui phenomenon (systematic crowding-out
of private firms from some industry by state firms). The second concerns questions for
future research on China's "state capitalism".

6.4.1 Guo Jin Min Tui

The Shanxi coal nationalizations and the high-profile nationalization of several steel
firms in 2008-2010, as well as the general bias towards state companies in the allocation
of stimulus funding in 2009/2010 led to an excited debate in China - picked up also
by the Western media - about Guo Jin Min Tui, the apparent crowding out of private
firms by SOEs. To what extent that really happened remains debated, though it appears
that, except for the coal industry, in fact little real crowding-out occurred (Lardy 2014).
Insights from the coal case suggest why this was so, and indicate that in the future,
too, we should only expect Guo Jin Min Tui under very specific and relatively rare
conditions.

Crowding out of privates (or some other set of firms) from an industry can in prin-
ciple occur through either of two mechanisms: firstly, administrative fiat (i.e., forced
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takeovers or closures), and secondly rigged market competition. The coal case suggests
that either faces steep barriers and is therefore generally unlikely to occur, but under
certain conditions they do become substantially more likely.

6.4.1.1 Administrative Fiat

The coal case suggests that unless one of two conditions is met, it is very hard for the
state to expand the share of state ownership of a given industry through administrative
means like forced takeovers or closures of private firms, at least as long as the privates
are profitable enough to deliver rents and other benefits (employment, GDP) to local
officials. The reason for this is that nationalization will face intense resistance not only
from the expropriated privates themselves, but also - indeed especially - from local and
possibly provincial officials, whose access to rents and other benefits will be threatened
if the economic assets in question (firms, plant, mines, etc.) come to be controlled by
SOEs with bureaucratic rank and power equal or greater than the officials'.

The role of rents in this argument alerts us to the first condition under which the expan-
sion of state ownership should become easier and thus more likely. If secular economic
change wipes out the rents in question and endangers other benefits (e.g. local employ-
ment due to impending bankruptcies), local officials may become much less opposed
to some form of state takeover, and even welcome it. The "special circumstances" of
the coal nationalizations alert us to the second condition making nationalization or clo-
sure of privates more likely. This is if the privates come to be perceived as imperiling
political stability, for instance by creating some kind of highly visible problem that
embarrasses the state or sparks public anger. If stability considerations really do tend
to trump most other considerations (as my findings from the coal case suggest), then
we should expect to see central or provincial authorities override local resistance under
these circumstances and enforce Guo Jin, Min Tui.

6.4.1.2 Rigged Market Competition

Crowding out of private firms might also be effected by quietly shifting factors of market
competition in state firms' favor, e.g. by supplying them with preferential access to
strategic inputs like credit. As we saw in the discussion of the effects of the post-
2012 coal-market collapse on producers in Inner Mongolia, the preferential allocation of
railing to state firms seems to have given them a competitive advantage over privates.
However, this strategy depends for its feasibility on a specific condition: that those
state agencies wishing to favor state firms possess specific, relevant regulatory powers
enabling them to grant or withhold whatever happens to be the key bottleneck input
in question. Given the extreme heterogeneity of factors affecting firm competitiveness
in different industries and the highly decentralized character of China's economy and
economic governance, it is likely that this condition often does not hold. Moreover,
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as the well-attested phenomenon of "local protectionism" (tIM9) ) indicates,
local governments may often be able to answer central-state regulatory discrimination
against 'their' (private) firms in kind, or find some new way of supplying the needed
input.

In summary, the coal case suggests that for Guo Jin Min Tui to occur, it is necessary
for one of three conditions to hold: a political crisis tied to the private sector in the
industry in question, a steep market downturn wiping out the rents that the sector
generates, or control of a vital input by state agencies eager to promote Guo Jin Min
Tui. However, none of these are likely to hold very often, and thus Guo Jin Min Tui is
will probably remain a rare phenomenon.

6.4.2 Future Research on China's "state capitalism"

The coal case suggests several areas for future research on the dynamics of China's "state
capitalism". One concerns the interactions between local (subprovincial) governments
and central and provincial SOEs. In the coal case, these emerged as fundamental for
understanding how consolidation played out, as they motivated local officials to oppose
nationalization. Given that local officials and large state enterprises are two of the most
powerful and resource-rich sets of actors in China's political economy, it seems likely
that their interactions shape outcomes in many other areas. Yet we know very little
about these. For instance, in the coal case (and the other cases of industry restructuring
discussed above), their relations seem to have been largely hostile. But this may well
not be norm outside of a relatively specific and unusual circumstance: where efforts
are underway to remove existing assets (firms, plant, natural resources) from local
governments' control and give them to the SOEs. After all, the large SOEs can also
offer local officials a lot - above all large investment projects that drive GDP. Further
research about how local officials and provincial and central-state SOEs interact to
shape economic and social outcomes therefore seems worthwhile.

A further area for future research are the provincially-owned state companies. Most
research on China's state sector in the last 10 years has focused on the 120-odd central-
state SOEs ($i). There are good reasons for this, since they are the largest and
most powerful corporate actors in China. However, much of the state sector in fact
continues to be owned by local and provincial governments. As the coal case shows,
these firms can be important tools through which provinces conduct policy. Shanxi and
Henan were ultimately able to resolve the safety crisis by simply ordering their SOEs
to take over and run the mines in question. During my research, I repeatedly came
across references to provinces and localities using their own state firms for all kinds of
purposes, from stimulating investment, to developing entirely new industries (e.g. coal
chemicals, tourism), to rewarding followers with plum appointments. Yet despite their
putative importance to provincial economic policy and probably to provincial politics
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as well, we know very little about the provincial state sectors. It is to be hoped that
this will change in future.
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7.1 Distortions in the Data on Coal-Mine Output

The data are prone to at least three kinds of distortions. One is underreporting by firms,
to evade taxes or disguise illegal mining or production above registered capacity. Based
on comparisons between reported coal consumption, production and imports, Kevin Tu
(2011: pp. 57-65) estimates that even in the late 2000s, 15-20% of produced coal was
never declared or entered into the statistical system. Tu believes that TVMs account
for most of this "grey-market" coal, but much of it may in fact have stemmed from the
large SOEs. A former manager of one of the largest Chinese coal companies told me
that in his experience, the company routinely mined and sold significantly more coal
than it declared (Interviews 37, 84). Large centrally-owned mines (Mit) may today
be best able to evade the provincial coal registration (9) system, as they possess own
railway track and sales and transport companies over which provincial regulators have
little control.

The second source of problems are data-collection errors. The coal-industry yearbooks
mostly report provincial output data in two separate places; a table recording output by
mine type for all provinces (probably based on centrally-collected data), and in chapters
authored by provincial authorities that record the yearly events in their respective coal
industries (using provincial data). Inconsistencies between the number reported in these
two places are frequent. In one particularly egregious case, the same provincial chapter
reported totally different output numbers in the chapter text and in a table at the end
of the chapter. Later yearbook editions often report revised output figures for earlier
years. For all figures showing provincial output, I have used the data reported in the
national table and only draw on the data from the provincial chapters when no national
table was published. In all cases the latest published data is used (i.e., if 2003 output
data was published in 2003 and re-published in 2005, the 2005 version was used).

Thirdly, there are instances of data falsification by state authorities for political ends.
One example of this is underreporting of TVM output, as happened on a large scale
between 1998 and 2002. A more subtle form of data falsification is the invention of
opaque new categories, like the "local mines" category discussed in Chapter 4.

7.2 Inner Mongolia's Key Coal-Mining Enterprises

7.2.1 State-owned Firms

9 China Shenhua Energy Shareholding Company - Shendong Coal Branch Company
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* Huaneng Group Yimin Coal and Electricity Company ( #E WdfQ)% E

* Inner Mongolia Baiyin Huahaizhou Opencast Coal Mining Company (Jii

* Inner Mongolia Huolinhe Coal Industry Group (NJR W W)

" Inner Mongolia Luneng Daya Energy Group (N N0WNR [Jf fIEV )

" Inner Mongolia Pingzhuang Coal Industry Group (FZ$'E LIM1)

" Shenhua Group Baotou Mining Company (

" Shenhua Beidian Shengli Energy Company (

* Shenhua Group Haibowan Mining Company ($ WfWJi Th+4
1i)

" Shenhua Group Wuda Mining Company (- J2k P PR 41 =)

* Shenhua Zhunbei'er Energy Company (

* Shendong Tianlong Group (i$$ I2J)

* Zhalaino'er Mining Company (TL"i$$ )1L 4'{%)

* Shenhua Baori Xilei Energy Company ($ IM H J R)

7.2.2 Private Firms

" Inner Mongolia Haishen Coal Group (

* Inner Mongolia Huineng Coal and Electricity Group (NWL VERIiI )

* Inner Mongolia Manshi Coal Group (

" Inner Mongolia Mengfa Coal Company (N 3 R f{E })

" Inner Mongolia Mengtai Coal and Electricity Group (I7'2J% % )

" Inner Mongolia Qinghua Group (FhJ ic!%I)

" Inner Mongolia Qipanjing Mining Company (
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" Inner Mongolia Taixi Group (N RN-t^%xff)

" Inner Mongolia Tehong Coal and Electricity Group (NR L1% W )

" Inner Mongolia Ximeng Coal Company (NCY9V% *qRBf1& )

" Inner Mongolia Yidong Coal Group (ffl)

" Inner Mongolia Yitai Group (

* Ordos Wulan Coal Group (

" Ordos Ruide Coal and Chemicals Company (2/AlWTVIVI I-M PR N46=)

7.2.3 No Information on Ownership Obtainable

o Baotou City Luhe Coking Coal Sales and Transport Company (

Source: Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Science and Technology Bureau 2010

7.3 Authorized Consolidators in Wuhai City

7.3.1 State-owned Firms

* Inner Mongolia Yihua Group (F'$[-LI2)

7.3.2 Private Firms

" Haotian Energy Group (-kRf'xffl)

" Hongye International Investment Group (
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" Inner Mongolia Desheng Industry and Commerce Group (VA]'f r H2W)

" Inner Mongolia Hengyecheng Youji Gui Company (VLFfl-ffF c
A)

" Inner Mongolia Huanghe Industry and Trading Group (NVW FTOINER)

* Inner Mongolia Energy and Chemicals Shareholding Company (VAi IEfi

" Inner Mongolia Meifang Energy Company (fVMPR 5 1P)

" Inner Mongolia Tianyu Innovation and Investment Group (
xI)

* Inner Mongolia Yuanhengfeng Energy and Chemicals Company (VAJ h

" Inner Mongolia Yuantong Coal and Chemicals Group (VAI Vi)t{L2 )

* Wuhai Taihe Coal and Coking Company ( H t 2 j Jf-L )

" Wuhai Zhonglian Chemcials Company (L@Pc2>O)

" Wuhai Yifeng Industry and Trading Company ( FI J )

7.3.3 No Information on Ownership Obtainable

" Wuhai Xibu Mining Company (Arr-MPWAMPROA)

" Wuhai Chemicals Shareholding Company ({LIf 9k 2> N)

" Wuhai Rongxin Coal and Coking Company (

" Wuhai Zhengwei Mining Company (fiI) 4{- )

Source: Wuhai 2011
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